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PREFACE,

TAAT canals and river navigations are of
great importance to trade and commerce,
will not be denied by those who have seriously

considered the subject ; and I think it is equally
true, that there is no subject upon which the
ability and eloquence of the senate, and the la
bour of the press, have been so much displayed ;
and yet the real state of any subject, perhaps,
was never more mistaken , nor the public mind

more misled, than by the supposed profits that
arise from the making of them .

In the house of commons, I heard it boldly
asserted by a member, who had more zeal than

understanding, that canals would be the salvation
of the state, if made similar to those in Holland .
Another member, less noisy, but more wise,

ironically observed, was that the case, the suc
ceeding generation should have webbed feet like

ducks,that they might the more easily pass upon
them .

But from a careful'examination of the grounds
upon which these supposed profits rest, they will
appear to be no better founded than the immense

wealth whichthe silly girl in the fable proposed to
raise from her eggs and chickens . And does not
this plainly shew how sensible men may, and fre
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quently do, speculate wuch upon the shell with
out ever once approaching the kernel of the
subject.

Not more than twenty years ago, a man that
dared to deliver the opinion, that few of the mo
dern canals would be of public utility, werethe
dues to be so fixed as to pay the subscriber
5 per cent. became as obnoxious, as if he had en
gaged in the defence of the abominable doctrines

of Tom Paine ; and I am inclined to think , there

is not a man in the kingdom that has suffered so

much obloquy as myself, from the supposed
friends to canals and their pretended engi

neers, for declaring my sentiments upon many of
them ; but time, the best expositor of future
events, has fully confirmed my opinion.

The generally prevailing idea, that canals were
extremely beneficial to the subscribers, has had a

most injurious effect in misleading the public.
And this fatal error has arisen, in consequence

of the advocates for canals having only examined
one part of the subject; for the great advantage
which the public were supposed to derive from

the making of them, has been painted in the
most glowing colours, while the real state of the
subscribers has been passed by in silence, as un
worthy of notice.

It is the subscriber.I would principally wish to
look to, and if possible, procure him 5 per cent ;
for as the dues are generally fixed , if they have
common interest, the public will be well served ;
and so they are by many of those canals that will

never pay one farthing ofinterest for the original
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subscription, nor interest even upon the ad

vanced loans. Suppose the subscribers to these
canals had a power to raise the tolls until they
would pay 5

per cent, what would be the conse

quence ? would the public comply with such a
demand ? certainly not; for although the com
pany could raise the tolls, they could not compel

the public to pay them by carrying goods on the
line .

Many have written upon the great gain that
would attend the making of canals, but none

upon the heavy loss that would be the conse

quence of it ; and this supposed gain has had
great influence upon the minds of the subscri
bers . Mr. Philips, in his treatise upon canals,
tells the farmer that he would carry his grain to
market 30 per cent cheaper by them than upon

the public roads; and such a statement, if cre
dited, would naturally induce the opulent farmer

to become a large subscriber, as he would have
two motives for so doing : 1st. The great saving
by carriage : 2nd. The great interest expected
to arise from sinking a certain capital. I can

readily admit this statement, and yet it may be
easily shewn that if the tolls by which the

farmer gains 30 per cent in the carriage of
bis grain were raised, until the subscriber

had 5 per cent, such farmer would not carry a
quarter of grain upon them once in seven years,
because it might be carried much cheaper on
the public roads.
All these writers upon canals have treated the
subject as if there was no risk in the subscriber

receiving 5 per cent ; no wonder, then , that
speculating in canals should have been so ex
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tremely captivating ; for trade without risk is a
thing unknown to the mercantile world . And
to add weight to the arguments of these Gentle
men for multiplying canals, they have collected

the names of a few canals and river navigations

that pay well, (and few they are indeed, when
compared with those that pay ill , and many no

thing at all ), without ever examining and com
paring the countries through which each of the
lines pass, and how one may exceed the other
with respect to population, trade, commerce,
mines, and minerals ; for, it is probable, the

lines that pay well are ten times more favoura
ble for a canal than those that pay ill, and a

comparative view of them might have prevented
the execution ofmany of the bad lines ; but from

reading their works, a stranger would conclude
that all were alike beneficial.

Moreover, these Gentlemen , in treating upon
canals, have paid little attention to the great
difference there is in the price of land, labour,

and materials, from what they bore at the time
when those canals were executed that pay well ;
for if many of them were to be cut now, though

they have long paid well, they would not now
pay 2 per cent interest. Neither have these
great advocates for canals once hinted that the
subscribers to them might be injured by competi

tion in multiplying them , or by the making of
new public roads to communicate with them

;

though nothing could be more plain than that
such an injury would , in a great many instances,
take place. For wherever a canal is made, new
public roads are sure to be made also to convey

the goods to and from the line ; and although
the general opinion has been , that making canals
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would render more new roads unnecessary, facts
have proved the fallacy of such an opinion.
But eventually, multiplying new roads will
militate against canal interests, inasmuch as they
will make thetrade of the country less dependent
upon canals , and will also operate against an
advance of the tolls ,

I am sorry to say, that long experience has
shewn me, that canal subscribers have generally

been the dupes of all parties ; for the land own

er, who may have got a large stone quarry , a
lime rock, or a coal mine to dispose of, acts his

part with the utmost caution upon the public
stage, but frequently behind the curtain, in per
suading the unsuspecting subscriber, by a num
ber of fallacious statements, that he will be

greatly benefited by permitting him to vary the
line here, and make a turn there, until he has

at last made it every thing but what it ought to
be. The great coal owner always makes sure
to be upon the canal committee, recommends

subscribing liberally, and with great ingenuity
acts the part of a decoy duck for the scheme.

It is not possible to state how many canal
schemes have been sacrificed to the interest , of

these men ; but the greatest prostitutiou of ca
nal interest

that I think was ever witnessed

was effected by two opulent coal owners, near
Manchester, and were I to give the histor, of it

I think few would give me credit. I believe there
are not many canals in the kingdom , the inte
rests of which have not been sacrificed to either

land or mine owner, or both conjointly :

No

matter of surprize then , that the subscribers

vi
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should be in so deplorable a situation. I am
sorry to say, that a great part of the capital
sunk in making modern canals in this kingdom ,
has been found upon enquiry to belong to those
who can ill spare it ; and I find it to be the case

with the subscribers to the canals in Ireland,

which makes the loss much more distressing.
It is a serious consideration, to take from the

pockets of this class of people perhaps more than
£ 5,000,000 sterling, that will never pay a penny
of interest ; but I by no means wish it to be un

derstood, that this is the whole of the non-pro
ductive capital sunk in canals; for I think it is
far from being one halfof it. I shall for the pre
sent conclude this subject by saying, that no

man can be more desirousthan I am of promoting
canals, where there is a fair prospect of the sub
scriber having 5 per cent interest; but should

the country be so unfriendly to a canal, as not

to justify the expense of making one, a railway
may be made instead of it ; and the public I
think have as yet but contracted ideas of what
may be carried upon a railway made upon the

best principle, or of the easy expense of carrying a
ton of goods per mile upon them ; I shall give
my opinion upon railways with my observations
on the Irish canals

Perhaps the canalsubscriber will ask, by what
rule he shall know to what expense per mile he

may go in executing a canal before he incurs risk,
in not having 5 percent interest for the capital
he may sink. This is a question much easier to
propose than to answer.

If the country, through which the line is pro
posed to pass, be populous, abounding with
mines, minerals, trade, and extensive commerce,
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the subscriber may bejustified in expending from
£ 7,000 to £ 7,500 per mile upon a broad canal.
The interest of this sum is £375 per annum, but
one- fourth of this must be deducted for wear and

tear, which will require a gross revenue to be

raised equal to £ 468,15 per mile,including every
expense . There are but few either canals or

navigations that raise such a revenue per mile ;
yet there are a few that raise much more.

If this

statement is worthy of confidence, it shews the
distressed situation the greatest part of our mo
dern canals are in .

The tolls for many of these canals are easy ,
and were they otherwise, little or no tonnage
would ever come upon thein ; for were they to
be advanced ld per ton per mile, three -fourths
of the dues would immediately disappear .
Did I wish seriously to injure that respectable
body of men, the proprietors of the Leeds and
Liverpool canal, I should wish them success in
their application to parliament, (for their oppo

sers are their best friends in disguise) and should
they be so unfortunate as to acquire a power,
and so imprudent as to use it, and advance their

dues Id per ton per mile, I think they will
quickly dismiss one-third of the transit 'trade.
But with an advance of tolls I think they
should not be indulged, until they have correct

ed the imperfections of their works, and made

the public such a canal as they engaged to do
when they obtained their act ; and from the
great power they had given them to supply it
with the mill-owners' water, the public have a
right to expect a canal made upon the best prin
ciple, which is not the case at present . This
canal and that of the Rochdale were not origi
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nally intended to be rival canals, but from un
foreseen circumstances, they are become such ,

and neither money nor ingenuity can prevent it.
The competition between public roads and
canals is great, and the difference in expense, in

carrying upon them is, in many instances, very
trilling, and differs very much from Mr. Phil
lips's statement.
The difference in distance between two given

points, say thirty miles, where the conveyance is
made both by land and water , will generally be

nearly one-third more by the formerthan by the
latter, to which add the distance in carrying to
and from the canal .

The distance between

Sowerby Bridge wharf, where the Rochdale ca
nal commences, to Manchester, by the public
road, is twenty -two miles, but by that canal
thirty - two miles, and the distance from Leeds to

Liverpool, by that canal , is one hundred and
thirty -one miles, but by a good public road only
seventy five miles, which makes a saving, in dis
tance, of fifty -six miles .
I hope, nothing that I have said will tend to
discourage the making of canals, but the con
trary, where the natural population and trade of

the country will justify the expense ; for they
have already been so much disgraced by the im
proper designing and conducting of them , that
Í shall not be surprised to see the making of ca
nals as much exploded, as they once were recom
mended ; for public confidence is much sooner
lost than regained .
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OBSERVATIONS.

OBSERVATIONS
ON THB

CARDING , ROVING, DRAWING, STRETCHING , AND
SPINNING OF COTTON .

The foundation for making good yarn
must be laid in the card room ; for if the cotton

is injured there, no subsequent operation can cor
rect it. The feeding rollers for the cards, should
run as near the swift cylinder as possible, so as

not to touch it, and the swift cylinder should
make sixty- four revolutions for the feeding roll
ers one, and twenty -six for the doffing cylinder
one, and the doffing cylinder should make two
and three -quarters revolutions for the feeding
roller one .

The diameter of the feeding rollers ,

for the finishers, should be one inch and one

eighth of an inch, but those for the breakers
should be one inch and a quarter diameter, and
the cotton, when passing through them , should

be in a line with the centre of the cylinder. The
speed of the swift cylinder may be taken at from
100 to 110 , 120 , 130 , 140, for middle numbers,

of from 40 to 50, or 60 hanks in the pound ; but
should the numbers run from 80 to 120, it would
B
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be better if the swift cylinder did not make more
than from one hundred to one hundred and twenty
revolutions per minute ; yet I have seen them make

one hundred and forty revolutions, when spinning
very good twist 130 hanks in the pound. The flats
should be set as near as they can be, without touch

ing the swift cylinder, and the car is the best guide
to know whether they run close or not.
It is but too often the case, that, from the in

attention of the carder, the cotton is spoiled by
being made knappy, as it is called, that is, full

of small round knaps ; and, whenever this is the
case, the cotton is greatly injured, for if these
are made with the breakers, the finishers can

never remove them . These knaps may be made
by bad cards, but they generally are made by the
cards being improperly set, or for want of grind
ing, or for not stripping the cylinder and flats
in proper time. The swift cylinder of the break
ers should be stripped once every hour, and a flat
every ten minutes, and not more than two flats

should be stripped at once, but on no account be
more than one half of them at the same time, for if

they are all stripped together, it will make a

thin place in the lap, and be much too light.
But as the laps of the breakers are all weigh
ed , their being too light, is not of so much
consequence as, not stripping the flats and the
cylinders of the finishers in time, in which case
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the carding will not be of an even thickness,

which will most certainly injure the yarn, for
weighing the rovings will not entirely remove
this imperfection ; but I shall speak more fully
of these things hereafter.

The swift cylinder of the finishers will not
require stripping more than once in every two
hours, and the flats will not need stripping quite
so often as those of the breakers, and only one
half of them should be stripped at once.

It is of the utmost importance , that the drums
of the breakers should be all of an equal diameter ,
for if there be any variation in them, it will make

a difference in the weight of the carding. There
is another circumstance that should be carefully
attended to, though by most of the carders it is

seldom thought of, for the greatest part of them
do not know , how necessary it is that all the card
ings ofthe finishers should be of equal weight for

an equal length, yet this is sometimes very difficult
to obtain . It will frequently happen , that when
the laps are of equal weight, and the carding
engines have an equal number of wheels with an
equal number of teeth, yet, notwithstanding this,
there will be a variation in the weight of the card
ing of four hanks in the pound. To correct this,
it will be necessary to change some of the card

wheels, to bring them to an equal weight

Sup
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pose the cards of one finisher to be much farther

worn down than those of another, though the
laps may be of an equal weight, and the motion
of both engines the same, yet the cardings will

frequently vary much in their weight. To adjust
the weight of the cardings accurately , the cards
should be, as near as possible , equally worn
down, and if the cardings of two, or any given
number of engines, are tried one against the

other, the cylinders should be exactly stripped
together ; and the state of the flats should be

equally alike, with respect to the time of strip
ping

Perhaps it will be said, that if the rovings are
weighed, it is of small moment whether the card
ings are of equal weight, for a given length , say
six feet ; but this is a great mistake, for if there

is a great difference in the weight of an equal
length of the carding, it will make two or three
more sorts of rovings, which is attended with
considerable loss in waste, as well as inconveni

ent for the spinner to have to change his rovings
1

so frequently. Besides, the yarn is thereby made
niuch worse .

Ifthe carding engines and drawing frames are
rightly managed, there will seldom be more than
two sorts ofroyings; whereas there are frequently
not less than five or six sorts.

All this exactness
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in the weight of the laps and the cardings is not

necessary for weft spinning ; but for making a
first rate article of twist, it is requisite. Should
the flats run five or six minutes longer than their

usual time, before they are stripped, it will pro
duce knaps, which will very much weaken the
yarn and create waste, as they will fly off when

the brush is dressing the warp. Carding lightly is
much in favour of not making knaps; and with a
box engine, 18 inches broad , for 80 to 90 hanks

in the pound, five ounces is full enough for a lap
to weigh ; but for 40 twist, many will have their
laps nearly six ounces.
When two sorts of cotton are mixed and card

ed together, I think the best method of mixing
them , is to weigh the sorts separately, and let
them go upon the feeding cloth in that state ;
and as one will lap over the other on the drum ,
they cannot fail being well mixed when they come
to the finisher ; but there is another way that
some make use of, which is carding the cottons
on separate engines, and running a carding of
each through the drawing frames together ; and
either way

will answer , if properly attended to.

The next thing that calls for the attention of

the master spinner , is the grinding of his cards.
I am inclined to think, that there is more cotton

spoiled by the cards not being ground in due

1
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time, and improperly ground, than by any thing
else ; and from a careful examination of a great

many factories, as well as from consulting with
the most experienced carders, I am of opinion,
that one - fourth of the cotton that is worked in
1

this kingdom , is much injured in the carding and
drawing, and consequently, that one - fourth of
the

yarn spun from it is injured also.

To enable the carder to dispatch his grinding
quickly, he will frequently use the fast emery ,
which should never be applied but when the cards
require grinding to an even face ; and this fatal

instrument is frequently put into the hands of an
inexperienced boy, who, not knowing how to
use it, will often grind one end of the card much
lower than the other, and thereby ruin them .
The cards should be well brushed out , or cleaned

with an open hand card, made for that purpose,

before they are ground, which will fetch the dust
and dirt from the bottom of them much better than

a brush can. The cylinders should be ground with

a light hand emery, about three inches broad and
one thick ; and afterwards with a piece of curved
leather , fitted to the diameter of the cylinder,

and covered with emery , which being very light,
the cards can hardly be injured by it. In gen
e

ral, cards are not ground more than one half as
often as they should be, for the breakers should

be ground gently every day, and the finishers

1

every other day ; but not more than one half of
either should be ground at once, for the cards

should never be all sharp or dull at the same
time
1

As the cylinders of carding engines are apt to

fly by change of weather, and from not being
dry at first, they should be frequently examined,
to see that they are in the round ; and the screws,
which fasten the cover to the rims, should be in

spected twice a year, and every shut cord should
be examined, to see that they are not become
slack . Should any cylinder be out of the round,
it will spoil the cards, the cotton, and the yarn,

as one side of it will give the cotton too much
work , and the other side too little, which will

make the carding uneven, in proportion to the
cylinder being out of truth.

New cards require a great deal of time to grind
them properly ; for if the fast emery be laid on
too hard, it will soften the wire and ruin the
cards. A set of new cards will require three

days, at least, to grind them properly, for they
should be ground until there is not a bright tooth
to be seen in them , for these do no good in that

state ; and the cylinder, when ground properly,
will

appear nearly black .

The working of the crank should be carefully
attended to ; for generally it is worked much too
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fast, as the speed should not be more than suffi
cient to take off the cotton ; a quick motion will

produce a great deal of waste , and subject the
machine to many misfortunes. The feeding roll

ers of the cards should be frequently examined ,
to see that they stand square with the cylinder,
and that their centres are of a proper height ; for

if they are not, good work cannot be produced by
them. Some carding engines have a small roller,
from about 24 to 3 inches diameter, covered with
a kind of fillet, which works against the swift

cylinder, a little above the feeding roller, to
keep the cotton light upon it ; and it answers
very well.

When the cards are nailed on , they should be
well stretched, and a sufficient quantity of stout
tacks put in them, to keep them firm and tight.

The next thing to be considered is, what breadth
of carding engine will do its work the best. Box
or narrow engines for 18 inch cards, were used
for middle and fine numbers, more than twenty
years ; but for the last three or four years many
have made their engines from 2 feet 6, to 3
feet 6 inches, and some 4 feet broad. The only
advantage these engines have over narrow ones
is, that they take up less room for the same
breadth of card ; but they are far more inconye

nient to work, and much more subject to warp ;

g

besides, it is difficult to get good even leather of

the size wanted. For these and many more rea

sons thatmight be given, I think narrow engines
much better ; and many spinners are now reject
ing the broad and adopting the narrow ones.
1

Where the worst of cotton and waste are

worked for twist, of from 10 to 12 hanks in the

pound, or for low numbers in weft, broad engines .
made double, and which finish with one opera

tion, may answer ; but where good cotton is
worked , there never will be any machine invented,
in my opinion, that will answer like the narrow
ones. Delivering rollers at the tail of thefinisher,
made of iron turned exactly true, and of the

proper size, as they will not draw the carding in
the least, are much better than those made of
wood, which soon wear too little, and occasion
great trouble.
The spinner of Bowdens and Orleans, should
have the wire for their cards fine, hard" and

elastic ; for hard stiff wire will very much injure
those cottons ; a great deal depending on the

state of the cards and the quality of the wire. It
is therefore necessary for the master spinner to

understand the quality of his cards, to prevent
him from being imposed upon by either the card-,

maker, or his carder ; between whan there is,
C
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sometimes, too great an intimacy. Nor will the
master be able to keep his carder in proper subor
dination, until he has attained a moderate know
1

ledge of his card -room ; for such is the base
principle of the generality of them , that if they
find their employer to be ignorant of what is

passing in the card -room , they will do all in their
power to keep him so ; and in proportion to the
want of knowledge in the master, will be the
idleness, the insolence, and drunkenness of the
carder.

The spinner ought to be cautious in the choice
of his carder, and avoid having one that has an
asthmatic complaint ; as such an one cannot

stand the grinding of the cards, but as often as
possible, will set boys to do it in the master's
absence, by which means the cards will be spoil
ed ; and if he is hard of hearing, he cannot set

the flats and doffing cylinder properly. In a

large factory, a grinder to assist the carder is
necessary ; but small factories cannot support
the expense. The master, or the overlooker,

should, once in the week , have all the cylinders
stript, to see how the cards are ground ; and
whether the flats are set properly .
If the observations I have made are carefully
attended to, and the cards are in good condition,

the spinner may reasonably expect to have good
ܪ
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work, provided the carder knows his business. In
order, however, that the carder may producethe

best work , he should have good cotton, well pre
pared by batting and picking ; but such has been ,
and is now the deplorable state of the cotton spin
ner, as not to admit of this expense , owing to the

high price of labour, especially for low and mid
dle numbers ; the very fine numbers perhaps may.

Many substitutes for hand batting have been
adopted, but none have answered so well as the

blowing machine and the single beater, as it is
called . The blowing machine however is now

almost given up, owing to the great power that
is required to work it, and the excess of waste
in fly, which is little worth. The beater hax
ing no fan, does not make one half the waste

that the blowing machine does, and the waste it
does make, is much more valuable than that of

the blower. But this machine is capable of

doing great injury to the cotton, if not properly
Fooked after ; for should the beater stand too near

the feeding rollers, it will very much chop and
cut the cotton ; and when thus injured, there is

little strength in the yarai spun from it; and it is

next to impossible to card it without knapping.
Brazil cotton will not bear going through this
machine more than twice ; and to allow of this,
the beater should not make more than from five

.
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hundred to five hundred and fifty, revolutions
per minute , yet many of them make twelve
hundred .

:: روز.. و

It must be allowed, that the quicker the ma
chine runs,

and the better it will open the cotton ;
but it frequently opens it too much ; and the

1

slower it runs the better it will take out the dust

and motes.

For middle numbers this machine

will answer well, if properly managed with a
feeding cloth to take off the cotton ; and a picker

LE

should clean it as it passes along.

The drawing machines, or frames, require par
ticular attention to manage them well. It is now

le

admitted by all judicious cotton spinners and well

1

informed carders, that three rollers for one head
are much better than two ; as there are two drafts

with throc rollers, but only one with two rollers.

Byhaving two drafts, the cotton is drawn less at
onee , and the yarn much stronger than it can be
made by one draft ; and four ends may be put up
much better atthefirsthead than with two rollers;

and may be continued through all the heads of
the drawing frames. Many drawing frames have
"only four heads, butsix make much better twist,
as it is doubled sixteen times for the other one.

* Suppose four ends run up for four heads, the

doubling, including that of the skellets, will

only be fivehundredand twelvetimes in passing

1
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throughthem all; butsix heads,including doub
ling with the skellets, will double it eight thou
sand one hundred and ninety -two times,
Itis of importance to have a right understand

ing, what the distance should be between the front
and middle roller, for an error in this respect will
be fatal to the

yarn.

The distance between them

should not be more than a quarter and one-six
teenth of an inch ; and the front roller should
make two revolutions while the middle roller

makes one ; and the middle roller nearly two for
the back roller one.

These calculations are made

for working Brazil and Demarara cottons; but
I shall give more particular instructions for these
movements hereafter,
The first head should draw one foot into full

three, and keep advancing one tooth at every
head , except the last; for it may be, that if it
1

advances a tooth at the last head, the coil will

be weakened too much ; and if, upon examina
tion, this is found to be the case, the sixth head

should have the same pinion as the fifth ; and if
the coil should be rather too heavy, it may be

Tegulated at the skellet; for it is much safer to
have the cotton under than byer drawn at the

#frames. It is of importance to have the bosses of

the drawing frame rollers 4 inches broad at the
least, that the cotton may pass thin upon them ;

3
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for a piecing may be drawn much better with &
broad boss than a narrow one; but broad bosses
are of little consequence if the passage to them
is contracted. Such, however, is the ignorance
of many carders, that when they have a broad
boss, they will contract the entrance to it one
half at the least, by driving old spindles on each
side of it ; and this makes the rollers unable to

draw a piecing in a proper manner. This con
traction is made to save the trouble of placing
the cans in a proper position , to admit of the
carding passing through the brass conductor
without any other assistance . " To correct this

folly and make the rollers draw , the carder in
creases the weight upon them to, perhaps, double
what would be necessary , if the passage to them

was not contracted ; and the consequence of this
is trebling the roller laps, and increasing the
waste in the same proportion ; add to this,

that the rollers will require covering twice as
often, besides wasting the power of the steam
engine.

• The less weight any roller can be worked
with and the better, for no more is necessary
than is sufficient to make it draw clear; and the

breaking of the coil, and letting the end run loose
down without passing the delivering rollers, will
shew whether the cotton draws clear ; and if it
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does not, the weight must be increased until it will.

Once in the week , the drawing frame rollers, as
i

well as the feeding rollers of the carding engines,
should be well scoured ; and the distance between

the drawing frame rollers should be carefully exa

mined, to see that the stands, or rather the slides,
are not shifted ; for; by having so much oil
about them, the screws work loose, and the slides

frequently move, to the great injury of both cot
ton and twist.

The cloth for covering the drawing frame roll
ers, should be good, stout and well milled, but
double milled would be better, which should be

raised with dead teazles, and aftewards have a

gentle cut. I should prefer such a cloth tọ the
having two folds, as some spioners have upon
their rollers ; and the bosses should be made

rough with a file, that the paste or paint may
stick fast upon them .

The stretching frame is an useful machine,
but requires good management. The distance
between the front and middle roller, for Brazil

and Demerara cotton, should be one-eighth of
an inch and full one -sixteenth ; but for Georgia
cotton it should be a little more , and draw

one foot into nearly five feet, but not more.
Thelength of the stretch should be five feet, and

thefront roller maké nearly fourrevolutions for the
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middle roller one , and the middle roller should

gain upon the back roller nearly one in seven .
1.517,

The fineness of the roving for 40 twist should

be full four hanks in the pound ; and this prépa- ;
ration will answer for all numbers, except where .

they spin from a double roving. The roving for
all numbers should have as little twist as it can

be spun with , without being strained, for if the
roving is hard twisted, no level yarn can be spun
from it , and the rollers should have no more

weight upon them than will make them draw the
cotton clear. The breaking of the coil, as before
directed, and letting the card run loose, ,will
shew whether it will draw clear or not.

Great

care must be taken that the point of the spindle
does not go too near the roller beam, as it will

cause the roving to fly off at the spindle point
when thecop is nearly full ; and that part which
flies off will have much more twist than the rest

of theroving, while the part which is overtwisted
will never draw freely between the spining rollers ;
and the yarn spun from it will not be level.

It

is not possible to estimate theloss which spinners
have sustained , by spinning from rovings thathave
been hard twisted .

IN

That a stretching frame may do its work
well, the rollers and wharfs should be well

picked and cleaned twice a day; and the car
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riage board and roller beam wiped down every
set ; and the roving should be twisted the same
way that the yarn is which is spun from it. If
the frame ismaking rovings for 40 or 50 twist,
the clearers should be often picked and chalked ;
and the steel rollers should be well scoured once

a week , and the stands tried once a month , with
a line drawn over them , to see that they are level;
and the stretcher be well watched that, in back

ing off, the roving is not strained. It is the
opinion of many judicious spinners, that there
never has been any machine constructed that
would make rovings as level as the stretching
frame ; though they may be rather more expen

sive in the working , than some other machines
used for that purpose ,

Mule spinning is certainly a very complex
business, which may still be considered in its

infancy ; for its machinery admits of endless im
provement; and it is one of the disagreeable but
unavoidable circumstances attending it, that the
most ingenious spinner can never say, he is spin

ning upon the best principle for six months toge
ther.

The rollers for the back and middle should

be made of good clear wood, well dried , and
turned as true as possible. The rollers for the
front should be made of soft beaten iron , and
should also be turned true.
D

The cloth whicis
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covers them , should be good and stout, but soft,
much the same, though not quite so strong, as

that I have recommended for the drawing frame
rollers. Perhaps it may be as well to have both
the wood and iron rollers turned to an exact

thickness ; which will be necessary, if the spinner

1

intends to use cement joints for the leathers.
When these are well made and tightly put on,

1

they may answer for middle numbers ; but for

fine yarn, I think there is nothing like drawing
the seam with silk.

Cement joints are usually made with isinglass,
mixed with brandy, vinegar, ale, or porter

dregs, all which have a tendency to make the
joint hard and stiff, and have therefore been
given up by many fine spinners.
Roller seams made with silk and sewed at the

ends with thread , are apt to turn round before
the leather is half worn ; and are then unfit for
use .

The best way to make the leather firm upon

the roller, is to steep it in water, about new milk
warm , for five or six minutes, and stretch it well

with the finger before it is sewed on with silk ;
the end must be well sewed with thread ; and if

the seam is well made, it will stand as long as
the leather will last. The leather which has been

thus expanded , will contract again when dry,

and thus become much tighter than it can be
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made if put on dry. The rollers should not be

used for two days after they are covered ; as they
will not be dry in less time. Twelve or fourteen
hours after they are covered, the seam should

be well rubbed with a piece of polished iron,
steel, or ivory, to make it smooth ; for the
contraction of the leather will make it rather

rise between the stitches ; but by rubbing, it
may be made perfectly smooth again . The
paste must be put upon the leather as usual,
and will have the same effect as if it had been

put on dry.
The distance between the front and middle

rollers of the mule, for working Brazil and De

marara cotton, may be taken at one -eighth of an
inch, but for Georgia cotton, rather more dis
tance should be allowed ; and if the pinion upon
the back roller contains thirty teeth , and that on

the middle twenty -six, perhaps this proportion
for the draft cannot be much improved ; and
if one foot of roving is drawn nine and a half,
or from that to ten feet, it may answer very well .

Some judicious spinners will make a difference of
five teeth in the pinions for the back and middle

rollers, but this I think is too much. Every
time the steel rollers are scoured, the stands
should be tried with a line, to see if they are
level and otherwise right.
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If the master spinner wishes to have twist of
1

the first quality, he must weigh his rovings ac

curately, and let his carriage come out slow ; for
when it comes out quick , the roving is forcibly

drawn from between the rollers without giving
it time to draw , which makes the yarn uneven ,

besides increasing the waste in an astonishing
manner ; and it does not allow timefor the piecers
to get the ends up, without which they cannot

make good piecings. As little twist as possible

2

should be put into the roving part of the stretch ;
if this part is not easy twisted, it will prevent
its stretching freely, and break the ends down ;
for unless the twist be well stretched in the roving

.

part, the yarn will not be level ; but as much
twist should be given at the head as can be
got in .

For spinning 40 to 45 twist, I would recom
mend the following calculations; as they will
give full speed enough for the carriage coming
out ,

The bevil wheel on the front roller should con

tain fifty-four teeth, the fore wheel on the run

forty-eight, the wheel at the bottom of the lying
shaft thirty- four; and the wheel at the top of

1

the said shaft forty-eight teeth. The length of
the stretch being five feet, the carriage stretch
ing from three to three and a half inches in
1
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the roving, and from one and a half to two

inches at the head, will require thirty -eight
turns ; and the spindles should make from forty,
three to forty -four turns for the rim once.

The stretching gear should be so made and
fixed , that the spinner cannot alter it, either in
the roving part or at the head ; which otherwise

he will do the first oppoitunity ; by which alter
ation , and the use of improper change wheels,
many thousand tons of yarn bave been greatly

injured, and many a master ruined by it. His
employer will be exposed to incalculable loss and

disappointment, by the injury done to the yarn ,
and the loss of his best customers .

The axles for

the change wheels should be so made, that no
one but the overlooker and the master can put

on the wheels, or take them off ; and there would
be little difficulty in designing a wheel and axle
for this purpose ; and the stretching gear should
also be on the same principle . The carriage
should gain upon the rollers, in the roving part
full three inches, and one and a half inch at the

head ; and this proportion will answer, however
high the numbers may go, by increasing the
stretch one inch for every ten hanks, but for
weft, one half inch will be sufficient; and it should

have it all in the roving part, and none at the
head ,
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Reeling is a good check upon the spinner, if
the cops are reeled to the bottom, which should
always be done every set ; still it is not an infal

lible remedy against the evil ; for there may be
an understanding between the spinner and the
reeler, consequently, there is no real safety, but
in constructing machinery in such a manner ,
as that it cannot be altered by the spinner.

· The overlooker should take care that the spin
dle point of the mule does not go too near the

roller beam when the carriage runs in ; and the
spindles should not stand too upright ; for in
either case it will have a tendency to cause the
twist to fly off the spindle point, and make the
yarn crackly and unsound. The same effect will

be produced, if the carriage is not kept steady
by the catch at the head, till the twisting is
finished, Running the machinery at a moderate
speed is by much the best ; as it is attended with

much less waste, requires less oil, and makes the
!

yarn much better..

Every mule that spins middle numbers should
be wiped down four times a day; and the roller
1

beam kept free from fly and waste. There is
nothing in which the spinner is so liable to be
mistaken as in the quantity of waste he makes ;

and I think a quick speed will produce almost

4
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double the quantity in the same time that a mo
derate speed would.
It is necessary to new band the mule, that spins
middle numbers, every six weeks ; and when any
of the wharfs are worn down too much, they

should immediately be replaced by new ones .
Fine spinning requires great heat at all times,
and middle numbers need it in winter; and

the cheapest and safest way of procuring it is by
steam in cast iron pipes . There is a particular
advantage in heating by steam , 'as it is certainly
most effectual for extinguishing flame ; and every
room heated by it should have two large cocks to
communicate with the said pipes, that when
opened, would fill the room with steam in half
a minute ; and rods or chains should be fastened

to them, and pass through the walls of the build
ing, that any person on the outside might open
or shut them in an instant ; by which means a

building might be saved, if the fire was
in every
jinsi
room.

On the subject of water spinning I shall say
but little, as the observations I have made on

carding, roving, and drawing, are as applicable
to water as to mule spinning. The use of the
stretching frame is little known in water spin
ning, as the bobbin and fly are substitutes for

it. The tovings cannot be weighed where the
bobbin and fly are used, and for list numbers the

hanks are all weighed separately  ;وbut I consider

this a very imperfect way when compared with
weighing the rovings. dhSuppose the number in
tended to be spun are 30 hanks in the pound ;
when the hanks are weighed, it is probable there
will be 28 , 29, 30, 31, and 32, that is, five dif

ferent numbers. Now it is plain , that number
28 will have too much twist, and number 32 will

have too little ; but if the rovings had been

weighed , and all those of the same number spun
together, this inequality in the twist would have

been prevented. I think the most improved plan
of water spinning is, to have the spindle placed
in an inclined direction, the point standing in a
line drawn from it to the top side of the under
steel roller.

There is another improvement of considerable
importance, and that is, a small tin

сар , solder

ed to the top of the fly, about an inch and a
half long ; and on the top of it a small eye of
wire 3-8ths of an inch long, with a round hole in

it ; the thread is first put through the eye of
the fly, without twisting it round the shaft (in
the usual way ) ; and from thence it passes

through the said eye of the cap. The spinner
will piece two ends this way while he can piece
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one the common way ; both much better, and

with far less waste. But so long as the speed
of the bobbin is regulated by cloth washers, as
they are called, there will be no uniformity in
the twist ; for some parts of it will have too
much, and others too little.

It would be of im

portance to water spinning, if an equality in the

twist could be obtained ; but upon the present
principle, I think it is impossible ; for, the im
proper tempering of the bobbin ,' partly occa
sioned by the inattention of the spinner, and

partly from the imperfection of the principle,
will frequently make a difference of from three to

four hanks in the pound' : there being no means
of tempering them , so as to make the drag'uni
form at all times.

I have taken very little notice of working
Bowdens and Orleans.cottons as yet, although, in

my opinion, they deserve more attention than any
other, especially as there is more weight of them
used than of all others put together. The ma
chinery for working these cottons should be dif

ferent from that for working Brazil, Demarara,
and Georgia cottons ; as their staples are so very
short, but particularly that of Bowdens. For
working Bowdens, the diameter of the front rol

ler for the drawing frames, should be one inch,
and that of the middle and back rollers three
E

1
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quarters each, but all bare measure ; and the
distance between the centre of the front roller
and the centre of the middle roller should be

seven -eighths of an inch.' The first head should
draw one into two, and the last head nearly one
into three ; and the length of the bosses for the
rollers should be nearly four inches.

The diameter of the front roller for the spin
ning frames, that is, mules or throstles, should

be seven -eighths, and the diameter of the middle
and back rollers, full five -eighths ; the distance
from the centre of the front roller to the centre

of the middle roller six-eighths, and the distance
from the centre of the middle roller to the centre

of the back roller six -eighths, and one-sixteenth
of an inch. These small rollers will spin Georgia ,
or any other cotton equally well, if the slides

are properly made. Having the rollers too thick
is a general error, which probably pervades more
than three -fourths of all the cotton machinery in

the kingdom .

The carding engines for these cottons are ge
nerally from three to four feet broad, made

double, and finish with one operation ; and the
common way of stripping them is twice a day,
but six times is little enough ; which will
occasion, much less waste and make strong
er and more

level

twist.

Grinding the
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cards once a week is the general practice, but the

breakers should be ground gently every day, and
the finishers every other day. Should the carding
engine be a double one, grind the breaking part

every day, and the finishing part every other day.
It may be said, that stripping so often will be
attended with loss, by increasing the strips ; but
this is a mistake, as they may be spun into weft ;

for the principal object of the spinner should be,
to make the quality of twist as good as possible.
It is surprising what good 30 twist is made
from Bowdens, though carded in the most im
proper manner. This twist, like that spun from

Orleans, greatly improves by the size, and re
quires eight ounces less weft for a cut or piece,
than any other cotton ; it also finishes to great
advantage. If this cotton is spun upon the best
principle, it will make good 40 twist
But that justice may be done to theworking
of Bowdens and Orleans, the cards for the break

ers should be from 90 to 100 , and the finishers
from 110 to 120, three and a half inches broad ;

and the stripping and grinding should be as of
ten as for working the best Bourbon cotton ; but
I shall speak more fully of this hereafter , Bow
dens and Orleans cotton can never be worked to
1

the best advantage, upon double carding engines .
They should be worked upon single ones with

1
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flats ; but one roller may be used to keep the
cotton light upon the swift cylinder. Though
as great attention should be paid to the carding
of these cottons as to Bourbon, yet I am aware

it will be next to impossible to convince the
generality of the spinners of these cottons
of the truth of what I now state.

By the

working of these cottons upon single carding
engines , and finishing them in the best manner ,

in every operation , six-pence per pound will be
added to the value of the twist .

It is the inte

rest of every spinner to make the value of his
yarn principally to consist in the labour bestowed
upon it ; and more especially asthe raw material
is purchased from foreigners; and a great part,
when manufactured, sold to the same people .
Good Orleans is useful to mix with other cot

tons, provided the staples are nearly of equal
length ; if they are not, they will neither card
nor draw well ; butwhen they suit each other, it
is surprising how it improves the yarn, by mak
ing it stronger and more level It is common
now to spin weſt from Orleans to 130, 140, or
even to 150 hanks in the pound ; and when

picked clean and well managed, it looks nearly
as well as Bourbon weft, and a great deal has

been sold as such . But for cleaning Bowdens
and Orleans cotton, I do not approve of the
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beating machine, the staple of these cottons be
ing so very short ; and have no doubtbuť a willey,
with fine small teeth,' set about four in an inch,

and the length not exceeding three-fourths of an
inch; would answer much better ; but I would
have it fed with rollers in the same manner as the

eateriis,s.cforomby' them the cotton would
bbeater

be held

fast, whilst the teeth combed and cleaned it from
dust and motes.

The willy should have four

wings or ribs, and a row of teeth in each, and
should not make more than three hundred revolu

tions per minute.

Were I to make new machinery, I would have
the diameter of the front and middle rollers full

one eighth of an inch less thanthe common size,
which would then work, the shortest Bourbon or
Bowden cotton. If the rollers were made upon

this principle, there is no kind of cotton but what

they would draw, whatever difference there may
be in the length ofthe staple. The advantage it
would give the spinner, in having the rollers and
slides made to drawany kind of cotton ,is scarcely to
be described; for he might with equal ease, spin up

on the same wheels two hundredhanks in the pound
as forty hanks twist, and spin both upon the best

principle. But to do this would require a pair
of change wheels, one for the rim , and the other

for the top of the inclined shaft.
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It is in low numbers that we shall be most oppo

sed upon thecontinent ; for unless some great im
provement takes place, it will be years before we

C

shall feel the weight of the French opposition in
fine numbers, and as , wages are so much lower
there than in this country, we must spin our low

numbers from cotton inferior in quality to that
which they use , or how shall we meet them in

the foreign market

C

If better twist for low numbers cannot be spun
from Orleans and Bowdens than has heretofore

been, the sale of low numbers, I think, will soon

be lost in the foreign market,

0

It is surprising , that there should be more

weight of yarn spun from these two cottons, than
from all others that come into the kingdom , as
I have before observed ; still more so , that there

should have been so little improvement made in

the spinning of them, but particularly in Bow
dens .

I do not wish to wound the feelings

of any spinner , but my opinion is, that there are
not three spinners in the kingdom , that spin
Bowdens upon the best principle. The carding
of it is altogether improper, and would spoil
almost any cotton ; for it is, in general, carded
at least one- fourth too thick or heavy, and that

too upon double engines, which makes it still
worse.

The cards are only stript twice in the
)

1
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day, and ground once in the week, but the break
ers should be stripped six times in the day, and
ground six times in the week.
The common way of carding would greatly

injure any kind of cotton, but particularly
Bowdens, as it is rather delicate, and I never
1

could conceive why it should be thus treat
ed, unless that its extreme cheapness has made
it of no consequence in the estimation of
the spinner. I wish I could convince him
of his loss, by treating it in this manner ;
for I am of opinion, there is not a spin
ner that knows its intrinsic value ; now , how

ever, is the time to investigate and improve

in the working of it, that we may be able to
meet our opponents with advantage.

If the spinner, who has machinery proper for
spinning Bowdens (which I am certain few have)
could be prevailed upon to card, strip, draw and
grind, as Ihave recommended, he would be asto

nished at the improvement of the yarn, as it
would be much more level, and a great deal
stronger.

Twist from Bowden cotton takes size

very well; and, I believe, the time is not remote,
when good 40 twist will, in general, be made
from it.
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In my observations upon carding, roving,
drawing and spinning, I have endeavoured to
explain them in such a manner, as I hope any
spinner may understand.
Country spinners have seldom the means of

getting information how their business should be
conducted in the best manner, and are more ex

posed to imposition than those in large towns ;

and these instructions are particularly intended
for their use.

The next thing to be considered is, whether
the old water frames, or the throstle,

is most

proper for spinning Bowdens and Orleans.

The

great thickness of the water frame rollers renders
them improper for spinning these cottons, while
the lists are liable to stretch and become too

slack ; whereas, throstles are made with half the

expense , work much lighter, and require little
power compared with water frames.

Bands too

are much cheaper, more durable, and make
the spindle run with more regularity ; for

the bad piecings which the spinner makes, when
sewing the lists, causes a vibration in the spindle
when passing over the wharf or haft. I have
lately seen most excellent 80 hanks twist, spun
upon a throstle, far superior to any twist of the
same numbers, I ever saw spun upon a mule.

7
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c ? Before I enter upon the subject of fine spin
ning, it may be necessary to inquire, what kind
of building and machinery are best calculated for

that purpose. The building. I would recommend
to be sixteen yards within, andany Yength that
may be required . The card room I would have

on the ground floor, which would contain two
rows of cards, the roving , drawing and skellets,
and all other machinery that may be wanted for

room to sspare .
a card room ;, and still have much room
would have no more than four spinning rooms ;

I

butthink three wouldbe better ; for,it is difficult
and consequently of
to estimate the loss ofntime,
a d
0
p
2
expense,ry in
returningdown,
where
s
n
a facto

is seve

or eight storie high ; and

shoulcde a fire take place in the rooofr,e there is little
chan of saving it . It is theref tmuch better

to add to the width than to the heigh . MWhether
the building is made fire proof rests with the
owner, though it would be much better if it was

$0 ;" but certainly the Manchester plan of making
a factory fire proof is capable of much im
provement: the bus 17001 i 10 olbline
wiei laotian

! 697 :

1117 9ili tuon

alta
contain
A building of the above width would
two mules , each having 192 spindles ; and admit
of a passage up the middle four feet wide." I
calculate upon sixteen rollers for each wheel ,
S

2011
F
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the length of them five inches, and the whole
length ofthe machine twenty -two feet ; twice
this is forty -four, and a four feet passage makes

in all forty-eight feet, as first proposed. The
wheels I would recommend to work right and
left, with the runs to the windows, which would

preserve them , and prevent the piecers wasting
their time in looking out.
Ez hisia

ho

That there might be no deficiency of light, the
sashes should be four feet six wide, and six feet
six inches high ; and only one principal shaft

pass through the middle of the room. Perhaps
it will be said, that by placing the wheels in

this direction , I am greatly increasing the length
of the strap ; so much the better , as it will last

three times as long, and require much less power
902.00

than a short tight onewould .
si

And for working throstles, I conceive .it

1

much the best to have the passage through the
middle of the room , and all the water pullies
close to the windows, which certainly is by much
thesafest plan, as, there willbe neither strapsnor

pulliesto incommodethe passage.

And it is la

mentable to reflect, how many persons have lost
their lives,by being entangled with straps ,pullies,
and gear work ; which this mode of working is

1

1
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calculated to prevent. Perhaps it wilt be object
ed, that wheels of this size will be more expen
sive to work than those of three hundred spindles;
but this I think will be found a mistake, as one

piecer will besufficient for a pair of small wheels,
but two must be had for large ones ; and if his
wages are taken at 9s per week, and suppose the

spinner to spin 120 hanks twist on large wheels,
and forty pound per week , (but it is probable he
will not spin so much ) here is 22d per pound
saved in the piecer's wagés ; and I think the
twist spun by the small wheels will be more than
that sum better.

One principal thing that has been the cause
of these large wheels being made, is the recom
mendation they have received from the machine

maker ; because they are much more profitable to
him than small wheels ; add to this, the foolish

idea the master spinner has entertained , of pro

ducing a greater weight of twist from them , at
much less expense than from small wheels ; but
this is the mere delusion of fancy.

It is not in the power of man to make as good
twist upon large wheels as small ones ; this is so
self evident; that it would be a waste of timeto

enter upon an explanation of it ; and the advan
tage small wheels have over large ones in cop
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ping, is scarcely to be described. It is a mistaken

idea, that a greater quantity of twistwill be spun
upon large than upon small wheels, supposing

an equal number of square'yards,'tas will appear
from the following calculations :
Suppose a room, thirty-six , yards long and

thirteen wide, will contain four hundred and

sixty -eight square yards, and will hold twelve
wheels each, consisting of 300 spindles, equal
to 3600 spindles. . A room of thirty yards long
and sixteen wide, will contain four hundred

and eighty square yards ; and will hold twenty
mules, having each 192 spindles, and making in
the whole 3840 spindles. Here then we see four

hundred and sixty -eight square yards are required
for 3600 spindles with large wheels ; and four
hundred and eighty square yards for 3840 spindles
with smal] wheels.

15

-

:: It must be admitted , that wheels, containing
300 spindles, are unfit for any but men to work
them ; and the spinner will be more fatigued
with working them twelve hours, than he who
works the lesser wheels will be by working them
fourteen hours ; moreover, the small wheels may

be worked by girls of from sixteen to seventeen

years of age, or by boys of fifteen, an advantage
of no small importance to the master spinner.

1
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From this statement I think it is clear, that a

greater number of spindles, with small wheels,

may be worked in a given number of yards, than
with large ones ; and it must be admitted , that
small ; wheels are worked with much more ease

and convenience, are far more durable, attended
with much less wear and tear, and make much
better yarn,

especially cop twist.

I have entered more fully into this investigation,
from a conviction, that the plan I recommend
will be, by some, opposed, as it goes, in a great
measure, to overthrow the system on which cot
ton factories are built in Manchester ; and for
tunate would it havebeen for the spinner, if this

plan had been adopted twenty years ago ; for the
length and height in general are far too great.

I have estimated upon thirty yards in length
for ten pair of wheels, as before stated, and all
the four spinning rooms may be worked by one

upright shaft, and two principal lying shafts ;
and if only the two last mentioned shafts are
used, I think it would be better to make the

building ninety-one feet six inches long, and add
nine inches in breadth to each corner head, which

would allow room , so to place the wheels, that
the straps for those in the lower room would
never come in contact with those in the upper ;
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but if the owner should prefer a small beaten
iron shaft for each room , one of eighty feet in

length , will be sufficient for the said wheels. The
diameter of the drums, for the spinning room , I
would not have more than eighteen inchies ; and
the engine, or water wheel, should stand at one
end of the building, and the door at the other.
How simple, safe, and useful would a mule

factory be, if built upon this principle, and filled
with small wheels ; and how unlike cotton fac

tories in general ? What strange confusion of
shafts, drums, and straps, present themselves
upon entering many of these factories ; which
make it difficult for a stranger to pass through
them with safety. And there is an insufferable

th
a

nuisanee connected with nearly all the factories,

by making the conveniency a part of the build
ing ; whereas, it should be seperate from it three
to four feet, to admit of a free circulation of air,
0

which would carry off all the disagreeable-smell.
Having considered what number of spindles
each mule or wheel ought to contain, I shall
now inquire into the best mode of working them .
Different opinions are entertained, whether it is

better to work the spindles with drums, as they
are called ; or with tin rollers the length of the
machine. Working with drums makes a great
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inequality in the twisting of the yarn , as there
is no means of keeping thediameter ofthewharfs

of equalsize ; for those next to the spindle board
wear nearly twice as fast as those more remote
from it.

When the wharfs are worn down and

renewed , there will still be an inequality in the
size ; for when put on , if they are not larger
than those next to the bolster , they will soon be

come too little, and want renewing again .
9:43 bucata

Another inconvenience that attends the work

ing with drums is, that the toes ofthose spindles,
where the wharfs are the farthest from the spin

dle board, will scarcely be affeeted , while those
that are the nearest to it will almost be worn

away . When the toe of a spindle is much worn ,
it will affect the thread, which will not run se

freely, nor so steadily as it ought to do, and the
yarn will of course have too much twist. More

over , where a wharf wears tooquickly, it is sure
to get out of the round , to cause the spindle

to work irregular ,''and wear off the toe much

quicker.'
? citro

Upon the whole, it appears to me impossible

to have an equality of twist given to the yarn
from deums; and there are many more inconve
niences attending them than I have time to enu

merate. The principal objeétion to tin rollers,

1
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is their great length, which increases the diffi
culty of making them true, and subjects them to
vibration ; but these supposed imperfections va
nish when impartially examined . I would have the
axle of the roller as long as the carriage, i and a
neck turned in the middle an inch long ; ior
coupled like a steel roller, which would require
the sacrifice of only one spindle. 'If theroller is
properly executed with an axle , as before des
,cribed, it may be made true, firm , and free from
vibration , even without neck in the middle..
زانیم ؟

:

By working with a roller, every wharf and

spindle toe have an equal pressure '; consequently
the wear of them must be uniform ; and will give
an uniform twist to the yarn , which , upon the

principle of drums; I think it is impossible to
obtain . obosies vis 12 02 0n ini
51
:30 )
0.
jin
:

For spinning 40 to 60 twist, I would have the
wharfs rather thicker than they usually are, aand
the same proportion ; the bands
the groove in the

might be made rather stronger, but should all
be made single, that is, only one length of band
at once ; i with a noose, at one end , iwhile the

other end will only require to passthrough it;
and a knot tied on the end to prevent it slipping
back ; and whenever it is too slack , the knot
must be untied and removed a little back .

॥
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This is the way that some work their throstles,
and I think it by much the best, as those bands
frequently work from nine to twelve months.

I have already given my opinion upon the uti
lity of small carding engines . The cards for the
breakers, for working fine Georgia and Bourbon
cottons, should be one hundred, and those for the
finishers one hundred and twenty, and three and
a half inches broad ; made of fine hard elastic
wire. The drums for the breakers should be .

twenty -eight inches diameter, the length of the
lap seyen feet, the weight, for 120 hanks twist in
the pound, three and a half ounces ; but for weft

of the same numbers, a four ounce lap may be
used . These cards should be oftener stript than
those used for Brazil and Demarara cottons .

And if the spinner intends to make twist of
the first quality, he should have the cotton for
the breakers weighed with the greatest exacta
ness ; and spread even, the same length that the

lap is intended to be, and afterwards, the laps
should be weighed with great care ; the piecing
of which requires great attention, otherwise the
carding will be uneven, and make the twist un
even also.

Those who have the care of drawing frames,

should pay great attention and not let single ends
G
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run up ; as this is ruinous to the yarn ; and should

be equally careful to make good piecings, and
often clean their brushes. and clearing cloths ;

otherwise waste will run up with the ends.
Suppose the spinner intends to spin 140 hanks

twist, he should have his laps about three ounces,
and not less than six heads of drawing, and three
skellets with three rollers for each head, and the
.

bosses four inches long, as I have before observed ;
and ?pass four ends through every head ; but two
only at the skellets. The first head of drawing
should draw full one into three, and the last

head one into nearly four and a half , but the
skelléts must not draw it at all .

The spindles I would recommend to be four,
teen inches long, and stand five inches and three

quarters above the bolster ; and if good twist is
expected, the cops mustbeinade small, butabove
all thing's, let the carriage come out slow ; and

put as little twist as possible in the roving part,
1

and as much as can be got' in at the head, as I

have before recommended for the spinning of
Brazil cotton.

But it sometimes happens, that the master
spinner has good machinery, while neither he
nor his carder knows how to use it ;

and as I

have suffered much froń the ignorance and neg
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ligence of carders, I shall now give instructions
to enable the master to know when his cotton is

rightly carded and dřawn ; and also ; when it is
over carded or left short.

The cotton should lie so light upon the great

cylinder, as that it may be stroked off with the
hand ; and a small roller running at the front of

it (as I have before recommended ) will greatly
assist in keeping it light .
To know when the cotton is too much or too

little carded , take half a yard of the carding
from the finisher, and shake it well, but gently,
with the hand ; and if it is properly carded, it
will stretch out to a yard in length before it will
break ; then examine it carefully before the light,
to see if the fibres are all in a straight longitudi
nal direction, and how much the ends of them lap

over each other ; which should be nearly half the
length of the staple ; there are some who calcu

late exactly upon one half.
Instructions. how to examine the roving and
drawing

Break off two feet in length ; and hold it before
the light, (but not in the sun shine) to see whe
ther it be clouded or not ; and also whether it be
drawn too much or too little. Should it be drawn

too much it will be cloudy, and the ends of the

fibres will scarcely lap over each other ; if under
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drawn it will be cloudy, and the fibres will
lap over each other nearly the whole length of
the staple ; the same experiment will shew
whether it is too much or too little drawn.

Should the thread , when spun, have any lit
tle round hard lumps upon it, or if, when
stripped well between the fingers these should be
raised upon it, the thread will break in some of

those places ; which is a proof that the cotton
is either too much or too little carded .

If the

cotton is properly carded and drawn, the thread

will be made stronger by being stripped between
the fingers.
Instructions for placing the rollers, for roving ,

drawing, stretching, and spinning ; and what
should be the diameter and distance of the rollers
from each other.
The diameter of the front roller for the draw .
ing frames should be
14 inch,
The distance from its centre to the centre of the

middle roller , :

11 i in.

O

The diameter of the middle roller,

1 inch.

The distance from its centre to the centre of the

back roller,

. 1 inch .

Stretching Frame Rollers.
Diameter of the front roller,

O

if inch .

Distance from its centre to the centre of the

middle roller,

14 inch ,
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Diameter of the middle roller,

of an in.

Distance from its centre to the centre of the

back roller,

17 inch,

Diameter of the back roller ,

of an in.

The front roller should make four revolutions
for the middle roller one ; and the middle roller

gain upon the back roller one in seven , and draw
one foot into four and a half feet ; the back roller

pinion should contain thirty teeth, and that on
the middle, twenty -six teeth . From a change of

cotton, the rollers may want removing one-six
teenth of an inch closer or wider according to

the staple of the cotton ; there is no necessity to
alter the steel rollers, for it may be more conve

niently done by shifting the leather rollers ; but
their centres must stand over those of the steel
rollers.

The Spinning Frame, or Mule Rollers.
The diameter of the front roller must be

1 inch ,

The distance from its centre to the centre of

the middle roller,

1

a

The diameter of the middle roller

inch ,

1 inch ,

The distance from its contre to the centre of

the back roller ,
The diameter of the back roller,

1 17 inch,
* inch ,
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Its pinion should contain thirty teeth ; that
for the middle roller, twenty -six ; the same
as I have before recommended for working Bra
zil cotton .

If the cotton is carded until it is perfectly
clear, and doubled, and drawn till the fibres lie

longitudinally straight, and lap about half the
length of the staple over each other ; being free
also from clouds, when it leaves the fast frame

or head, before it goes to the winding block, it
will have arrived at its highest state of perfec
tion

and more 'doubling and drawing would

rather injure than improve it.
10 .

But to view the rove or coil properly, it should
be gently untwisted with the finger, and great
care taken that it is not strained ; and a small

magnifying glass would greatly assist the eye in
forming a judgment.
Suppose there are six heads of drawing, ( and
less there should not be,) for fine yarn, and three
at the skellets ; and four ends run up at every

head of drawing, when the ends or rove have
all passed the heads, they will have been doubled

four thousand and ninety -six times ; and if two
ends are run up at the skellets it will have been
doubled eight thousand , one hundred and ninety
two ; and from the skellets it should go in loose

1
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cans to another set of drawing frames, which

should contain twenty -four heads, and be there
doubled, and one inch drawn into four and a
half inches ; it will then have been doubled

sixteen thousand' three hundred and eighty -four
times " ; afterwards two ends should be wound-to

gether, by which it will be doubled again , making

in all, thirty-two thousand seven hundred and
sixty -eight times ; it should then be stretched two
ends together
It

may appear strange to those who are not

versed in calculation why twenty -four heads of
drawing should be required to double the pro

duce of only three heads of skellets. These three
skellets give six ends, roves, or ribbons , and
four times this makes twenty - four: the num
ber of drawing heads required . The roving or
ribbon must not be drawn at all, at the skellets,

but, at the drawing frames ; and it should be
drawn one inch into full four and a half, as
before observed .

Here then, it is plain , that four heads of draw
ing will be necessary for one rove or ribbon, and
the frames will have to run one eighth part

quicker than the skellets, owing to one inch be
ing drawn into four and a half ; but if it was

only drawn one into four, equal speeds. would
serve. It requires great care to wind two ends
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together, so that neither be strained, nor any part

of

left single ; the doing of this should be commit

ted to a steady girl, nearly upgrown .
Where fine twist is to be spun upon the best

MI

principle, the card room should be exceedingly
capacious, that the master carder may have all

the machinery, requisite for the card room, under
his eye.

The rove or ribbon should be drawn the

same at the twenty -four heads, as at the stretch
It is probable that some, who are

de
Ire

ing frame.

not experienced in spinning fine cotton twist,
may question the truth of what I am going to
state .

I will suppose a given quantity of cotton to be
spun into twist of 120 hanks in the pound,
which shall be drawn by six heads, and three

skellets ; and doubled eight thousand one hun
dred and ninety- two times, as before stated .
I will now suppose an equal quantity of the
same cotton, to be treated exactly as the other,
till it has passed the skellets ; but, that after

wards, it shall go through the said twenty- four
heads, and be doubled, drawn, wound, and
stretched , as before directed ; then let the value

of these two yarns be ascertained, by some intel
ligent fine muslin maker ; and I dare venture to
assert that he will make a difference in the value

be

8
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of them , of from one shilling , to one shilling and

six -pence in the pound ; for when twist is worth
from twelve to fourteen shillings in the pound,

a shilling is a trifting object to a fine manufactu
rer, to have twist of the first quality. Some fine
spinners draw their rovings or ribbon at twice ;
the first time it is drawn rather thick, with the

least possible twist ; but the second time it is

drawn very small, and spun two ends together ;
yet I think this a very imperfect way, when com
pared with drawing it small enough with the
frames .

There is risk in every operation with the

stretching frame, from having the rove strained in
backing off ; and moreover , the rove will be
smaller at the bottom than at the top, in the
same manner as the cops are ; and if the roye
should , and sometimes it will, fly off at the

spindle point, that part will have too much
twist, and make the yarn uneven . It would
much assist in making level twist, if it could be

drawn small enough at the frames to require no
other operation before it went to the spinner ;
but this I think cannot be accomplished.

Thereis another kind of carding engine, which
I have not yet noticed, that some ofthe large çot

ton spinners in Lancashire makeuse of; but they
only spin from 40 to 50 twist,
it being all together
н
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unfit for fine numbers . The feeding part consists
of two rollers, from three to three and a half

inches thick ; having iron axles covered with
wood, and with cards or fillets. They run
very slow to give the cotton as much work as pos
sible ; and above these rollers is another small rol

ler, generally called the licker in, which takes
the cotton from the feeding rollers, and gives
it to the swift cylinder. Above this roller
some have two, others three rollers, of from four

to five inches diameter, which work against the
swift cylinder ; and afterwards the remainder of
the cylinder is covered with flats. The dof

fing cylinder runs very slow to give the cotton
the greatest possible quantity of work ; as it is

finished at one operation .
As there is no weighing of laps, there is a feed
ing cloth and table to lay them upon, from ten
to twelve feet long ; and the cloth is divided by
black lines across, or otherwise, as fancy may di
rect, into three or four equal parts, every part

containing an equal quantity of cotton . If the

feeding cloth is twelve feet long, I should sup
pose it would be divided into four equal parts,
and every part contain nearly three ounces of cot
ton ; and by the time the cloth is empty there is
another cloth spread over, and rolled up ready
for use.

There is one advantage which these
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rollers have, and that is, if the cylinder should
not be stripped in due time, the thickness of the
cotton will not be so soon increased ; nor will

they cause the cotton to knap so soon, when the

stripping is neglected, as flats would.
But there are many objections against work

ing cotton upon this principle, which far over
balance any trifling advantage that can be deriv
ed from a carding engine, working too long be

fore the cotton is injured. It is not possible for
the carding to be so even in thickness, as where
there are breakers and finishers ; for even with

these, and the utmost care in weighing the laps,
it is extremely difficult to keep the carding of an
even thickness ; and if there is any inequality in
it, nothing afterwards can correct it. Besides,
when delicate cottons are worked at one opera
tion, it is more than the fibres are able to bear
1

without making them more tender ; for breakers
1

and finishers are necessary to preserve such cot
ton sound ; and there are other cottons that can

not be worked sufficiently by one operation. Al
though there are many large spinners, who spin
low numbers of twist from this kind of carding , yet
not one of them , that I know of, spins a first rate

article ; for they are greatly inferior to many of
their neighbours, who spin the same numbers from
cotton of less value, and yet make much better

1
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twist. Suppose a spinner wanted to work Bow

dens, or Orleans, upon the best principle, he
could never attain it by this mode of carding.

There is another kind of carding engine, that
has nothing but rollers of a considerable size,
with which Bowdens, Orleans, and West India

cottons are worked ; and dreadful havock they
make with them. These carding machines are
called urchins by the workmen ; the cotton

standing upon the rollers much like the hair up
on the back of that animal.

But when every

mode of carding has been tried, none is found to
answer like the small box engine, eighteen inches
broad ; but especially for delicate cotton . One
general evil, however, pervades both spinning and

manufacturing cotton goods, that is, spinning
and making too much in a given time, which will
not admit of the work being done in the best

manner. Much more money might have been
got, in the last five years, if one third less busi

ness had been done ; provided it had been done
well .

Suppose it was intended to introduce machi

nery for spinning cotton , yarn, worsted, and
flax, upon an extensive scale, into a country not
very conversant with the use of it.

The first

step, in order to accomplish so important an ob

1
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ject, would be to procure an intelligent person ,
who, with a practical knowledge of spinning,
was well acquainted with the use and construc
tion of machinery upon the best principle. This
man's advice and assistance, would be useful in

the erection of the buildings required, as well as

the furnishing them with proper machinery.
From the variety of objects which call for his
attention , we will name him the inspector gene
ral, and appoint subordinate assistants to act
under his direction .

It will be his business to

select a number of young men of ability, who,
having been instructed in the art of spinning,

and the use of machinery, might be distributed
in the different factories.

To keep the inspector to his duty, and to ex
cite the emulation of these young men, I would

recommend the appointment of a committee,
from among the master spinners, who should
occasionally attend the examinations of the pupils
by the inspector, and distribute medals to such
of them as should distinguish themselves, by
superior improvement and general good conduct.
I would also recommend prizes of greater value,

and bearing a proportion to the utility of the
invention for every new discovery, in the con
struction or use of machinery.
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In addition to the young men already men
tioned, I would select double their number of

ingenious boys, from 12 to 14 years of age,

two

or three of whom should be placed in each card

every carder under whose government
they are placed, rewarded with a medal, if merit
room ; and

ted by their improvement .
Perhaps it might be worthy the attention of
government to excite the greatest degree of
emulation, by granting an exemption from per
sonal services, or even from taxation for life, to

such carder, as should qualify a given number of
such boys, to conduct a card room within a
given time.

These boys should go into the spinning room ,
at least, two hours every day, to be instructed

in the art of spinning ; and in a few years, they
would be competent to conduct a cotton factory.
And for the better instruction of these pupils, a
mechanical school should be erected, where all

newly invented machines should be examined, and
tried upon the same scale as intended for use ;

for, trying mechanical powers by a small model,
will be more apt to mislead than to instruct.

This school, and all the expence attending it,
should be paid by government ; at least, for
six or seven years .
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Some men, no doubt, will object to this plan,
and say, that government should never interfere
with trade, any more than with religion ; but
this is an erroneous opinion ; for, have not our
government rescued our trade from inevitable

ruin, during the awful struggle we have sus

tained, by lending the merchants eight or ten
millions sterling at a time, and this repeatedly.
The whole expense of such an institution, would
be nothing, compared with that of a single
regiment of horse.

These pupils, inspectors, and committees,
would so much improve and extend the use of

machinery, and the trade dependent upon it, that
in a short time, millions sterling would be added
to the national stock of wealth . And it is natu

ral to suppose that such committees would spare

no expense in procuring first rate mechanics and

engineers from the neighbouring nations, where
ever they were to be found.
If these committees acted liberally, they would

greatly promote the spread and knowledge of
cotton spinning, and the use of machinery, by

conversing together, and freely reporting what
improvements they had made in their works,
instead of pursuing the selfish plan that is too
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generally adopted by persons of this description.
Were any of the governments in Europe, thus to

unite in establishing the use of machinery, it is
not possible to conceive what might be efieeted

by it ; as its influence would instantly be com
municated to the neighbouring states, like an
electrical spark ; and the happy consequences
soon spread over the whole civilized world .

Want ofcapital, of credit, and even of machi
nery, would soon vanish before such united

efforts, like darkness before the rising sun.

But the frequent, and almost unavoidable mis
fortunes which happen in factories, discourage
many parents from sending their children to be

employed in them , and loudly call for the esta
blishment of public funds, for the relief and sup
port of the unfortunate sufferers, to which all

masters of factories should subscribe liberally ;
and every one employed, should contribute a
small sum in proportion to his earnings, to be
paid when his wages were received. This
subscription should not be solely applied to the

support of those that were maimed , but of any
that might for a short time be indisposed, and
unable to work .

On this plan , every cotton factory would be
converted into a sick club, and support its own
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members ; which would remove that odious charge
brought against them, that they are good for
nothing, but to people the poorhouse.
And to give facility to the improvement and
extension of machinery, government should sub

scribe liberally and assist in establishing funds
for this purpose. It is meritorious to provide
for the wounded soldier, who has bled in his

country's defence ; and would it not be equally
so, to provide for the industrious and ingenious
inechanic, by whose talents, commerce has been
improved, trade extended, and national wealth
increased .

' The feeling mind revolts at the idea of an use
ful and industrious, but unfortunate mechanic,

who has spent the prime of his life, in the im
provement of the various arts of his country,
being rendered unable to provide for himself, or
his family, and having no asylum , but the
poorhouse. Surely it is reasonable, that these
men should be made as independent, as the de
fenders of their country ; and were this the case,
commerce, spinning, and manufactories, would

soon become, not only the support of the reve
nue, but the pride and glory of the state. It
would then be considered no more a disgrace to

educate'a son in a factory, than a young gentle
man in the college, for the army, or navy.
I
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And for the better instruction of youth in such
factories, a sunday school should be erected, at

or near them. What a pleasing picture would a
commercial county present, if factories were

conducted upon such a plan ; and how effectually
would it silence those unfounded charges, which
land-owners have brought against them , of
being burthensome to the parish.
I have before recommended a liberal conduct

to the spinners in communicating one with ano
ther ; and what I am going to relate, will shew

the sad effects that may be produced for want
of it.

In the spring of 1810 , trade became brisk , and
the Manchester spinners demanded a most un
reasonable advance in wages ; and turned out, as
it is called, on that account. When some ar
rangements were made with them , and part of

them were got to work again ; it is said (and I
believe with truth ) that the master spinners, in
Manchester, encouraged the labouring country
spinners, for from ten to twelve miles round
the town, to insist upon the same wages as were

given in Manchester ; alleging, that otherwise
they could not meet them upon equal terms in
the market
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This assertion was incorrect and unjust ; for

if the country spinners must give the same wages
as those in Manchester, how are they to pay for

Carriage, postage, travelling expenses, and vari
ous other things ?. besides, the country spinners
had an advantage over those of Manchester, of

from 3s to As per week in the wages of their
piecers ; but all this availed nothing, the Man
chester prices they would have ; and accordingly
turned out for them . In consequence of which,
from sixty to seventy factories were instantly shut

up ; the greatest part of which remained shut
up from six to eight months .

If the labouring country spinners could have
gained their end, as soon as they were got to
work, the Manchester spinners were to turn out
for a further advance of wages ; and those of the

country in their turn were to support them. Those
that were out of employment, received from 12,
15, 18, to 24s per week, from the Manchester
spinners, and those in Scotland .

On September following, an awful change

tookplace in trade for the worse, and wages sunk
prodigiously ; the master spinners in Manchester
were the first to lower wages.
The club, which the spinners had formed on

this occasion , was immediately dissolved ; and
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all the stamped parchments by which they were
bound, were committed to the frames.

The mo

ney paid by the working spinners, in this short
period, was upwards of £ 18,000, according to
information which I received from one of the

committee, who had been employed in disbursing
the money,
The loss to the owners of the factories that

were shut up, on a moderate estimate, could not
be less than £ 80,000, and the loss in wages to

the spinners out of employment, would exceed
£ 50,000 ; which added to £ 18,000 paid, made
a loss of £ 148,000

Now all this loss, the riot

ing and drunkenness, the poverty and distress

that followed , would, in all probability, have
been prevented, if an amicable meeting of the
town and country spinners had, at that time,
taken place. For, if the master spinners had
refused to advance the wages , the spinners must,
in a short time, have complied, as they could
not have got employment elsewhere ; and if the

master spinners had agreed upon an advance,

they must have accepted it, though much less
than their demand.

If the masters in any trade, would occasion
ally meet, and preserve a good understanding
among themselves, it would more effectually
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crush these combinations among their workmen,
which are alike injurious to both sides, than a
thousand acts of parliament.

A most mischievous combination took place
in Yorkshire, a few years ago , among the shear
men or croppers, which spent from £ 8000 to

£ 9000, in opposing the merchants and manu
facturers in getting an act to repeal a num
ber of old acts of parliament, which pro
hibited the use of gig mills, or any other
machine for raising or shearing cloth . At length
the merchants obtained an act for working the

said machinery ; and when a considerable quan
tity of shearing frames were set to work, the
shearmen went in the night, and broke all they
could meet with .

It was at this time that Mr.Horsfall, a respecta
ble merchant, who had many of these machines
at work, was shot, on his return from market, near
Huddersfield ; and the three murderers, and four

teen shearmen , fell a sacrifice to the injured laws
of the country.

Such are the dreadful effects of

combinations !

I will now suppose cotton spinning intended
to be established in a country where the people
are entire strangers to it , but where provisions

and labour are exceedingly cheap. The first and
most important question would be, what kind of
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machinery would best suit such a people ; and
by what power should it be worked ? My opi
nion is, that the most simple, the least expensive,
and most useful, would be that which is worked

by the hand ; except, that in some instances,
the carding might be performed by a horse.

This is the way it first began in this country , and
continued for some years ; but when the demand

for goods increased, the power of water, and
afterwards that of steam were applied .
A stout man would work a carding engine,
eighteen inches broad and two feet in diameter ;

which would work equally as well as if three feet
1

in diameter ; the doffing cylinder might be made
in the same proportion. Iflight spinning wheels
were made to contain from 70 to 80 spindles each,
a man would work one of them at a moderate

speed ; there being a thousand instances in the

kingdom, where jenny spinners and twisters of
cotton yarn for warps work more spindles than
these .

A horse would find employment for four spin
ners, and a room, six yards square,would be suf
ficient for the card room ; another room , con

taining 60 yards, would be sufficient for the
wheels. Here would be a factory large enough
to employ a moderate family, and three or four
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additional hands ; and how much better would

it be for the children, to be employed under their
parents than in a large factory, as they would be

in no danger of contracting bad habits ; and at
how much less expense would they be maintained
by eating with the family, than having their
provisions carried to a factory.

The simplicity of cotton spinning, upon such
a plan as this, would be much the same as that

of the woollen manufactory before machinery was
introduced ; when the labouring class had ten
times the happiness, in the pursuit of their busi
ness, they have ever enjoyed since ; and moreover,
the daughter, by this plan, would have an oppor

tunity of receiving, from her mother, the educa
tion necessary to prepare her for being a wife, a

mother, and a nurse.

The capital required for an individual to begin
the spinning of cotton , would be trifling, com

pared with what is necessary for the present
system upon the smallest scale ; and it is much

better to have capital divided, than to have so
much wealth in the hands of an individual.

It probably will be said, that if cotton spinning

was conducted upon this principle, goods would
be made so dear, that they would have no chance
in the European market ; , but this is a wrong
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conclusion, for are not all the cotton goods, ma
nufactured in the East Indies, spun in single

threads; and yet, there is no power in Europe
that can make goods any thing nearly so cheap,
as the reader may see, by attending to what the
East India Company did in 1787.
Perhaps it will be said, that individual fami.

lies cannot manufacture goods so well as they are

made in large factories ; but experience proves
the contrary, for small manufacturers frequently

make the finest goods, of every description. And
there is little doubt, but there were finer goods
manufactured in the East two thousand years

ago, than were ever made in Europe, or probably
ever will be.

If we turn our eyes to Russia, we shall find

that all her cloths are spun by the finger in sin
gle threads ; and though many of our flax spin
ners have attempted to drive them from our

markets, they have all given up the contest, and
declare it to be impossible.

Now if these two mighty empires can supply
their own wants and those of their neighbours,
among whom spinning by machinery is arrived
at a high state of perfection, where the power of
steam may

be had to any extent ; and who,with
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all these advantages , are not able to contend
with the single thread spinner ; what would be

their situation if hand machinery were established
in those two great empires , where any man ,

with a trifling capital, might convert his little
cot into a spinning factory.
When I first determined to write a treatise

upon cotton spinning, my intention was to make
very short, but the subject has swelled in my
hands far beyond what I intended ; and to keep
it within moderate bounds, I have suppressed a
considerable portion, lest I should trespass too
much upon the patience of my readers.

it

In treating upon the nature and use of cotton
spinning, a man can never want materials ; for
the subject is so copious and diversified, that he
will find it more difficult to restrain his

pen than

employ it. And it must be admitted , that the
subject is very amusing to the mind, and of un

speakable advantage to society. But I must beg
leave to digress .

If a stranger, unacquainted with machinery,

was shewn through some of our large spinning
and weaving factories, with all their multiplied

and complicated movements, the beauty, regula
rity, and exactness of all their motions, and the
vast number of people employed ; and was in
K
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formed of the immense capital required to erect
and conduct them, he would be filled with sur
prize, and conclude, that the effects produced

by spinning and manufacturing, must far exceed
any thing of the kind ever seen or heard of in
the world before.

But how much more would

the surprize of this stranger be excited, if, when
he left these factories, he could step into an
eastern cottage, and see a simple maid at work,

with her wheel, spindle, distaff, and fly, pro
ducing effects, which, for beauty, elegance,
richness of colour, and fineness of texture, as

far exceed any thing we can boast of, as the
grandeur of the starry heavens exceeds the hum
ble furniture of a shepherd's hut.
And would not his surprize be still much more

increased , when he was informed, that the goods
manufactured by this simple machine, embel
lished and decorated Solomon's palaces, and have
remained (as far as we know)'unrivalled for near
ly three thousand years ; and that throughall the
revolutions of time, neither the sap of years, nor
the hands of violence, have in the least diminished

their excellencies, which still remain unimpair
ed. The utility of this machine, and that of

the potter's wheel, equally simple, though not
quite so useful, are doubtless the most ancient
machinery in the world, and have been a thou

1
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sand times more beneficial to society than all
Newton's science, and the more refined philoso
phy of the day.

· But to return . After I had explained the na
ture of carding, roving, drawing and spinning,
I had intended to have investigated the machinery

employed in it, shewn the many imperfections
with which it abounds, and given instructions
how every movement should be made, and the
diameter and number of teeth each wheel should

contain, but this would have led to a more ex- *

tensive investigation than at present I am pre
pared to undertake ; I hope, however, shortly,
to have it in my power to enter upon that
subject.
At the same time, I could wish to give

some information respecting the make and
speed of water wheels, and the application of

water upon them , which at present is not
well understood.

For the last twenty years,

gentlemen have gone through the nation, giv
ing lectures upon the application of water, and
also

upon mechanics, philosophy, astronomy, &c.

who have exhibited small models of water wheels

and steam engines, by which they have pretended
to shew the best mode of applying the powers of
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those two great agents of nature.

By these pal

try models and the representations given of them,
the public liave been greatly misled ; and large
sums of money been expended to no purpose in
making water wheels after such imperfect models.

I know of a number of good water wheels,

judiciously constructed, well speeded, and the wa
ter systemically applied, that some of these inge
nious gentlemen have persuaded their owners
were unfit for use, because, in their opinion,
they moved too quick, and consumed too much

water ; which they were prevailed upon to reject,
and make others according to their models.
One of my friends was sometime ago induced
to take out one of his best water wheels, (which

worked his scribbling machinery) in expectation
of having it replaced by another, upon a much
better principle, which, unfortunately for him,

possessed so little power as to compel him to re
ject it, and immediately to substitute a wheel,
similar to that which had been taken out.

This

expense, my friend told me, amounted to up
wards of four hundred pounds, and added, I have

paid dear for my mechanical knowledge, but it
will serve me for life, and I hope, the rest of my

family. Another ofmy friends had one of these
extraordinary wheels, which was to do every
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thing, but work miracles ; when he had tried
it not more than two days, such was his vexation

and disappointment, that he instantly ordered it to
be taken in pieces ; this wheel cost nearly four hun
dred pounds. A third person had two water wheels

made upon this improper plan, in a very little
time ; but they were unmade in much less .

These are the sad effects of representing me
chanical power by small models; for, as I have
before observed, there is no judging of the merit
of any design unless the model is as large as the
machine it represents is intended to be.
It may be asked, what need is there for intro

ducing machinery into a country, that can manu
facture goods, spun in single threads, cheaper
than we can, with all our multiplied machinery.

4

There is the same reason for the people in Rus

sia and the East Indies having machinery to sup
ply their wants, cheaper than they do now , as

there was for us to apply it nearly fifty years ago ,
when wages, provisions, and the raw material
were scarcely one third the price they are now.
It should be the first consideration of every

government to supply the wants of the subject
in the cheapest possible manner, and the surplus,

if any, may be sold or bartered , as may be most
convenient.

1

3
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As the East India trade is now thrown open,

it is for the interest of that people to bring their

goods into the European market, as cheap as
they can ; and no doubt, with good hand ma
chinery, they may make them fifty per cent cheap
than they now do ; but I am far from thinking

that the quality of them will be improved by it.
And notwithstanding Russia can make her cloths,

spun in single threads, much cheaper than we
can , yet, with the use of good hand machinery,
she may make them from fifty to sixty per cent

cheaper than she is making them at present. All
countries that are strangers to the use of machi

nery, ought to begin with hand machinery, and af
terwards, may apply the power of water ; but it
would be for the benefit ofthe subject, if govern

ment restrained them from building large facto
rics, as small ones, on all accounts, are much

more eligible.
Suppose a country, almost destitute of water

falls, powerful mills may , notwithstanding , be
erected upon a great number of rivers where

there are no apparent falls, and a great deal of
corn is ground upon many of them . These would
work small factories very well.

I have before remarked, that machinery will
soon become general, in all the civilized world,
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and the sooner the better , and recent events

shew that an enlightened people, unacquainted
with the use of it, will much sooner make them

selves master of it, than bigots are apt to think, or
willing to allow ; ---witness America . The cotton

spinners here would never allow that the people in
America were fit for any thing but the plougli

tail, not having either ability or inclination tobe
come cotton spinners and manufacturers ; it
being their province to cultivate the ground,
and ours to clothe them.

But whoever will

carefully read the late resolutions of the cotton
spinners and manufacturers of Manchester, which
have been presented to parliament, upon the

1

state of the cotton trade, must admit that the

people in America are neither wanting in ability,
inclination, nor application ; otherwise, how
could they, in so short a time, have erected build

ings, and set to work one hundred thousand

cotton spindles ; and if they could do all this,
when involved in a most ruinous war, what will

they not do in time of peace ; and their improve
ments in the manufacturing of woollen goods
are not inferior to those in cottons.

It has been
;

a great misfortune to this country that our spin
ners and manufacturers would not allow any peo

ple to be capable of meeting them in the foreign
market, till now , when they find themselves nearly
driven out of it.

1
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America is now , and has been for some time,

supplying Russia with low numbers of cotton
twist, thirty per cent cheaper than we can serve
them ; this is stated by a Russian merchant, just

arrived from that country ; and if they can do
this now , they will probably, three or four years
hence, spin any numbers, as well as we can .
The spinners in Lancashire have assigned another
reason why spinning and manufacturing cannot
thrive there, and that is, the high wages that are

given for cultivating the ground, so that bands
cannot be had ; and yet, with these high wages,
we find them selling cotton yarn much lower
than we can, in a market that is more remote

from them than from us ; and is not this a proof
how little we have known what has been doing
in America , and will it not equally apply to

France ? Could any thinking man believe, that
America would continue an idle spectator, and
see the produce of her soil, sent three thousand
miles, to be manufactured in a foreign country ,

and then conveyed back again to them ; but
more especially, as a number of her merchants
have long resided in this country, and were see

ing and hearing all that was said and done, in
both the cotton and woollen business ?

OBSERVATIONS
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OBSERVATIONS
ON

CANALS, RESERVOIRS,
& c.

It is generally allowed by those who are con
versant in canals, that there have been nearly

thirty millions sterling expended upon those that
have been projected within the last twenty -five

years. After such an immense expenditure, and
the sacrifice of so much land in making them ,
the public had a right to expect, that .com
merce and agriculture should have been served
in the best manner ; but the fact is the contrary ;
for at the time when the assistance of canals is

most wanted, many of them are little better than
so many dry ditches. While the same want of
water has compelled the proprietors of others,
after the expenditure of immense sums, to con
vert them into railways ; and yet themost popu
lar cañal engineers in the kingdom , after having

surveyed and resurveyed them , have assured the
committee, that they might be amply,supplied
with water .

In the following pages, I shall investigate the

cause , or causes, of the public disappointment
and private loss arising from this source.
L
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If the average of profit and logs, of all the
canals that have been projected and executed
within the last twenty -five years, were accurately
taken, I am inclined to believe, that the balance

would be found greatly against them ; a truth
that is readily admitted by some of the engineers
themselves, but qualified with the observation,
that, if the subscribers are losers, the public are

great gainers, and therefore no one has a right

to complain. This argument, though popular,
is, in my opinion, fallacious, and proves how

partially they have examined the subject.
Suppose one hundred subscribers to a canal
should lose more in the interest of their money

sunk, than any saving which the public derives
from carrying upon it, such canal is, in the
strictest sense of the word, a public loss, because

the subscribers are a part of the body politic,
and if one part of it loses more, in any specu
lation, than the remaining part gains, such
scheme, is a public loss.
There are many canals, however, of great

public utility, and very profitable to the subscri
bers, and wherever there is a prospect that this
will be the case, such lines of canal ought to be
encouraged, but not otherwise ; for when the
subscriber is a loser, the land-owner will fre

quently be so too.

(

15

To know the real.cause why canals are so much
in want of water in summer, is of the utmost

importance, and the question, how it comes to
pass, that the estimates, in general, have scarcely
been sufficient to finish half the works, calls for

the strictest examination ; in order that these
great evils may hereafter be avoided , and canal
committees not be so much imposed upon, by false

reports and estimates, as they have been.
It would therefore be of unspeakable advan
tage, if the committee, when they enter upon
their office, were better informed than they

usually are, as to the execution of the works,

and particularly as to the designing, placing,
and executing of the lockss upon which depends
the future prosperity of the undertaking , and
where a general error cannot be corrected. They
should also be furnished with a perfect model of
every part of the works before they are begun, by
which means they would be able to detect any
errors which the engineer or the overlookers may
commit, and have them corrected in time .

To accomplish so desirable an end, and to
furnish to the committees such a portion ofknow

ledge, when they enter upon the undertaking,
as will enable them to conduct the works with

ease to themselves, and advantage to the sub
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scribers and the public, is the only object I have
in view in these observations.

But though I am ready to admit, that there
have been canals designed and executed within
twenty years, that all the ingenuity of man could
never make beneficial to the subscribers, (having
been designed in defiance of nature, and under
difficulties and obstacles which rendered them

unworthy of being executed, ) notwithstanding it
is a fact, that many canals that are completed ,

and others that are executing, will probably never
pay five

per cent to the subscribers ; yet, there

was nothing in the line to produce this dreadful
effect, nor is the country, through which they pass,
destitute of mines, minerals, and manufactories,

sufficient to supply them with tonnage, but the
principal cause of their failure, has been the want
of skill in the execution of them.

Many ofthese canals, which have a summit level,
and lock down at both ends, and some which lock

down only one way, consume from twenty-five

to forty -five, and some as much as sixty tons of
lockage water, when the vessels return empty, in

carrying one ton of goods ; but where they are
freighted both ways, inin many instances, the con
sumption does not exceed from thirty-five to forty
five tons ; whereas, not more than from twenty
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to twenty -one tons should be expended in car
rying one ton of goods the whole length of the
line, which may be from thirty to forty miles.
It is difficult to say, whether the estimates of

canal engineers for supplying them with water,
or their estimates for executing, are the more
erroneous .

When the Rochdale canal bill was

in a committee of the house of commons, Mr.

Jessop and Mr. Rennie stated as a fact, that
a reservoir of sixty statute acres, average depth
fifteen feet, would amply supply that canal with
water, or almost any other canal ; and that

the promoters of this scheme might be fully sa
tisfied of this, Mr. R. said he had a plan for
building canal locks, by which one half of the

lockage water would be saved ; but I never heard
he had favoured his employers with it.
For the information of the public, but parti
cularly for those who may be hereafter engaged

in making canals, that are to be principally sup
plied with water from reservoirs, I will give the
admeasurement and the contents of each reser

voir, that are made, or are now making, for
supplying the said canal with water.
TONS.

The Hollingworth Reservoir is 130 statute acres,
average depth 10 feet, and contains
1,573,000

The Blackstonedge Reservoir is 50.statute acres,
average depth 15 feet, and contaips

907,500
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White -holme Reservoir is 92 statute acres,
average depth 13 feet, and contains

1,447,160

Chelburn Reservoir is 16 statute acres, average
depth 15 feet, and contains

Light- hazzles Reservoir is 30 statute acres,
average depth 6 feet, and contains

290,400
217,800

4,435,860

and in times of excess, water runs into the canal

at various places on the line, where no guages
are fixed, which I have no doubt, is more than
equal to the Chelburn reservoir .

There have been nearly two hundred statute
acres of reservoirs finished for some years, and in
a few years, there will be one hundred and twenty
two more acres of reservoirs, making in all three
hundred and eighteen acres.

This canal is thirty-three miles long, and has
ninety -two locks, (the rise on the east side the
summit being three hundred and fifty -eight feet,
and the fall on the west side five hundred and

twenty -one feet ) nearly all ten feet rise, and the
number of acres of reservoirs, when the whole

are compleated, will far exceed any thing in this
kingdom.
The two said engineers were equally deficient in
their calculations for the quantity of downfal
water that might be drained from a given quan
tity of common .
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Part of the water in the Hollinworth reservoir

is lifted by steam from sixty- five to seventy- feet,

and conveyed in a channel nearly four miles into
the summit level, some of which must be lost in
its passage to the canal. The water from the

reservoir on Blackstonedge, and from that at
White-holme, has to descend more than six
hundred feet before it reaches the summit level,

being a distance of full two miles, and therefore
cannot all reach the canal. The whole length of

these channels, including the catch-water drains,
is full seventeen miles.

There are few commons in the kingdom , from
which so much downfal water may be collected ;

as the highest part of Blackstonedge, being
elevated nearly fifteen hundred feet above the

level of the sea, the clouds frequently break
in passing over it, and the surface principally
consisting of black peat turf, of close texture,

holds water surprisingly well.
Those commons that consist of loose sand and

gravel, afford little downfal water, for it will

up . And but a
small quantity of downfal water can be collected
be nearly all absorbed and dried

from inclosed lands, for the grass land retains
the greater part of it, and that under the plough
will nearly absorb the whole. The average
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depth of rain that has fallen upon Blackston
edge for the last four years, I am informed ,
is nearly thirty -six inches, yet not more than
about one-third of it can be got into the canal,

though the reservoirs hold exceedingly well ; the
remainder is lost in leakage, soakage, and eva

poration, &c. . And with all the care that can
be taken to keep the catch -water drains open ,
the reservoirs cannot be filled more than twice

in the year. When the reservoirs are all finished ,

they will contain a quantity of water equal to
4,435,860 tons.

Admitting that ten 'vessels per day pass the
/

whole length of the line, each carrying thirty-five
tons, or a tonnage on various parts of it equal
to this, which would be three hundred and fifty

tons per day, and allowing two hundred and forty
days in the year to navigate The amount of
this supposed tonnage is 84,000 tons per annum ;
but I think it is rather over rated , for in the first

place, there is not that number of vessels navi
gated per day, and in the second place, they do
not average more than 30 tons burthen.
The reservoirs will be filled twice in the year,

and will give 8,871,720 tons of water in that
period. If 8,871,720 be divided by 84,000 , the

amount of the supposed tonnage, the product

1
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will be nearly 106 tons of water for every ton

of goods supposed to be navigated on the line in
one year. When thereservoirs are finished, they
will contain nearly 26,170 { loeks full of water,
when twice filled ; and if these are divided by

2,400, the number of vessels supposed to be
freighted in one year, the product will be nearly
11 locks full of water for every vessel supposed
to be navigated on the line.
A lock chamber is 81 feet 6 inches long,
15 feet wide, and 10 feet rise, and contains

12,225 cubic feet, equal to 3391 tons of water ;
but as some of the locks are 9 feet rise, I

will call it only 339 tons. Two locks full of
water are required to pass the summit, and

three more should be allowed for leakage, soak
age, evaporation, and the runs from the lock
gates, cloughs, banks, & c .

If the average of the tonnage for the vessels

be taken at thirty-five tons, nearly nine and two
thirds of a ton, (but I will call it only nine and a
>

half tons) of lockage water will be required for
every ton of goods that ascends the summit, and

the same quantity will be spent in descending
from it, and three more, as before stated ; these

multiplied by nine and a half, the product will
be forty -eight and a half; but as many lime and
M
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coal vessels return empty, I will allow fifty tons

of water for every ton of goods navigated upon
the line, which supposes all the works in com

plete repair ; for if they are not, there is no
telling what may be required ; but the reservoirs
will hold more than double this quantity.

It is a painful reflection , that canals should

have been so badly designed and executed, as to
require more weight of water to navigate one
single ton of goods, than the whole weight of
the tonnage the vessel contains, but in some
instances nearly twice this, as I shall hereafter

shew ; and does not this loudly call for improve
ment in the designing and executing of a canal,
a business in which all the civilized world is

greatly interested ? If what I have said, and
may say, on this subject, was not capable of
mathematical demonstration , I think no one
would believe me.

After I have allowed five locks full of water

for every vessel that passes the summit, there

still should remain considerably more than this
quantity in the reservoirs undisposed of by any
statement I have given, and yet, this canal is
short of water in summer.

If five locks full of

water are sufficient to navigate a vessel from one
end of the line to the other, including all the
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other waste, it is a question of great moment, to
know what becomes of the remaining part, which
is more than half the whole quantity the reser
voirs contain . How is so vast a consumption of
water to be accounted for ?

T'he reservoirs cover 318 statute acres, and in

the summer months sink one inch per day, when
the cocks are shut close, and yet I think no re

servoirs are more water tight than they are.
But I will only estimate upon the reservoirs
wasting half an inch per day, and confine it to

those on Blackstonedge, as that at Holling
worth gives a certain quantity of water constant
ly to the mill owners, which makes it difficult to

ascertain how much it wastes by evaporation , & c .

The reservoirs on Blackstonedge cover 188 sta
tute acres, half an inch on the surface of which,
when full, amounts to 577,170 cubic feet, and is

equal to forty-seven locks full of water per day ;
this evaporation will account for the surplus
' within nine locks full, when the canal has had the

quantity of water I estimated upon ; and a consi
derable part of these nine locks full is wasted, in
conveying the water from the reservoirs to the

canal or summit level. If it be admitted, that
these reservoirs lose half an inch per day in dry
seasons, by leakage, soakage and evaporation,
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it is more than should supply the canal the whole
length of the line, and I have no doubt of there
being nearly this loss.
This affords an useful lesson to canal subscri

bers, to be cautious how they undertake to supply
a canal with water from reservoirs ; but particu
larly so, if the rise and fall on the line is great,

and the ground, through which it has to pass,
unfavourable to a canal.

The reservoirs on Blackstonedge when filled,
will contain 2,862,860 tons of water ; but as they

are twice filled in the year, the whole quantity
will be equal to 5,725,720 tons ofwater; and the
extent of the commons from which it is drained,

2204 statute acres, which gives full 3,045 , tons
per acre.

Admitting that 36 inches in depth of rain fall
in one year, upon that part of the commons that
is drained into the reservoirs, it is equal to
8,000,520 tons of water, and yet no more than
3,725,720 tons of water can be collected into the

reservoirs ; which plainly proves, that notwith
standing the close texture of the soil, little more
than one-third of the rain that falls upon them
can be got into the summit level ; and were these
.

commons cultivated , I do not think that more
than one -sixth part of the rain, that would fall
upon them , could be drained off.
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The last year 26 inches in depth of rain fell in
Manchester, and 20 inches of them were wasted

by evaporation. This statement shews the amaz

ing quantity of water necessary to be collected
for the supply of a canal, that has its dependence
upon reservoirs, and how difficult it is to meet

with situations sufficient for the purpose, and also

the necessity of making them as deep as pos
sible with safety ; for the evaporation will be
nearly the same, whether they are made deep or
shallow.

also proves the necessity ofmaking
It also
It

canals with six feet depth of water instead of
five ; for much less will be spent in navigating a

given quantity of tonnage upon a canal with the
former depth, than with the latter.
But notwithstanding the large quantity of
water used by this canal, and the ample provision
which the present reservoirs will furnish when
completed for a considerable increase of carriage,
it is very satisfactory to know , that much more

may be had, if required ; and that the tonnage
appear fr
may be greatly increased , will appear
froom the
following statement :

If a railway was made to communicate with
the Leeds and Liverpool canal a mile above
Burnley, the distance from thence to the lime

rock at Rainhall by canal is 12 miles, and
1
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from the place of communication to Todmorden
is 9 miles, where lime may be delivered at 14s.
per ton ; admitting it to be carried on the rail
way at 7d . per ton, per mile.

From Brotherton (which principally supplies
Todmorden valley with lime) to Sowerby wharf,
is 42 miles, and from thence to Todmorden 10

miles, making in all 52 miles.

From this it is

plain, that the lime from the said rock, will not

only supply Todmorden valley, but also Halifax
and its vicinity ; as the distance from the said
rock to Halifax is only about 33 miles, whilst

that from Brotherton, including 2 miles of land
carriage from Salter Hebble wharf, is 42 miles.
From Rainhall to Todmorden is only 21 miles,
and from thence to Rochdale 10 miles ; being 22
miles by water, and 9 by the supposed railway,

making in all 31 miles. From the lime rock, in
the Peak Forest, to the head of that canal, is

full 6 miles of railway ; from thence to Ashton,
14 miles ; from Ashton to Manchester, 8 miles ;
and from thence to Rochdale, by that canal, 12

miles, making in all 40 miles ; which is 9 miles
in favour of the lime from Rainhall rock in the

Rochdale market.

The Peak Forest lime, that goes generally to
Bury and its vicinity, I understand, is taken off
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the canal at Manchester ; but when the supposed

railway is made, it will be afterwards supplied
with lime from the said rock, by way of Todmor
den and Rochdale, cheaper than from any other

place, in either Lancashire or Yorkshire.

Perhaps it will be said, that lime may be
brought from Enfield Common to Bury, as
cheap as by way of Todmorden ; but this is a
mistake.

From the said lime rock to Enfield

by the canal is nearly 24 miles ; and from thence
to Bury by land is full 14 miles ; making in all
38 miles.

I have before stated, that the distance

from the said lime rock by way of Todmorden to
Rochdale is 31 miles ; and from thence to Bury
6 miles, making in all 37 miles.

But in coming from Enfield to Bury, there is
an ascent from Ackrington to Baxindale, as
quick and nearly as long as the ascent on the

North West side of Blackstonedge ; and there is
another long and quick ascent leading into
Haslingden ; but any rise in the road from Roch
dale to Bury is easy ; for two horses would draw

more from Rochdale to Bury, than three from
Enfield to Bury ; and moreover the tolls from :

Enfield to Bury, are three times as much as from

Rochdale to Bury. The length of land-carriage
for the lime by way of Todmorden to Bury is
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nearly the same as that from Enfield ; but then
two - thirds of it will be by the supposed railway
which makes it impossible for the lime from
Enfield to meet that by way of Todmorden in
the Bury market.

From an impartial survey of the country, I

am of opinion, that the limefrom the said rock,
brought on a railway as before stated , will sup
ply nearly 90 square miles, much cheaper than it
can be had from any other place; and before the
railway has been worked only two years, I think
it will give one -third more tonnage to the Roch
dale eana !, than was ever yet carried upon it.
The proposed railway will pass near a stone

quarry , in which good slate- flags, sash -stones,
wall-stones, and stones almost for every purpose

are got'; but the distance from Todmorden being
9 miles, its utility to the public is nearly lost for
want of a road .

From Halifax and Sowerby wharf, great quan
tities of oats, beans, flour, potatoes, and various

other articles of consumption , intended for Burn
ley and its vicinity, will go upon the proposed
hailway, in covered waggons, in which goods
may be carried as dry as in a stage coach . That

goods:may go direct for Burnley, it would re
quirea branch ofnearly a mile long; but the best
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line for for the main railway would be direct

from Burnley, and through Mr. Townley's park,
which would make it rather shorter, and less
expensive ; and the lime in that case would be

taken off atBurnley. A railway passing through
that gentleman's estate would be of great advan
tage, in opening to him a new market for that

immense field of good coal , which lies therein ;
and were it judiciously laid Todmorden would,

in a few years, be equal to a small town, and
have a regular market.

Wakefield is a great corn market, from which

Burnley and its vicinity are principally sup
plied : the Leeds market being much inferior
with respect to grain. From Wakefield to Tod
morden by water is 32 miles, and from Tod
morden to Burnley 9 miles ; making in all 41
miles. From Leeds to Burnley, by the Leeds

and Liverpool canal, is nearly 54 miles. :
If this railway was executed , a vast quantity
of minerals and merchandise would pass upon it ;

and from the great expense of keeping horses,
and travelling in stage coaches, people would
travel in waggons upon it, as they do in many
other places. By this conveyance that great
field of coal at and near Holmes Chapel would

be opened ; and I think the capital sunk in mak
N
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ing this railway would pay three times the inte
rest of an equal quantity of capital, sunk in
making the Rochdalecanal This railway would
be very beneficial also to the subscribers of the
Leeds and Liverpool canal, by increasing the ton
nage upon it.

I now appeal to the proprietors of these two
canals, who are greatly interested in making this

railway, and to an impartial public, who will be
much benefited by it, whether such a plan is

not worthy of being executed.

OBSERVATIONS
ON

THE LEEDS

AND

LIVERPOOL CANAL .

The idea of this canal was first suggested by
the late Mr. John Hustler, of Bradford, and

ably supported by his friends with a liberal sub
scription. The principal design was to open a
communication between the ports of Hull and
Liverpool, in one bottom , and thereby to avoid
the injury and inconvenience attending trans
shipping ; but in this he was much disappointed,
for when the line was finished to Skipton it was

found, that vessels built to navigate in the tide
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way were unfit for inland canals, in almost every

respect, but particularly in their length, which
subjected all the vessels coming from Hull for
the interior to be unloaded at Leeds.

It then

appeared, that a narrow canal was much better
calculated for the country through which it had
to pass .

This canal, when finished , will be 131 miles

long ; and it is rather singular, that the rise and

fall upon it is the same, as that on the Roch
dale canal within one lock .
In order that this canal should have command

ed the thoroughfare trade between the two said
ports, three things were necessary :
First.

It should have been made as short as

possible, and all communications with the neigh
bouring towns made by collateral branches or
railways.
Second, The locķs should all have been single,

and so placed, as that no unnecessary time or
water would be spent in passing them.
Third. The basins should have been made suf

ficiently large, that the shortest of them would
not have been drawn down more than four inches

by a lock full of water, but in many instances

not more than one-fourth of that quantity.
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But unfortunately for the subscribers and the
public, it is the reverse of all this . For the
number of combined locks on the Yorkshire side

of the summit, I am inclined to think, far exceeds
any thing of the kind in this kingdom ; and I
am sorry to say that so many errors of this kind

were committed by the late Mr. Longbottom, en.

gineer for that canal when it first began, as will
perhaps for ever prevent that convenience and
utility which the public would have derived from

it, if the locks had been properly placed.
Nor did the late Mr. Whitworth Mr. Long

bottom's successor shew much more judgment
in the placing of his locks on this canal. With
all the errors of his predecessor before his eyes,
one would have thought it impossible that he
could have committed the like ; but the fact is

the contrary.
The combined locks on the Yorkshire side of

the summit stand, if I am not mistaken, in the

following order :
Between Leeds and the short branch that goes

up to Bradford there are three combinations, each

containing three locks, and one of two. Near
the end of the said branch there is one combina

tion of three locks, and another of two ; and

between the end of the said branch and Bingley,

1
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there are two other locks combined .

At that

place there is one combination of three locks,
another of five, and one at the east end ofthe

summit of two, making in the whole twenty
seven locks.

On the Lancashire side of the

summit, where the junction is made with the
Lancaster canal, I am informed there is a com

bination of three locks, making in all thirtý.
All the combinations on the Yorkshire side were

made by Mr. Longbottom , that atthe east end of
the summit excepted , which was made by Mr.
Whitworth

It is worthy of remark, that there is nothing
in the nature of the ground at the different places
where these combinations are made, but what

might have been avoided when the line was laid
out, without varying it in more than two or three

places, and yet sufficient basins might have been
formed between all the locks . I apprehend the

greatest difficulty was where the junction is made
with the Lancaster canal, yet even that might
have been surmounted with proper attention,

In consequence of these combinations, the loss
of timeand of water, and the great : injury done
to the mercantile trade on the line is incalculable;

for in times of a scarcity of water, vessels going
from Leeds to Bradford, Skipton , & e. are not
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permitted to pass the locks at Bingley, until a
şufficient number are collected , so that the second
vessel may make use of the water which the first
leaves in the lock , and the third that of the se

cond, and so on ; but in very dry seasons, the
boatmen told me , vessels sometimes waited two

or three days before they could pass

A canal

thus restrained in its navigation , is equal to a

prohibition of the thoroughfare trade; for it is
not to be supposed, that such a canal can com
mand, or will have any part of it, if a shorter,

more convenient, and less expensive water con
veyance can be had .

Sometime ago, I observed a single vessel de
scend the combination of five locks at Bingley,

and another ascend it, each being full fifty mi
nutes in passing, and was greatly astonished with
the loss of time, and waste of water that attended

the two operations ; for the rise of the locks is
twelve feet four inches, and a lock contains

nearly 3804 tons of water.
A descending vessel ought not to consume
more than one lock full of water, yet full two

are wasted ; for after the first lock was filled, the

cloughs remained considerably drawn, until the
vessel had got into the fifth lock ; and during all
this time, a quantity of water ran out from the

!
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fifth lock equal to a powerful brook ; and during

the time the ascending vessel was passing single,
I am confident that more than a lock full of water
extra was wasted ; so that more than six locks

full were consumed in passing those five locks, in

consequence of the runs from the cloughs and
gates which had been improperly shut, and
the boatmen being in so great a hurry to get
through ; and this I understood to be the con
stant practice.
I estimate upon two locks full of water being

consumed in leakage, soakage, evaporation , and
the runs from the gates, cloughs, and the banks,

while the vessel is passing from Leeds to Skipton,
making in all eight locks full of water ; and if
a lock contains 3801 tons of water, as before

stated, the quantity consumed in lockage only ,
will be 2,283 tons, which divided by 35, the

number of tons the cargo weighed, as I was
informed , will be full 65 tons of water wasted

for every ton of goods the vessel contained ; and
if two locks full more be added for the leakage,

soakage, evaporation, &c. as before stated , the
whole consumption will be nearly equal to 87

tons of water consumed in navigating every tou
of goods through that combination of locks,

when the vessel passes single, and carries tbem
from one town to the other.
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But should the vessel return empty, as many
coal and lime vessels do, two more locks full of

water must be added for the reasons before given,
which makes the whole consumption equal to
108 tons in carrying a single ton of goods.

I will now suppose a vessel going from Brad.
ford to Skipton, with a cargo of coal, to return

empty, and will only estimate upon one lock full
of water being spent in passing the three com
bined locks, at the bottom of the short branch,

though it will be much more, six in ascending
the combination at-Bingley, two more when re
turning, three in ascending the combination near
the end of the said branch, and two more for
leakage, soakage, and evaporation, and the runs

from the gates, cloughs, and banks, making in
all fourteen locks full of water, equal to 5,327
tons, which divided by 35, the supposed weight

of the cargo, will give 1524 tons, the quantity
of water consumed in navigating one ton of
goods. That many coal vessels go from Bradford

to Skipton, passing the locks-singly when there
is plenty of water, and return empty is a well
kņown fact ; and when this is the case, much
more water is consumed than I have stated .

If the locks had been properly placed , and
made of six feet rise . (and they should not have
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been more ) only 22 tons of water would have
been required to carry one ton of goods from
Leeds to Skipton ; and this estimate includes all
waste, which is but about one seventh part of

what is at present expended .
Suppose the line finished, and the before men
tioned restrictions continued in times of a scarcity
of water, they would exclude all mercantile goods

from coming upon it, and so defeat the great pur
pose for which the canal was designed ; and if
these restrictions are not continued in dry sea

sons, water cannot be found to supply it as the
locks are now placed ; which fully proves,
that this canal on the Yorkshire side can never

be made convenient and useful for the public, or
beneficial to the subscribers, without an act of

parliament for fresb powers to vary the line where
it is found necessary, and to build new locks near
the said combinations,

To build new locks, including every expense
connected with them , the company must expend

£ 40,000 at least, and when all this money has
been spent, it will still be incomplete.

It is painful to shew how improperly the
locks are placed on both sides the summit,
but particularly the two that are combined at the
pool between them ,
east end, with a very small
0
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and the single lock next below, which causes
every ascending vessel to throw one lock full of
water over the waste wear at the head of the

single lock.

The contracted pools that Mr. W. made on
each side the summit, are often drawn down from

fifteen to nearly eighteen inches by a lock full
of water, which is attended with a perpetual
injury and inconvenience that cannot be esti
mated .

The mind revolts at the next error which Mr.

W. committed in passing the summit, by sink
ing it seven miles in length two feet extra depth
to serve for a reservoir, and this length included
the tunnel . The extra digging and the land

wasted by it cost several thousand pounds ; but
had he raised the head of the reservoir near the

tunnel only nine or ten inches, he would have
got more than double the quantity of water, and
the whole expense would not have exceeded from

seventy to eighty pounds. An equal quantity of
water may be had from a reservoir, at one- fifteenth

part of the expense it would cost to procure it
by digging a canal an extra depth.
Considering the numerous inconveniences and
disadvantages attending tunnels, I would ear

nestly recommend the avoiding them at an in
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creased expense wherever it is practicable ; but
when it is considered , that they uniformly exceed
the estimates, this caution appears the more
necessary.

The tunnel on this canal, which is 1560 yards

long, cost £ 40,000, some say much more, though
the estimate was only £ 13,000.

In this instance

there is not the plea of necessity for tunneling,
as the summit might have been passed with nearly
half the expense, by sixteen feet extra deep cut
ting for four hundred yards in length ; the re

mainder of the length would have been for the
locks one hundred and twelve feet rise and fall,

that is fifty -six feet for the rise at one end, the
same for the fall at the other. Allowing 100 per
cubic yard for the deep cutting, £ 110. per foot
for the rise of the locks, building a steam engine
to lift the water fifty-six feet £ 1000 , cutting a
drain from the canal £ 400. annual expense of

working the engine £ 500 ( for coal there is cheap)
equal to sinking a capital of £ 10,000, makes in
all £ 24,970.

From Gargreave to Enfield common is twenty
nine miles, the estimate for which was £3,032 9s
per mile ; but including loss of interest on the

capital while executing, and all other expenses
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it has cost full £ 9,000 per mile. The locks esti
timated at £50 per foot rise, have cost £ 110.

This canal, which will shortly be finished, will
be one hundred and thirty -one miles long, twenty

nine miles ofwhich have cost nearly £ 70,000 more
than the original estimate for the whole line :

another proof how little the principle of canals
has been understood .

After passing a pool of about twenty miles

from Barrowford, the locking down commences
at Blackburn , where the present engineer has
followed the injudicious plan of his predecessors
in the distribution of his locks ; the distance
from the head of some of them , where the ma

sonry begins , to the tail of those next above,
being little more than twenty -six yards; yet more

than five times that distance might have been
had , there being nothing in the situation of the
ground to prevent it.

The'aqueduct near Blackburn is a good firm
piece of masonry, but there has been a great
want ofjudgment in making the high embank
ment that is connected with it ; as it was easy, to
foresee that the ground upon which it was placed,
being spungy and water shaken , would slide,

unless great care was taken in draining off the
water.
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I should think much lime will go from near

the tunnel to Wigan and that neighbourhood,
and that the vessels' will frequently return empty ;
and should they pass the combination of three

locks at the junction with the Lancaster canal
singly, six locks full of water will be spent in
lockage, and two locks full more being allowed
each trip for leakage, &c. will make eight locks
full of water that will be consumed in carrying
one cargo, which is equal to one hundred and

ten tons spent in carrying one ton of goods; but
if the vessels are detained till a sufficient number

are ready to pass together, the quantity will be
reduced to seventy -six.
There are twenty -three locks near Wigan ,

which in general are about ten feet rise, having
short contracted basins, some of them not much

longer than the masonry of the locks, but there
is one thing favorable in the ground which will

admit of their being widened ; yet this will be
attended with a heavy expense .

The stone for the locks is very good, the scant

lings large and well worked, and the same may
be said of the timber for the gates ; but if the
rise of them had been only six feet, nearly half
the lockage water would have been saved , and
the works would have been more than twice as
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durable. The ground on which those locks are
placed is the best I ever saw for turning water,

it being all fine clay or marl ; but there is a great
deficiency in the breast of the locks, that is a
want of a good counter arch of ashlar ; without

which it is next to impossible to make it stand
firm , but particularly where the rise is great ; for
when the water is low in the lock chamber, there

is often above five feet rise of masonry in the
breast exposed to the stroke of the vessel.
In a lock of six feet rise, with six feet water,
little of the masonry in the breast can be exposed

to danger, and the lock cills will be best pre

served from injury. And although contracted
basins do not waste quite so much water as locks
when combined, if the vessels pass them singly,
yet they are far more injurious to the works by

ploughing up the puddle, striking against the
cills, and causing the upper gates to be so vio
lently shut to the great injury of the works .
The
expense of repairing the lock gates and the

wages of the lock keepers are great indeed , in

consequence of having such basins, whereas, if
the 'locks had been properly placed , not more
than three ( if any) would have been wanted for
the whole line, but now nearly twenty I think
will be employed after the canal is finished.
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If a moderate trade should pass on the line
near Wigan, I think five lock keepers will be
required , one at the junction with the Lancaster
canal, two at Blackburn, and one at Barrow

ford, making nine in all on the Lancashire side ;

except there should be one going from Wigap
to Liverpool, which will make ten .
At the end of the summit on the Yorkshire

side, there is one lock keeper, another at

Bank-newton, one more at Gargrave, two at
Bingley, two going up the short branch at Brad
ford, and from thence to Leeds four, making
eleven, which added to the ten before mention

ed, make twenty -one. I estimate the average

of these men's wages at 18s per week, equal to
£ 982 16s per annum, which is the same to the

subscriber as sinking a capital of £49,656 . I
recommend this estimate to the candid exa

mination of canal engineers, as an excellent
antidote against combined locks and contracted 1
basins,

I have before estimated the expense of removing
the combined locks at £ 40,000 ; but upon more
mature deliberation , if interest be allowed while

the works are executing, the expense of obtaining
an act, with that of engineers, surveyors, com ,
mittee meetings, attorpies, commissions, & c.

$
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I think the whole expense will not be less than
£ 50,000. By removing the combined locks, ten

lock keepers' wages may be saved, which is equal
to saving a capital of £ 9,360 . It is of impor
tance to ascertain the saring there would have been

bymaking thiscanal narrow ; the lowest statement
of canal engineers is one- fourth of thewhole ; but
many have estimated it at nearly one-third, and

the late Mr. Whitworth was of that opinion .

It is now generally supposed, that when the
canal and warehouse, wharfs and other works
that

may be required, are finished, they will cost

one million sterling.

One - fourth of this sum is

£ 250,000, and if the expense of removing the
combined locks be added , the amount will be

£ 300,000. There is no doubt, but if this canal
had been made narrow , the works well designed
and properly executed, this immense sum would
have been saved, and the public much better serv
ed ; more especially asnine-tenths of the tonnage
passing upon it will be stone, lime, and coal,
all of which are carried as conveniently , and as
cheap upon a narrow as a broad canal .

Although combining locks is so injurious to a
canal, yet it is difficult to say who was the first
inventor of it ; but the first that were erected in

the county of York were by the late Mr. Smeaton ,
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at Salter Hebble, when he was engineer for that
navigation, Three twelve feet rises were com
bined there ; but when the trade increased, water
could not be found sufficient for them , and the

company took them up and placed basins between .
It is singular to observe how long a bad plan
may be continued in practice, if introduced by a
popular character ; for Mr. Smeaton's pupils have
clung close to it ; witness Mr. Brindley, Mr.
Longbottom , Mr. Whitworth, and now Mr.
Fletcher .

When a long line of canal is proposed, great
attention should be paid, in surveying the country
through which it is intended to pass, to see
whether it may not, at some future period, be
much injured by a rival canal ,

As a line of general communication between
the two seas, I think the Leeds and Liverpool

canal was altogether improper, being too long
and circuitous ; for had any attention been paid

to Todmorden valley, it would have appeared, to
any considerate person, to be much better calcu
lated for a general line than that of the Leeds
and Liverpool canal, as will be shewn by a

comparative view of them . And although the
expectations of the company will be greatly dis
appointed with respect to the thoroughfare trade,
P
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yet they have great merit in executing so noble
a design, and have shewn a good example to all

canal committees, in acting both uprightly and
liberally to the land owners whose estates they
have cut through and divided.

To prevent the vast .consumption of water,
some persons, who pretend tounderstand the prin
ciple of canals, have recommended the making

of side ponds or basins, in expectation of saving
one third, if not one half, of the lockage water.
But this plan proves, that they are strangers to

the best mode of supplying canals with water.
Let us suppose side basins to be made for
three or four locks on each side of the summit of

a canal, and one-third, or nearly one- half the
lockage water saved , the certain consequence
would be, that the pools below would be rendered
impassable, for want of the water thus left in
the side ponds above. This plainly shews, that
side ponds can be of no service, unless the whole
line is supplied with them, and that placing
them partially, would be a waste of money to no
purpose .

This observation will equally apply to those
canals where there are combined locks, for the

destroying of one only of these combinations
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liable to the same objection as an incalculable

quantity of water is wasted in flushing, to

assist the vessels in passing them . I will suppose
twenty of these contracted basins on a canal, and
ifnineteen of them could be removed, how would

it benefit the line, for the extra quantity of
water that would be wasted in passing the twen

tieth pool would have served all the rest.
I now leave the canal subscriber to judge,
what good he has to expect from side basins,
which are an expensive substitute for the igno

rance and inattention of canal engineers.
Asmachinery and canals are become so gene
+

ral, and both distressed for water at the same

time, it is not to be expected that the mill owner

will part with any, except in times of excess ;

this will compel canal speculators hereafter to
make reservoirs to supply their wants ; (which
being very expensive, and in many situations
very uncertain with respect to the supply they
will afford, as well as insecure with respect to
durability ) great care should be had in selecting
proper situations for them .

It will give me great satisfaction to reflect,
that I have been any ways instrumental in assist
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ing the canal subscriber to judge of such reser

voirs, as may be proposed, before he has plunged
himself into such serious undertakings.

I will suppose a broad canal is intended to be
made thirty miles long, with a summit to lock
down both ways ; suppose the rise and fall equal
to five hundred feet, and estimate the tonnage at

three hundred and fifty tons per day for the whole
length of the line, or a tonnage on various parts
of it equal to that amount, and calculate upon
forty weeks in the year to navigate.

1

The next thing to be considered , is what num
ber of acres of reservoir, of the average depth of
fifteen feet, would be sufficient to supply one
mile in length of such canal with six feet water,
and locks of six feet rise. If the ground was ra .

ther favourable to a line of canal, and the pools
of sufficient length between the locks, so as not
to be drawn down more than from four to six
inches to fill a lock, four statute acres and one

third of reservoir, of the depth before mentioned,

would supply one mile of such canal, supposing
it to be filled twice in the year ; and if these acres

are taken collectively, the whole will be equal
to a reservoir of nearly one hundred and thirty
statute acres , with which I propose the whole

line to be supplied with water ; but the works
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must be finished in the best possible manner, and

kept in that state, or no such quantity will sup
ply it.
A reservoir of 130 statute acres , average depth

15 feet, will contain 84,942,000 cubic feet of
water, but if twice filled in the year will

give 169,884,000 cubic-- feet of water, equal to
4,719,000 tons.

I estimate a lock chamber to

be 75 feet long, 15 feet wide, 6 feet rise, and to
contain 6,750 cubic feet of water equal to 1874

tons. If 4,719,000 tons are divided by 180, the
product will be 25,233, the number of locks full
of water the supposed reservoir or reservoirs will
give, when twice filled ; and if the canal is work
ed 240 days in the year , the reservoir would give

full 107 locks full of water per day, supposing
there was no loss by evaporation , & c ; but that a
subscriber to a canal, that is proposed to be sup
plied from a reservoir or reservoirs, may not be

misled, he must calculate upon as much water
being wasted by leakage, soakage, evaporation,
and conveying it to the canal for a month or six
weeks in summer, as the canal will use, supposing
all the works to be perfect.
I think a lock chamber 75 feet long is a reason

able length for a broad canal, but for a narrow
one I would have it 80 feet long.
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If a reservoir or reservoirs could be made in

cultivated ground , and filled with the surplus
water of a powerful brook, or river, it would be

much better than making them on high grounds ;
there being much more risk in making them in
elevated situations, than in low ones ; for the

inside of the bank is much more exposed, and
the expense that attends the catch water drains

very considerable ; moreover the loss of water,
occasioned by strong winds, from reservoirs so
much elevated , is really astonishing. But it is
difficult to meet with good situations for reser
voirs in low grounds, where a great deal of sur.

plus water may be had, without being subject to
pumping it from the reservoirs into the summit
level ; and when this is the case, the expense of

supplying a canal with water is great.
But I would caution the canal subscriber and

the acting committee never to make any reservoirs
in inclosed and cultivated ground, if it is intend
ed to be supplied with down - fall water; as most

certainly very little of the rain that falls upon
the ground intended to be drained will ever find
its way into the canal .

I therefore consider the

making of reservoirs in such situations to be as
wild and romantic, as sinking a canal an extra

ordinary depth and width to serve as a reservoir .
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Many schemes and plans have been adopted
as a sustitute for canal locks, but thus far I think

they have all failed. I have long been fully con
vinced, that there never will be any plan devised ,

for ascending from a lower to a higher level,
equal to a canal lock, where a sufficient quantity
of water can be had.

But as I have before ob

served , the bad designing and executing of canals
have caused double the quantity of water to be
wasted , that was necessary , and this has made

canal engineers’ estimates for the quantity of
water required to supply a canal as visionary, as
their estimates for executing .
Comparative statement of the difference in ex

pense of earrying goods from Leeds to Liverpool
by that canal, and from Wakefield to Liverpool

by the Calder and Hebble navigation, the Roch
dale and Bridgewater canals, and also by the
Huddersfield canal .

As Leeds and Wakefield are

at an equal distance from Hull, to save calcula
tion, I have made the estimates to commence at

the two last mentioned places.
£.

3.

d . Miles

From Leeds to Liverpool by that canal is

131 miles, the ducs 14 per top per mile,

and the freight I cstimate at 34d per ton
per mile, making in all 5d, to which add

the expense of carrying the goods from
the basin, at Liverpool, into the town,
the average of which may be taken at
1s 6d per ton , making a sum total of : 2 16.1 131
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£.

d. Miles

From Wakefield to Sowerby Wharf is 22
miles, the dues and freight Is 4d per
ton ; from thence to Manchester by the
Rochdale canal is 33 miles, the dues and
freight 15% per ton ; from thence to Run.
corn by the Duke's canal 30 miles, and

from thence to Liverpool 20, on the
river Mersey, in the tide- way; the dues
and freight from Manchester to Liver

pool 128 6d per ton, making in all

1 16 104 105

From Wakefield to Cooper-bridge is 13
miles, dues and freight 58 5d ; from

thence to Huddersfield, by Sir Johu
Ramsden's canal, nearly 4 miles, dues
1s 6d, freight 18 ; from thence to Man.
chester by the Huddersfield and Ashton

canals 28 miles, dues and freight 208 ;
from thence to Runcorn 30 miles ; and

from thence to Liverpool 20 miles, as
before stated, dues and freight 12s 6d ,
making in all,

2

0

5

9.5

I will suppose, at present, there is an ample
supply of water in these canals, and I estimate

upon the large vessels, carrying 40 tons, and
1

a narrow vessel on the Huddersfield canal 20
tons.
£.

S.

d.
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3

4

73 15

0

40

4

Carriage and freight of 40 tons of goods
by the Leeds and Liverpool canal, from
the former to the latter place, 26 16s id
per ton , -

O

Carriage and freight of 40 tons of goods

by the Rochdale canal, from Wakefield
to Liverpool 368 104d per ton, ..
Carriage and freight of 20 tons of goods
by the Huddersfield canal, from Wake

field to Liverpool, 40s 5d per ton,

8
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The great saving the public will receive in the
carriage of goods for the thoroughfare trade, by

the Rochdale canal, is very striking indeed ; for
if only one vessel per day is freighted with them ,

and that for no more than forty -two weeks in the
year, and the cargo of each vessel taken at thirty
five tons, it will not be less than £ 9,681 per

annum ; if the saving in time be added, which
I think at all times will be two days per trip,
but in summer , when water is scarce, partly

owing to the locks being so improperly placed,
and the restraint the vessels are laid under , three

days loss, I think, may be fairly estimated upon,
which will make the saving, I should suppose ,
equal to full £ 1,000 per annum more ; and this loss

principally falls upon the carrier, making in all
£ 10,681 per annum ; and if two vessels per day

should be freighted for the thoroughfare trade,
( which I think is more than probable) the saving
will be double what I have estimated upon, and
so in proportion . But at what sum shall the

saving in time, and all the advantages connected
with it be estimated ? For the mercantile trade,

this can hardly be valued ; I therefore leave it to

the consideration of those more immediately in
terested in it.

There is a new warehouse built at Cooper

bridge, on the banks of the river, by the Calder
Q
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and Hebble navigation company, twelve miles
from Leeds and nine from Sowerby wharf,

where goods going for Liverpool may be put on
board ; from Cooper-bridge to Runcornis
seventy -two miles, by which fifty -nine miles of

dues and thirty -nine miles of freight are saved .
Dues and freight for one hundred and thirty-one
miles, at 5d per ton per mile, will be 54s 7d, and

1s 6d per ton for carrying the goods from the
basin to the town , making in all 56s ld.
From Cooper -bridge to Sowerby wharf, dues

and freight for a ton of goods are 3s 11_d, from
thence to Rochdale by that canal 15s, and from

thence to Liverpool by the Bridgewater canal
12s 6d , making in all 3ls 5ld ; and if 18s be
allowed for the carriage of one ton of goods from

Leeds to Cooper-bridge, it will be ample, and
leave a balance in favour of the Rochdale canal

of 6s7d per ton ; and goods coming from either
Leeds or Wakefield to Cooper-bridge, and going
for either Manchester or Liverpool, are carried

by the Rochdale canal 3s 7d per ton cheaper
than by the Huddersfield canal ; besides that,they
are not to unload at Manchester if going for
Liverpool. This saving of money and nearly
half the time by sending goods from Leeds to

Cooper-bridge, will, I think, deprive the Leeds
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and Liverpool canal of the carriage of a great
part of the mercantile goods from thence to
Liverpool after the line is finished .
Bradford is nearly ten miles from Sowerby
wharf, and goods from thence may be put on
board in little more than six hours ; and many

will be sent, without doubt, as they will
go to Liverpool in nearly half the time by
the Rochdale canal that they can by water from

Bradford ; the distance between that place and
Liverpool is nearly one hundred and twenty -one
miles, but from Bradford to Liverpool , by the
Rochdale canal, is ten miles by land and only

eighty -three by water, making in all ninety -three
miles, which is twenty-eight miles shorter than
by the Leeds and Liverpool canal.

Carriage and freight of one ton of goods from
Sowerby wharf to Manchester, by the Rochdale

canal, 158, and from thence to Liverpool, by
the Duke's canal, 12s 60, and I allow 16s

for the carriage of one ton of goods from Brad
ford to Sowerby wharf, making in all 43s 6d ;

but if they went by the Leeds and Liverpool
canal, the dues and freight, at 5d per ton per
mile, would be 50s 5d , and ls 6d per ton for the
carriage of goods from the basin to the town,
making in all 51s Ild, which leaves a balance
in favour of the Rochdale canal of 8s 50 per

ton .
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The new " turnpike road from Keighley to
Hebden -bridge, being only a distance of eight
miles, goods from Keighley and that neighbour
hood for Liverpool, will go by way of Hebden

bridge, and there be put on board the Rochdale
canal ; and cotton and other goods coming from
Liverpool for Keighley, and its vicinity, will be
sent the same way .

From Hebden -bridge to Manchester, by the
Rochdale canal, is nearly twenty-eight miles, ( the
dues and freight are 12s 9d, and from thence to Li

verpool, by the Duke's canal, they are 12s 6d, as
before stated, making in all 25s 3d per ton .
From Liverpool to where the goods are ta

ken off that canal near Keighley, I think, is one
hundred and twelve miles, dues and freight at 5d
per ton per mile 46s 8d, carrying the goods from
the town to the basin ls 6d per ton, and 3s 6dper

ton for carrying them from the canal to Keigh
ley, a distance of nearly three miles ; and more
over, they have a toll-gate to pass through,

making in all 5ls 8d per ton . I had allowed
16s per ton for land carriage between Keighley
and Hebden -bridge, but a common carrier having
engaged to carry at Ils 8d , it leaves a balance

of 1489d perton in favourof the Rochdale canal;
and I have no doubt, that goods will be carried
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between Leeds and Cooper-bridge, and between

Bradford and Sowerby-bridge, at lower rates
than I have mentioned

From Hebden bridge to Liverpool, by water,
is seventy -eight miles, and if eight miles of land
carriage be added , it will make the whole dis

tance from Liverpool to Keighley by Hebden
bridge equal to eighty -six miles ; but Keighley is
distant from Liverpool by that canal one hundred
and twelve miles by water, and three by land ,
making in all one hundred and fifteen miles,
which is twenty-nine miles in favour of the
Rochdale canal.

From this statement I think it is clear, that

the great saving in carriage, but especially that
of time, will cause the principal part of the

goods going from Keighley, Bingley, and that
neighbourhood , for Liverpool, as well as those
coming from thence, to be carried by the Roch
dale canal.

But that part of the canal which extends from

Wigan to Liverpool will always be better to the
company than a gold mine ; I wish I could say
the same of all the rest .
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THE

HUDDERSFIELD

CANAL.

The Huddersfield canal is a narrow one, de

signed by the late Mr. Benjamin Outram. The
length of this canal is full nineteen miles, but
nearly five thousand seven hundred and twenty

yards are tunnel. The estimate for the whole
line was , I believe £ 183,000 , of which, £ 56,000
were estimated to finish the tunnel ; for that

sum , it is said, the engineer offered to execute

and find security to complete it, in five years ;
but some of the committee being of opinion,
that it might be executed for less money, he
fortunately was not the undertaker. The ma
sonry and earth work of this canal were the
worst executed of any I ever saw .

This was the

opinion of the late Mr. Whitworth , who was
called in to survey the line, and said to me, the

work will be nearly all to do over again , parti
cularly the locks . There are, I think , on the

Yorkshire side the summit, forty -two locks, some
parts of all which have been taken down and re

built , except two ; but how many have been
rebuilt on the Lancashire side, I know not.

At the time the engineer proposed to under
take the execution of the tunnel, I heard his
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friend, Mr. Jessop, say, he might execute it in
the time proposed, and get money by the con
tract. The committee have been hammering
hard at it for near eighteen years, and have at

last got through the hill. The expense of exe
cuting it, including loss of interest on the capi
tal, I believe, has been nearly three times the
original estimate ; and I suppose this will apply
to all the remainder of the line, which , in sum

mer, is greatly distressed for want of water, its
principal supply being from thetunnel ; which I
should think, will rather keep diminishing .

The company have been particularly unfortu
nate in their reservoirs, having had part of one
taken down, and another quite swept away. One
of these reservoirs, and by much the largest was
made upon the common, near a mile from the

canal, and such was the inattention of the engi
neer, that he laid the foundation of the bank up

on nothing but the moss and ling that covered
the soil ; (but not so with the foundation of the

reservoirs on Blackstonedge, which were all dug
down to the rock ) the foundation for the head

of a large reservoir, should be as firm as that for
a castle.

When this reservoir was filled to the

depth of about seven feet, the water found its
way

under the foot of the bank, and floated it
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away, as if it had been only a deal plank ; this
misfortune took place in the night time, and
dreadful destruction it made.

Had that reser

voir been finished, and filled with water, it would

have swept away the principal part of the mills
and weirs for many miles on the river below it ;
for the water passed a descent of, I think, full
two hundred yards, before it reached the river ;
and when it had run only a few hundred yards,
>

it fell into a steep dingle, tearing up, and over
turning the rocks in a most astonishing manner.
After this, it swept away a cottage, with a man,
his wife, and five children ; the father perished
in the deluge ; but to the credit of the com

mittee, they supplied the distressed family with
every thing necessary, and became a father to
the fatherless.

The great loss of interest onthe capital and time
in executing this canal, should be a lesson to all

speculators in canals, how theymeddle with such
tremendous undertakings; but especially as they
see that no confidence ought to be placed in the
estimates of their engineers.

Where nature has thrown such impediments in
the way ,

for making a canal, as this line abounds
with , it is the height of folly to contend with

them ; for where the rise is great, the ground
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unfavourable, water scarce , and the principal
supply of it to be had from reservoirs, fed with
downfal water collected into them , I would
recommend to the subscribers never to think of

executing a canal, under so many unfavourable
circumstances.

If the commons on Blackstonedge had not
been so very extensive, the soil of such a parti
cular texture as to absorb little water, and the

reservoirs holding , like so many bottles, that ca
nal could never have been supplied with water ;

but as I have already observed , it may be amply
supplied with it.

The quality of the ground, from whence down
fal water is intended to be collected, should be

-carefully examined, before any money is laid out ;
for reservoirs may be made almost any where,
but not filled with water from any plot of ground .

Good reservoirs may be made in inclosed ground,
if there be neighbouring brooks or streams, from
whence surplus water may be taken in times of
excess, sufficient to fill them .

The inside banks ,

of all reservoirs should be lined with a thick

coat of stone, to preserve them from injury by the
dashing of water against them, in stormy weather.
1

The deepest part of the said tunnel is about
three hundred yards from the surface ; and the
R

1
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centre pit, which was sunk in a deep valley, from
whence the water was drawn while executing it,
is one hundred and sixty yards deep, and cost

£ 11,000 sinking ; pumping the water from it,
for some time, cost £50 per week . Tunnels are

liable to so many objections, that they ought
to be avoided wherever it is possible.

The inconvenience of this tunnel is severely
felt by the trade on the line, as vessels can only
enter every twelve hours ; and should any little

accident happen to retard a vessel, it will have
to wait twelve hours before it can enter ; and

moreover, the slavery of working vessels through
the tunnel is much greater than working upon
the hulks, as the men have generally to lie on
their backs, and paw with their feet, against the
top, or sides of the tunnel for three hours and

upwards, till they have pushed the vessel
through,
Mr. Outram laid the foundation of the abut

ments of the locks of this canal very short to
wards the hill, and kept setting them back, as
the lock side advanced, until the extremity of

the abutment at the top was, perhaps, nearly four
feet beyond the original foundation, at the bot
tom ; and though he was told what the conse

quences would be, he rejected all admonition.
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The next great error he committed in the

building of these locks was the conveying of the
water, that passed over the waste weirs at the
head of them , through a covered channel, per
haps two feet deep, or upwards, close to the
backing of the lock ; and as these channels were
little better than a rubble wall for turning water,
it got among the backing, and in some places
forced its way through the face of the lock ; and

when the frost came, almost rent them in pieces ;
these miserable abutments broke off close on the

back side of the lock, which, at last, became little

better than a heap ofrubbish, and were taken down
in the manner I have before described.

Besides,

they are so improperly placed , that some of the
pools are as short as the masonry of the locks.

: The next injury done to the locks by the engi
neers was the improper placiøg of the cloughs,
which have been taken out, and others put in,

upon a better principle.
Does not all this prove the necessity of what
I have so strongly recommended , that acting
committees for canals should understand the

principle of them , before the spade is put into
the ground ; for had that been the case with the
committee of this canal, such ruinous work
would not have been made, nor so many errors
committed as there have been .

1
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The business of an acting committee for a
canal is laborious, and when they enter upon it

entire strangers to the principle of a canal, the
difficulties they labour under are many and great,
and what is still worse, they hạve no means of
getting instruction .

If a good practical treatise had been written

thirty years ago, upon the principle of a canal,

shewing how its works should have been exe
cuted, it is not possible to conceive what it would

have been worth to the kingdom ; as it would
have saved a vast number of canal subscribers
from ruin .
This canal is little more than nineteen miles

long, as before stated, and yet, if interest is al.

lowed on the principal while executing, I have
no doubt but it has cost nearly if not more than
£ 25,000 per mile. Such an expensive narrow
canal as this, I think, was never heard of in the

world before, and, I am inclined to think, the

present generation will not split upon a similar
rock.

It is well known that money doubles itself in

less than fifteen years, and I calculate upon the
whole estimate being spent in less than four years,

80 that at the end of eighteen years, nearly
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twice the estimate would be sunk, supposing no
fresh calls had been made under a new act of

parliament. :

Twice the estimate will be £ 366,000, and if
there has been only £ 109,000 advanced more

than the original estimate, it will make the ex
pense of executing nearly £ 25,000 per mile ; but
I should think there has been more than this sum

advanced, and if so, the estimate is so much too
low ; and if sufficient reservoirs were made, and

those parts of the tunnel arched that appear to
require it, and all the locks and works properly
repaired, I am of opinion, £ 30,000 would be
inadequate for it. It is a question of great im
portance, whether it would be prudent to expend
this sum upon it. If I am not mistaken, there is
£ 30,000 of debt that the company wish to dis

charge, and which will require them to have

£ 60,000 at command, if they mean to make any
thing of the canal. The Rochdale canal will now
be amply supplied with water, and the same must
be procured for this canal, or the company had
better shut it up, and I consider from £ 15,000

to £ 20,000 a low estimate for that purpose.

That the company have no means of raising
this sum of money, or any thing like it, without
a fresh act of parliament is certain. ; and the
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clauses which the mill-owners intend to have

inserted in the bill, would be the ruin of the

undertaking; for the company had better shut it
up than comply with those demands ; but by
proper management, they may easily get rid of
them .

There is one thing which requires the com

pany's consideration, before they lay out such
a sum of money upon their works as is necessary,
if they are to be continued in a working state,
and that is the new projected canal from the river
Dun to Sheffield, which I understand is only
about four miles long ; but the act is obtained
with a view to extend it to the Chesterfield canal,
and then the water communication between

Wakefield and London, it is stated, will be
3

as short as the turnpike road.
That such an extension of the Sheffield branch

will take place, I think there is not a doubt,
which will prove most injurious to both the
Huddersfield canal and the Calder and Hebble

navigation, and to a much greater extent than
those companies are aware of.

The competition among canals,which is great

and still increasing, will be very injurious to

them ; for the country will soon, in my opinion,
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be as much over stocked with them as it is with

machinery. Rival canals are serious things for
the subscribers, as they are so expensive ; and
as they increase, the price of land, labour, and
materials increase also, whilst the means of pay

ment decrease in the same proportion , by dividing
the tonnage ; and the lowering of the dues fol
lows, with a view to procure more tonnage.
From a careful examination of those canals,

as well as river navigations that pay well, it

will be found that they have, in general, been

executed at an easy expense ; the most striking
instance of which in the kingdom, I am inclined

to think, is the Ayre and Calder navigation,
which is nearly sixty- four miles long, and when
first opened cost only £ 17,000, about one
hundred and twelve years ago. This small sum
ruined the subscribers, who were Dutch mer

chants, and the navigation and its works were
sold under a commission , and so became English

property. The original shares have, for twenty
years, paid full £ 100 per cent, and had it not been
for an imprudent lease which the company grant

ed to a person whohad improved the navigation,
the shares would probably have paid £ 130 per
cent; but to get possession of the lease, they

agreed to give him £ 10,000 per annum , as one
of the share holders informed me
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Duke of Bridgewater's Canal.
This canal is certainly one of the most extra
ordinary productions that was ever designed by
any one man, or perhaps ever will be ; and more
especially, when it is considered , that it was exe

cuted by the private fortune of an individual.
His numerous and lofty warehouses , extensive
wharfs, docks and basins , are more like the
storehouses and conveniences for a royal navy,
than auxiliaries for a canal .

What is still more extraordinary, this great
design originated in the mind of the noble Duke,
and was executed at a time when the principle
of a canal was very little understood ; and so
long as trade, commerce and agriculture remain,
he will live in his works, which are the best

monument that can be designed for that purpose.
But what was most meritorious in that great per

sonage, was his humanity and liberality in making
provision for his servants, whom age or accident
in his works had rendered unfit for service.

Although this canal is so much superior to
canals in general, yet, like all other human in

ventions, it has its imperfections ; for the prin
ciple upon which the locks at Runcorn are built,
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is extremely improper. The injudicious placing
of them, and their great rise, prevent that faci

lity to the trade which the public might reason
ably expect, and which it will be the interest of
the noble owner to afford .

At the top of that chain of locks there are four

combined together, afterwards they are all single,
except a double one that locks down into the

river. Those locks appear to be twelve feet rise,

and were designed by the late Mr. Brindley, who,
in combining the locks, copied the errors of his
predecessor Mr. Smeaton.
I estimate a lock chamber to be 81 feet 6 inches

long, 15 feet wide, 12 feet rise, and to contain

14,670 cubic feet of water, equal to nearly 4071
tons ; and if one vessel ascends the lock singly,
that is, if the water is not left in the locks for a

succeeding vessel, full 36 tons of water will be

consumed in carrying 1 ton of goods through them
supposing the weight of the cargo to be 45 tons ;

but were they disposed in single locks of 8 feet
rise, and proper basins between them six tons of
water would be sufficient to navigate one ton of

goods. But as the water is generally left in the
lock chamber for the succeeding vessel, this great
waste is in some degree prevented ; still a much
greater portion is consumed in passing them than
ought to be.
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It has often surprised me that the late Duke
did not make a new range of locks, and save the
great loss of time, and the many inconveniences
that attend navigating through the present locks.
It was the want of due consideration in the engi
neer, and not any thing in the ground that re

quired those combinations ; for by changing the

line a little, he might have had proper basins
between each of them .

A new range of locks may be made without
any loss, and if the rise of them was only

8 feet, with proper basins between them , not
more than one -third the quantity of water

would be required to navigate a quantity of ton
nage, equal to what now passes. For in the first
place, there would be one third saved in the rise
of the locks, and one third more that is unneces

sarily consumed by tbeir being combined.

So

large a quantity of surplus water would then be
to be disposed of, as would more than pay the
interest of the money sunk in making the devia
tion ; and the less the rise of thelocks, the greater

would be the quantity of disposable surplus water.
That fall might be divided into three equal parts
for three separate mills, each having twenty -four
feet fall, and for the grinding of corn, slitting

and rolling of iron, or working large forge ham
mers ; for chipping and rasping dying wood, or
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grinding flint, and for a variety of other things
that require great power, I think there is not
such another situation in the county of Lancas

ter ; as every article may be brought by water,
and conveyed from thence to any part of the

kingdom ; moreover, it is nearly in a central
situation between the towns of Liverpool and
A power equal to that which the
surplus water would give, could not be had by
steam for £ 1,500 per annum, including interest

Manchester

of the money sunk in erecting the steam engine,

and all the requisite buildings.
I understand Mr. Bradshaw has the sole ma

nagement of that canal, and as the many judici
ous arrangements which he has made, for thie
better accommodation of trade ( for which the
public are much indebted to him ) bespeak him
to be a man of business, I think he cannot be

a stranger to the great and many inconveniences
which the trade on that canal still labour's under

from the combined locks ; and as this is the only

imperfection in the works of his noble friend and
patron ; I make no doubt he will give the public
another proof of his liberality and readiness, on
all oecasions, to accommodate trade in the best

possiblemanner, by removing that great obstrue
tion to it, and make that canal themost complete
of any in the world.
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This deviation would not be attended with

any loss of time, nor in the least incommode
the trade on the line whilst the new works were

executing
1

The whole fall at moderate water is seventy
two -feet, as I was informed when at Runcorn,

twelve feet of which are already disposed of by
locking down from the great basin into the river,

so that only sixty -feet remain to be divided among
eight locks, each seven feet six inches rise.
I estimate the whole length of the masonry

for a lock at one hundred and twelve feet, eight

times this will be eight hundred and ninety -six
feet, equal to nearly two hundred and ninety
seven yards, these deducted from one thousand

yards, the length that may be had for the locks
and basins, leave full one hundred yards' in

length for each basin. The basins should be
square at both ends and walled round, and should

all be twenty -one yards wide, which would ad
mit of two vessels in length being moored on

each side, and leave a free passage to navigate
between them ; and would preventthegreat basin
from being over much crowded with vessels, as
each pool would admit of four vessels to lie
without any inconvenience to the trade, and thus
render unnecessary any farther enlargement of
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the great basin, however much the trade might
increase . If this line is judiciously laid out, I
think it should be in the form of a crescent after

the first lock, with its back rather towards the

river, and the inside facing the present locks.
This figure I think will best comport with the
ground and the great basin below it, and the
locks should be at an equal distance one from

another, which will require some extra digging
for the first lock pit, and from three to four feet

extra digging from the first to the second lock
pit, and probably a small portion from the second
to the third lock . If this plan is not adopted,
the first and second pools would be twice as long
as they ought to be, and all the rest would be
much too short, owing to the descent towards
the bottom end of the line, being nearly double to
that where it will commence. Thus the ground
will be made to give way to the locks, and not
the locks to the ground ; for that fatal plan,
upon which canal locks, in general, have been
built, has caused many of those contracted

basins with which they so much abound
The line should end in the upper large basin,
and not in that through which vessels generally
pass into the river, for at present it would save

a lock building ; yet a convenience should be
made, that at any future period an easy com
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munication may be obtained with the lower basin .
Thus may a safe, easy , and expeditious ascent be

obtained , without any loss of time, or any extra
waste of water ; and what a pleasing sight would

it be to see the immense tonnage, that would be

navigated through those locks, pass and repass
with the greatest regularity, and without the
least interruption.
If a new range of locks were made, as proposed ,
an equal quantity of tonnage, to that which

is now navigated through the present locks, would
pass the proposed new ones in one-fourth of the

timethat is now spent in ascending that summit.
This great improvement would seriously affect
the old river navigation, which is subject to the

inconvenience of entering the tideway so much
higher up the river, and above Warrington, has
to

contend with the floods in winter and a

scarcity of water in summer , two great enemies
to navigation, yet both equally unknown to the
noble marquis' canal.

Independent of the benefit arising from the
letting of the surplus water, there is not the least
doubt, but the additional tonnage that would

come upon the canal, would pay ample interest
for the money that might be sunk in making the
proposed deviation.
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The late Duke's canal has a summit level, as

his servants informed me, of full sixty miles, and
if the under ground tunnels at Worsley are any
thing like what they are stated to be, there can
be no doubt of that length of a level,

It is no matter of surprise, that such stupend
ous works should have paid his Grace so well, as
all his coal is put into the vessels without extra
expense ; and moreover , his canal was executed

at a time when land , labour, and materials were

cheap, and his dues on freight were fixed to cor
respond with the times .

The Rochdale canal is thirty-three miles long ,
and has ninety -two locks, as before stated, yet
here is a canal sixty miles long with only seven
locks.

What a vast difference there must be in

the wear and tear, servants' wages, &c . of these
two canals.

But so unbounded have the speculations in
canals been , that neither hills nor dales, rocks

nor mountains, could stop their progress, and
whether the country afforded water to supply
them , or mines and minerals to feed them with
tonnage, or whether it was populous or other

wise, all amounted to nothing, for in the end,
they were all to be Bridgewater canale, Hig
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Grace's canal has operated upon the minds of
canal speculators, much in the same manner as
a large lottery prize does upon the minds of the
inhabitants of a town, which has had the misfor

tune to be visited with such a calamity.

A few years ago, a bill was brought into the
House, to enable the trustees of the Duke's canal ,

and the proprietors of the Leeds and Liverpool

canal to form a junction, by means of a canal of
about eight miles, between Leigh and Wigan,
or its neighbourhood, with a descent of two
locks into the Duke's.

Why the bill did not pass

into a law , is not for me to enquire ; but should
that communication be made, it would give

Mr. Bradshaw , (whom I have not the pleasure of
knowing) such an extensive command of inland
navigation, as no man in this kingdom ever
possessed before ; and assisted with the proposed
alteration of the locks at Runcorn, would secure

to that gentleman most of the carriage of mer

chandise between Manchester and Liverpool,
and that of the packet boats also ; for all oppo
sition would be fruitless.

The benefit that would accrue to the public,

and the great and many advantages that com
merce would receive from it are not to be enu

merated ; for want of water, or any inconveni
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ence from excess of it ; contrary winds or neap
tides would be no more known ; as the time of

the going and returning of vessels to and from

Liverpool, would be as regular as that of the
mail coach .

Should this plan be adopted, it would render
coaches between Manchester and Liverpool al
most unnecessary ; for the packet boats would

perform their business with equal regularity, with
much more safety, and be far less expensive..
It is said that ten coaches per day go from
Manchester to Liverpool, and the same number
return, besides the mail coaches.

This plan would save the keeping of nearly two
hundred horses, and I estimate the average num

ber of passengers at ten per coach equal to two
hundred per day, and take the mean of their fare

at 6s. each, which would produce £ 60 per day,
and £420 per week ; and allowing the coaches to
run fifty -two weeks, that is all the year round,
they would yield a revenue equal to £ 21,840,
and one - fourth more I think should be added for

the carriage of parcels, which is £ 5,460, making
in all £ 27,300 per annum .

Whether the sum

set down for the carriage of parcels is not too

much, I cannot say, but I think that for the
passengers too little.
T
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I will now estimate the average charge of those
who may travel in the packet boats at 45. and
calculate upon three fourths of those that now go

by the coaches going in the packet boats, though
I have no doubt, but in a little time, they would

nearly all go in them ; and those that travel in
the packets, as well as those that navigate on the
old river, would be transferred to this canal.
Though I have estimated the loss at one

third of the coach passengers for a time, yet
those that would be gained by the said transfer,
would do much more than compensate for the
loss ; and therefore I shall estimate upon two

hundred and forty persons per day going to Liver
pool, and an equal number returning .

If two hundred and forty persons per day pass
in the packet boats at As, each , they will produce
a revenue of £ 48, for the week £ 336 , for the

year allowing forty -eight weeks to be navigated
£ 16,128, and if one- fourth more be added for

the carriage of parcels, the sum total will be
£ 20,160 .*
* Abovesixteen years ago, it was stated by a writer upon canals,
that the packet boats which passbetween Dublin and Munster haven
a distance of forty -one English miles, pass through eighteen double
and six single locks, which are equal to forty -two single ones ;
but notwithstanding this, the packet boats raise a gross revenue
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If this communication should not be made,

and a broad canal should be projected from Man
chester to Liverpool, forty -eight to fifty feet
water surface, six feet deep, (and I am inclined

to think, a line might be found that would not
require a lock) with a towing path on each side ;
and vessels going from Manchester taking the
right hand side, and those from Liverpool the left,
to prevent loss of time and inconvenience in

meeting ;' and if nothing but cotton and the
packet boats came upon it, probably no modera

projected canal would pay like it ; but if coal and
merchandise were carried upon it, I think no
canal in Europe would equal it .

I have stated the fare for the packets low ; yet
if such a canal was executed , I have no doubt

but the revenue arising from them would far

exceed my highest estimate.
of € 14,000 .

Now if such a revenue as this can be raised from

packet boats that make one trip per day, through a riseand fall
of about four hundred feet (for Isuppose there is a summit) what
may not be done with the packet boats that areproposed to pass
on the Duke's caual , and that of the Leeds and Liverpool ; and

niore especially, as the population of the towns of Manchester
and Liverpool, and thatof the country through which they may
pass, is so great, and their trade and commerce so very extensive,
having only to pass a rise of two locks, equal perhapsto twenty
feet. With every effort that can be made to pass that immense
rise and fall, it will require full three hours and a half, while

passing the said two locks, according to thiscalculation, would
only require about ten minutes and a half.
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It is for the interest of the two parties to

make the junction upon a liberal plan for the
public ; as the revenue that would arise from it,

would far exceed their most sanguine expectations,
and would supersede the necessity of another wa

ter communication ; but it may be adviseable to
have a short cut from the canal at the Liverpool
end, to make the approach to and from the cen
tre of the town as convenient as possible. This
communication would , in my opinion, produce

a greater revenue to the Leeds and Liverpool
canal company, than ever will be raised from the

west end of the tunnel to Wigan , a distance of
nearly fifty miles, upon which I should suppose
full £ 400,000 (including loss of interest on the

capital) have been expended,
From the depredations committed upon cotton,
when carried from Liverpool to Manchester by
water, the cotton dealers have been under the

necessity of having it carried by land, to the
great loss, and inconvenience of the trade.
This is not to be wondered at, seeing it affords

such an opportunity of pilfering , when ves
sels pass in the night from Liverpool to Run
corn, or are detained by neap tides and want
of water .

But if the said short cut was made to join the
Leeds and Liverpool canal, all the cotton might

1
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come from Liverpool to Manchester by water,

and in less time than it now does by land, with
one half the expense .

I estimate upon forty thousand tons of cotton

annually coming from Liverpool to Manchester,
by water, and if the dues and freight are taken
at 5d per ton per mile, it will be a net average

of 168. per ton, equal to £ 32,000 per annum .
And suppose the distance to be forty-two miles,
if the dues are taken at lid per ton per mile, a
1

revenue of £ 10,500 per annum would be raised

from the carriage of cotton only, and the carriage
of other goods would be great.
If the cotton were carried in narrow vessels,
they might at all times ( frost excepted ) make a

trip from twelve to fourteen hours, and carry
twenty -five tous burthen, which might be partly
cotton , and partly other goods, as a vessel would
not contain this weight of cotton,unless in bales ;
but that they might carry more than usual, I
would recommend them to be made from eighty .

one to eighty-two feet long, and add six inches
extra to the width, and by changing the horses
once , and having always two to a vessel, they
would make a trip per day with ease, for a horse
would not have to travel more than seven hours

per day ; and to say this distance cannot be tra- ,
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velled in the time I have allowed , would be to

assert what daily experience confutes. Having
two horses to a vessel, would not increase, but

rather reduce the expense of freight.
Narrow vessels will navigate nearly one-fourth
quicker upon a broad canal than upon a narrow

one, having much more water surface and greater
depth ; and they will navigate full one-third
quicker upon a broad canal than large vessels can .

I would recommend all mercantile goods that
pass between the two said towns on these canals,

to be carried in narrow vessels ; and to prevent
any time from being lost by two of them passing
a broad lock together, or by waiting one for
another, I would make two short side cuts near

the broad locks, and build two narrow locks upon
them, and then fiarrow vessels might pass singly
without any loss in time or waste of water, and

the large vessels would pass the broad locks as
asual . Thus would a convenience be made for
both broad and narrow vessels' to pass without

the least interruption, and enable the packet
boats to travel at the speed of from five to six
miles in the hour, by dividing the ditance
The number of packet
boats that would be required to pass and re
into three stages.

pass per day, I should ' suppose would be two
:: ::

1
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each way , but three may be found necessary ; for

they should not be made too large, and to assist
them in sailing they should be either made of
copper, or sheathed with it, which would make

them move much quicker, and require less power
to work them .

A very different arrangement should be made
in packet boats, to suit persons of different taste
and circumstances, by making separate divisions
in them , for that purpose ; as one half of them

might be fitted up in a superior style, very differ
ent from what they are at present, and no more
time should be wasted in stopping at various pla
ces than what is allowed for the coaches.

What a vast advantage would these packet
boats have over the coaches with respect to per

sonal safety ; and how much more comfortable
would the passengers be in winter, than being
exposed to hail, rain , frost, and snow , on the

out- side of a coach, and to the scorching beams
of the sun in summer ; and the luggage would be
carried with much more safety, as it woțld not

be so injured by being kicked and tossed as it
is in the boot of a coach .

What makes travelling in packet boats so un

pleasant and inconvenient is, the great waste of
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timein stopping at so many places, and the pas

sengers being so promiscuously mixed together ;
for there is not that distinction made in them

that the different gradations in society re

quire, which prevents that social interchange of
sentiment which , in travelling, makes time pass
imperceptibly away . And perhaps the best way
to remove this inconvenience would be to finish

two packet boats in a superior style, and have a
stove in them in winter , and charge each passen

ger, one shilling more for the fare. It ought to
be the study of the owners of packet boats to
make the situation of those who travel in them ,

as near like that of their own house as possible ;

and there would be little difficulty in doing this,
if the plan was properly arranged.

These necessary regulations and accommoda
tions have hitherto been too much neglected, the
principal cause of which has been, that the re

venue arising from packet boats, has been treated
as a secondary, or accidental thing when com
pared with that which arises from the carriage of
goods ; but there is a capability of making the

revenue arising from the packet boats of the
first consequence to the proprietors,
Where a packet can only make part ofa voyage
in one day, being detained by natural causes,
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the utility of travelling in them is greatly dimi
nished ; but the packets that would pass upon
these canals, would not be liable to this great
inconvenience,

The approach to, and under, as well as going

from the bridges, would require sinking from
twelve to sixteen inches, but should descend

gradually both ways toward the bridge'; and the
towing path under it should be sunk as above,

to prevent misfortunes when passing so quickly
under it, yet the towing path should then be as
free from water as it is now.

A new system of designing, executing, and
conducting canals, as well as for that of packet
boats, is sure, ere long, to take place'; and who

is so proper to take the lead in this great work
as Mr. Bradshaw ? .

Estimate of Capital required , and of the
annual Expense of four Packet Boats.
I calculate the average weight of twelve per
sons at one ton , and that a packet boat will com
fortably accommodate one hundred and twenty
persons in the inside, * which will be ten tons, their

luggage and parcels two, making in all twelve
* That this calculation is under-rated will appear from the
fact , that, a packet, worked by steam and accommodating four
hundred passengers, with many heavy packages, passes regularly
between Hull and Gainsborough.
U
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tons ; not equal to half a boat load. As the packet
boats will be freighted so light, there can be no
doubt of their travelling at the speed I have sta
ted. I estimate only on 48 weeks in the year to
navigate, but allow wages for 52.

The weight of the cargoes of the four packet
boats will be 48 tons per day, the length they
will navigate 42 miles, and the dues at 1 d per
ton per mile, £ 12 12s; per week £ 88 4s ; and
per year £ 4,233 12s.
Capital,

£ .

Tonnage as above,

d.

4,233 12 0

ng five packet boats , } £ 1,750
Buildi
£ 350 per,

interest
140

00

8 pr. ct.

Twenty-four horses requir

4

ed , but will allow 36, { £ 1,260

do .

100 16

0

9 12

0

€ 35. per ,

Harness for 24 horses, £ 5 per, £ 120
Building four stables for
,

do.
do.

128

0

291

4 0

0

Four men's wages for taking
care of the horses, 288 per

Twelve boy's wages for ri.
ding the horses, 168 per,

Shoeing the horses , candles , &c.
Farrier's bill ,

499

4

175

0 0
00
0 0

40
50

Saddler's bill,

Porter's wages, each 24s per,
Wages of 4 persons attend .
ing the packet boats, to
receive money, 30s per ,

0

124 10

0

312

0

0

150

0

0

Unforeseen contingences,
150 per annum ,

To receipts, £ 20,160
Manure by
the Horses

Sum total of

cutgoing

60

£ 20,220

6,353 18 0

Net income 13,866 2
£4,730

€ 20,220 00
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I have estimated nothing for out- side passen
gers ; they probably would be equal to forty each
packet, being one-third the number of the inside
passengers, and if these were only charged 2s 6d
per, it would produce £6,720 per-annum . It
may be said , that if such a number were added to

a packet it would retard the speed, but this ob .

jection may easily be removed by an additional
horse, which would increase the speed ; for the
addition of forty persons would only make the
whole cargo equal to about fifteen tons burthen,
which would be five tops for one horse ; but

daily experience proves, that upon many narrow
canals twenty to twenty -two tons are drawn by
one horse, which travels two and a half miles in

the hour But I should prefer having six packets,
one each way for the labouring class and heavy
parcels ; and have no doubt, if a thoroughfare ca
nal between the said towns was made convenient

for packet boats, and a proper system for the ma
nagement of them adopted , that six packet boats
would produce a net revenue of £ 20,000 per
I have allowed ample wages for the
annum .
servants, that the passengers may not be called

upon to give any thing, except for the carriage
of luggage to and from the boat.
í

See further observations on the above canal, page di
LANCASTER CANAL.
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LANCASTER CANAL.
This canal is one of the most extraordinary

productions that ever was exhibited to public

view, whether we consider the laying it out, the
estimate for executing, or the quantity of ton:
nage, supposed to be upon it ; and if the multi
tude of errors that have been committed will not
make subscribers more cautious hereafter in

chusing a line of canal, it will shew that they
are not capable of being improved by the errors
and misfortunes of others.

This canal is a broad one, about eighty.one

miles long , including the branches ; fifty-six on
the south of the Lune, with the proposed branch

to Chorley, and about twenty-five on the
north of that river, leading to Kendal ; the sur
vey and estimate were made by Mr. Rennie.
The estimate for executing the whole line and
branches was £ 372,777, but the engineer in.
formed the committee, that he had made it upon
so liberal a scale, that there would be a surplus

of £ 70,000 for the part south of the Lune, when
all the works were completed ; the estimate for
which was £ 316,860 9s. equal to 85 per cent
for that part, agreeably to the act ; the re
mainder of 15 per cent was to finish the north

side of the river to Kendal. It would have been
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a fortunate circumstance for the subscribers to

this canal, if the engineer had surveyed the coun
try with more attention ; for if he had carefully
examined the great advantages which would have

attended the making this canal narrow , and that
the communication with the Duke of Bridge
water's canal, might have been made so much
more easy than by the line he laid down, (which
was extremely inconvenient, and insupportable
with regard to expense , by having to lift the
water so high to supply the summit) he must have
been convinced, that not only the level, but the
principle of the canal was wrong.
Had this canal been made a narrow one, the

saving to the subscribers (according to the differ

ence in expense, calculated by the same engineer,
in making the Rochdale canal narrow) would

have been full £ 176,942, without including the
extension ; and if ever there was one canal in the

kingdom rather than another that should have
been made narrow , it was certainly that of the
Lancaster for two reasons ;

1st. as nearly all
the tonnage will be lime, coal, and slate, a nar
row canal would have been much more proper

for the carriage of these articles than a broad one ;
2d . as this canal communicates with no other,

the expense of unloading goods could furnish no
plea for making it a broad canal .

1
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But perhaps it will be said, though the plan
for this canal was not at first laid down to join
aný

other, yet it was always the company's inten

tion to make a communication with the Duke of

Bridgewater's canal, and by that means with the
Staffordshire canal, and all the southern parts of

the kingdom . That this was the company's in
tention in the outset of the business I think there

can be no doubt, and is the strongest reason why
this canal should have been made narrow ; for if

ever it is made to communicate with his Grace's

canal, goods must be unloaded when they enter
upon the Staffordshire canal.

If this canal and the proposed extension had
been made narrow, it would have saved the com

pany nearly £ 200,000, and goods would then
have gone from Kendal, and that part of the
country, full two hundred miles without unload

ing ; but by its being made a broad canal, they
must now be unloaded about midway ; and all

goods going from south to porth will, in conse
quence, be subject to the same inconvenience .
Suppose the low line that has been talked of
had been taken at the first, and the canal made

narrow , goods might have gone to Wigan, or
Worsley, and Manchester, by his Grace's canal,
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or to Liverpool without unloading, or wasting
any extra quantity of water in lockage ; and still

the canal from Wigan to Worsley might have
been made a broad one ; for nothing would have
been required but making a short side cut, and a
narrow lock near each broad one, and I think

not more than four would have been required ,

and then narrow vessels might have gone to all
the before mentioned places without any incon
venience.

If the committee of this canal would

seriously reflect upon the errors they have been

led into, and the prodigious sums of money that
have been wasted, I think they will be convinced,
that the saving by a narrow canal would not have
been less than what I have stated .

It is worthy of remark , that the engineer's esti
mate; if I am not mistaken, was about £ 25,000

for crossing the Lune valley, and for crossing
the Ribble valley about £ 60,000 ; butexperience
has proved the fallacy of the former estimate,
for it is now certain, that crossing the Lune, has

cost near £ 60,000 , not including the loss of in
terest on the capital, and it is the opinion of some
able engineers, that crossing the Ribble will cost
treble the estimate , for it is near three times as

broad as the Lune valley, and about ten feet
deeper; so that crossing the two vallies, though
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not a mile and half in breadth , is estimated at

I estimate on eight years being
spent in crossing the Ribble valley, which is
allowing much less time than has been spent
£ 240,000 .

in crossing the Lune valley, in proportion to
the difference in the width and depth of them ;

four years interest on the capital for crossing the
Ribble, and eighteen months interest on the
capital for crossing the Lune. Four years inte
rest on £ 180,000 is £ 36,000, and eighteen
months interest on £ 60,000 is £ 4,500 , making

in all £ 40,500, which added to the principal,
makes the whole expense equal to £ 280,500 , and
for less than this sum, I ani certain the two val
lies will not be crossed ; but if the work in the
latter be executed in the same manner as in the

former, I am confident they will not be finished
for any such sum .
Crossing the Ribble at Preston has, by most
professional men that have seen it, been looked
upon as one of the most wild, extravagant, and

undigested schemes that ever was designed ;

I think no man of experience and deliberation
would ever propose to cross only two vallies at
the expense I have just mentioned, or even one
half of it ; because no scheme of this kind can
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bear such an insupportable burthen, without
being very injurious, if not ruinous to the under

taking; especially when, by a judiciousdeviation
of the linė, the greatest part of this unparalleled
expense might have been avoided, and the canal
much better supplied with water.

Every one may not perhaps know , that when
the act was applied for, one of the members in
the committee of the house of commons re

probated the fallacy of the estimate in question,
and shewed the inutility of the scheme through
out ; and time has fully proved what he then
advanced .

Theengineer estimated, that 300,000 tons would
be annually carried upon this canal, and that
the expense of lifting the water would be £ 1,700

per annum, which is equal to sinking a capital
of £ 34,000 , but if the expense of erecting steam

engines, and putting down the pumps, driving a
tunnel from the Ribble to conveythe waterpastthe
last lock in the ascent, sinking pits for the engines,
wear, tear, coal and wages for the engines, which

must have been worked dayand night in dry sea
sons, be taken into the account, this estimate for

lifting water, will be found as fallacious as that for
executing the canal, being only about one-third of
what it will cost ; however, I will only estimate
X
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it at £ 4,000 per annum, equal to sinking a capi
tal of £ 80,000 ; but this sum would have been

deficient for raising lockage water for
the tonnage he estimated upon .

found very

Here is a new phenomenon in the history of
canals.

From Preston, to where the canal has

for some time remained stationary, is a fine level
country, very friendly to a line of canal, crossing
the Lune excepted, a distance of near forty miles,

in which there is no lock, and many principal
feeders are taken in to supply it with water ;
but notwithstanding this, when it was open
ed , the committee soon found that it could not

be navigated without a better supply of wa
ter, for they were under the necessity of
making a cut and tunnel from the Ribble to the
head of the canal, and erecting a fifty horse
engine to pump the water in dry seasons ; and
the person who takes care of it informed me, that
it was with great difficulty he could maintain a
proper depth of water in the canal . I estimate
3

the expense of erectiog the engine, and every
other expense , including wear and tear, coal and

wages, equal to sinking a capital of £ 15,000,
which added to £ 80,000 before stated, would

make the whole expense of supplying the canal
with water amount to £ 95,000,
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Obtaining the act,which was attended with great
opposition and heavy expense, and afterwards get
ting fresh powers to alter and amend the line,
and correct some of the many errors that had been

committed in laying it out , and for raising more
money, I estímate at £ 12,000, though I think
it is much under rated, making in all £ 384,000.
So far from the engineer having a surplus of
£ 70,000, after finishing the works on the south

side the Lune, his whole estimate, including the
pretended surplus, would not have executed the
line across the two vallies, supplied it with water,
and allowed interest on the capital while exe
cuting.

The vessels are intended to carry fifty tons
burthen , and I estimate a lock chamber to be
seventy -six feet long, fifteen feet six inches wide,
and ten feet rise, which will contain full three

hundred and twenty -seven tons of water, and
require six and a half tons of lockage water

to navigate one ton of goods through a single
lock ; but not less than two locks full of water

will be spent in carrying a vessel through that
chain of locks, admitting both them and the
cloughs to be in the best condition ,
In consequence of the runs from the gates and
the cloughs, and the upper gates not being shut in

--
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time before those of the lower gates are drawn ,
two locks full of water will be found necessary to

carry a vessel through, including waste, by leak,
age, soakage, and evaporation , even with leav
ing the water occasionally in the lock chamber
for the succeeding vessel .

According to this

statement, thirteen tons of water will be spent in
carrying one ton of goods through those locks,
and then there is the allowance to make for the

coal and other vessels that will return empty,
and the number of these will be great, as little
lime will cross the Ribble after the Leeds and

Liverpool canal is finished, supposing that of
the Lancaster to be finished .

The coal vessels from Garstang and Preston
would generally return empty ; and thatthe waste

of water occasioned by it may not be over rated,
I will take the average at only two tons, making
in all fifteen tons that would be consumed in car

rying every ton of goods that passed those locks.
The rise of the locks might be reduced two feet,
which would require less lockage water; but it
is a matter of doubt, whether for that situation

such a plan would be adviseable, still that would
pot make the consumption much less than what

I have stated, owing to the vast number ofempty

yessels that would pass them.
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I estimate upon forty -two weeks in the year to
navigate, equal to two hundred andfifty -two
days, which would require 11904 tons per day
to pass on the line, according to the engineer's

estimate of the quantity of tonnage, and if these
are multiplied by 15, the supposed number of
tons of water that will be required to be lifted

per day for every ton of goods, the product will
be 17,852, per week 107,115, and per year
4,498,830 tons.

Admitting the coal to cost 6s per ton when
laid down at the engines, I will thank the engi
neer to shew how he could raise this quantity of

water, including every expense, for £ 6,000 per
I have entered more fully into these
calculations, to guard canal subscribers from
being misled and imposed upon by such plans,
annum ,

surveys, and estimates.

Let any reflecting man, that understands any
thing about a canal, place himself at or near

Redburn -brook, and view the proposed line of
canal across the Ribble, and he will almost

shudder at the proposal of such a wild romantic
scheme, as crossing that valley by an aqueduct,
and pumping water for that immense rise . There
is but one excuse can be made for the engineer's

proposal to pass that valley, which is want of
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experience and knowledge of the principle of a
canal, the expense that attends the execution of

them, and the quantity of water required to sup
ply them, when he made that survey and estimate,
which was nearly at the time he surveyed the
Rochdale canal .

In a committee of the house of commons sit

ting upon the Rochdale canal bill, the engineer,
in his cross examination, admitted that he never

had executed a mile of canal, or built a single

lock, and this may, in a great measure, account
for his extraordinary surveys and estimates at
that time.

Had not that valley been crossed by a railway,
the canal must have been ruined ; and I appre
hend, the commmittee and the head clerk have

not forgot who proposed the plan, and made
the estimate gratis .
The engineer estimated upon an immense ton

nage of lime for the country on the south side
the Ribble ; but that this estimate was as vision
ary as his others a few observations will shew.

The place from whence the best lime comes on
the north side the Lune to Preston , is nearly 40
miles, and from Preston to Mr. Hailey's house,
where the Leeds and Liverpool, and Lancaster
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canals come nearly close together, is about six

miles, making in all nearly forty-six miles ; but
from Rain-hall lime rock, by the Leeds and Li
verpool canal, to the said house, is only about

thirty -eight miles.
The coal to burn the lime north of the Lune,

must be carried forty -six or forty -eight miles by
water, or from ten to near twelve miles by land,

but the coal for burning the lime at Rain -hall, is
got within a few miles of theplace ; as the country
from Colne to Burnley is all full of coal, and as
the Leeds and Liverpool canal company get their
lime at much less expense than that which is
burned north of the Lune, they can afford to carry

it much cheaper, having no water to lift.
Hence it appears, that when the Leeds and
Liverpool canal is finished, the lime from Rain
hall may be sold, on the south side the Ribble,
near

15 per

cent cheaper than that by the Lan .

caster canal, (supposing the Lancaster canal to

have been finished ) and about 7 per cent. cheaper
in Preston market ; but it will not be the case

now , as it will have to go by the railway. Here
then is an end of the visionary estimate of reve
nue, supposed to arise from the carriage of lime
for the country on the south side the Ribble.

1
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But the public curiosity will still be much
more excited, when I inform them, that there is

a sufficiency of good lime a few miles from Pres
ton , that would supply the country on the south
side of the Ribble for a thousand years ; for Í

have 'surveyed that part of the country where

the lime-stone is got, at the request of a certain
nobleman, who has large estates in thatneighbour
hood, and when going from Preston to the lime
rock, not more than a mile from the town, I met

six or seven carts loaded with lime, and soon after
four or five more.

Surely there never was such infatuation as this
before ; to make a canal at such an enormous ex

pense, and pump the water for carrying limë
near forty miles, for Preston and that neigh
bourhood, and yet have such abundance of it
within a few miles of the town ; (exactly similar

to the canal Mr. Chapman designed for supply
ing the country on the north side of the Tyne
with lime) what is still more surprising, if any
thing can be, is, that this canal runs the dis

tance the lime is carried for Preston parallel
with the sea coast, and in many places not far
from it.

The carriage of lime was the grand pillar
that supported the mighty fabric, but behold !
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it is fallen , and all the engineer's pompous esti
mates of revenue to arise from the carriage of it,
are buried in the rubbish ? .o

, ...

proof : .3.4.4 : qmetus;alin .
; "If the carriage of_lime by the Lancaster canal
be cut off from the lands south of the Ribble by

the Leeds and Liverpool canal, it must greatly

increase the price of coal at Preston, Garstang ,
Lancaster, and Kendal, by the vessels north of
the Ribble going empty one way, and the wag

gons on the railway south of the Ribble being in
the samesituation .
Ici

A

Ciot

و
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very little attention was 'required to have

satisfied the engineer, that his estimate of revenue
to arise from the carriage of lime was without
foundation ; for there can be no doubt of his

having the plan of the Leeds and Liverpool
canal, with the Rain-hall lime rockt marked

upon it, and also the distance from thence to the

said Mr. Hailey's , house; and he might easily
have got the price of the lime at both those
places, for he must have the distance from the

lime ' rock on the north of the Lune to the said
house marked upon bis own plan ; and yet, with

all this plain sinformation before him , he made
that fictitious estimate of large revenue to arise

from the carriage of lime, '
Y

A

O' ';

7
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And was it not equally plain , that thegreat
revenue the engineer, calculated upon to arise

from the carriage of coal would be 'Dearly as
visionary as that for the carriage of lime, as they
must,in a great measure, stand or falltogether ;
for if the carriage of lime be lost for the
country south of the Ribble, it will greatly io.
crease the price of coal by the vessels going
empty for it.

But as the demand for coal was supposed
be so great for Preston, Garstang, Lancaster, and
Kendal, and its vicinity, the engineer and the
committee for this canal, began to be appre
hensive ( or at least they pretended to be so)
that the coal mines on the south of the Ribble

might be exhausted ; more especially as the two
canals run parallel to each other for seven miles,

and at different places very near each other ;
and as the Leeds and Liverpool canal was

likely to take a large quantity of coal from the
same mines as the Lancaster canal, it was judged
necessary to throw out the bill for the deviation
of the Leeds and Liverpool line, and petitions

were presented for that purpose ; the engineer
appeared to support theallegations, and to prove,
that if the said bill was permitted to pass into a
law , the coal mines, where the said canals run
parallel, would soon be exhausted.
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The friends of the bill anticipated the pature
of the engineer's evidence before he gave it, and

the trap in which he was caught was most judi
ciously baited . The first question was, what
was the average thickness of the various coal

mines in that part of the country where the two
canals ran parallel, which witness stated to be
about forty-two feet ; and in this he was correct.
The second question was, what might be the

average distance between the two parallel canals
for seven miles ; and after a variety of questions

being put respecting this, the witness admitted
it to be three quarters of a mile,
The counsel then asked the witness, if

double the quantity of coal estimated to be car
ried by the Lancaster canal were added to the

large quantity proposed to be taken by the Leeds
and Liverpool canal, what number ofyears would
be required to get the coal that lay between the
two said canals ?

The witness said, he was not

prepared to give that information, as it depended
upon calculation
Lord Derby, who was chairman of the commit
tee, ordered the witnessto withdraw into another

room , to make his calculations, and inform the
committee what time would be required to get

the said quantity of coal, which he did , and

1
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after some time returned, and said , to his great
surprise, he, found itdwould take four thousand
two hundred years ; to this Lord Derby replied,
with a smile, Mr. Rennie , it is quite Honig

enough for a coal mine to last...

'The quantity of tonnage estimated to be an
nually carried , upon the Lancaster cana), was
300,000 tons, as I have before observed.

If the average of the dues is taken at 1id per

ton per mile, the dues for the carriage of one ton
of goods the whole length of the line would be

10s 1 d . but I will only call them 10s; and
if the tonnage estimated upon was to pass on

the whole line, it would produce a revenue of

£ 150,000 per annum ; but as that would not be
the case, I will take the average length at one
half of the whole, which I conceive to be a fair

estimate, asthe principal tonnage will always be
coal |; and there is no doubt but it will, on the

average, pass more than one-half the length of
the line; but more especially, as Lancaster is
nearly balf the length of the line, from the coal
wines and Kendal, at the extremity of it.
Half the above revenue will be £ 75,000 per

annum , and if the quantity of toppage the engi

ncers estimated upon, was to pass only one-half
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the length of the line , and take the tolls as be
fore stated , the same as those for the Leeds and

Liverpool canal, they would haye paid off the
whole sum estimated to finish the canal, and the

supposed surplus in little more than five years,
but I will call it six years . Suppose the whole

of the dues were taken at only Id per mile, which

is probably lower than for any canal in Lancashire,
the dues would then produce £ 50,000 per annum,

and would pay off the sum in less than eight years.

It can be no matter of 'surprise, that the pub
lic mind should have been so much inflamed with

canal speculations, when such visionary estimates
as these were credited ; , and caused many, who
were determined to become. canal subscribers,

chearfully to submit to sleep in barns and stables,
when beds could not be procured at the public
houses, where meetings were held to receive sub

scriptionsfor newly projected canals.
It is not possible to describe the injury such
estimates have done to the public, for great num

bers have been ruined, and many more greatly in

jured, by giving credit to them ; and I know of no
subscribers, taken generally, that lave suffered
so much as the subscribers to this canal ; as many

of them were maiden ladiesand widows, who had

little more than a certain annuity to live upon.
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To shew the fallacy of the estimate, I will
state the amount of the revenue arising from the
dues of the Leeds and Liverpool canal for the

year 1797, which was a very good year for
trade.
d.

..

9,229 6.7
Sum total of tolls, for the Yorkshire side,
Ditto
ditto on the Lancashire side, 13,804 11 8
ditto
Ditto
Douglas navigation, 8989 15 9
ditto

Ditto

Packet boats ,

Rents, ' &c.

Sum total of out goings,
Net income ,

449
210

1
5

0
8

32,683

0

8

7,344 6 10
€ 25,338 13 10

I am not quite certain what number of miles
goods were carried upon the canal and naviga
tion ' to raise this revenue, but I think not less
than one hundred and ten ; and if this be the fact,

the average of the tolls per mile is only about
£ 236 , and yet there is an immense quantity of

coal exported from Liverpool, besides what the
town consumes, which is carried upon this canal

and the Douglas navigation.
Here then we see an old established navigation
and canal nearly one hundred and ten mites being
only part of their whole length , with a vast
tonnage on the Lancashire side, and the tolls
producing a net revenue of little more than
£ 25,000 per annum , while the estimate of ton .
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nage which the engineer calculated upon, would
produce a revenue from only eighty- one miles,
(and the tolls are taken much below par,) ' of
£ 50,000 per annum . I now leave the subscriber
to judge what credit should be given to such an
estimate ...'

This I think proves what I observed when I
first set out, that the Lancaster canal affords

many useful lessons, to both canal engineers and

canal subscribers ; and it is on account of the
latter that I have made so many observations
upon this scheme, and for the sake of someof
my friends, who have had the misfortune to be
involved in it : Ist. To canal engineers, for it

y lay out
ought to be a warning to all how they
and recommend a line of canal, and To
in what

manner they, make their estimate for executing.
it ; bụt particularly where it will be attended

with such an insupportable expense as that of
the Lancaster canal. 2d. It affords a great deah
of useful information for the subscribers to it ;
though it must be acknowledged , it is very dearly
bought , for such an example as this, ought to
make all subscribers extremely cautious how they
proceed , inmakingparallel canals to pass through
a country ; for where ever this happens, it is
almost certain that one of them will fall a sacrime
fice tothe other
ई
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Had the engineer told thesubscribers at first,
what would be thefatalconsequence ofthis canal

running parallel with the Leeds and Liverpool
canal, and with the sea coast also ; and that it

would not supply thelands on the south -side the
Ribble with lime, as was expected , on account

of the said canal; and had he given them a true
statement of the expense , and a rational estimate

of the probable quantity of tonnage, most likely
the spade would never have been putrinto the

ground.; but whether giving thisıkind of plain ,
useful information, is any part oftheengineer's

creed , I leave the subseribers to judge, by his
estimates.  ; ܂.;

;; ; ;

Å

Does not'this also shew, that carrying a level
through a country, has little to do with making
a proper survey and estimate, and laying out a

lineofcanaland it'sworkswith discr
etion To
Gr.
find a level is the most trifling thing a canal

estimation,
engineer has to do, and yet,Reits
in their
101: 11 PM

it is almost every thing .

25 yanvi tisi

se ad tani :lancas

«Had this canal been finished according to the
parliamentary line, 'the interest allowed while

the works were executing, and every expense
includedon all the money sunkin etecting
e

steam engines, and their annual expensee sti

mated as so much capital sunk, it is probable, it
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would have cost nearly a million sterling, and
the original subscription would never have paid
one farthing interest, nor do I think the ad
vanced loan would ever have paid 3 per cent,

It has been a matter of dispute between canal
engineers and other professional men, whether

crossing the Ribble upon the engineer's plan,
(which would have required three steam engines,
viz.one for lifting the water from the higher level,
and two more for raising it from the Ribble, for

the quantity required would have been too much
to lift by one engine nearly one hundred yards) or
making eight thousand three hundred and sixty

yards of crooked tunnel at Red-moss, equal to
nearly five miles long, which the engineer pro
posed, as I was informed, was the more wild,

extravagant and impolitic; and some have given

it as their opinion, that crossing the Ribble by
an aqueduct, was the more irrational plan ; but
the greatest part have thought, that of the
two plans, the crooked tunnel was the more
absurd .

I estimate the making that crooked tunnel (a

thing quite new in the history of canals) at £21
per yard, equal to £ 175,560, to which add

£ 53,868,being six years interest on the capital,
supposing it to be executed in twelve years, the
2
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amount will be £ 229,428 .

I think it is now

clear, that finishing the Lancaster canal and

the crooked tunnel, upon the engineer's plan,
would have cost full £ 1,100,000 .

It is difficult to say, which of these plans was

the most unworthy of public notice ; but what
has often surprised me much more than the engi
neer prosing them, was, that there should be
men, so extremely weak and credulous, as to
subscribe for the execution of either of them ; and

that those who had got fortunes by pence, should
thus throw them away by thousands.

Kennet and Avon Canal.

The Kennet and Avon canal is a broad one,

about sixty miles long ; the survey and estimate
were made by Mr. Rennie . His first estimate
was about £ 214,000 ; but, upon a second survey ,
he advanced it to £377,368 19s 6d, which in

cludes making a tunnel of about five thousand
yards long ; and this estimate was delivered with
the petition to parliament, when the act was

applied for. The first estimate was equal to

£ 3,576 13s 4d per mile, and the second equal
to £6,219 78 30 per mile ; but it was made
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upon a liberal scale, in the engineer's opinion,
who expected there would be a considerable sur
plus when the works were finished.

After the act was obtained , various disputes
arose among the subscribers, whether the canal
should be a broad or narrow one ; and Mr. Jes

sop was called in to re-survey the line, and make
an estimate of the saving there would be by

making it a narrow canal. After he had made
his survey, and consulted with his friend Mr.
Rennie, they stated the saving at only £17,237
6s Ild ; £11,000 of this was to arise from re

jecting the tunnel, and the pumping water to
supply the summit level .

According to this estimate, the difference in
expense between executing fifty-seven miles of
broad or narrow canal, (the other three being
tunnel ) and scouring out the river Kennet, and

including sixty -seven locks, eleven aqueducts,

(three of which are very large) seventy-six great
and small public road bridges, twenty- five cul
verts, eighty-six occupation bridges, ( but this
number is, I think, too few by nearly half) be
sides an immense quantity of deep digging and
embankments, would only be £ 6,237 6s 11 ,
which makes the saving only equal to £ 109. Ss

64d per mile.
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The estimate for the occupation bridges should
have been made for three in a mile, which would

have required about one hundred and eighty;
but so far from their allowing three per mile,
that from Trowle-bridge to where the canal will
fall into the river, above Bath , a distance of more

than eleven miles, there is no such thing as an
occupation bridge mentioned in their estimate ;
and yet these engineers were confident that their
estimate would finish all the works .

The saving, by pumping the water for a broad
canal, is supposed to be very large indeed ; but
where is the saving there would be by lifting it
for a narrow canal ? For surely, they will ad

mit, if it would be a saving for a broad canal,
it would be so for a narrow one ; or they will be

constrained to acknowledge, that making a wide
tunnel would have cost £ 41,000 more than a
narrow one.

They were well aware, that the expense of

pumping the water for this canal, would be the
same whether it was broad or narrow , but not so

in making the tunnel ; for they indirectly ac

knowledge, that there would be a saving in ma
king a narrow tunnel of £ 41,000, and therefore

very artfully avoided having any thing to do
with making tunnels.
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IfMr.Jessop was cèrtain that there would be the
saving he estimated upon, by pumping the water
for the Kennet and Avon canal, why did he not
recommend lifting the water for the Grand Junc
tion canal, instead of making two large tunnels,

which (I believe) he was executing at the time
hé made this estimate of the great saving there
would be, by pumping the water for the Kennet
and Avon canal ?

The first tunnel at Blisworth-hill, which the

engineer laid out, was about three thousand three
hundred and forty yards long, and that at Brauns
ton two thousand two hundred, making in all
five thousand five hundred and forty yards of tune?

neling. Admitting £ 41,000, as before stated,
to be gained by making five thousand yards of
tunnel on the Kennet and Avon canal, by the
rule of proportion £ 45,428 would have been
sayed by rejecting the tunnels, and lifting the
water for the Grand Junction canal ; but if the

loss by the Blisworth tunnel tumbling down be

included (and it certainly ought to be, for if it
had not been made, that misfortune could not

have happened) the whole loss to the company
may fairly be estimated at £ 70,000.
If Mr. Jessop was right in his estimate of

saving for the Kennet and Avon canal company,
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is it not plain that be caused £ 70,000 of the
Grand Junction canal company's money to be

laid out to no purpose, by advising them to make
tunnels where they ought to have pumped the
water ? But if he was right in adopting tunnels,
for that canal,. why did he recommend a dif..

ferent plan to the Kennet and Avon canal
company ? He could not be right in both cases,

If the estimate of saving, by making the Ken
net and Avon canal a narrow one, had been made

in the same proportion as Mr. Rennie allowed
for the Rochdale canal being made narrow, it
would have been equal to £ 118,181 8s 6d , in
stead of £ 6,237 6s Ild , which is only equal to

£ 109 8s 6d per mile, and is not equal to one
fifty-sixth part of Mr. Rennie's estimate per mile
for executing the said fifty-seven miles ; but on

other occasions he has made the difference only
one- fourth less.

These engineers estimate upon £ 15.000 for

two steam engines, to supply the summit of this
canal with water, where coal is exceedingly dear,
when Mr. Rennie estimates upon £ 1,700 per an

num for supplying the summit of the Lancaster
canal with water, where it is but one- third the

price it will be at the summit of the Kennet and
Avon canal , which is equal to sinking a capital of

7
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£ 34,000, not including the expense of erecting
the steam engines ; and thatestimate I think is a
great deal too low .

Admitting four hundred tons per day to pass
the summit of the Kennet and Avon canal; and .

supposing the water to be raised one hundred and
seventy-six feet from the lower level, if the price

of coal be taken at 12s per ton, though I think
it will be more if good, and allowing fourteen
and one -half tons of water to navigate one top of
goods over the summit ; but as great many ofthe

coal vessels will return empty, including the runs
from the gates and the cloughs, it is probable
nearly twenty tons will be consumed ; and allow
ing the water to be raised only forty weeks in the
year, it will cost nearly £ 3,480 per annum , in

cluding wear and tear, interest of capital sunk
in the engines, wages, & c . which is equal to
sinking a capital of £ 69,600, instead of £ 15,000 ;
but should it be lifted all the year round, it
will cost full £ 4,080 per annum, which is equal
to sinking a capital of £ 81,600 ; and is this the

great saving there will be, by lifting the water
nearly two hundred yards ? And, in order that
the saving, by making the canal narrow, might
be reduced to a sum not worth notice, they calcu

late, that from Newbury to Crofton, a distance
of fifteen miles, it will be twelve feet bottom,
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thirty -two feet top water, and six feet deep ;
but what occasion for six feet water in a

narrow canal, to navigate from twenty -two to
twenty- five tons burthen . From Crofton to De
vizes, about twenty miles, they calculate upon

it being eighteen feet bottom, forty - two feet
top water, and seven feet deep. Now if they
call this a narrow canal, I should be glad
to know what they would call a broad one.

It is worthy of remark , that digging the canal,
the extra width and depth they calculate upon,

would cost more than they have allowed for
erecting steam engines, and supplying the sum
mit with water.

By expending in making a reservoir a sum
equal to the expense of digging the canal in the
manner before described , they would have got
fifteen times the quantity of water , for the same

money , that the extra width and depth of the
canal would contain if only once filled in
the year ; but if twice filled, thirty times the
quantity.
But suppose those parts of thecanal that were

common depth , to be drawn down in dry seasons
from nine to twelve inches, and that part that

was dug deep, would be drawn down near three
feet six inches; have these engineers considered
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what the effect would be, of exposing the lining
puddle for a month or six weeks to the sun and
air,

Some time after, the tunnel at Blisworth, on

the Grand Junction canal, tumbled down, and
Mr. Rennie was called upon to examine it, and
give his opinion, whether it would be more ad
visable to make a tunnel in fresh ground, or to
lift the water by steam .

The engineer gave the most unequivocal an
swer, that it would be much better to make a

tunnel in new ground, and have nothing to do
with pumping water.

And after all, are not the company com

pelled to pump their water, when they have
built the
not pump

twice over ; why then
in the first instance , and

tunnel,
it

save all that unnecessary trouble and heavy
expense ?

And did not Mr. Rennie recommend to the

Kennet and Ayon canal company to make a tun

nel, after having signed an estimate with Mr.
2 A
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Jessop, that it would be attended with a loss to

them of £ 41,000 ; and after having made
the tunnel, are they not now pumping their
water ?

I am exceedingly glad that the company have
made a tunnel ; and although I do not know how
much of the rise is cut off by it, yet I dare ven.

ture to assert, that pumping the water, with the
assistance of the tunnel, will cost nearly double

what the engineer estimated upon for lifting it
the full height without a tunnel.
The second estimate, I have before observed,
was £377,368 19s6d, and the estimate for
the line of

extension from

Bath to

Bris

tol was £ 155,500 28. making in all £ 532,869
ls 6d.

In 1796 ) published a pamphlet at the re

quest of the committee for opposing the exten
sion of the Kennet and Avon canal, in which I

endeavoured to shew , that the said company

would throw away £ 121,906 4s 10d, by depart

ing from the parliamentary line ; for that if
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they would lock down into the river at Bath ,
and make use of so much of it as is there de

scribed , and afterwards cut a short canal of
about five miles to Bristol, a good, useful, and

expeditious water communication might be made
between the two cities, and goods passed much

quicker upon it than upon the line of exten
sion ; which plan, having been carried into
effect, clearly proves the truth of my observation ,

and shews in what a superficial manner Mr.
Rennie surveyed the river when he pronounced
the improvement of those three pools imprac
ticable,

The estimates for the canal have been found

so extremely deficient for executing the canal,
without the extension , that the company have

been under the necessity of applying to parlia
ment for fresh powers, to enable them to raise
more money , and by their various acts, I under
stand, they are authorised to raise upwards of
£ 800,000 ; but when the works are finished, in

cluding all necessary wharfs and warehouses, if
the interest on the capital while the works are

executing, the expense of erecting engines, the
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wear and tear, and the annual expense of work

ing them are estimated as so much capital
sunk, I am credibly informed that the amount
will be nearly, if not more than a million
sterling

The engineer's first objection was, that the
mill-ponds between Bath and Bristol could not
be improved, and made fit to navigate upon ; and
his second, that if the canal was made narrow,

it would subject all the goods to be uploaded at
Newbury; but if made broad, they would pass
from Bristol to London without unloading ;
a plain proof how little he knew about the
Kennet navigation, and still less that of the
Thames,

It is not a little extraordinary, that the en
gineer should, in his estimate for the Kennet
and Avon canal, have set down £ 13,905 10s.

for improving twenty mill ponds on the river

Kennet, and yet object to the practicabi
lity of improving only three on the river Avon,
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which are naturally good, when compared with
some of those that are to be improved on the
riyer Kennet ; this is a mystery, I freely confess ,
I am by no means capable of understanding.

I have already observed the great inconsistency
in the conduct of the engineer, in proposing to
alter and amend twenty mill ponds in about

twenty miles, between Newbury and Reading,
and some of them very bad and shallow ; and yet
he cannot amend three ponds on the river Avon,
when by so doing, he would save his employers
above £ 120,000.

But suppose the last mentioned sum is sa

crificed to get rid of three mill-ponds on the
river Avon, which are comparatively good ;

if the twenty bad ponds, between Newbury
and Reading, be improved and made good,

will the engineer then have reinoved every
obstacle, and got rid of every difficulty that lies
in the way of a free, useful and expeditious

water communication, between the cities of
London and Bristol ?

No ; when the sum of

£ 120,000, as before mentioned, is thrown away ,

and twenty mill-ponds on the river Kennet are
improved ; so far from the difficulties, obstacles,

and dangers being removed, they will only be
commencing
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From Reading to London is about eighty
miles by water, and so many and great are the

obstacles that lie in the way of a free water com
munication, that neither money nor ingenuity
can either subdue or remove them ; they will

remain as long as the river is used for navigation .
In the above eighty miles, there are about nine
in the tide way, at some places very rapid, and
when there is a small swell in the river, from
twelve to fifteen horses are required to draw one

barge, and about nine when the river is at a
moderate height.

Between Reading and London, there are many
shoals in the river, which, in the summer

months or dry seasons, are not more than from

two feet nine inches to three feet deep ; and
1

barges are frequently detained from twelve to

fourteen days for want of water ; and frequently
the pools are drawn to flush them over the shoals,

and the barges unloaded into small vessels.
1

How or by what means are the vessels that will

navigate on this canal, with fifty tons burthen, and
draw four feet water, to pass these shoals, or
contend with the floods in winter ? these diffi .

culties will render it necessary to unload the
goods at Newbury
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Another reason why goods from theKennet and
Avon will not go in one bottom to London is,

that from Newbury to London , they will always
be carried as much cheaper in the barges which
are built to carry from seventy to ninety tons,
as would more than thrice unload them at New

bury ; and this I think clearly proves, that the
canal, on all accounts, ought to have been made
narrow ; and more especially, as the principal

part of the tonnage on it will always be coal.

If there had been a good and expeditious na
vigation from Newbury to London, that boats
full loaded could have passed without being un
loaded, there could not have been a question
respecting a broad canal ; but as this is not the
fact, it entirely alters the case. I now leave the

subscribers to this canal to judge, whether they
have been benefited by that fallacious estimate,

or irreparably injured by it.
Had a narrow canal been adopted , and the
extension given up, néarly, if not more than
£ 300,000 would have been saved, and goods
would have been carried as cheap, and in one

fourth less time, as daily experience proves.

Having already shewn the many and great
errors that have been committed in making esti
mates for capals, and also for designing and
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executing the works, I shall now proceed to
shew how . I think a canal should be designed
and executed.

A broad canal should have forty - four feet

water surface, twenty-four feet bottom, and six
feet water. The locks, if possible, should be
placed at such a distance from each other, as not

to allow of the pools between them to be drawn
down more than from two to four inches by a
lock full of water.

I estimate a lock chamber to be seventy -six feet
long, from fifteen to fifteen feet six inches wide,
with a rise of six feet.

Such a lock chamber will

contain six thousand eight hundred and forty cubic
feet of water, and would require a pool to be full

fifty -four yards long, otherwise more than one
foot in depth would be drawn down by taking a
lock full of water from it. But if a pool was
only six inches drawn down, it would require to
be full one hundred and eight yards long, and if
only drawn down four inches, must be one

hundred and sixty -two yards long .
It will sometimes happen; though but seldom,
if the country has been properly surveyed, and

the line judiciously laid out, that for a pool
or two this distance cannot be had, and where
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this is the case, those pools should be widened
one-third, one -half, or even made double width,
rather than have them drawn down more than

four inches. But it often happens, that the length

of a pool may be extended by a little extra dig.
ging and wheeling, and sometimes by a little
extra embankment .

Suppose upon a line of canal, in eight hundred
yards in length there is a rise of eighteen feet,
which is all in the last two hundred yards (and
similar cases are very common in all canals of

moderate rise) the common way of placing locks
would be to set those three almost as close toge

ther as they would stand, owing to the fall being
in so short a distance, to save a little extra dig
ging and wheeling, and thus make the locks bend

to the ground rather than the ground to the
locks ; and by so doing, that part of the canal
would be entirely spoiled.
Those eight hundred yards should have been
divided into three equal lengths, and the locks
placed at equal distances from each other ; and
from the first to the second lock there would

have been some extra wheeling, if materials could
not be got nearer than from the quick ascent,
and some embapking would be required in
the same length, and perhaps there might
2B
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be a little above the head of the second lock ;

but when this was done, the canal would be made
much more convenient to navigate , and all un
necessary waste of water prevented , nór would a

lock -keeper be required ; but according to the
present system of placing locks, a lock -keeper
would have been absolutely necessary.

The expense of a lock -keeper may be consi
dered equal to sinking a capital of £ 1000 and
the unnecessary waste of water occasioned by

the improper placing of the locks would be equal
to another £ 1000 at least ; whereas , from £50

to £ 60 expended in extra digging and wheeling ,
would have prevented all this loss and in
convenience .
It is self evident , from all canals that have

considerable rise and fall, that these important

regulations by canal engineers in general have
been entirely overlooked ; hence comes the useless
train of lock -keepers, and partly the want of

water in summer , and a speedy destruction of
the locks.

A narrow canal should have thirty -four feet
water surface, eighteen feet bottom , and five
feet water .

I would recommend the locks to be

eighty feet long, eight feet wide, and six feet
but should the canal join some other where
the locks are shorter, this length would be
rise ;
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found improper ; but where not restrained by
circumstances, I would not have them shorter.
Such a lock chamber would contain three thou

sand eight hundred and forty cubic feet of water,

and would require the pools to be forty yards
long , if they are not drawn down more than one

foot by a lock full of water ; and if they are only
drawn down six inches, eighty yards in length
between the locks will be wanted ; but if only

four inches be drawn off the pool, it should be
one hundred and twenty yards long.

Here, as in the former case, if this length can
not be had, the pool should be widened one
half, or made double the width, if circum

stances should require. But in these situa
tions the rise of the locks must not be re

duced that the pools may be less drawn down ,
for then they would not supply the next locks
below ; and moreover, it would cause the water

to be flushed over the regulating wears to supply

them ; and widening pools is to prevent this eyil.
A broad lock seventy -six feet long, fifteen to
fifteen feet six inches wide, rise ten feet, would

require the pools to be one hundred and twelve
yards long, if not more than one foot in depth be

drawn down by a lock full of water ; and if they
are not to bedrawn down more thansix inches, the
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pools should be two hundred and twenty -four
yards;long; and ifnot drawn downmorethan four

inches, they must be three hundred and thirty-six
yards long.
1
As much as possible, the locks should be placed
at an equal distance on the whole line, or as
near so as circumstances will admit ; and for

want of attending to this, what a sad spectacle

do some of our canals present, by having them
crowded at those very places where any reason
able distance between them might have been had.
But seven locks each six feet' rise might be
placed at equal distances in one mile, which
would require seven pools ; and if the masonry
of a lock be taken at one hundred and ten feet in

length , it would admit of each pool being two
hundred and twenty yards long ; and with pools
not shorter than these lock -keepers would be un
necessary, and flushing of water would not be
wanted .

When from eighteen to twenty locks are placed

near together, (like those near Wigan , or on the.
Kennet and Ayon çanal, or such as those would
have been on the Lancaster canal, had they been

built) before the boatman and the lock -keeper
have opened and shut one half the cloughs and

gates, they are exhausted, and then shutting
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them in proper time is neglected, and the un

necessary quantity of water that is wasted by it
is incalculable ; ` and in winter, when a horse
comes bathed in sweat to such a chain of

locks, before his assistance is , wanted again,
he will suffer more by this than by a mode
rate day's work ; whereas, if the locks had
been placed at a proper distance from each
other, a horse would have had a reasonable

breathing time, while the vessel was passing each
lock, and that without any unnecessary loss in
time or waste of water .

INSTRUCTIONS
FOR

LAYING THE FOUNDATION AND BUILDING
OF A CAVAL LOCK.

Whien the foundation of a lock is soft and

spongy, something like a quick-sand, it is of
importance to know which is the best way of
treating it.

In all such strata , piling has , a tendency to
shake the ground, and make it more loose and

spongy ; and moreover, there is great danger of
the water following the piles, and breaking out
below at some considerable distance.
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The best way, I think, would be to dig the two
sides and the breast aslow as can be conveniently

got, and fill up the trenches with lime craps,
lime dust, pebbles, and large gravel, and lay
two whole deal balks up each side the whole

length, but three for the breast, and cover the
whole platform with good deal plank, three
inches thick, and twenty - one feet long ; but
they should be laid low enough to admit of the

counter arch being placed upon them .
There should then be two rows of good sheet
ing piles at the tail, and one at the head or breast
of the lock ; and a good deal balk, twelve inches

square, and thirty feet long, should be laid
across ; and upon the middle of it should the heel
of the lock -gate stand , and on the inside of
it the sheeting be fixed, and when well
driven, should be well spiked to the timber,
and go five feet beyond the back side of the
walls ; and those five planks should be three feet
longer than the rest, and stand that height above

the timber, after all the rest of the sheeting is
cut off ; and those two parts standing so much
higher than the rest would prevent the puddle
from being washed away, should a run of water
take place. There should then be two half balks

laid the same length as the large one, and even
1
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with the top side of it, and five inches and a
quarter screw pins should go through them all ;
one near each inside wall, one in the middle,

and one near each end of the timbers ; and they

should all be well screwed together. Two more
balks would be required the same length as the
other, and laid at such a distance from them, as

to admit of four feetin width puddle ; and the
sheeting should be spiked to one of the pieces,
and the other half balk should be so placed as
to have the sheeting between them, and they
should have the same number of screw-pins, and

be screwed together as the other sheeting ; but
inch pins will be sufficient, and those planks
should stand three feet higher than the timber on
the back side the walls.

There should then be

cross pieces let into the timber, and covered with

good three inch deal plank, to preserve the pud
dle ; and the breast of the lock will require a row of

sheeting pile, finished in every respect like the last
mentioned row , and the length of all the piles
must be regulated by the goodness or badness of
the ground it has to pass through ; but the
dle trench should not be less than four feet deep,
and about the same width .

This is the way I would recommend every lock

to be sheeted , whether it stood upon marl, gra
vel, a quick sand, or a rock; and two inch deal

1
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plank will be strong enough for it, except the

piles are required to be more than ten feet long ;
if more, three inch plank would be better.
The masonry of a canal lock is in general as
deficient as the designing of it ; though it
requires more care and attention than .
kind of stone work I know of.

any
The execu

tion of a lock is frequently committed to a mason
who never was competent to build a cottage
house ; yet none but the best workmen should be

intrusted with it ; for masons in general do

not know that any more skill and care is required
to build a lock than a barn .
The first course of stone in the lock side should

be sixteen inches thick, and set fifteen feet wide ;
and the next course should be set full two inches

back , and should batter back two inches in rising

to the top ; and the courses should gradually
diminish in thickness to twelve inches at the top.
In the middle of each lock side there should be a
course of ashlar, two feet broad and one foot six

inches thick ; and there should be twelve throughs
in every rood, from four feet six inches to five

feet long ; and the backing should be four feet
thick , with five abutments on each side, four

feet broad, and from eight to nine feet long.
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All 'the ashler should be from twenty -one to
twenty- four inches on the bed, the ends and beds
well dressed, and none of the ends square to less

than one foot. From eight to nine feet in length,

on the back side of theupper and lower gates,
should be square backing from the foundation to
the top of the lock , laid in good water mortar ;
bricks would be the best, if they can be con
veniently met with, but if not, every , stone
in the course should be of equal thickness.
The hollow quoins should be made of the hardest
stone, from three feet six inches to four feet on
the bed ; and five of the top courses should be

well cramped together on the bed, at that end
which goes into the lock chamber, but the other

end will not require it ; and the same will be
necessary for the upper gates, but only those in
the inside of them .

I would recommend an upright bar of iron, two
inches broad, half an inch thick, of sufficient

length to reach from the middle of the top course
of hollow quoins to the middle of the fifth course
downwards ; the bar should have theends turned

square two inches, and let into the stone ; and it

will require three square holes into it,to go on to
three square bolts that must be let into the mid

dle of the three courses ofhollow quoins, and the
2 C
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ends of these three bolts must just come as far on
the outside the bar, as to admit of being rivetted ;
but they may be made of sufficient length to

admit of being screwed on the outside the bar,
should that be preferred. The two square ends
must be well soldered in with lead , and the bar
should be sunk into the stone the thickness of

itself, and two will be wanted for the heel of

every gate, which will require eight for a lock.
A person unacquainted with the great stress
that lock gates, and the masonry connected with

them , are freqưently exposed to, would probably
think that all this caution and cramping is un

necessary ; but one conversant with the great
and sudden shocks they often receive, will allow ,
that if more could be done to strengthen them, it
would still be much better.

Canal locks are very

expensive, but particularly so when properly
made, and every means should be used to preserve
them .

But the lower gates of a lock are frequently
anshut when the cloughs of the upper gates are
drawn ; and should one of the gates be nearer

shut than the other, by the water nioving down
the lock chamber with great velocity, it shuts
that gate which was nearest being so with great
violence, and the bottom cill and the hollow

1
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quoins have all the shock to bear, and it often
raises three or four courses of them a quarter
of an inch, sometimes more ; when this has

once happened , that part of the lock will never
turn water again, until it has been taken down
and rebuilt. And where a pool is very short
between two locks ( which is often the case ) if
the upper gates of the lower lock are not shut,

when the cloughs are drawn to discharge the
water from the lock chamber next above, the up

per gates of the lock, are thrown to with great
force, by the water rushing down the pool with

nearly a double velocity, occasioned by the water
surface being so much contracted by the last

descending vessel, drawing it down perhaps from

eighteen to twenty -four inches ; and should one
of the gates be-more shut than the other, they
close with such violence, that the hollow

quoins, and the masonry connected with them ,
and the cills also are more injured by it than

those of the lower gates ; but if pools of sufficient
length had been made between the said locks,

no i part of this injury could have shap
pened . Short pools are always attended with
great loss of time and water ! : The shock some
times given by the upper gates is such, as to
raise two or three coursesof the hollow quoins
half an inch, and the joints of the adjoining
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INSTRUCTIONS

+

FOR BUILDING THE BREAST OF A LOCK , AND HOW

TO GUARD IT FROM BEING INJURED BY THE
VESSELS AFTERWARDS.

All the stones in the breast after the first
course should be four feet long, from fifteen
to sixteen inches thick , and from two feet six

inches to three feet broad ; but the top course
must not have more than five stones in it. On

the back side of the breast there should be a
counter arch , and the crown of it must come

close to the end of the centre stone in the breast,
and should not be less than three feet six inches
broad in any one course. The counter arch must

commence one foot above the foundation of the
breast, and finish even with it, and all the stones
for itmust be two feet four inches broad, and of
the same thickness as the stones in the breast.
The centre stone in the counter arch will re

quire cutting down three or four inches, and a
stone on each side of it should be a little cut

down, about half the breadth, which will make

about four feet in breadth of square stone at the
crown, to meet the square ends of the stones in
the breast.

The centre stone in the breast must

be cramped to the centre stone in the counter
arch, with a cramp sixteen inches long, well
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soldered in with lead, and every course of stone
in the breast and the counter arch must be thus

cramped.
The space between the ends of the stone in the
breast, and those of the counter arch should be
with well dressed stone, the same thick

filled up

ness as the stones in the breast, laid in good wa
ter-mortar ; and in every joint both in the breast
and the counter arch there should be an angular

or circular groove'cut through the stone, and
these should all be well filled with roman ce
ment .

When the breast is finished, a good

cramp should cross every joint in it .

The inside

of the counter arch should be filled up with well

dressed stone, lineable with the springer, and
covered with stones from five to six , feet long,
and four inches thick .

For preserving the breast of the lock there
should be a cast iron plate two inches thick , five
feet long, and twelve inches broad , made circu

lar to fit the inside of the breast, having two
pieces fixed in the middle of the front, the same
thickness as theplate, six inches deep, and mak

ing a dove-tail of twenty-eight inches at the
top edge of the plate, and twenty -four at the
lower edge ; and there should be two holes at
each end of it, to admit of bolts fuli inch square,
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which should be let into the masonry six inches

deep ; the top edge of the plate should stand
one inch above the top of the lock breast. On
the back side the plate, there should be four ribs
or lugs, half the depth of it, three inches square,
and these must be let into the masonry. Two of

these castings will be required for the breast of
a lock ; but only that for the top will require to
be made with a dove-tail, for the bottom box
need not be more than sixteen inches wide ; but

the plate should be the same length and strength

as that for the top, to admit of two more lengths
of narrow timber being fixed up .
There should be two pieces of good heart
of oak, twenty -eight inches broad, six feet six
inches long, and eight inches thick . These
should have a groove made down the middle to
admit of an iron bar, two inches square and six
feet long, which should have a flue at the bot
tom, two inches deep, one inch wide, and have

a cotter the same depth, one inch thick , and
twenty -four inches long, the top end shouldhave
a stout thread, with a nut two inches thick ;
and there should be a hole cut in the front of the

timber for it, and when well screwed , the place
should be filled up again .

When the castings and the timber are' thus
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fixed, it is plain the top stones in the centre of
the breast cannot be raised , without raising six

feet in depth of the breast ; nor can the top

Course be driven back without removing all the
centre of the breast with it, as the timber will gʻo

against it all the way up ; and moreover, the
counter arch will prevent it from being forced
backwards.

It is of no consequence to the bolts how hard
they may be scrëwed, as the ribs on the back of
the casings will sustain the pressure ; but it is of

importance to the masonry to have it well screw
ed , as it will help to consolidate it.

By having the castings five feet long, and the
bolts near each end, and four inches extra length ,
with two nuts for each , it gives an opportunity

of fixing up two more timber aprights, eight
inches by six , and will leave a space of about
eight inches between them and the middle pieces
when screwed together; and these should all be

crossed on the front with two strong bars of iron,
to prevent a narrow vessel from dividing them,
and the bottom ends may be covered with strong

rolled iron plate three feet high.

From the great speed of narrow vessels on a
broad canal, I plainly see, that in a short time,
the principal tonnage on them will be car
2 D
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ried in narrow vessels, but especially coal, lime,
slate, flags, dying wares, &c. which will require
the breast of the locks to be guarded in the best
possible manner, as every plan for that purpose

has yet been found insufficient. This way of
guarding the breast of a lock, makes the stroke

of the vessel have an equal pressure upon it for six
feet deep, by the timber always going against
the breast.

There are four different ways of applying
valves as a substitute for the present cloughs, but
at present I shall only mention two, either of
which would be vastly superior to the present
mode, both with respect to saving of water and

time in opening and shutting, and of expense in
making, and would be much more durable.

There should be a cast plate, twenty -eight
inches diameter, inch and half thick , cast very
true, with a round hole in it twenty -one. inches
wide ; and should be let into a stone half its thick
ness and screwed fast to it, which should be

three feet square and one foot thick. Under

neath the plate or stone it is let into there should
go a lead pipe, two inches diameter, and end as
soon as it gets into the passage for the water ;
and it should go from thence to a few inches
above the surfaceof the water which would cause
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it to pass much more quietly into the lock cham
.

ber ; and the bottom of the channel that conveys
it into the lock should be even with the coun
ter arch .

If two narrow vessels are in the lock when

the chamber is filling, there is great danger in

one of them being sunk, if care is not taken in
drawing the cloughs ; and sometimes a vessel is
sunk.

But to return.

Across the whole in the said

platethere should be a thin bar of iron fixed
exactly in the centre and even with the face of
it, with a hole in the middle to admit of an half
inch pin working in it. Another circular plate

the same diameter as the other, but only inch
thick will be wanted , which will require a groove
casting round it, the centre of which should be
three inches from the edge of the plate, sunk
full inch deep, and two inches wide, to admit of

a rope two inches thick being placed in it.
There will want from six to eight small holes
drilling through the hollow of the groove, on
the top side the plate to admit of small pins pas
sing through them and the rope to keep it in its

place, which should be filled with pitch and tar,
and more than one half of it should stand out of

the groove ; and a wood block should be turned
the diameter of the groove to give the person that

1
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splices the rope the exact length ; but it should

be well stretched before a length is cụt off.
The rod for lifting the valve should be inch
and half diameter, until it gets through the ma
sonry, made of good beaten iron ; afterwards it
should be two inches and a quarter broad, for
sixteen to eighteen inches, and then turned for
twelve to thirteen inches, working through a
brass guider, near the top of it ; and there must

be an half inch pin turned from twelve to four
teen inches long fixed in the centre of the plate,
to work in the hole of the said cross bær ; with

the pin thus fixed at the bottom of the rod, and

the top working in the brass guider, it is not pos
sible that the valve can be thrown off its seat ;;
and when thus fixed, it will shut as true and turn

as well as any brass valyc.
A valye made upon this principle cannot be

injured with either opening or shutting ; for the
moment it is lifted the least from its seat, the

water will afterwards perform the principal part of
the business in rạising it ; and it cannot be injured

by being shut, for the water will break the fall;
moreover, it will not be raised more than from

eight to nine inches, and a boy of ten years old,
would perform this work with ease.
The rack casting for the valve rod should be

som fourteen to sixteen inches long, and face
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the lower gates ; and the short shaft for the pi

nion should stand at a right angle with the
canal, fixed in two castings, each having three
screw bolts let into a stone three feet broad,
four long, and one thick.

Upon the said short shaft there should be a
rotch -wheel, as it is called, similar to that on

the beam of a weaver's loom, from six to eight
inches diameter, one inch thick, but not very fine
toothed. This wheel will require a catch to work
upon a centre pin, two inches from the end, that

will work in the said wheel, and twelve inches
from the other end, which should stand at a

right angle with the cana), and have a parallel

joint to admit of another at the end of a rod
three quarters of an inch round, which may be
any length required ; at the end of it there must
be another parallel joint fixed to the end of a bar
of iron, that will move up and down like a way

beam , which may be from eight to nine feet
long, and fixed in a caşting for that purpose,
Under the other end of the beam , three feet six
inches, or from that to four feet below the heel of

the gate,and from three feet to three feet six inches
from the lock side, there should be 'a hole cut in

the backing eighteen inches square, and the bot
tom of it should be sixteen inches below the sur

face of the water in the lock chamber when full.
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At the bottom of the hole, there should be an

opening cut into the lock chamber, twelve inches
wide and four inches deep, and in this square cill
there should be a cast iron cistern fixed , sixteen

inches square in the inside, or round, as may be
most agreeable, without bottom , half an inch

thick , and thirteen inches deep, with four legs,
three inches long, which will leave three inches
from the under edge of the cistern to the masonry
for the water to enter.

There should be a float fixed in the inside of

the cistern , made of rolled iron, full one- eighth
of an inch thick, or of good ash or elm , and in
the centre of it there must be a rod fixed to the

end of the said beam , with a parallel joint, and
the end of it that will be fixed to the float, should

have a thread cut upon it for some inches, and

a screw nut should be rivetted to the float, by
which it may be fixed any height that may be
required. The float should be fixed at such a
height, as will throw the catch out of gear the
moment the lock chamber is filled .

There will

be no catch ' of any kind to support the valve
when raised but that which works into the roteh
wheel, and as soon as it is raised out of gear,

the valve must fall, for the catch will always be

in gear, except when raised by the float.
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Any person that has the least idea of mechanics

will, I think , understand the principle, and see,
that when the lock chamber is filled with water

the float will be raised, and discharge the catch
from the said wheel and shut the valve.

Should it be considered an object of impor
tance for valves to be fixed in the lower gates,
to shut themselves as soon as the water is dis

charged from the lock chamber, this may be
done by a float as effectually as for those of the

upper gates ; for it frequently happens, through
the carelessness of the boatmen, that the upper

cloughs are drawn long before those in the lower

gates are shut ; and thus a large portion of water
is wasted.

I shall now explain the nature of the second
1

valve I recommend, which probably may be pre
ferred by the public, and I am partial to it ; for
its simplicity far exceeds any thing of the kind

that has yet been used for the same purpose .
This valve will not require raising, and it may
be opened in a second of time, by a boy of from

eight to ten years old. The valve may be made
either round or square, as may be most agreeable ;
but I would make the opening twenty -four inches
long and sixteen inches wide, and it should be

made of stout rolled iron,. three eighths of an
1.
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inch thick, fixed in á cast frame"; and the part

against which it will shut should be ground
perfectly true, and would not require to be more
than two inches broad.

A strong oak frame, the timber six inches
inches square, may be let into the masonry, even
with the face of it, bolted fast, and the cast

framescrewed to it, which may any time be easily
taken out, if found necessary .

The valve should be fixed upon an upright
spindle (in such a manner as may easily be taken
off) two inches from the centre or middle of the
valve, which would cause it instantly to shut as

soon as the catch or latch was raised out of gear ;
as there would be near one-third more water

pressed against one side than the other , and for
the more speedy shutting of it, it should not be
opened quite so far as to make the opposite edges
stand at right angles ; they should be a few de
grees short of it, and it should be the side which

was the largest that should not be opened to the
full extent.

The valve rod should be found, one inch and

& half diameter, and stand three feeť six inches
above the masonry, and should have a collar turn

ed upon it there, and work through'a Þrásš guider,
to keep it steady.
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Two cast uprights should be screwed to a
stone three feet square, and one foot thick, and a
cast cap should be fixed upon them, through
which the turned part of the spindle, near the
top, should work in a brass guider, fixed in the
cap, and have a square above to admit of a key,
by which it may be turned ; but will not need
turning quite half round, which may easily be
done by a boy
Six inches below the cap, there should be a

collar turned to support the rotch wheel, which
should have the teeth upwards; and there will
require an opening in one of the upright castings,

six inches long and three quarters of an inch
wide, through which the catch will work, and
it should stand at a right angle with the canal ;
and the float, the long bar or way beam, the

upright rods, and the parallel joints, will be
exactly like those before described ; these valves
like those, will be instantly shut as soon as the
lock chamber is filled with water.

Perhaps it will be said, that these yalves can
not be made as water tight with grinding, as the
other valves which have a rope fixed that will

prevent any runs. - That valves thus ground
may be made to hold water exceedingly well iş
certain, but perhaps not quite so water tight as
2 E

1
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the other ; yet, should any inconvenience be
found, it may be removed by rivetting an even
piece of stout leather round the edge of the valve,
or to the frame, which would last a great num

ber of years ; for water -tight I will engage to
make them.

The next thing to be considered is, the making,
hanging, and balancing of the lock-gates for six
feet rise ; for having these upon the best princi
ple is of the utmost consequence to the canal

proprietors ; though as yet, little attention has
been paid to them .

The heel posts should all be made of good
heart of oak, free from sap or shake, the breast
posts and cills should all be the same ; the length of
the heel posts for the upper gates shouldbe seven
feet, (yet six feet nine inches would do for the

common way of hanging them ) eleven inches by
twelve, and the breast posts ten inches square.
The cross bars should be eight and a half inches

by seven when finished , and the length of the cross
bars, including the tenons, nine feet, and the dis
tance from inside to inside one foot nine inches,

and the cill for the upper gates to shut against,
seventeen inches broad at the head, nine in

ches at the point next the heel, and eight inches

thick ; and the deal plank for the covering
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two inches thick. These bars are long enough,
should the lock be made four inches wider than
I have estimated upon .

The length of the heel posts for thelower gates
should be sixteen feet ten inches, eleven inches by
twelve ; and the gates must each have six bars, the
same length and strength as those for the upper
gates ; but the bottom cill for these should be

full as strong as that for the upper gates, and the
breast posts should be full ten inches square.

Nothing can be worse designed than the present
plan for hanging lock -gates, as they frequently
have from half an inch to three quarters space in

the collar at the top to play in, and often full as
much in the step at the bottom ; and ifany small
matter get in between the heel post and the hol

low quoin, the gate is forced into the lock, and
the quantity of water that is wasted, while the
heel post remains at such a distance from its

place, cannot be estimated ; and the same bad

effects often happen by something getting in
between the front posts ; and thus the gates are
forced first one way and then another, and soon

get knocked and shaken in pieces.

The heel post of a gate should move as truly

upon its pivot, as that of an upright shaft for a
corn mill or a factory, and it may be easily made
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to do so . In the first instance, the heel post
should be put into the lathe, and turned true
!

for about six inches in breadth at the bottom

and top ; and the foot should be turned before
it is fixed in, and put on with two hoops ;
the hoop for the turned part at the top should
be full three inches broad, and the collar it is to
work in should be the same breadth .

Before the

hoop is put on at the top, the turned part should
be divided into four or six equal parts, and there

should be as many grooves cut in it, six inches
long, three quarters of an inch wide, and half
an inch deep, and there should be six iron keys
made to fill them well, and be gently driven
within the hoop ; and if the wood should after
wards dry in, so as to make the hoop loose, the

keys may be hardened, and the hoop made fast
again , and yet be as true as at the first.
When the heel posts are turned and hooped ,
there should be a bar of iron, two inches broad
and three quarters thick, let into the outside of

the heel post, for the lower gate even with it,
and go six inches above the top bar, and as
much below the bottom bar ; and there should be

as many short arms welded to it as there are bars

in the gate each sixteen inches long, with two.
holes in, and of the same strength as the
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upright bar ; and the joints of all the bars
should be crossed with them, and the upright
bar, as well as the short ones, should all be

rivetted ; and theinside of the upper heel posts,
as well as the breast posts and bars for both the

upper and lower gates should be plated in this
manner .

The stones for the hollow quoins wear very

fast by the gate heel working against them ,and
the sand and water assist in doing it ; besides,

the stones are frequently very different in their
qualities, some hard, others soft, and often cut
and worked the wrong way for lasting, as the
circular part is many times cut from the bed of
the stone ; whereas it should always be cut from
the end of it ; for when they are thusworked and

improper qualities mixed together, the circular
part cannot wear uniformly, and this imperfec
tion will, in time, cause a great loss of water.
To prevent this loss and make the circular
part durable there should be three circular plates
cast full half an inch thick , each four feet six

inches long for the lower gates ; but those for

the upper gates may be cast in one length, with
a sufficient number of lugs on the edge;by which
they may be screwed fast to the masonry. And

to prevent the plates from breaking there should
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be a piece of stout double - milled kersey, dip
ped in boiled linseed oil put under them , and
a thin sheet of rolled lead on the top of it , and if
the plates are well screwed to the wall they will

be perfectly water-tight, wear uniformly , and
Jast for ages,

For the better preservation of the plates, the
heel posts, and the water, the collar that the
hoop works in should be made in a manner dif
ferent from the present mode ; for there should be
no shoulder upon it before it enters the eye of

the anchor '; if the post does not fill the collar,
the shoulder prevents it from being drawn up

properly ; there should also be a square for three
or four inches between the broad part of the

hoop and the eye, and in this part there should
be a flue an inch and half long, and half an inch
wide, and have a cotter, and with it and that on

the outside the eye, the gate post may be made

to work as true as any other piece of machinery,
which would prevent it from being chaffed away
in the manner it now is, by the friction and vi

bration to which it is now subject:
1

I would not have it understood that cast plates

are absolutely necessary for the hollow quoing, for

a good lock may be made without them ; still I
think they would be a considerable improvement,
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and I leave every committee to form their own
opinion.

How safe and easy to work, and how water
tight would lock -gates be if thus hung, and a

caual lock built according to the plan before de
scribed, would , I believe, far exceed any thing
of the kind that ever was erected ; and certain

I am, that ultimately, it would be much the
cheapest.

Probably some of my readers would wish to be
informed what I estimate the difference in ex

pense to be, between building a lock upon this
principle and the imperfect plan hitherto adopt
ed .

I have not overlooked the subject, and

without entering into particulars, I think it
would be near £ 15 per foot rise, that is, a lock
of six feet rise would cost from £ 90 to £95

more, £ 60 of which would be expended upon
the counter arch and the masonry connected with

it, including a reasonable sum for the backing,
which would have been used, provided there had
been no counter arch .

Had the proprietors of the Huddersfield canal,
or those of the Rochdale, the Leeds and Liverpool,
and many more that I could mention, paid twice

this sum extra for every lock, it would have
saved some of them thousands of pounds, and
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others tens of thousands, by preserving more than
half their water, and by being more than three
times as durable, as well as much more conve
nient and beneficial to the public .
It is a circumstance that must strike an atten

tive observer with great surprize to be told, that
according to the opinion of the best informed ,

there has been more money expended , within the
last forty years, in making canals and rivers
navigable than is equal to all the capital

sunk in machinery for the spinning of cotton,
worsted, and flax , including all the machinery
(

used in the woollen business.

Canal locks are built nearly in the same man
ner as they were fifty years ago ; and I often
think there never was any piece of mechanism
1

of such vast importance to the public that has
been so long and so much neglected ; and although
passing from a lower to a higher level by a canal

lock will, I think, never be improved, where water
can be had, yet the saving of it and the construc
tion of a lock is capable of great improvement ;
and still we find canal engineers adopting the

same plan, without attempting the least im
provement.

What increases the surprise much more is,
that for the last twenty -five years, the value of
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water has kept increasing in proportion to canal
speculations, and the difficulty and expense of

obtaining a supply of it still keeps increasing ;
and yet the designers of canals have done little

or nothing towards diminishing them , but, on
the contrary, in many instances they have been
increased ,

How is it to be accounted for that in every

year during the before-mentioned period of time,
some great improvement has been made in one
kind ofmachinery or another ; and yet the design
ing and executiug of canals have remained nearly
stationary, while there are no mecḥanical men
in the kingdom that have been so liberally paid
as canal engineers ?
It is strange that so great an advantage as
supplying a town with the surplus water of a
canal should have been so much overlooked ; for

in surveying a line of canal and setting out the
locks, this should never be forgotten, whenever
the canal ends at or near a town.

The town of Leeds is much distressed in getting
a scanty supply of dirty water in summer ; yet it

might have been amply supplied with the spare
water of the canal , had the two last locks been

built for that purpose, and the canal have been
made much more convenient than at present.
2 F
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If the Rochdale canal company had made no
agreement for the spare water of their last lock,
they might have supplied the town of Manchester

with it ; and if the town had given the company
£ 800 per annum for it, I presume it would have
been much cheaper than it is now raised ; and no
doubt but the quality of it would be much better
than that which they now have .

I am strongly inclined to think , that if the

Grand Junction canal company were to divide
the fall at their last lock near London , and make
two of it, if all the locks on the Paddington

canal were of equal rise with them, that canal
would not want water if there is no locking up.

This alteration in the last lock, would probably
have saved the ingenious Colonel Congreve the
trouble of constructing his balance lock, which,
I fear, will possess more ingenuity than utility,
for I am inclined to think the thread is too fine

spun for general purposes ; but if itwould answer

for that, the extraordinary expense of building ,
added to that of taking care of it, would proba

bly prevent it from being of public utility ; but
in this I shall be glad to find myself mistaken .
I am sorry

to say

that the impolitic plan of
combining locks, and making contracted basins,
is not confined to England only, for in Ireland,
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upon one of the great national canals, near
twenty years ago, there were not fewer than

eighteen double or combined locks. From this
it is clear, that canal engineers have been as de
ficient in the knowledge of the principle of a
canal as those in England, and I am strongly
inclined to think that they are much the same
upon the European continent.

I have now a difficult task to perform , and

sincerely wish it had fallen to the lot of some
one more able to discharge it than I am ; that
is, giving such instructions to the canal com

mittees, that may be entering upon the execution
of the works, as will prevent them from being so

much imposed upon and misled as canal commit
tees have been, with fictitious estimates and vision
ary reports ; for, furnishing them with theknow

ledge requisite for such undertakings will make
the task easy to them and beneficial to those

who may have 'honoured such committees with
their confidence.

When the act is obtained , there should be the
most accurate field plan drawn by some masterly
surveyor; laid down with such exactness , that a

land owner might, with safety, purchase or sell
land by it, for every fence, spring, rivulet, brook,
andfeeder, that the line will intercept or affect,
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should be represented, and a correct profile made
of the ground over which the canal will pass ; eve

hill, valley, and level, being laid down with
great exactness,

When this is done, the committee should pro

cure the most intelligent joiner or cabinet maker,
to make a model after the profile, representing
every part of the works, and culverts for every

brook, spring, and feeder that are to be conveyed
under the canal. A three inch plank would be
sufficiently thick to admit of all the lock cham
bers being cut out of it ; the culverts and tunnels
may be cut from the under side of it.

Should

the plank be too narrow to represent the basins

that may be required for some situations, a piece
may be put to the side of it at those places, to
shew the width they should be.

After this, the resident engineer, the joiner,
and the surveyor should begin at one end of the
line, and place the locks at a proper distance
from each other, make the basins, and put in

the culverts; build the aqueducts, if any, and
the public road and occupation bridges ; also the
canal and private road bridges, and any other

masonry that may be wanted should be placed
exactly as the works would be when finished.
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When the works were thus represented , any
man of common capacity might see if the locks

were right placed, and the pools between them
of sufficient capacity ; and whether the occupa
tion and road bridges were placed to the best
advantage for the land -owner and the public.
And if either mill or land-owner came to the

committee, to complain of any particular injury,
with the assistance of the model, they might

judge whether the complaint was well founded,
!

without sending, perhaps, from fifteen to twenty

miles, to have the place complained of examined ,
and it would prevent other people from coming
with frivolous complaints, as the model would
disprove them if not well founded. When the

neighbourhood knew the committee had a model
and field plan, that impartially represented every
thing that related to the canal, few complaints
would come before them .

And the committee should , once in every quar

ter of the year, have a particular account given
how every part of the work was going on ; and
by measuring the deep cutting and the embank
ments by a scale made for that purpose, placed
near the model, they might see what progress

was made in them since the last report, nearly as
well as if they were actually surveying them up
on the spot. These quarterly reports should be
1
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entered in a book for that purpose, and by refer
ring to them the commmittee would see how

much work was done in one quarter more than
another.

If the model was made in one length, no mo
derate room would contain it, I would therefore

make it in three or four parts, and have them

placed near the committee room, ready to be
referred to on all occasions. By this means the
committee would see a true representation of the
works when complete, before the spade was put

in, and from the model would be able to judge
what part of them should be entered upon first,
and what part postponed for a certain time.

By adopting this plan, the canal and its works
would be brought to the door of the committee

room, where they might survey them at pleasure ;
and it would render all those extraordinary sur
veys

and reports of engineers unnecessary , and

very probably would save the subscribers thou

sands, if not tens of thousands of pounds, as I
have before remarked ; but more especially so,

if three or four hundred pounds are going to be
laid out .

By thus going to work, how easy would
be the situation of the committee ; whereas
now it is little else than toil, vexation , and
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disappointment; for the subscribers , if possible ,
should never change the acting committee during
the execution of the works, ( except for want of

proper attention) and that is another reason why
their labour should be made as easy as circum
stances will admit of.

In order that the know

ledge of the said committee may be still more
perfect, I would recommend an accurate model

to be made of a lock, shewing every particular
thing that relates to it, whether internal or ex
ternal ; for the general model would be upon too
small a scale, to represent every particular part
of a lock .

I estimate the length of a lock chamber for a
broad canal at seventy -six feet, the width from
fifteen to fifteen feet four inches, the rise six

feet, with six feet water. This would require
the model to be six feet four inches long, one
foot seven inches wide, and one foot one inch

deep, if made to a scale of one inch to the foot.

By making the model this size every part may be
distinctly represented, and it should be so made
as that every part of it may easily be taken to
pieces ; the parts should all be numbered and
entered in a book, with references to them ; and

opposite to every number the name of the part,
and what use it is for, should be accurately

stated.

By such a model, the committee would
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soon understand the nature of a canal lock , and

where and how it should be placed, much better
than many canal engineers do.
I have given no instructions for executing a
tunnel, because I wish another never may bé
made ; for I have seen, and the public have expe

rienced quite enough of the delay and inconve
nience that attends navigating through one near
this place which is more than three miles long.
For the better information of the committee,

I would have them go one step farther, before
they let any part of the work, and that is, for
two or three of them to make a tour through a
number of the counties where canals are most

common , to see how they are designed and exe

cuted , to enquire what price was paid for various
work, and in what manner contracts were made,

and what kind of tools (if any) the committee
furnished the contractors with, as well as what

security they gave for the performance of them .

Where any 'extraordinary piece of work has
been executed, they should go and view it, and
make minutes upon it ; a few weeks thus spent
would be of unspeakable advantage both to the
committee and the subscriber.

After their re

turn, they should walk over their own line
before the contracts are made, and carefully exa
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mine the ground, and any part that is found wet
and spungy, where a high embankment must
stand, or where deep cutting is necessary , should
be cut open and have the water well drain

ed off ; and perhaps it may be prudent to drive
à small heading or two, and let the water
be drawn from it for a few months before it is

fairly cut open, or any materials laid upon that
part where the embankment is intended to stand .

The same attention is necessary to be paid to
the ground where the bank of a large reservoir
is intended to stand ; for if the ground is not
perfectly sound, it should all be dug away until
a firm foundation can be met with ; and should it

rise from thirty to thirty-six feet, the puddle
trench should be twelve feet broad, and the bank

should have two feet slope for one of rise.
In the execution of the canal ayoid all iron

aqueducts and bridges, if possible ; for there is
nothing so firm and durable as good masonry.

I have given a design for making and hanging
lock gates superior to any I have yet seen, but
they are not such as I would make for myself.

I would have the gate and heel post all in one
casting made of good metal , the gate curved
about threeinches, and nearly inch and half thick,
2 G
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with four light ribs on the outside, each lighter
than that above it, and a two and a half inch oak

plank eight inches broad screwed to the bot

tom, and the same at the top, with a stout piece
screwed to the front to shut against ; a square

of eight inches long should be at the top of the

heel to admit of a box being screwed to it, to
hold the top bar which should cross the gate, to

which the lever may be screwed.
For locks of six feet rise , I would make both

the upper and lower gates of cast iron ; but I
should not be fond of making the lower gates of
cast iron for a lock of ten feet rise, though I

have no fear of them being made sufficiently
strong ; but all the upper gates for common ca
nals, I would make of cast iron, as they will be
much cheaper than wood ones, and I believe
three times more durable .
I have before observed that one-half the lock

age water may be saved by making locks of six
rather than ten feet rise, and I assert it with

equal confidence that if cast iron gates were
made for a canal with locks of easy rise, one
half the annual expense that attends canals
made upon the present principle would be saved;
which is a pleasing idea for a committee, who

may be entering upon the execution of a canal .
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Upon whatever canal the upper gates are worn
out I would recommend to the company not to

renew them with wood, but make castings for

the hollow coins exactly fitted in the inside to the
iron heels.

I have also given two designs for valves, but
the latter I prefer ; they should stand together
on the contrary side the towing path ; for if a
man has to pass over to draw or open one valve

he might as well open both at the same time,
which will be done in half a minute, and the
float will open both at once, as soon as one,

By placing both the valves on one side the canal
the towing path is kept free from incumbrance ;

for the towing rope cannot catch the spindle
valve ; and moreover there is a particular advan
tage in delivering the water into the lock cham

ber at one side of it'; more especially when it is
carried from twenty to thirty feet from the breast
of the lock. By this plan when the water enters
the lock chamber the vessel gently floats to the
opposite side of the lock, and rests there as quiet
and as steady while it is filling as if it was chain

ed to the wall ; but by the water being delivered
near the breast of the lock while the chamber is

filling, the vessel is placed between two con

tending powers, and first driven one way and

i
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then another, and is never at rest, until the lock

chamber is nearly filled.
Delivering all the water at one side of the

lock and near the middle of it is not mere specu
lation, for daily experience proves it, and by
running so far after it has passed the cloughs it
enters the lock very quietly ; nor is making cast
iron gates an entire new plan, for I have recom

mended them strongly for many years, and have
seen them worked nearly four years ; and I think
they will be good and firm four-score yearshence ;
yet they are capable of considerable improvement.

MVSEVM

Instruction BRITANubscriber.
NICVM
Canals are certainly of the greatest importance
to trade and commerce ; and no man admires the

utility of them more than myself, when laid out

with judgment, in a country where trade, com
merce, and the various minerals proposed to be
carried upon them , will justify the undertaking,
and leave the subscriber a reasonable interest for

his money ; for it is not possible, with the tolls as

they now are generally fixed for canals, but the
public will be great gainers, if the subscriber has
a moderate interest ; but I think there never was
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any scheme so much prostituted to the private
interest of individuals and engineers as that of
canals.

The canal speculator, who subscribes only to
gain by selling his shares, I consider little better
than a swindler ; for all schemes in his estimation

are extremely good, and he will ride from one
county to another, to become a subscriber to the

most ineligible plan, with no other view than
that of selling his shares.

The public are little aware of the mischief
which these men have done to the community ;

1

for subscribers to canals should be men of real

property, who subscribe from no other motive

but that of supporting thescheme; it is lament
able to see how many of these have been misled

by the canal speculator.
To prevent engineers, as much as possible,
from misleading the public in future with their

fictitious estimates, I shall give some general in
structions, which, if the canal subscriber will

carefully attend to, I hope will enable him to

form a tolerable judgment of the expense that
attends the execution of a canal, and assist him

in calculating what tonnage will be necessary to
pay him five per cent interest ; with some obser

vations that may enable him to form an opinion
1
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whether the country, through which the canal is
intended to pass, will afford such a quantity of

tonnage as will indemnify the subscriber.
Acanal with six feet water for navigating vessels
of fifty tons burthen will require the digging

to be about seven feet deep ; and if the breadth
be forty-four feet at the surface, and twenty
four feet at the bottom, the mean of these dimen

sions will be thirty-four feet. The cubic yards
of digging in one mile of canal of these dimensi
ons will be forty -six thousand five hundred and
forty -two and two-ninths.

If the common digging be taken at 6d per yard ,
including that required to make room for the

lining puddle, it will reduce the price to about
from 4d to 4d per yard ; but if taking out the
slips that will always attend the execution of a
canal be included , the neat price for the digging
will scarcely be 4d per yard. But if 6d per
yard be allowed for the digging, including that
for the lining puddle, and taking out the slips,
it will make the expense per mile for the common
cutting about £ 1,163 lls.

The price for extra digging will be according
to its depth and the quality of the ground, and
will run from 7 to 90, 12d, or 14d per yard ; but
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where the digging is nearly thirty-six feet deep,
a tunnel will, in general, be full as cheap as
open cutting. One hundred yards in length of
cutting thirty -six feet deep, with eighteen feet
bottom, and a slope of two feet for one of rise,

will contain thirty -six thousand cubic yards, and
1s 2d per yard, will be £ 2,100, which is equal
to £21 per yard, running measure, and perhaps
is full as much as a tunnel would cost in the same

situation ; but if open cutting should cost one
third more, still it would be preferable. The
lining puddle should be taken at nearly 6d per

yard superficial measure, (but should be done in
the best possible manner) or at about £ 225 to
£ 230 per mile, where the ground is moderately
good for holding water.
If the embankments are of any considerable

size, over vallies, or for the head of reservoirs,
they should be estimated at not less than 7d per

yard, where the materials are not convenient,
allowing from one foot six inches, to two feet
slope for one of rise, and the top of the bank on

the towing path side should be full twelve feet
broad , and the other full ten feet, and should
stand fifteen inches above the surface of the water
when the bank is become solid.
1

Making the fences and the bed for the towing
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path, graveling it, and resoiling the bank, should
be taken at ls 6d per yard, running measure ; ma

king the regulating wears, trunks, back drains,
stop gates, &c. at £65 per mile, but this estimate

vary according to the ground the canal will
pass through .
will

The locks should be estimated at full £ 112 per
foot rise, if the stone be convenient, but more

according to the distance ; digging the lock
pit and puddling it round £50 ; which will
make the whole expense of finishing a lock nearly

equal to £ 120 for every foot of rise ; but this
supposes it to be built upon the improved plan
I have recommended .

The number of occupation bridges may be taken
at three per mile, but will frequently over run
this, and they may be estimated at from £ 62 to

£68 per bridge ; the public bridges may be taken
at from £ 120 to £ 140 per bridge.
The quantity of land required to make a broad

canal may be taken at nine acres per mile, but
if there be a great declivity in the ground ten
acres should be allowed ; should the canal he

principally supplied with water from reservoirs,
if the locks are made six feet rise, from fourteen

to fifteen acres per mile may serye ; but if made
with ten feet rise, from nineteen to twenty acres
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per mile should be allowed ; if the catch water,
and all other drains are included, it probably
would be found rather too little ; and whatever

may be its real value, one- third more should be
added for all inclosed ground for severing and
dividing it .

It is worthy of remark, that should the canal

be thirty miles long, and lock from a summit
both

ways, nearly eighty more acres ofland would

be wanted, ( supposing it to be supplied with
water from reservoirs) if the locks were made
with ten feet rise, than if made with six feet rise ;

and purchasing this extra quantity of land , and
making it into reservoirs, would probably cost

£ 20,000 ; which would pay for making locks
upon the best principal for one hundred and
sixty -six feet rise Yet neither the quantity, por

the price of the deep cutting can be ascertained
with accuracy, without knowing the depth and
quality of the ground ; but it will frequently be
one-fourth of the common cutting, in some
canals one -third, in others one-half, and in some
particular lines it will be as much as the com

mon cutting ; but this will seldom happen, as
the ground must be very unfriendly to a canal
wbere it does.

Mr. Chapman's estimate of the common dig
nd his
ging for the north canal is £ 13,538, aand
2H
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estimate for the deep digging £ 15,923, which ex
ceeds that of the common digging £ 2,383, and is
the first instance of the sort I ever knew ; and yet
he has often informed the subscribers to that

scheme by his vague reports, how very favorable
the ground on the north side the river was to a
canal ; and his estimate for the embankments is

nearly one half of what he has allowed for the
common cutting
The embankments for some canals will be one

fourth , of others one-third, and some one-half

of the common cutting.

But to return . When

t e subscriber has allowed the various prices for

sundry work which I have set down, he should
add ten per cent for unforeseen contingences,

eight per cent for obtaining the act or acts, sala
ries for clerks, engineers, overlookers, committee

meetings, expense of commissioners , attornies,
juries, &c. and three years interest on the capital,

if the work be a large one, which supposes it to
require six years to finish ; and I calculate upon
the capital paying no interest for half the time,

which is equal to £ 15 per cent, and should be
added to the estimate, making in all £ 23 per
cent, after such prices are allowed as will be
sufficient to finish it ; but £ 10 per cent will do

for the loss of interest, where the works are
finished in four years.
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I never yet saw an estimate made by any

canal

engineer that allowed one shilling for any thing
of this sort, which proves in what an erroneous
manner they have been made, and this accounts,

in part, for the terrible deficiency that does and
always will attend the execution of canals, till
these allowances are made, or an additional price

put upon the work equal to them ; for if the esti
mate was made to finish the work in the most com

plete manner, still the expense ofobtaining the act,
and carrying it into execution, besides the loss of
interest on the capital remain, for this cannot be
avoided .

I have given no estimate for building a large
aqueduct which may be required for crossing a
river ; nor is it possible to make one with accu
racy, without knowing the distance the materials
will be to carry, and whether by land or water,
and if difficult to procure ; also whether the foun

dation may be very expensive ; butwhen laid, if
stone be at a moderate distance, the whole of the

masonry may be measured, including the square
backing, and if it is taken at Is per cubic foot,
the subscriber will not be far wrong ; the com

pany finding lime, centres, and scaffolding.
If the canal subscriber carefully attends to
these instructions, it will not be in the power of

any artful engineer to mislead him by any speci
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ous estimate ; and when he has ascertained what

the whole expense will be, he may easily find
what quantity of tonnage will be required to pay
him five per cent interest ; and perhaps a better
estimate cannot be than taking the average of

the tolls at 1d per ton per mile ; and whatever
the amount of them may be, one-fourth part
should be deducted for wear and tear, clerks'

salaries, and other incidental expenses ; and the
remainder will be the net revenue the subscriber

should estimate upon , and not more ; but if the

canal should, on the average, have near three
locks per mile, and a number of reservoirs, oner
third the revenue should be allowed for wear,
tear, & c.

I shall digress for a moment, while I give
an instance of an extraordinary estimate for
making a canal, and could give many more
similar ones .

:

The engineer for the Thames and Medway
canal ( a distance of about eight miles) delivered
his plan and estimate to the house of commons
in the usual way, and the estimate was rather
under £ 30,000 , but owing to a certain person

being called in to survey the line and make an
estimate for it, the engineer's estimate was in
vestigated at Lord Romney's, and he was shewn
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the insufficiency of it ; and after defending it for
some time, at last he said, my Lord, I dare un
dertake to finish the canal for £ 90,000 ; but it

would have required nearly double this sum to
finish it according to the engineer's plan, as
was shewn in a committee of the house of com

mons ; yet I think it may be finished before his
tunnel under the Thames ,

But to return . In forming an opinion, or
making an estimate, of the probable quantity of
tonnage that may come upon the proposed canal,

the subscriber should carefully avoid estimating
upon coal, lime, slate, flags, and other minerals,
that can be carried only a short distance upon it ;
for if they cannot be conveyed more than five or
even six miles, before they arrive at the place of

consumption, in general they may be carried
much cheaper by land than water ; when the ex
pense of conveying to and from the canal, loading
into and from the vessel, loss of time in waiting
for and disposing of a cargo, are all taken into
the account ; and it is really astonishing, how

many and great errors canal engineers have
fallen into, by estimating upon a short water
conveyance.

Whatever may be the quantity of the various
articles carried by land where the canal is pro

1
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posed; the subscriber should not estimate upon
more than two -thirds of them being carried by
water, for if the canal has this proportion it will
have a large share.

With respect to the revenue that may arise fron
packet boats, nothing certain can be inferred ;
for this will depend upon the nature of the canal,
the extent of commercial trade, and the popula

tion of the country through which it will pass.
There is certainly a considerable degree both
of judgmentand attention required in laying out
a line of canal to the best advantage; but this
consists in what is but very little attended to in

general ; for if there be any mystery in a canal,
it is in laying out the best and most useful line

the country will afford, and placing the locks at
a proper distance ; for, Ist . That line should

be carefully looked for that will be the least ex
pensive, most durable when finished, do the least

injury to private property, be the most conveni
ent for the public, and pay the subscriber the
best.

2d . Great care should be taken that the

line be laid, as much as possible, to prevent
any rival canal being afterwards made that
may prove injurious to the undertaking; and the
best way, in my opinion , to prevent this, is to
lay it out in such a manner as will combine every
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local advantage, omitting no circumstance that

will give the country, or individuals, an oppor
tunity ofmaking collateral branches to communi

cate with it ; and this may supersede the necessity
of, and make a rival canal not worth executing.
3d . If possible, the line should be so laid out as

not to require a tunnel, because of the great
expense that attends the execution of them , and

the uncertainty of their durability ; but the par
ticular objection to them is the many lives that
are almost constantly lost in the execution of

them, and after they are finished, by the boatmen
falling from the vessels in passing through them ;
besides the inconvenience, loss of time, and da
mage done to mercantile goods and bulky articles,

by having the sheets and packages torn against
the sides and top of the tunnel in passing through ;
and the water that leaks through the arch , is

generally impregnated with mineral particles,
and frequently injures the goods.
Upon river navigation Ishall say but little ; as
so many delays and obstructions attend navi
gating upon them : I am inclined to think few

more rivers will be made navigable, except a few

pools occasionally ; for as dispatch is now become
necessary, owing to the great increase of trade,

and of competition in it, add to this the many
new canals that are making , and many more preka
+
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jected, I am of opinion, that the tradeupon many
rivers will be much diminished ; and to prevent
this, many parts of them are already made canal,
witness the Calderand Hebble navigation, which
· will soon be nearly all canal ; and many more nayi
gable rivers must be moulded over again, or they

.

will but seldom be used .

The competition between canal and river navi.

gation, will be much the same as that between
stage coaches ; for those that can navigate the

quickest, and carry for the least money , will
command the trade.

The loss of time, inconve

nience and expense that attends navigating upon
rivers, that are part river and part canal , if the
pools are bad, is great, as every succeeding flood
or fresh chokes up the tail of almost every cut ;

and to remove this evil effectually, would require

the cut to be continued, perhaps, more than
half the length of the pool before it entered it.
But rather than go to this expense, and that of
erecting wears across the river, and of maintain

ing them , it probably would be better to make
an entire canal in the first instance.

Another great inconvenience that attends river

navigation is, that the many shoals and crooked
windings they abound with greatly retard the
speed of the vessel ; add to this, the great want
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of water in summer, partly by the dryness of the
season , but chiefly by the obstruction given to
them by the mill owners drawing their dams so

low , to the great injury of the navigation, and
a still much greater to themselves.
If a general act of parliament was passed, to

prevent the surface ofany river that was navigated

from being drawn down more than six inches,
and not more than twelve inches below the top

of the wear, if it was not navigable, it would be
of the utmost consequence to the mill owners, no

matter whether the river was navigable or not, as
it would prevent them from wasting a great deal
of their water to very little purpose .

From the great injury many navigations have
suffered, by having the dams so much drawn
down, the companies have been under the neces
sity of purchasing the greatest part of the mills

situate upon them , at a most extravagant price,
witness the Ayre and Calder navigation company,
for I think they have paid more for mill property

than any set of men in the kingdom .
The great expense and risque that attends the
wears upon rivers by floods, and the breaking up

of long frosts, are much greater than people in
general are aware of
21
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If an act was now applied for to make a river
navigable that had many mills upon it, unless

they were the property of some great personage
who was friendly to the scheme, I apprehend it
would be so much fettered with protecting clau
ses, that it would not be worth the promoters'

while to accept of it, as they would not have an
opportunity of compensating the mill-owners
with water from reservoirs, as canal companies

have, by intersecting the country upon a much
higher level upon all directions.
River dams, near the tide -way, are much

longer, broader, and deeper than those from
forty to fifty miles more remote from it ; yet
there are many crooked windings, which subject
them to an equal number of shoals and sand
banks ; for a quick curve in a stream is as sure
to raise a gravel bed, or sand bank, as a stone is

to fall by its own gravity.

The many errors that have been committed by
arbitrators chosen from the bar, imputing the
raising of gravel beds and sand banks, to the
raising of the wear next below them, are great

indeed, when to any intelligent man conversant
with the business, it was clear that they were
occasioned by natural causes only. But the
greatest error of this kind I ever saw has been
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committed ,' respecting some gravel beds being
raised in Lord Dartmouth's estate, a few miles

from Huddersfield ; for the fact is now proved,
by the wear complained of being lowered , and
yet the gravel beds retain their height to the full,

for I have lately examined them ; and the counsel
who was arbitrator, was told what would be the

Case in the most convincing manner, before he
made that absurd and oppressive award, which

will be a reflection upon his understanding so
long as that wear remains; for a clearer case
never came before any man, and a greater blunder
was never committed by man ; and even in public
courts, I have known verdicts given for wears

being charged with having raised gravel beds,
where they had no more to do with them than
the wind had .

What a strange fatality attends the conduct of

some men !

If the arbritrator had put this plain

question to himself ; ifan easy curve in the banks
of the said brook , where it is still deep water,
has caused such a sand bed to be raised, will not

the same cause,; operate much more powerfully
near the mouth of the tạil.goit, where there is
a strong stream and considerable fall, and where
the curve in the brook is more that three times

as great as that near the said wear ? Had the
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arbritrator put this question hometo himself, and
patiently reflected upon it, I think his award
would have been very different from what it
now is.

But should the bed of a brook, or that of a

stream or river, run in a straight line or nearly
80, from a wear erected upon it, to the mouth of
a

tail goit ' next above it, and should there be a

1

gravel bed or beds of any consequence, at some
distance below the mouth of such tail goit, the

supposition is strongly in favor of 19the wear hay
ing caused either all or part of them . The curves

in a stream require the nicest discrimination be.
fore a conclusion can be safely drawn, whether
they or the wear next below have been the cause

of raising any gravel bed or beds between the
two disputed points

1. To elucidate this intricate subject more fully,
I willsuppose 'a case. Should there be a fall of
from five to six inches beween a wear complained
of, and the mouth of a tail goit, or the centre of
à wheel race that delivers its water into such tail

góit above the wear, or a fall equal to the depth
of the stream in moderate seasons, when running

over thewear, it will not cause any grável bed to
be raised that can do any injury ; but wherever
a stream ends at the top of any mill, dam , or
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pool, there a small portion of small gravel will
always rest, (because the impelling force of the

stream has ceased to actupon it) but the quanti
ty will beso small, as scarceiy to be perceived.
But should there be a gravel bed or beds of any
considerable height, in a brook, where the fall
is what I have supposed between the wheel race
and the wear, I dare assert without fear of con

tradiction, such gravel bed or beds, have been
raised by the erooked windings of the stream ,
either a little above or below the mouth of the
1

!
1

tail goit ; for a quick curve, a little above the
mouth of the goit, may do it as effectually as be
low it, and this was the case in the said estate

before mentioned...
de
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. If the curves in the bed of a brook are quick
and large near the mouth of ayy tail goit, if
there were five feet of fall between it and the
1

wear, if the distance between them was from

one hundred and fifty to two hundred yards, large
gravel beds would be raised in the bed of the

stream , for there are a thoufárid instances in the

kingdom that prove it.
10

!

- There are frequent disputes respecting fixing
the height of mill wears. Suppoge a person is
going to erect a mill in his own estate, and there
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is no millupon the stream , either above or below ,
within a great distance ; it is of great moment

to the mill-owner, to know what fall he should
leave;between the mouth of his tail goit and the

estate that joins upon him below .
1. The best and safest way to ascertain this,

would be to take the depth of the stream once in
the week, for a few months in the spring , and
the same in autumn ; add them together, and
divide them by the number of times the stream

has been guaged, and the product will be the
mean or average depth of the stream , and what
ever number of inches it is found to be, just so
much fall should be left between the estate below

and that of the supposed mill-owner, and the
same quantity of fall should be allowed between

the topof the supposed wear and the next estate

adjoining, or from the'pdintor " place to where
the water may be pent back to by it and the next
land - owner's estate.
E
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But where the depth of the stream is guaged,

the plank or planks, and the top of the wear, if
the water is to be guaged there, should be exactly
level, or the real quantity of water cannot be
found ; and before any planks or timbers are
fixed, the width of the stream should be taken
at various places, to find the mean width of it.
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If the mean width is not ascertained, justice
cannot be done to all the parties interested, for

should the place where the planks or timbers are
fixed be wider than the mean width of the stream ,

the land owner , above and below, would be in

jured, by not having that fall allowed which they

should have ; and if the place fixed upon be too
narrow , the supposed mill builder would not have
justice done him , for the deeper the water 'ran
over the planks or timber, and the greater would
the fall be that is to be allowed . " If this rule is

carefully attended to, few disputes can arise
about the quantity of fall that should be allowed
between land-owner and mill-owner ; for nothing

more can be required of the mill -owner than
what I have estimated upon, for the effect of
floods and freshes are not within his controul,

nor should he be made answerable for any part
of them .

If the land owner were never to be in the least

affected at any time by a wear being erected, not
a water-mill in the kingdom could be worked ;
but such is the physical construction of things,

that man must, in civilized society, give up
many things for the accommodation of his neigh

bour, an equivalent for which he receives by a
mutual exchange of interest.
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But the land owner often receives great benefit

from the erection of a wear, especially upon large
rivers, where the water-bapks consist of a deep

loamy soil, which is easily washed away , and

the expense of repairing them is often very great ;
but where a wear is erected , this expense, in a
great measure, is saved, as the water in the dam

supports and preserves them . And any loss that
may be occasioned by a wear, in flood time,

throwing more water upon the adjacent lands, is
not of much consequence, all things considered ;
for it is not easy to determine, whether floods
do not improve and fertilize the lands ad

joining a river, more than sufficient to com
pensate for any part of the crop, that may be

occasionally carried off by them .
But in consequence of so many water mills,

the country is never free from litigations and
vexatious law suits, respecting erecting, repair
ang, or raising mill-wears, by which the peace
and harmony of neighbours and friends are often
destroyed.

Any person that is going to erect à new mill
upon the scite of an old one, or relay an ancient

wheel race ; if he makes any alteration in the
level of it, should , in the first instance, carefully
ascertain the height of the wear next below , in

讀
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three or four different places, if the crown of it

is not level, and take the average of them for the
mean height of it, and afterwards convey it to
the front of his mill, or some adjoining building ,

and havea strong copper-plate engraved, stating
the fall from the lower edgeof it

tothe top ofthe

said wear at that place where the mean height
of it was found to be, and the day of the month,
and the year of our Lord should be stated ; and

the plate should be firmly let into a large stone
in the building, from ten to twelve feet above

the ground.
Should the wear be taken down by a flood

subsequent to this, the plate would determine
what height the new one should be, and it would

prevent any advantage from being taken when

niki
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any future repairs were made. Had this precau
tion been observedfiftyyears ago, I am inclined to.
think it would have prevented law-suits that have
since that time cost near half the value of all

the water-mills in the kingdom at that period.
When the mean height of the wear has been
found, the mean depth of the stream when pas
sing over it should be ascertained by taking the

depth from six to eight times, when the stream
is -at a moderate height; and whatever the aver

age of them ' may be, lay the centre-stone in the
2K
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wheel race so much above that part of the wear
that was found to be the mean height of it.

Every mill-owner, from the tide way to the
source of the stream , should thus ascertain the
fall, if any, from the crown of the wear next
below him and the centre stone in the wheel race,

and also from the top of his own wear to the
centre stone in the wheel race next above him,
and have the levels engraved upon a strong copper
plate, and fixed as before stated, or law suits will

most certainly take place. Some years ago, the
annual expense of water causes and arbitrations,
in consequence of them , in the counties of York
and Lancaster, were estimated at £ 10,000 , and
should trade revive, it is probable in a few years
they will exceed this sum , unless some such plan
as I have recommended be adopted.

I shall now resume my observations on the
speed and construction of water wheels, and the

application of water upon them , and give instruc

tions for erecting, what I consider, the most
complete corn mill, with its requisite machinery ;

a, subject ofthe greatest importance to the public,
as so much depends upon preparing the grain in

the best manner for grinding , and as grinding
is so very imperfectly understood. I wish there
fore, as much as possible,to assist the miller in
the art of grinding ; and also to shew the farmer
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by what means he may bring his grain perfectly
dry to market, no matter how badly it may have
been housed ; for a wet harvest is frequently at

tended with millions sterling of loss to the public,
by the quantity of grain that is rendered unfit for

use, and the necessary application to the foreign
market.

Those gentlemen who have been lately giving
lectures upon the power of water, and shewing
how it should be applied to wheels, have gene

rally calculated upon the velocity of the wheel to
be equal to one-third of that of the stream , and
have estimated for a wheel to pass through a space

ofthreeand a half feetper second ; but experience
has long since proved, that this is a most impro
per speed ; though it is what the French engineers
and philosophers have generally estimated upon .

Suppose a water-wheel, fifteen feet diameter ,
worked by a powerful river, and suppose the fall
to be from six to seven feet, with a float board

of from twenty to twenty- four inches deep, and
the width of it from eight to nine feet, designed
to work five pair’of grinding stones, (but it would
be capable of working from nine to ten pair )
such a wheel should make from eight to eight

and a half revolutions per minute, equal to near
six and a balf feet per second, and with an equal
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quantity of water in a given time, would do
1

much more work, and far better than if it only

29

moved with a speed of three and a half feet per
second.

I once applied water fifteen different ways,
upon a wheel of sixteen feet diameter, the fall
being equal to the diameter of the wheel, and
found that it overcame the greatest resistance
with a given quantity of water, when it moved
with a velocity of full six feet per second
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These gentlemen forget, that when a wheel

moves only three and a half feet per second, if
heavily loaded, a float board can scarcely be got
sufficient to contain more than three - fourths of

the water applied to it, and that which escapes
greatly retards the movement of the wheel ; and
this holds good with respect to bucketed wheels ;

for if the wheel has a great resistance to overcome,
its slow motion causes the buckets to be so much

filled, that at the time the water should be doing
the most work, they are turning it out.

It may be said, you should make the wheel
twice as wide, and it would contain the quantity

of water required ; but I should be glad to know
what is to be got by this ? Will a cubic foot of

water increase in itsweight, by lying an extra
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second or two of time on the float ?, and if no

real advantage is to be obtained , why go to such

an extraordinary expense in increasing the width
of the wheel, when it may be made to do its

work much better, and with less water, by only
increasing its speed.

But if a real advantage in the saving' of water
could be obtained by making a wheel move so
very slow , it would be highly imprudent to do
it, as the slow motion would unavoidably cause

a great vibration in it, and of all the machinery
dependent upon it; and if there is a considerable
tremor in machinery, it can never do its work

well; moreover it subjects it to a very speedy
dissolution.

It is well known , that the power of a steam

engine is obtained with great expense ; yet never
theless, nearly one-fourth of it is expended in
working the fly wheel ; but no regular motion
could be obtained without it.

When a water wheel works so very slow ,the
least addition or diminution in the work creates

a great irregularity in its movement, and is very
injurious to the work that is upon it. ' A'wheel
of the dimensions before given, should be so
much the master of its work, that theaddition

of four to five horse power would scarcely affect
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its movement. But was the wheel twelve feet
broad, and only moved with a velocity of three
and a half feet per second, tlie addition of one

a

pair of grinding stones would nearly stop it, if no
more water was applied. And high wheels that
run so very slow can never be made to perform

their work well, as the irregularity of the motion
is more sensibly felt in high wheels than in low

D
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ones .

I think nearly all water wheels have a supply
of water three -fourths of the year ; would it not
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then be highly imprudent for any man to calcu
late his wheel for only the scarce time of water ,

which would prevent him from using any of the
surplus water to make up for the want of power
and loss of time , when a sufficiency is not to

2"

be had.

It is probable the mill-owner would for nine
months have abundance of water, no matter how

he used it, and might do an extra quantity of

work, that would amply make up for the power

ů

and time that was lost for the want of it the
other three months ; but if bis wheel rap so very
ty

slow , he could avail himself of but little of the
surplus water,

I wonder these ingenious gentlemen have not
extended their fine spun ideas a little farther, and

10
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recommended one set of wheels for winter sad
another for summer .

With respect to the height of a wheel the fall
in the stream, the nature of the trade dependent
upon it, and its convenience, 'should determine
that; and as no additional power can be obtained
by making a wheel higher than the fall in the

stream that works it; yet it would frequently be
found that such a wheel would be very inconve
nient.

enved at

I would not recommend a close bucketed .wheel

where the fall was not more than eight feet as
an open wheel of from fifteen to sixteen feet
diameter would be mucb better for a fall under,

that, and with an equal quantity of water would

be much more powerful ;, as open wheels are not
impeded for want of air, but close wheels always

are in a greater or less degree. An open wheel
worked by a river, should have the float boards

from eighteen to twenty -four inches deep ; and a
flash board from eight to ten inches deep on the

back edge would greatly improve it, butespeci.
ally if it was heavily loaded ; and such a wheel

would be made cheaper with cast rims, eighteen
inches deep and five-eighths thick , than with
stout wood rims and off stands ; and stout rolled

iron plates for the floats would be cheaper in the
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end than strong oak boards; yet I should prefer
them to cast iron floats which some have used .

Suppose a water wheel from twelve to fifteen
feet broad, the axle should be of cast iron, and

probably would be the best cast hollow , with
forged pivots or necks, and three sets of forged
arms ; for all the weight might be taken off the

middle of the axle, by fixing four spurs to each
of the out castings, to which the two outsidesets
of arms are fixed, and they should be screwed to
the under side of the middle rim, and these eight

spurs would discharge all the weight from the
middle of the axle... to

For a wheel fifteen feet diameter, I'would re

commend forty-eight floats, but if sixteen feet

diameter, with shut iron floats, it would very
well admit of fifty -six ; with respeet to the weight

of the wheel, if made with a cast axle, cast
shields, forged arms, with rolled plates for the
floats, such a wheel would weigh 'from two to

near three hundred tons lighter than if made of
good wood, stout and firm .
With respect to applying the water to the
wheel, I have for more than twenty years always

made use of two openings, the upper of them
about ten inches from the surface of thewater,
when at a moderate height, and the second open
ing about two feet from the surface of it. "

>
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But certainly the best way of making a water
wheel would be to have the rims of very stout

rolled iron , and all the joints rivetted like
those for the boiler of a steam engine, and equally
well made as them ; and the rise and cover of

the bucket should be in one plate, nearly the
same strength as that of the shield, and the ends
of them should be rivetted to it.

The arms

should be made round and stout of beaten iron,

and gradually diminish towards the points. A
wheel made upon this principle in the end
would be found much cheaper than if made with
cast rims and arms ; for cast arms for a water
wheel should never be used.

Mr. William Greenup, merchant, of Sowerby
bridge, near Halifax, has lately made an iron
wheel, which has no cast metal about it, except
the axle, and I think there are only four screw
pins in it. The wheel is five feet broad,
fifteen feet diameter, the shield near seven

teen inches deep, and there is a very inge
nious but simple plan for supplying the buck
ets with air ; the fall upon the river, ' by

which it is worked , is nearly eight feet four
inches. This wheel is by much the best and
completest of any I have seen "; and yet it has
cost less money than if it had been made of good
2 L
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oak, and I think weighs near two tons lighter ;
and the remainder of this gentleman's machinery
for either scribling, carding, spinning, or frizing,
is upon a much superior plan to any woollen ma
chinery that I have seen .

Where a water wheel works a great deal of
complicated machinery, it would be much better
if the speed of it was regulated by a governor in
the same manner as for a steam engine ; but par
ticularly so where the owner has been so indis

creet as to employ a powerful river upon one
wheel.

It is difficult to say, whether making such
extraordinary broad water wheels and loading
them so heavily, or that of building large fac
tories is the more imprudent ; but the time is
fast approaching, when the former must give
way to machinery less powerful, much more sim
ple, a great deal more useful, and far less ex
pensive ; and as for many of the latter they will
soon be found not worth using for the present

purpose..
The openings for applying the water to the
wheel are made in a circular cast plate full inch

and a balf thick , and admitting the wheel to be
fifteen feet broad as before stated , the plate

le
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should be cast in two, and the two ends that
meet in the middle should rest upon a circular

casting for that purpose ; and the top edgeshould
rest against a strong piece of oak timber, which
will require two or three iron rods screwing to
it ; and the other end of them should be firmly

fixed to something that willnot give way ; and the
bottom edge must be well fixed in the masonry
of the race, and the wheel should run within a

quarter of an inch of the plate. The shuttle
should be made in two, and drawn with a cast

iron shaft ; and the gear and shaft must run

the whole length on the back side of it.
If the wheel is an open one, no matter which
way the water is applied , it should not fly through
it ; for if it does, it will greatly diminish the power.

By applying the water through two openings, it
gets higher upon the wheel, and will do more
work than if conducted to it over a crown stone ;

and the common way is to divide the fall, and
have one half upon it, and the other half in
the race . Either way of applying the water may
do, but I much prefer the former ; for when it is
applied from two openings, there is not so much

thrown upon the float at once, consequently, it
is not so liable to fly off; and moreover, the

upper, opening is of singular advantage when the
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river is high , and the wheel contending with
back -water.

But if the water is conducted to

the wheel over a circular crown stone, I would

have only one third above it, and two -thirds
below it.

I would recommend the same speed for bucket

1

ed wheels as for open ones, except they are very

high, and in that case, they should have a little

more speed, or they may not work steadily ; but
care must be taken to admit a sufficient quantity
of air into them through the sole of the wheel
near the rise of the bucket, by leaving an opening
of one inch wide and four feet in length, on each
side the middle rim ; and some persons fix à thin
piece of rolled iron plate on the lower side the

opening two and a half. inches broad , nicely
turned up, to prevent the water from flying

through, which answers very well, and the wheel
through these openings gets amply supplied
with air.

* 111
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This may be admitted as a rule , that if the
rims are from sixteen to seventeen inches deep ,

they will admit of a rolled plate cover full fifteen
inches broad, and one half this for the rise ; for

there is nothing like making the bucket roomy
for receiving and delivering its water freely, T.

1
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Nomatter what height the wheel may be, full
three buckets may be estimated upon for one foot
of diameter ; for the wheel might as well be made
to use a large quantity of water when it is there,
as let it run waste, as a large bucket will use a

small quantity of water as well as a large one ;
and there is no great extra expense in making the

bucket capacious ; but when millrights take the
work, they generally recommend narrow shields
or rims.

Were I to make a wheel thirty feet diameter,
ifthere was amoderate quantity of water, I would

make the shield at least twelve inches deep, as
the bucket should never be more than half filled

with water ; but I would not extend the height
above forty feet; yet there are wheels sixty feet
high, but rather than have it much higher, I
would make it in two wheels, and let the upper

discharge its water into the lower ; but there is
a serious objection to the gear running wet,
which cannot be avoided without considerable
expense.

With respect to gear, it should not, on any
account, be connected with the shield of the

wheel, if it can be avoided ; for it will soon shake

it outof truth , and in process of time will injure

1
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it very much ; and this is the principal objection
to high wheels working one into another.

A millright cannot shew his inattention in a
more striking manner, than by connecting gear
with the rim of a water wheel, if there is a pos

sibility of avoiding it ; for I never saw any that
worked well for any length of time, and it is

next to impossible to prevent its running wet ;
when the water is muddy the sand grinds it fast
away, and soon works it out of truth ; and

moreover, whatever grease is applied to it avails

nothing, for the sand and water soonremove it,
The next bad plan is fixing the pit wheel to
the water wheel arms, as it keeps the gear con
stantly wet, which injures it very much ; for the

only way of having any kind of gear to work
well and last long, is to have a pit wheel, with

loose facings fixed upon the axle, independent
of every other thing ; and it should have a box

made perfectly water tight for the rim to work

in ; but it will require a cock near the bottom,
to let the water out after a flood ; for if iron gear

is not kept dry, it will neither last long nor work

easy ; as the sand and water not only grind it
but keep the teeth rough ; and moreover,
it is seldom that all the teeth are of equal hard
ness, and when the soft opés work wet, they are

away ,
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soon ground out of truth, and afterwards they
cannot work well.

It is for the interest of the

millright and the caster that iron gear should
work wet, but not for the owner of it.

Was the power of a water wheel equal to that
of a forty horse steam engine, I would not make
the gear for the first motion more than from eight
to nine inches broad on the face.
Iron gear

is in general much too strong and
heavy, and the pitch too coarse ; for there is no

occasion for that extraordinary weight of metal
if properly made ; for the teeth should work near
the bottom when first set to work , and if it will

not work easy when so fixed, it is a plain proof
of its being improperly made, Iron facings,
when out of truth , should be well chipped and

filed, so as not to require packing with iron
wedges when put on ; but should the facings or
the rim be much out of truth, they may be packed

with boarings, such as are used for making the
joints of a steam engine, and when dry they will
be as hard as iron ,

These few general observations I hope will

prevent those who, in a great measure, may be
strangers to the use of machinery, from being

imposed upon , and led into many fatal errors,
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with respect to the speed of their water wheels ;
which for some years has been but too much the

1

case with those who engage in mill -works, who
may not have had the means of being instructed
in the proper use of machinery.
I

I have before observed, how many have been

• fatally misled in speeding their water wheels too

slow ; and it is with pleasure I mention the change
of opinion of a worthy ingenious friend of mine,
Mr. William Pilling, of Mirfield, corn miller,
whom , in the art of grinding and dressing, I
have long considered the first in the county of
York , and second to none in the kingdom , who
had been an advocate for the slow motion of

water wheels. Lately he has had the misfortune

IS

to be deprived of nearly one-fourth of his fall
(which was nearly eight feet) a considerable part
of which has been, I think, unjustly taken from
him.

His wheel is fifteen feet wide, and thirteen feet

high, and was made close and speeded very slow ;
and to enable him to do his usual quantity of
work, he has nearly doubled the speed of it, by

enlarging the wallow wheel, so that no altera
tion was made in the speed of any part of the
machinery, except in the water wheel. His
wheel is now the same width and height it was,

27
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and yet notwithstanding the loss of one-fourth of
the fall, the wheel does much more work in a

given time, and with less water , besides doing
it much better than before ; for now it works
steadily, but before the alteration , it was at all

times upon a tremor, and constantly shook the
nuts and pins loose . It now grinds in a manner
so much superior to what it did before, as can
hardly be described . Should it be asked, how it
comes to pass that it now works so much better
than it did before the alteration was made ? I
answer ; because the buckets in the first instance

were nearly filled with water, when they should
not have been more than half filled ; and at the

time the water should have been doing the most
work, the buckets were turning it out ; and this
would have been the case if the wheel had been

made open ; for a great part of the water would
have run off the floats, or flown over them.

none that works it upon so simple and useful a
plan.

The utility of this simple piece of mecha
nism is almost, if not altogether, as great as that

of the spring shuttle ; for the timeand labour
2 M
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I believe Mr. Pilling was the first that brought
the balance rine into this neighbourhood ; and
though not the original inventor, yet I kņow of

1
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that is saved by it is almostincalculable, besides

doing its work much better than the fixed rine
ever can

A mill hurst that contained four pair ofgrind
ing stones, when the fixed rine was in use, fre

quently had three pair of them standing while the
fourth was hanging, which would frequently re
quire from three to four hours ; and often before
it had worked an hour, it would have been thrown

off the hanging by some hard substance that had
got mixed with the grain, which required the same

time and labour bestowing upon it again ; and
after all , it could never be hung any thing like
so true as by the balance rine.

But with the balance rine they hang themselves ;
and was a stone thrown off the hanging by some

thing getting under it, the moment it was taken
out, the stone would instantly rehang itself
without any assistance.

All that time and laboạr that was wasted in

brigging, that is, in setting the spindle upright,
is now done away ; for the spindle must be set
upright before the stone is laid down, and a few
minutes only are necessary to do it. The best way
of doing this is to have a small bar or rod of
iron three quarters of an inch square, that will
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reach from the centre of the stone to the edge of
it. At one end there should be a square hole

that will go into the top of the spindle, with a
hole tapt on one side, and have a thumb-serew
to fasten to it, and a short arm of from three to
four inches long, with a square hole at one end
that will go on to the said rod ; and this will re
quire a thumb-screw also to fasten it to the rod

occasionally, and it must be placed at à right
angle with the rod ; the other end must have a
hole in it to admit of a pin a quarter of an inch

thick, with a fine thread, and the point should
be steeled and rather sharp, and the other end
should be like that of a thumb- screw to turn it
with .

When the rod is fixed upon the spindle, slide
the short arm first near the eye of the stone, screw
it fast, and turn the spindle round, and it will

shew whether it is upright; and if it is not, some
of the screws that fix the brass step in which the

spindle foot works must be altered , so as to make

it upright. Then slide the short arm half way
between the eye and the edge of the stone, and

turn the spindle round , to see if the surface of
the stone at that place agrees with that near the
eye ; and afterwards remove the short arm to the

extremity of the stone, turn the spindle round ,
and see if the surface of it be true there ; and all
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this may be performed in a few minutes. When

the rod is fixed upon the spindle top, there
will be no need of altering it while these experi
ments are making, as the pin in the short arm
may be either raised or lowered by turning it
th

round.

Every time the low stone is dressed, it should

be tried with a good plumb rule, but a spirit level
wouļd be much better, set upon the edge of a
piece of wood two feet six inches long, made
true for that purpose.

If the face of the stone

should not be true when the spindle is fixed by it,
it would throw the gear out of truth, and grind
the wood teeth very fast away ; but the best and
readiest way of fixing the spindle upright is by

the face of the stone, provided it be true.
1. One great advantage resulting from this plan
is, the miller can dress his stones twice as often
as he used to do before ; for so much loss in time

1
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1.

in hanging the stones could not be dispens

ed with ;' which frequently caused them to
be worked much too long, to the great injury of
the grain, and a heavy loss to the owner.

The gain to the miller by the balance rine,
when every circumstance connected with it is

les

impartially considered is estimated by many in
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telligent millers at Is 6d per quarter; and if
15,000,000 of quarters are annually ground im
the three united kingdoms, which I should sup
pose to be rather a low estimate, when it is con

sidered what a vast quantity of flour is consumed
by the army and navy, the annual saving will be
£ 1,125,000. But this supposes the whole of the
grain to be ground by the balance rine ; but I do
pot suppose one- fiftieth part of it is, for few
millers know of it, and still fewer know how to

use it ; which shews the necessity of making its
utility as public as possible.

The general estimate of the most experienced
and intelligent master millers is, that there are

2s per quarter difference between grinding well
and but in a middling way, and more than 4s
per quarter difference between grinding very well
and ill ; and these estimates, which to my cer

tain knowledge are very fair ones, will be readily
admitted by all that know any thing of the sub
ject. I may venture to assert, with the greatest
confidence, that there is not one miller in twenty
that knows any thing about grinding well .

The annual loss by grinding, according to the
first estimate, will be £ 1,500,000 ; and if an ac

curate average could be made of the two supposed
losses, I have not the smallest doubt but it would
much exceed the last mentioned sum .

1
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Grinding and dressing well is of much more
importance to the master miller and the public,
than men in general are aware of; and it is truly
surprising that it should have been so little ats

tended to, considering the high price of grain ,
for so long a time. There is no manufactory in
the kingdom that is of half that consequence to
the public as that of grinding corn ; yet there is
none that stands so much in need of improve
ment.

hoa

I shall now give instructions for building a
+

U

corn mill, upon what I suppose to be the most
improved plan, and shew how its various works
should be constructed ,

A building to contain four pair of grinding
stones ( for I have before observed the shillings

stones should be in a separate building ) should
be from fifteen to sixteen yards long within , and

from twelve to thirteen yards wide, containing
three chamber floors, also an attic floor in the roof.

The height of the beams for the first chamber
from the ground floor should be nine feet, and
from the top side of the first chamber floor to the
under side the beams of the second floor ten feet,
and from the top side of the second chamber floor
to the under side the beams of the third floor
nine feet.

BE
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There should be a strong rough string course
three feet long, and eight inches thick ; and the
walls should be three feet thick to the ground floor

with twelve throughs per rood, from three feet
three to three feet six inches long . At the ground
floor there should be another course of stone like

those for the foundation ; and the walls should
then be reduced to twenty -six inches thick , and

afterwards should be reduced two inches at every
floor ; and should contain twelve throughs in

every rood. The walls should be well grouted
from the foundation to the top of the building.
The wheel race bottom should be in whole

stones, and go from five to six inches under the
walls at each end ; and the ashlar for the sides of

the race should be eighteen inches on the bed ,
with twelve throughs in a rood, from three to
four feet long

The building is supposed to be for a powerful
water wheel, or for a steam engine equal to
twenty - five horse power ; and in either case, the

grinding stones should be placed at one end of
the building. Should the water wbeel be supplied
with a powerful stream , though the fall should
not exceed from six to seyen feet, there will be

no occasion to make it more than from eight to
nine feet broad, as before stated .

1
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There should be another building erected close
to the side of the mill, from fourteen to fifteen yards

long, ten yards wide and the said wall of the
mill would serve both buildings ; but from six to
seven yards at the end next the grinding stones,
it should be one story lower than the mill, or the

remainder of the building ; and in the top cham

ber the ventilator should be placed ; and by its
being a chamber lower, the grain would descend
of its own accord from the mill chamber, ' or
from a chamber in the said building upon the hair

cloth. By placing the ventilator upon a level
with the second floor of the mill, the grain will

descend from it to the grinding stones without
/

much labour

A warehouse is much better to lodge grain in
than a mill chamber ; for, with the vibration of

the floor and the walls, it soon gets shaken sad
and close ; and moreover, it is much more exposed
to the dust with which a corn mill abounds, than

when kept clean in a separate room.
Should a miller, that has a ventilator, make
a good deal of shilling, the shudes or seeds
would nearly supply it with fuel. The diameter
and width of the water wheel should be deter :

mined by the power of the stream , its fall, and
the work it is intended to perform , and I will
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suppose it equal to work five pair of grinding
stones, and the requisite machinery ; and take the
diameter at fifteen feet, the width nine feet, but
I have sometimes made them much more ; but it

is highly improper to have more than five pair of

grinding stones worked by one wheel, for if more
are required, two wheels would be much better ;

and take the speed of the wheel at eight and a
half revolutions per minute, equal to six and a
half feet per second, as I have beforestated ; the
upright shaft should make twenty revolutions
per minute .

The diameter of the pit wheel should be ten
feet, that of the wallow wheel four feet four

inches and the spur wheel nine feet diame
ter ; and the nuts for the French stones
should be two feet diameter, and make one

hundred revolutions per minute ; but those for the
grey stones should be from two feet two to two
feet three inches diameter.

The crown or fly wheel at the top of the
upright shaft should be six feet diameter,
and work a nut of sixteen inches diameter ;

and upon the same shaft with the nut, there
should be a drum for working the dressing
machine, which should make from four hundred

and fiftytofive hundred revolutions perminute.
2N
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The pit wheel, the spur wheel, and the fly
wheel, should all have loose facings screwed to
the rim ; but there is no necessity for having
loose facings for the wallow wheel

And there

should be a cast iron rim for the spindles to stand
upon, eight inches broad , one and three quarters
1

inch thick, and ten feet four inches diameter,
which may be fixed upon six cast iron pil

lars, about four feet from the ground floor,
or upon six stone pillars ; and it should have as
many round holes through it, two inches diame
ter, as there are to be mill stones ; and each spin
dle foot should stand exactly over each hole.

There should be a casting over every hole

fourteen inches long, seven broad, and the plate
inch thick, with a hole near each end, to screw

them to the circular casting ; and in the middle

of it there should be a round protuberance, shaped
like a hatter's block, six inches diameter, and

four inches deep ; but the inside of it must be a
square box, and contain another cast iron box,

four inches square in the inside ; and the bottom
and sides should be half an inch thick , and should

fill tightly, yet work easily up and down it.
Through the middle of every side of the inner
box there must be a hole three quartersof an inch

wide, well tapped, and have a good thread ; and

1
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opposite to these four holes there must be four

mortisses cut through the round part'of the cast
ing two inches deep, and three quarters of an inch
wide, to admit of four pins going through them
and the inner box also.

The inner box must not

have a hole in the bottom, and the brass step for
it should be two and a half inches square, and

stand even with the top edge of the box, and
have a space of three quarters of an inch between

the brass step and the inside of it .
The four said pins should project about an inch
and a half on the outside of the round part of the

casting, and have square heads to admit of a
small screw key, to turn them while the miller

1
1

is brigging the spindle, as it is called , that is,
setting it perpendicular.
The foot of the upright shaft will require
a plate with a square box cast upon it, three
inches deep, and four inches wide, but should be
stronger than that for the spindle, and must have

7

a screw pin in every side to adjust the brass step ;
but no inner box will be required, nor any spin
dle to raise it, for when the step is too much

worn, it may be raised by putting a piece of
solled iron plate under it, and the cast plate may
be screwed to the brig tree with a couple of
screws.

1
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It is full twenty years since I first introduced
this plan, and I believe it was the first of the
kind ; and though so much superior to the old

way of brigging with a few wooden wedges, and
raising the stone with a long clumsy wooden
lever, and a string at the end, which was pulled

when the stone required either raising or lower
ing, it lay in obscurity for some years, but now
is become universal in this part of the country .
This shews how slow the progress of mechan
ical improvements is ; and a greater proof can
not be given than in the use of the balance
rine and ventilator.

While on the other hand ,

we see the most trifling and insignificant im
provements, if such they should be called, make
rapid strides, and, for a time, arrest the attention

and mislead men of sound judgment; witness
the numberless plans that have been designed
for steam engines, and for the make and move
ment of water wheels, which are vanished like a
dream .

The spindle will answer very well, if made of
good cast metal; but where the nut will be fixed,
and eight inches above, it should be turned as

true as possible, and the hole in the nut should
be bored true to fit it ; and when the spindle is
in the throw or lathe, the nut should be pat upon

it, and the spindle should run in the nut for an
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hour, in oil andemery dust, till they are polished
as fine as possible, to make the nut slide easily
when raised out of gear .

A groove should be cut in the spindle, full
half an inch wide, and five eighths of an inch
deep ; the bottom end should begin a little below
where the nut should be fixed and continued ,

and eight to nine inches above it when in gear,
that when it is raised out of gear, still the key

in the spindlé should be some inches above the
top of the nut. The key should be inade of soft

steel, and firmly fixed in the spindle ; and there
must be a groove cut in the nut that will exactly
fit the key, or it will shake when working, and
should be half an inch thick and six-eighths of
an inch deep. There should be a hoop, half an
inch thick, fixed upon the spindle with two screw

pins, to prevent the nut from sliding too low
when let fall into gear. The nuts for the spindles
will work most easily, if cogged with wood six
inches broad .

The gear for the pit wheel should be nine inches

broad , for the spur wheel seven, and for the fly
wheel four inches.
The bearers for the hurst should be made of

cast iron , covered with four castings, with holes
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in to admit of the spindles to pass through, and
for the upright shaft also.
The top side of the under grinding stone should
be laid three inches above the chamber floor, and

the girders for the stones should be of cast iron ,
but the casings for them of sheet iron ; and the
hoppers should be made circular of rolled sheet
iron, and the shoes for them should be the same.
Making a hurst upon this principle will prevent
it from taking fire, and the cost would not be
above £25 or £ 30 more than a wood one.

But it may so - happen, that a person might
wish to make a hurst upon this principle, where
it may

be difficult, as well as expensive, to pro

cure castings for it ; and should that be the
case, he may make it of wood, and the circle
for the spindles to stand upon also, and it

may be made to work equally as well as if made
of cast iron ;, but the gear must be cast iron,

except the cogs for the nuts, let it cost what
it may
I have no doubt but there will soon be corn

mills built in Russia, and on the continent, upon

the principle I recommend.
Both the water wheel shaft and the upright
shaft I would recommend to be made of cast

.
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iron ; but for a wheel only nine feet broad, it is.
not worth while to cast the shaft hollow .

The

upright shaft should be cast hollow in one length,
sixteen inches diameter at the bottom , and twelve

at the top, with a shoulder upon it to support
the spur wheel.

I shall now explain the nature of what I con

sider the most simple and useful, as well as the
best balance rine.

The balance rine I recommend is a cast iron

bar, as per figure.
C

A

STO : Bar

The two ends are sunk into the stone, till that

part at A is even with the back side of the bur

stone, or nearly so , that the stone may be entirely
worn before the inside of the bar can obstruct

the working of it.

The round cup at B mustbe exactly in the cen
tre of the stone, and the round ball that is turned

on the top of the spindle, must not be more than
three -fourths of an inch diameter. When the

bar is fixed exactly in the centre of the stone, it
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should be soldered on with lead as fast as possi
ble ; and the width between the inside of the

arms of the bar should be equal to the width of
the eye of the stone. The bar should be full two
inches deep, and one and a half thick , made of
good beaten iron .

There will require a round casting six inches

deep, and of the same diameter, with a square
hole in, neatly fitted to the square of the spindle,
and a groove in the top of it, of equal depth
with the bar ; but the width of it should be a
quarter of an inch more than the thickness ofthe
bar, for it should have this space allowed to play
in. The whole of the ball that is on the top of
the spindle should stand above the bottom of the

groove in the casting which is fixed on the top
of the spindle, but no more than just what will

clear it to admit of its filling the cup B. It is
plain, that when the bar is in the groove in
the round casting, it will carry the stone
round with it ,

1

The letter C represents a square protuberance
on the top of the bar, upon which a smsll spindle
is fixed , that works the shoe which feeds the
stone ; and when it is laid down, if it should not

exactly balance itself, and it is a hundred to one
it does not, it must be adjusted with lead , which

1
1
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should be firmly fastened to it ; for the balance
must be retained with the greatest exactness, or

the stone will not grind well ; and it is the want
of this precaution that has made many

millers

miscarry in the use of the balance rine.
Another thing in which the millwrights have

greatly erred is in not having the cup at B in the
centre of the stone with respect to the depth of
it ; for this should be as carefully attended to as

to have it in the centre in a longitudinal
direction .

I hope these instructions for fixing the balance
rine, and also those for brigging the spindle and

raising it are sufficiently plain, that any master
miller, or millwright of common capacity, may
understand them

A grinding stone may be balanced with much
more exactness by the balance rine, than it can

possibly be by the fast rine when fixed upon the
spindle ; and if this be the fact, the consequence
will be, that grinding may be performed with

much more exactness by thebalance rine than by
The nuts upon the spindles may
with safety be taken out of gear when the water
wheel is running ; but it must stand while they
are put into gear .

the fast one .

着
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French stones four feet eight inches diameter
( for this I take to be the best size) will not grind
more than three bushels in the hour, if ground

in the best manner ; yet there are many millers
that grind nearly five bushels in the same time ;

4

but all such grain is greatly injured. French
stones should always be dressed once in the week;
and all the clammy paste that adheres to them
taken off three days before or after the stone
is dressed, with an old card made of strong
wire ; for this is as beneficial to the stone as

half dressing it .
Having the works properly put into the stone

is of the greatest importance for grinding well ;
but the difficulty lies in knowing which is the

best way of setting out the works for a grinding
stone.

An intelligent man, upon a very superficial
view of the works as they are generally put into

a grinding stone, will see the impropriety of all
such divisions and subdivisions as are commonly
used in the land and furrows of a stone.

The works in a grinding stone, as thus set

out, plainly shew that some parts of them keep

the grain much too long in, by which it is greatly
injured ; and there are other parts of them so
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improperly constructed, that they throw it out
before it is three-fourths ground. Those works
must be the best constructed that commence

grinding at an equal distance from the eye

of

the stone, and uniformly discharge the flour at the
edge of it, after the grain has passed through an

equal space in an equal time; but to accomplish
this, the draft must keep increasing as it ap;
proaches the edge of the stone in a given ratio.
5

$

As the works are now put into the stone, some
of the lines recede from the centre three times as

much in a certain length as some others ; and
there'are some lines that approach it five times as
fast as they should do.

The next thing to be considered is the raising

of the stone, which, in general, is very imper
fectly performed. Some are raised by wedges,

some by levers and weights, others by screws,

and some few by gear ; but nearly all of them
are imperfectly raised, because they do not lift
the spindle perpendicular.
To do this will require a pin or short upriglat
to be nicely forged, two feet six inches long, or
any other length that may be required, one inch
and a half diameter, and turn four or five inches

in the middle, having a fine thread cut of eight
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in an inch, with a nut for it to work in, fixed
firmly in a piece of timber, under the circular
casting, in a perpendicular line with the foot of
the spindle, but the top must go through the
circular casting to the under side the iron box
the brass step is placed in, where the spindle
foot works; and the bottom of the short upright
need not go more than five or six inches through

the said timber, which should be strong, as it
will have the weight of the stone to carry when
working

Upon the upright pin there should be a square,
a little above the said timber, upon which a spur
wheel two feet diameter should be fixed con

taining one hundred teeth . ' . And there must be
another short shaft, the same strength as the

last, and one end may be fixed near or upon the
ground floor, but the other end must rise four
inches above the circular casting, upon which a

nut must be fixed , containing ten teeth , two
inches broad, to work the wheel that contains

one hundred teeth ; and on the top of the shaft
there must be a face wheel fixėd, containing sixty
teeth , which should stand upwards, and this
wheel must be worked by a lying shaft, upon one
end of which there must be a nut with ten teeth ,

to work into the wheel with sixty teeth ; and the

1
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other end must go through the front of the hurst,
and have a handle, by which the stone may be

raised the hundred and sixtieth part of an inch,
by moving it one tooth ; and by the addition of
two more wheels, one containing six the other
thirty -six teeth, the stone would be raised one

thousandth part of an inch, if the handle was
only moved one tooth. On the back side of the
handle there should be an index, divided into

one hundred and sixty or one thousandth parts,
if the stone should be raised so little at once ;
and a hand like that for a clock face should be

fixed upon the lying shaft, which would always
shew how much the stone was raised at once.

The whole expense of gear work for raising
one stone, including that of the balance rine,
would not exceed £5 ; but were they to cost ten
times the sum, the money would be well laid out.

A cast iron spindle must pass through the hurst,

and stand upon the circular casting like the other
spindles, and be worked by the spur wheel with
a drum at the top ; and work the shilling stones

by a strap, for they work much better this way
than any other.

More than seventeen years ago I designed
Warrington corn mills, in which there were
pineteen pair of mill stones, but two pair of

A을
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them were for shilling with, and are worked by

straps of extraordinary length.
That raising the stone by gear in the manner
described, and lifting the spindle perpendicular,
is greatly in favor of grinding well is certain ;
still one great difficulty remains,' and until it is
removed , considerable imperfection will attend
the machinery of a corn mill, and I think there

is nothing more difficult in mechanism than cor

recting this imperfection. What I allude to is
the expansion of the spindle when heated by
friction , which is common to all, but much more
to somethan to others; and the inore the spindle
is heated, and the greater is the danger of the
grain being injured in the grinding ; which
shews the necessity of, as much as possible, keep
ing the spindle foot from heating. A spindle
و

foot that is given to heating requires great atten
ţion ; for it is surprising how much the expan
sion will raise the stone, and if the miller neglects

to lower the foot in proportion , bad grinding is
the inevitable consequence .

When the clough or shuttle is set down at night
if the stones were not lowered, they would be
found too high in the morning to grind well, as
the spindles would be much contracted , which

would require them raising ; but they are gene
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rally lowered when the clough is put down,
though they are frequently allowed to work an
hour or two in the morning, before the miller

attends to the raising of them , notwithstanding
the spindle may have been considerably extended .
Was there no variation in the length of the spin
dle, the mill might be set to work in the morning ;
and after the stones were set to work and fixed

a proper height, they would require no more
looking after for the day. Something simple is
wanted to lower the spindle in exact proportion
to the expansion of it, which is extremely diffi
cult to discover, if not impossible ; and until it

is accomplished, there will always be great im
perfection in the working of a corn mill.

With respect to the speed and diameter of a
French stone, millers are nearly agreed, that

from ninety -five to one hundred revolutions per
minute is as good a speed as can be found, when
the grain is moderately dry ; and four feet eight
inches is allowed to be the most proper size.

The diameter of a grey stone is generally from
five feet six inches to six feet, and the speed from
seventy to seventy -five revolutions per minute ; and

the speed ofa dressing machine may be taken at
from four hundred and fifty to five hundred revo
lutions per minute, as before stated ; but the
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flour should not be dressed of near a week after it

is ground, for it makes the bran separate more
freely from the flour.
The flour should all be raised by eleyaters, into
a chamber or large bin for that purpose ; and the
dressing machine should stand upon the next floor
below . Elevaters are a number of small squarę

tin cans, and the back side projects full one inch
above the mouth, and that part is fastened to a
leather or sacking strap, which is worked by
rollers ; and as these cans pass through the meal
ark or trough, they fill themselves, and ascend ;

and after passing over a roller nearthe top of the
room where the meal is laid , they discharge
their cargoes, and descend with the mouth down
ward .

Dressing the grain well before it is ground is
of the utmost importance ; for if it is not well
cleansed from the sand and dust that adheres to

it, the colour of the flour will not be good, and
its value will consequently be diminished.

The next thing should be to have the grain
properly dried by a ventilator, which I shall ex

plain more fully hereafter. The grain should
then pass through a screen or riddle, that will

admit of nothing to pass through larger than a
1
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grain of corn, which might greatly injure the
face of a French stone ; such for instance, as

small nails or broken ones, or small bits of old

iron, which foreign grain is much subject to,
and this machine is for the purpose of taking
them all out. After this it is taken up by eleva

ters to another screen and passed through it ;
and from thence it descends into a box fan , in a

thin sheet nearly as broad as the fan is long,

which is closed on every side, except where air
is admitted ; and a pipe goes from it in an hori

zontal direction through the out wall of the
building, and separates the dust and sand from

the grain, blowing them away through the pipe
while the grain descends into a bin, or into the
hoppers of the stones, but not until it has fre

quently undergone five or six of these operations ;
but I think there is no necessity for all this, as
a much better and less expensive plan may be
adopted.

After the grain has passed the screen for taking
out all hard substances, I would have a circular

box to contain a cylinder, upon which four, or
from that to six brushes should be fixed , and

work against three more brushes fixed against the
back side of the box, which should be fixed as

near those on the cylinder as can be without
2 P
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touching; and the space between the brushes
should be filled up with wood nearly even with
the face of them , to prevent the grain from
1

Todging there, andescapingthe operation of the '
brushes.

The grain should descend from the screen in a
thin sheet, and fall between the brushes ; and if

the cylinder moves quick, by only passing ohce
through it would be more effectually cleansed
than by passing ten times through any screen ;
from the bottom of the cylinder it should de
scend to the box fan , and froni thence to a

large bin or hopper, from whence all the lesser

hoppers might be supplied. A quantity of air
may be admitted into the box where the brushes

work, which would take off partof the dust; and

it might be easily conveyed into the pipe that
goes from the fan .

But when the grain has been dried and dressed
in the best possible manner, still much judgment
and attention is necessary in the dressing of a
French stone. The more kind and open the

stone is, and the finer the cracking should be ;
for if the lines could be made as fine as a hair,

they would be the best, but for a close hard

stone they should be rather more open,
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Cracking the stone is filling the lands of it
with fine lines, all of which should run parallel
with the furrows ; and these lines are made withi

a two edged tool, fixed upon a short shaft like a
mason's hammer, from inch and a half to near

two inches broad, which should be made of the best
tempered steel, and have an edge as sharp as a
joiner's chisel.

When the dressing of a stone is finished , all
the lands in it (which should be about sixty in
number) should appear filled with fine lines,

running parallel ' with the furrows, from the eye
of the stone where they commence to the extrem
ity of it ; but such is the carelessness and inat

tention of the working miller, that unless he is
well observed , he will put them in as is most
convenient for him.

These furrows may be con

sidered as so many large shears that are clipping
or cutting the grain , and the fine lines or

cracking as. so many extremely small scissors

that are still carrying on the same operation ,
until the meal quits the stone.
How much better are the works in a French

stone now calculated for grinding, than when
dressed by pricking with a small 'pointed tool,
which reduced the face of it ' to nothing but
hills and holes, more uneven and rough than
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a grater, by which both.grain and bran were tore

in pieces, and much loss was the consequence of
it ; and yet strange to tell, this miserable

way of

dressing, like that of hanging and brigging
instead of the balance rine, is the general
practice.
I have no doubt, but the grinding of corn,

/

bad as it is, is much better performed in the west
riding of the county of York, than in any other
part of the kingdom.
I would recommend to the master miller to
1

attend to the following observations.
When the stone is at work, stop it, and take it

carefully up without disturbing'any of the grain or
flour upon the lower stone. Then begin six inches
from the eye, and take a small quantity ofgrain ( for

be

it will be little else there) from a number of

the furrows, put the quantities upon separate
plates, and let them be all numbered, and the
furrows from whence they were taken. Six in
ches more remote from the eye, repeat the same

experiment, and attend carefully to the numbers
and the distance they were taken from the eye;
after this, run over six inches farther from the

eye, and proceed exactly in the same manner ;

and lastly move within an inch or two of the edge

12
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of the stone, and take a grain from the same num

þer offurrows;then placethe whole before a good
light, and 'with a powerful glass examine every
sample, for the naked eye is not sufficiently

powerful for so nice an investigation, and it will
create much surprise, to find the difference in the

state of the grain and meal in some of the fur

rows, when compared with that in some others,
where the distance may be equal from the eye

of

the stone,

If the grain is found very differently cut in one
furrow from that of another, and yet the distances
:

from the centre equal, it is plain, either that the
drafts of the furrows are different, or the furrows

differently cut, or that the cracking of the stone
is imperfect at those places ; for the investigation
should inform the miller from whence such a

difference in the state of the meal arises, or he

will profit nothing from the inquiry.
But the shape of the furrow should be care
fully attended to, that both the fore and back

edge are sloped equally alike ; for if the back

edge is cut more perpendicular than the fore
edge, which is but too commonly the case , the

meal will lodge there, and be very injurious to
the grinding ; both sides should be an inclined
plane of equal declivity.
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But so imperfect is the knowledge of corn
grinding, that I much doubt whether any one

fe

can say, with certainty, which is the best way of
putting works into a French stone ; and perfec
tion in the art I think cannot be obtained but
by repeated experiments, similar to what I have

11
HO
31

recommended .

A perfect knowledge of the mechanism of a
mill stone, and the best mode of grinding, I con
sider by much the most difficult to obtain of any
kind of machinery whatsoever ; and this, in a
great measure, accounts for its being so imper
fectly understood

2011
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To bring' two parallel surfaces together, the
circumference of each being equal to nearly fif
teen feet, consisting of such a number of lands
and furrows, and filled with such an infinite

請

number of fine lines, in equal contact in pulver

izing the grain, and moving with a velocity, at
the extremity, of nearly a mile in three minutes,

with a density equal to nearly two thousand
pounds, to a reflecting inind ' will appear next to
impossible, and it will excite little surprise, that
grinding should be so much involved in ig

norance and prejudice ; more especially when
putting the works into a grinding stone, is con
stantly committed to the care of the millwright,

3
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who has little or no interest in the perfection of
them . For it is the master miller, that is, the

owner of the works, that should aim atperfection

of knowledge in this most intricate business ;
if he will not take pains to learn it, he has no
right to expectanother will learn it for him.

Vhat an invaluable source of wealth lies yet
unexplored in the drying and grinding of grain ;
and the prince, the peer, and the peasant are all
equally interested in it.
The
I have already observed, that no corn mill can
4

is equally interested in having one, that he may
bring his grain to the market perfectly dry,
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he complete without a ventilator ; and the farmer

and at a time when it will be the most beneficial
for him.

I hope the following observations will convince
the cultivator of the ground, of the necessity,

utility, and advantage he will receive from
having a ventilator ; more especially, as he may
procure one at an easy expense; as I shall here
after shew .

Any chramber 'may be converted into a ventila
tor that has a moderate good floor. ' If a chamber

is used for that purpose , a counter floor will be
necessary , the beams of which should be laid from
!
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twelve to fifteen inches above the present floor,
but they will not require to be very strong , see

ing they may be supported from the under floor,
into the wall, as if intended
for a corn warehouse, and the joists should not be
placed at more than three inches from each other ;
for they should be so near, that a person's foot
and should go

cannot get between them, and they may be cut
out of inch and a half, or inch and three quarters

board , and from five to six inches deep ; and if
they should spring a little, they may be support
ed from the under floor, forthe thinner they are ,
and the more room there will be for the hot air

to expand.

.

It would have been a desirable thing, if the

covering of the timber could have been made of

cast iron or copper-plate; but experience proves
that grain is too delicate to bear it ; for it is

found impossible to dry it upon any metal plate
or even tile, without greatly injuring it, both in
taste and colour, and yet it is astonishing the
quantity that is dried now upon kilns of every

for

fr

TI

description.

Should it be put upon a tile kiln, it should not
be until the fire is quite out; but this will not
suit the miller, as he can get very little dried

by so slow a process ;, and experience hąs fully

TI
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proved, that as yet nothing artificial that is
known of that will dry wheaten grain without in
juring the quality, but rarified air blown through
it when spread upon a hair cloth , which must
be nailed to the joist. The grain will grind much

better if it lies two or three days after it is dried.
But I would not recommend a ventilator to be

made of wood above twelve feet square. Should

there be any broken or open places in the under
floor, they should be well made up ; and if the
walls are not plaistered, they should be ; and if

it is made in the top chamber, which is by much
the best for a mill for discharging the grain from
it, it should be under-drawn to the spars, and

have three copper pipes fixed in the roof, shaped
like a funnel, with the wide end down, and have
valves at the top end, which should be from four
to five inches diameter ; but the wider end should
be from twelve to fourteen inches, to let out the

steam, and when it ceases to rise, they should be
shut to prevent the warm air from escaping ,
There should be two small windows opposite
to each other to admit of fresh air, for the relief

of the men while the grain is taking off, and
fresh putting upon the hair cloth .
The next thing to be considered is the best
way of rarifying the air, in the most simple and

least expensive manner .
2 Q
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I would recommend a caravan stove, as they
are called, from three feet to three feet six inches

1

,1

long, two feet wide, twenty inches deep, and the
bottom should be made about three inches con

cave, and the top as much convex.

+

There should a branch go from one of the sides
near the end, eighteen inches long, six inches
diameter in the inside, and another the same size
at the end most remote from it, to let out the hot

air. And there should be two lead pipes, each

eight inches long of the same diameter as the
cast ones, which should have a flange at one end ,
and be screwed to the cast flange; but the other

1
1

end should be without, to admit of a stout tin

pipe of the same diameter being soldered to it,
and go from thence through the floor and under

7

the hair cloth, and should be continued the whole
length of the room, and have the end closed, but
should have a great many holes made in it the
whole length of the pipe, an eighth of an inch
wide, to prevent any extra heat being applied to
any part of the grain .

TE

The fan should stand on the same floor with the

ip

21

stove, and as near as circumstances will admit ;

but if this cannot be had, the air may be carried
2

from it to the stove, if the distance should be

from eighteen to twenty feet; but the nearer they
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stand together and the less power will be required
to work the fan .

The wood pipe that will convey the air from

the fan should keep gradually diminishing, until
it is five and a half inches square in the inside ;
and should have a strip of leather put round the
out side, and the end of the tin pipe should be
made square and slide upon it, and nailed to
the wood pipe, by which it may be made per
fectly air tight.

The fan should be from thirty -two to thiſty
four inches wide in the inside, with four stout

tin wings or webs, from ten to twelve inches
deep, and should make nearly three hundred

per minute ; and should it give too
much air, the quantity may be reduced by con

revolutions

tracting the slides in the end that lets it in .

The tin pipe that conveys the hot air should
be inclosed in a wood tube from the stoye, until
it enters the floor ; and there should be two inches
of space round it, which should be filled
up with

sand to prevent any heat from escaping. Tin

pipes may be made with one- fifth expense that
iron ones would cost, and will answer every pur

pose, as they will always be kept dry ; and there
is no fear of them bursting ; for I know a factory
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that has been heated by steam with tin pipes for
more than ten years.
0

The stove should have a flue round it, and a
brick and a half wall on the out side of it, and

the same thickness of brick should be on the top,;
and afterwards covered with a thick coat ofmor

tar, to prevent any loss of heat . The chimney
for the stove should be from twenty -six to thirty
six feet high ; for if the draft is good, any kind

of inferior coal may be used ; and the bottom of
the stove should be from fifteen to sixteen inches

from the grate bars, and have a damper to regu
late the draft .

It is easy to see , that if the first floor is air
tight, the space between it and the hair cloth will
be filled with hot air in a few minutes ; and there

is no possible way for it to escape - but through
the grain, for by being rarified it becomes much
lighter, and its natural tendency is to ascend,
were it not compelled by the power of the fan,

which will be constantly dislodging it from the
stove with air much more dense .
1

The advantage of having a large fan quickly
speeded is great, as much coal may be saved by
it ; for, as I have before observed, grain made

soft and unfit for grinding, by laying too long on
}
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ship board, or in the warehouse, by being placed

upon the hair cloth from eight to ten hours,
when the atmosphere is dry, may be perfectly
restored, and made to grind well ; but if an am

ple quantity of cold air was not applied, it would
be too weak, and hot air would then be required.

INSTRUCTIONS
FOR BRECTING A BUILDING FOR A VENTILATOR ,
TWENTY - FOUR FEET SQUARE.

Was I going to erect a building for a ventila
tor for any person , I would use good sound flags,
four feet long and three inches thick , could they

be had at a moderate price ; and if theowner was
not inclined to have cast iron beams, five deal ones

might be used, fourteen inches deep and nine
thick , and each have a cast pillar to support them
in the middle, with a small protuberence on each

side ofit, upon which a spur might be placed, and
a wooden brace, four feet long, nine inches broad,
and four thick, should be fixed upon the top of

each pillar ; and the spurs should go within four
inches of the end, and a three quarters screw pin
should go through the brace and the beam , and
these would inake the floor firm and strong . The

joints of the stone should be made wide on the
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top side, and filled with lime, and the whole
covered with a 'rough coat of plaister, to make
the floor air tight.
1

But if good stone could not be procured at a
moderate expense, I would recommend three
deal beams ; pillars, spurs, and braces the same
1

as before mentioned, if the owner did not chuse

to have cast iron beams, with flanges on each
side for the arch to spring from ; for these beams
might be cast in two , and would only require
one pillar to support them .
If wooden beams are used , there must be a

piece of timber, five inches broad and three thick,
screwed to each side of the beam , and even with
the under side of it, to serve for springers to the
And there should be two flat bars of iron ,
two and a half inches broad, and full half an inch
thick, across all the beams ; and the floor should
arch ,

12

be divided into three equal parts ; and the bars
should have a hole in over the middle of the

beams, to admit of an inch pin going through
them and the beam, which should be well

screwed together ; but it would make the

gads more easy to manage, if they were in two
lengths, and they might lap over each other ,
and one pin would serve for both ; but the other

end would require rounding for five inches , made

11
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full inch diameter, and have a stout thread, with
a nut two inches thick , and have a cast iron

washer, of equal thickness , fifteen inchés diame
ter, placed on the out side the gable end wall ;
and the bars must go through thewalls, and the

round part through the washer, and should be
very firmly screwed.
These bars would be required if there were cast
beams, or the arches would throw down the

gable end walls ; this is the way floors are
made in some large cotton factories.

When a brick in length arch has been turned,
the spondrels should be filled up with broken
bricks and mortar, and a strong coat of rough
plaister cover the whole, by which it may be

made perfectly air tight.

This floor would be

much stronger than if made with timber and
flags, or of one that is made all of timber ; for
when it is exposed to great heat it soon becomes

weak and tender, having lost its elasticity ; if a
wood floor is used for a ventilator, I would re

commend it to be covered with a coat of plaister.
The farmer and the miller will now see how

they should proceed with making a building for
a ventilator, and also how they should heat the
air, make, and work the fan ; and they should
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know how many degrees the air is heated, which

may be done by soldering a small pipe to the tin
tube, and have a cock to let out the hot air into

a vessel made air tight, of either tin or copper ;
but the front should be glazed , and have a ther
mometer fixed in it, and the heat should be kept
of an equal temperature.

I shall hereafter give an estimate for a wood
floor, that may be made over a chamber floor that
is already laid, which includes the hair cloth ;

IF

also for a floor made of cast metal, which is as

applicable to a wood floor as for any other that
may be yet to make; and this I consider by much
the best, and the expense will not much exceed
that of a wood floor if any: From these esti
mates and directions I hope, that if either the
farmer or the miller should make a ventilator

one- fourth , or one -third, or even one- half less

than that I have been giving instructions for,
they will know how to proceed with it, and pro
portion its various parts in a proper manner .
But I would caution them how they reduce

the size of the stove, for if the room should only

be four yards square, instead of eight, they should
not reduce it more than one-third ; and the dia

meter of the pipe in the inside should not be less
than four and a quarter inches, which will be

11
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nearly in proportion to a pipe six inches diameter
for a room eight yards square.
A fan will be the most simple, useful, and

least expensive for raising air, and may be worked
by the horses that work the farmers thrashing
machine, and the room for drying the grain
should stand near to it ; but it will not make
much difference if the air is drawn from ten to

twelve yards, provided the pipe is well lapped
round to keep the air from cooling it, or it may

be inclosed in a wooden pipe ; and the hot air
should be driven so forcibly through the grain,
as not to require turning more than once while

drying, which should be the last thing at night,
and taken off in the morning ; but some persons
never turn it at all, and yet lay it upon the hair
cloth three times as thick as I have estimated

upon . In the space of twenty-four hours, though
the grain might be very soft when put upon the
bair cloth , it would be as dry as possible, and
might be dried much sooner, but it is far better
to allow it a reasonable time. The higher the
roof or top of the room is above the grain, and
the more freely will the steam ascend and pass
through the pipes.

But perhaps it will be said, that, in a very wet
harvest, the corn is unfit for thrashing until it has
Q
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been stacked for a short time ; and during that
period it often heats and is very much injured,
and sometimes is worth little or nothing ; this is
lamentable, but the fact is undeniable ; yet a
ventilator would prevent all this loss, anxiety,
and disappointment ; for the sheaves might be
Hoe

placed upon an end upon the hair cloth, one
above another, and in a day and a night would
be fit for stacking or immediate thrashing.
If the room was under drawn to the spars, and

this is another reason why the ventilator should
༽

be next to the roof onaccount of height, a row
of strong streakers might be placed across it, and

a large quantity of sheaves laid upon them ,
which would dry nearly as well as those upon the

hair cloth ; which is fully proved by the drying
houses for woollen cloth, as the second chamber
always dries better than the first, by the heat

ascending. In a we harvest, when grain is
badly housed, a ventilator would save the large
farmer, in one year, more than three times the
sum it would cost ,

I estimate upon two hundred statute acres to pro

duce six hundred quarters of grain, which would

at least be improved 3s per quarter, admitting the
grain to be fairly housed ; but should the harvest
be wet , it would increase its value more than

1
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five times the sum ; but taking it at the lower
estimate, it would be £ 90 ; and surely this is
worth the attention of asmallfarmer.
But should the harvest be very wet, a ventila

tor would be productive of much greater profit
to the farmer than the higher estimate ; as he

might have his grain made perfectly dry, and not
be compelled to throw nearly the whole of it into
the market at once, to avoid the final loss of it ..

For in such calamitous times as these, the opu
lent corn miller and the rich corn speculator rusla

into the market, and purchase all the grain they
can, no matter what state it is in ; scraping to

>

e

gether all the bad housed grain they can meet
with, they hurry it off to various drying kilns ;

and after scorching it up, mix a little good grain

T

4

with the bad , and by so doing, the whole mass is

entirely spoiled ; for this is the commop practice
$

in a wet harvest, or when the grain is housed

1

soft and unfit to keep. The consequence of this *
is that an uncommon quantity of bad meal and

flour is poured into the market, and is frequently
very injurious to the health of the community ;
and notwithstanding the bad quality, an imme
diate advance in the price takes place, of from
fifty to perhaps one hundred per cent ; for this I
have known to be the case.
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I shall now give the farmer a list of the differ

ent sized ventilators, by which he will be able to
judge what dimensions are the best calculated to
suit him .

I estimate upon tén cubic feet of grain being
equal to one quarter of wheat, and the ventilator
to be filled once every twenty - four hours, the
grain lying twelve inches deep upon it. Accord

ing to this calculation , a room six feet square
would dry full three and a half quarters of grain
per day, twenty -one per week, and per month
of thirty days, one hundred and five quarters
would be dried.
1

A room nine feet square, would dry full eight
quarters per day, forty-eight per week, and two
hundred and forty per month ; a room twelve
feet square, would dry nearly fourteen and a half

quarters per day, nearly eighty-seven per week ,
and four hundred and thirty - five per month ; a
room fifteen feet square, would dry twenty -two

and a half quarters per day, one hundred and
thirty -five per week , and six hundred and seventy
five per month ; a room eighteen feet square,
would dry nearly thirty -two and a half quarters
per day, one hundred and ninety-five per week ,

and nine hundred and seventy-five per month ; a

toom twenty-one feet square, would dry forty
1

1
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two quarters per day, two hundred and fifty -two
per week, and one thousand two hundred and

sixty per month ; a room twenty-four feet square,

would dry fifty-seven and a half quarters per day,
three hundred and forty - five per week , and one
thousand seven hundred and twenty -five per
month ; a room twenty-seven feet square, would
dry seventy -three quarters per day, four hundred
and thirty -eight per week, and two thousand one
hundred and ninety per month ; and a room
thirty feetsquare, would dry ninety quarters per
day, five hundred and forty per week, and two
thousand seven hundred per month .
I am of opinion, that a ventilator thirty feet
square, would be ample for the largest farmer in

the kingdom ; and if he has a thrashing machine,
he may work a fan with it, from thirty to thirty
six inches broad , or a small cylinder made upon
1

the same principle as those for a blast furnace; but
the former machine is much more simple, and I

think, in general, better adapted to the genius
of the farmer.

A ventilator of from six to nine feet square ,

might be taken from a chamber in the house, or
placed in a small out building near it ; and a boy
of fourteen years might work a fan or bellows,

that would supply it with hot air,and the latter
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would be large enough for a farmer that had
seventy acres of wheat. If the chimney for the
furnace was raised a good height, it would assist

the draft, and inferior coal might be used for
that purpose.

A respectable corn miller who has a ventilator,

but a very inferior one indeed, informed me, that

1

a bushel of coal dried from twelve to fourteen

quarters of grain, which is scarcely a halfpenny

per quarter ; and coal at 6d per bushel is rather
high.

If any gentleman farmer would undertake the
erection of a ventilator upon a liberal plan, in
> manner as I shall hereafter describe, and have
all the work well executed , I think they would

soon become general ; and in a wet harvest, were
they in the hands of every farmer who occupied
a considerable quantity of land, they would save
themselves and the public millions sterling, by
giving the labouring class sound wholesome food ,
and at a reasonable price, which, under such
circumstances , could not be had by any other

means; and they would prevent those ruinous

speculations that always attend a wet harvest ;
moreover, we should be independent of the fo,

reign market.

2
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The great scarcity and high price of grain ,
occasioned by a wet harvest, does not so much

arise from any deficiency in the quantity, as from
the loss and waste by its beinghoused and stacked
soft, and the farmer not being able to get it
thrashed out in time before it begins to heat;

and yet, exposing so much soft grainto public
sale at once, is next to giving it away . exq
But what can the farmer do else than sell it,

if he has not sufficient chambers to lay it in ; but

if he had, no means could be used to keep it
from heating in some degree:
Another dreadful loss attends grinding soft
grain, as the meal cannot be separated from the
bran as it ought to be ; for the face of the stone
is covered with a thick tough dough or paste,
and it is very surprising how hot it will be ; and
to avoid this loss as much as possible, when grain

is in this state it is scorched upon drying kilns ;
but the colour and taste of it is much injured,

as I have before observed ; and yet without this
method being used, it would be impossible to
grind it.

The great loss that attends grinding soft
grain, shews the necessity of the corn miller

and the farmer being compelled to have ven
tilators.
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If government would pass an act, and compel
both the farmer and the miller to use ventilators

made upon a proper principle, it would in my
opinion, be the most humane and benevolent law
that was ever enacted ; and surely they will not

think such a great national improvement un
worthy their attention .
02 Dec 13 197

of grain lost by a
To procure an equivalent
wet harvest, government have frequently been

under the necessity of sending millions sterling

1

to the foreign market in a single year ; but if
ventilators had been in general use , nearly all
this loss would have been prevented ; for the poor
would have had a sufficiency of bread, and at a
moderate price ; and the subscriptions for soup

shops, and the cry of the poor would not have
been heard in our streets.

I will not estimate upon allthe grain being seri
ously injured by a wet harvest, though little es
capes, but only upon what I suppose may be two
thirds of it ; and take the quantity that may

have been injured equal to ten millions of
quarters, which at 10s per quarter, will amount
to £ 5,000,000, and I estimate the loss on all
other kind of grain to be £ 3,000,000, making a
total loss of £ 8,000,000 .

It is a well known fact, that the loss in grain

in only one year by a wet barvest, was near

1
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twice this sum, and yet nearly all the loss
that attends a wet harvest, may in future be

prevented with only expending a trifling sum
when compared with the great object that would
be obtained by it.

I shall now give a brief estimate for making a

ventilator, and take it for granted, that the
farmer has a chamberwhich he can spare for that

purpose, and calculate upon a room twenty -four
feet square. Such a room will contain sixty -four
square yards ; but the timber for it will require
no dressing
£.

$.

d.

I estimate the floor and hair cloth at 135 per
41 12 0
yard, equal to

Underdrawing the roof to the spars, one hundred
5

yards , 18 per ,

Plaistering the walls,

0

0

3 12

0

12 12

0

21 10

0

14 13

0

Building a hovel, from nine to ten feet square,
for the stove to stand in ,

Expense of a cast iron caravan stove, which
includes grate, bars, door, and brick -work ,

(but it may be something more)
Making a fan £ 10 10, fourteen yards of six inch
1

tin pipe 42s, two short lead pipes 418,

Making a crane to lift the grain to the ventilator, 5 100
£ 104

90

Such a ventilator as this would dry forty -eight
quarters of wheat in twenty- four hours, with a

slow fire, as I have already shewn ; but it may be
dried in half the time, though I would caution
2 S
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the ' farmer and the miller against drying it
too fast.

I estimate the coal at 2s per day ; but in some
situations it will not cost more than half the sum,

and the man's wages for taking care of it at 3s per
day, and allow the same for the power of the

horse, and one penny per quarter for bringing
the grain to, and taking it from the ventilator,
making in all 12s per day, which is equal to full

2d per quarter ; but it is probable that some of
the men that wait upon the thrashing machine

would look after the fire, as it would require

feeding but very seldom ;

which would reduce the

expense to near 2d per quarter.

Was the same quantity of grain lodged in a
public corn warehouse, and proper care taken
of it for only two months, I am inclined
to think it would cost nearly twice the last men

tioned sum , and by expending little more than
2d per quarter in drying it, it would keep sweet
and good for years ; and turning it over twice in
the year would be quite sufficient, and every
quarter of that grain would be worth from 3s to

As per quarter more in any public market ; and
if the farmer chose, he might have a large screen
fixed in the middle of the pipe that conveys it
from the hair cloth to the sack , which would
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make it much cleaner, and look far better ; and

no extra labour would be required in doing it.
I am aware of the farmer's objection to drying

his grain , because, says he, it will make it much
lighter ; but he has nothing to fear from this
for when it has lain a few weeks, he will find

little variation in the weight of it, except being
from three to four pounds heavier. But let that

be as it may, no miller would purchase any of
his grain that was undried, so long as he hąd
any of the dried to dispose of, and at the advan
ced price .
Who ever heard of a corn miller refusing to
purchase Dantsic wheat because it was too light,

and is it not all dried and yet our millers will
purchase it in preference to any grain that is
grown in this, or any other country, because it
is drier than any they can meet with.
Some years

ago, I was conversing with a public

baker in the north, upon the utility of ventilators,
and he informed me, he would give from 2s 6d to

3s per pack more for flour, if the grain had been
dried by a ventilator, supposing it to have been
in good condition before it was dried , than he
would give for it in its natural state, and added,
I can get much more by it than the extra price,
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as it takes much more water to knead it, conse

quently, I get a much greater weight of bread
from it ; and it may be carried round the globe,
either in flour or in bread, without producing
any kind of vermin .
It is well known, the corn in Poland is dried
in barns that have flues in the walls, and are
heated with lumber wood, and the excrements of

the cattle when dried by the sun, also with stub
ble, roots , & c ; and the sheaves are placed upon

the end on the ground floor, from twelve to fif
teen hours, or longer if required , and afterwards
taken out and stacked.

This prudent practice

I understand is not peculiar to a wet harvest, but
is general in nearly every part of the country ;
though there is little variation of season there,
being only winter and summer , and their com
mencement and conclusion are known to within

a few days,

Now if the people in Poland judge it so neces

sary to dry their grain where the summer is so
very fine, and subject to little variation ; does it

not shew , in the strongest light, the absolute
necessity of our farmers being provided with the
)

best possible means of drying their grain, seeing
the weather is much more variable in England

than in any other part of Europe. ?
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In the present state of thing's, the farmer's
capital is more insecure than that of any other
class of men ; and what makes it much more so ,

is, because he cannot insure himself against the
sad effects of high winds and excessive rains,

which frequently take place both before and in the
time of harvest; by which all his fond hopes of
an abundant crop are blasted, and himself and

family plunged into utter ruin ; nor can his
situation be made more permanent, until he has

the means of drying his grain, and disposing of
it at those times when it will be most for his
interest.

Although I have shewn the great advantage
there is in drying grain by a ventilator, it is pro
bable some farmer may think , that if drying grain
in a barn answers so well in Poland , it would do

equally so here, and perhaps be less expensive
than a ventilator. But this will be found a great

mistake, as the following statements will shew.
I will suppose a barn built, to dry sheaves in,
twenty yards long and twelve yards wide. Such
a building would contain two hundred and forty
square yards ; but ten of them should be deduct
ed for the space the flues would occupy, which
should be placed on the floor, and not in the

wall. I estimate upon eight sheaves standing in
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one square yard, but they will stand very close ;
and according to this calculation, one thousand

eight hundred and forty would stand upon the
supposed floor ; and if ten sheaves are allowed
for a hattock, and thirty -five of them per acre,

each acre producing three quarters of grain, and
the sheaves are to be dried in two days time ;
such a floor would contain nearly five acres of

hattocks, and I will suppose five beams placed
across the barn , eight feet from the ground floor,
and a sufficient number of loose streakers placed
upon thein, capable of containing three acres
more sheaves, making in all eight acres. From
this statement, twenty - four acres of sheaves are

estimated to be dried in six days, which is the
utmost that should be calculated upon, and is

supposed to be equal to seventy -two quarters of
grain.

A ventilator eight yards square will contain

sixty-four square yards and would dry three hun
dred and forty-five quarters of grain in six days,
which is nearly five times as much as could be

dried in the sheaf, in the supposed barn, and the
room required to dry it in is only about one
fourth of that required to dry seventy -two quar
ters in the sheaf ; and yet the barn contains

nearly four times the space the ventilator does ;
moreover, there will be much more fuel consumed

3
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in drying seventy -two quarters of grain in the
barn than three hundred and forty five by the
ventilator, for three reasons ; Ist . A large

quantity of fuel would be expended in heating
the flues and in rarifying the air for a space in
cluding length, breadth, and height, near six

times as large as that required for the ventilator.
2nd. The immense quantity of steam that would
evaporate from the straw would, for a considera
ble time, descend upon the ears of corn, which

would require great heat to dissipate it. 3d.
As the grain will be dried in the ear, it will re
quire much more heat than if it was freed from
it ; and as the bottom of the sheaves cannot dry
half so fast as the ears, I should think it would

require one day more to dry it, than grain dried
by a ventilator , and the barn would be more than
four times as expensive as the ventilator.
I am fully satisfied there never will be any

thing designed for drying grain equal to rarified
air, when properly applied ; and moreover, it
has this particular advantage over every other

plan of drying grain, that nothing can be set on
fire by it.

It is strange that the American farmers should
be so much inferior to the poles in the manage
ment of their grain, and that they have paid sò
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little attention to this subject, considering the
large quantities of flour that turn sour before the
barrels are opened ; and how soon that which
was sweet when opened becomes unfit for food ,
if not quickly used .

Some corn factors, who deal largely in Ameri
can flour, and are competent judges of this loss,

state the average of it at ten per cent, which,
though great, I think, is not over -rated ; but

there are others that estimate it much higher.
And althqugh the American grain is housed much
drier than ours, or even than that of the Poles,

yet experience proves, that, however dry it may
be when housed, flour, and bread made from it ,

cannot be preserved sweet for any considerable
length of time, if it has to pass through much
change of climate and a great distance by water.

The dryest grain that can be produced by the
sun and air contains a portion of moisture, which
must be extracted from it by artificial means, if
the flour made from it is intended for a long sea

voyage ; and any grain that is intended to be

preserved pure for a long time must have its na
tural moisture separated from it, either by long,
tedious , and expensive shifting and turning , or
by a method much more simple, less expensive,
and far more effectual ; that is, by a ventilator .
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The American farmers have abundance of

lumber wood, in every province, and in some of
them there is a vast quantity of coal, with which

they might dry their grain ; but from their neg
lecting to do it, one would think they were
strangers to the plan and use of a ventilator.

Was the American grain put twelve or fifteen
hours upon a ventilator, either flour or bread
made from it, might be carried from thence to

the East Indies, and brought back ; and after
wards go to the Spanish main 'and still would be
perfectly sweet, and free from all kind of ver
min ; and so would the flour and bread be that

was made from our own grain, if it was properly
dried with hot air.

The atmospheric air which

is so necessary for the growth and nourishment

of both man and grain, contains the seeds of
dissolution for both ; still a long reprieve may
be procured for the latter, the decay of which,
like that of the oak, commences with the heart,
From all the experiments that have been made

with grain, to preserve it sound and sweet, while

passing through great changes of climate, there
has nothing as yet been found, that will extract

that perishable quality, its natural moisture, ex
cept hot air ; but when once effectually deprived

pure for many years ; but
of it,USit will remain
1.0
2T
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no one I presume, can tell how many, as suffici

ent experiments have not been made to ascertain
the fact with accuracy .

There is however sufficient proof, that grain

has been kept pure one hundred and twenty-nine
years, For Henry the second of France and his
retinue, eat bread baked of wheat, which had

been kept for this length of time, after the siege
of Metz .

Though grain is so extremely perishable, as
daily experience proves, yet I have no doubt,
but it may

be kept perfectly sweet for one hun

dred years, if put into strong wooden boxes,

made air tight, and when covered with quick
lime, sprinkled over with water, and lodged ten
or twelve feet in the earth ; for there are facts

I believe to support this opinion ; and though
we possess more ample means for drying

grain , than any nation upon earth , we frequent

ly suffer in the space of one year many thousand
quarters to be entirely lost, and millions more to

be greatly injured.

The corn miller is equally interested in having
a ventilator as the farmer ; for grain that has

been dried with hot air grinds mạch more freely
than in its natural state ; for the meal can never

beso effectually separated from the bran as when
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dried , though a quarterofgrain may weigh some
thing lighter when dried ; but if the miller weighs

the mealhe gets from it,and grinds another quar;
ter from the same bulk undried, and postpones the
dressing of them for four or five days, and then

weighs the flour each quarter has produced , he
will find the dried flour nearly, if not full, four
pounds heavier, for this I know to be the fact ;

and the miller gains ls extra by it.
Grain that has been well housed is frequently
made soft by lying too long in the factor's ware
house, or by being too long on board a vessel ;
and when this is the case, such grain will only
require putting upon the hair cloth, and the
wind blowing through it ten or twelve hours
when the atmosphere is clear and dry, and it will
bring it back to its natural state, and make it fit

for grinding ; but should the atmosphere be soft

and damp, it will still make it more soft. i

.

Another great advantage, the miller gets by

drying his grain is, its making the meal dress
so much cleaner than if undried ; and if hegrinds
steam , more than one -tenth of the power will
. ود

be saved inthe grinding.

ie !

I was lately conversing with a corn miller , who

grinds a large quantity of wheat , who informed
me that a quarter of grain , properly dried with
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hot air, was worth full 2s niore to a miller than

when in its n' atural state ; supposing the grain
to be in proper condition before it was dried .
If this estimate is correct, and I think there is

no ground for calling it in question, except for
its being too low ; and if ls 6d per quarter be al
lowed for the saving there is by using the balance

rine properly ; and I have not heard any respec
table miller that is working with it state it at

less ; if the average value of the grain is taken at
80s per quarter, one twenty-third part of the whole
value of all the wheat grown in the three united

kingdoms, may be saved by this new plan of ma
nufacturing it ; and then there is the great saving
to add, which the public will receive, by having

a much greater weight of bread from a given
quantity of flour, as I shall hereafter shew. This

is a most'striking circumstance indeed ; yet I think
it will be difficult for any one to disprove it.

How lamentable a consideration , that two such
great national improvements should be so little
understood. But if the saving the farmer would
have by drying his grain, was added to that which
may be made by the improvements which I recom

mend in the manufacturing of grain , especially in
a wet or soft harvest, few would be disposed to
believe it.
1
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What are all the improvements in our manu
factories and spinning, when compared with

those that may be made in the simple manufac
turing of grain ; and what still makes them of

infinitely more importance is, that all the civil
ized world is deeply interested in them .
There is no manufactory ofany kind, that I know
of, in which so little improvement has been made

for the last thirty years, as that of grinding, and
the reason is obvious. Ist, Those in general
that have been employed in it, ' have not been men

of either family, fortune, or education ;hence

they have been almost excluded from the society

of the gentleman and merchant ; 'add to this,
that the trade itself has frequently been very un

popular, and those employed in it persecuted

when they deserved the greatest encouragement and protection. 2d . When want of education,
of capital, and a regular association with men of

science prevail, improvement will make slow
progress but the clouds of ignorance and preju

dice that have governed the unthinking multi
tude are passing away very fast, and the farmer
and the miller will soon rank with the more po

lished part of the community ,
There are not two characters in the kingdom
upon which the necessary comforts oflife so much
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depend ; and yet there are po two classes of men
in the community, that have been so much neg .
lectedand persecuted by lawless mobs, or had so
much of their proporty taken and wilfully de
straped.it list
,,,

I have before remarked, what pains the Poles
take in drying their grain, that it may resist all

the change of climate it may have topass through ;
and also to preserve it good when stowed so very
thick in those immense warehouses at Dantzic,

which are by much the largest and most numer
Qys of any in Europe.
13.
فر

From the vastlength of time the grain is kept
in them , and the small attention that is paid to
it at the time, was is not dried, it would perish
įn one - fourth of the time it frequently lies. there ;

yet, when taken out, it is perfectly sweet and
.

And can a' people, so đestitute asthe Poles are
of materials to dry their grain with, and which
are collected with so much toil and expense, pre

serve it sound and good for somany years, while
in the short space of three or four months after
an unfavourable harvest, many million quarters
of our grain are become almost unfit for any
thing except the dunghill.

13
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The want of understanding and attention in
our farmers and master millers in neglecting to

have ventilators will appear very striking, when
it is considered, that nearly all the north of Eng
land abounds in coal, which, in general, may
be had at an easy expense ; for all the grain in

the kingdom might be dried for less than 3d per
quarter .

But what is still more astonishing, is, that
millions of acres of grain are raised annually
from the grounds under which these immense
coal mines lie ; and yet, in a wet harvest, à great

part of it is suffered to perish for want of drying ;
and the quantity lost is to be replaced from the
foreign market, and at an increased expense of
frequently more than £ 60 per cent. Will the
future historian credit this ?

Yet where is the

man that can disprove it.

Surely this most important subject will be
taken up by some of the agricultural societies,

and ventilators erected for public inspection ;
for if they are once introduced, they are sure to
become general.
It would be a most fortunate circumstance, if
Earl Fitzwilliam , Lord Harewood , and a few

more of the nobility in this county, would each
erect a ventilator, to shew their tenants the bene
ficial effects of them .

And I hope Lord Gren
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ville, Lord Darnley, Earl Grey, Lord Stanhope,
His Grace the Duke of Bedford, the Duke of

Norfolk, and many more great land owners, will :
each build a ventilator'; and thereby sét a noble

example to their tenants ; and surely these noble
men are the most proper persons to take the lead

in , so great a national improvement, and assist
and encourage their tenants to improve their
situation, and make their precarious capital more
permanent.

There is nothing that I know of is of so great
importance to the farmer and the public, as
making provision to prevent the dreadful effects
of a wet harvest ; and the only plan by which it
can be accomplished, is as simple as binding
sheaves by the reapers.

If making a ventilator was either expensive or
complex, the farmer might be deterred ' from
making one, but I can asure him it will not be
attended with either of these discouraging cir
cumstances.

There have been some millions of quarters of
grain greatly injured and a great deal entirely lost,
within the last eight months, partly by being
housed too soon, and partly by such vast quanti
ties having been stowed together, that sufficient
attention could not be paid to it : the sad effects

ofunbounded'speculation fromthe great advance

I

1

1
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that was expected to have taken place, in conse

quence of the new corn law ; but fortunately for
the public, it had a contrary effect.
!

2

The greatest part of the wheat that is sold in
Wakefield and the surrounding markets is so

extremely soft, that a great deal of it is grown
together, and the miller is under the necessity of
drying nearly, one half of it upon his kiln, and
mixing an equal quantity of undried grain with
it before it is ground ; but mixing it thus greatly
injures the whole,

whole.

Nearly all the malt kilns in the country have

been, and are employed in drying grain thus
injured, and to destroy the vermin with which it
so much abounds ;

for the bulk lifts with

them , and if a stranger was to view it, he would
think the whole was going to remove.
2

Tivoli

Liit

- When all this soft grain has been scorched
these kilns, as much of it will be preserved
as can be until new grain comes into the market,
with which, it will be mixed ; and the quantity,

upon

of new grain that will be spoiled by it is incal
culable.

If thefarmer had dried all this soft

grain upon ventilators, the loss they and the
public will sustain would have been prevented ,
2 U
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Drying wheat upon common kilns is attended
with great care and risk, for if it is not kept
constantly turning, it is sure to be burnt :

I

have lately seen a quantity of wheat which was
good but soft, that a farmer had got dried upon

1

a common kiln , and it was so much burnt that

1

the grower was glad to take 30s per quarter for

1

it. Purchasing so much grain in expectation

1

1

of a great advance has ruined many speculators,

and the same grain will ruin many of its pre
1

Sent holders.
t

Since large corn warehouses have been erected
at Wakefield , and other towns, I am informed
1

by respectable farmers, that five times more grain
is spoiled than formerly, when the miller bought
it direct from the farmer, and this I can easily

V

conceive to be the fact ; for the trade is now en

tirely changed, great factors are in general the
first purchasers, and buying largely upon specu
lation, send it to be stowed in these warehouses,

and afterwards sold by commission to the best
advantage.

But when there is so much grain in the ware
houses, it cannot have that attention paid to it
that the state of it requires ; and moreover, it is
1

frequently very soft when warehoused : no matter
of surprise then that so much of it should be
greatly injured

1
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I am fully satisfied, that if one of the owoers
of those warehouses would make a ventilator in

one of their top chambers, that would dry from
one hundred and thirty to one hundred and fifty
quarters of grain at once, and erect a three or
four horse engine to work it, it would raise a

quantity of hot air that would do more than
supply two such ventilators ; and the engine
would draw up all the grain from the vessels,
and remove it from one room to another, when

required, by elevators, and probably would save
the wages of five or six porters in every such ware

house ; and I think the grain might be dried by
a ventilator in such warehouses, cheaper than it
now can be proper care taken of for a single
month ; and I have no doubt but the owner

would receive £ 30 per cent interest for the capi
tal he might sink .
Every large corn warehouse should have a ven
tilator and a small engine ; and such a conveni
ence would give the owner a great command of
business ; for at all times he might warrant the

grain he sold to be dry, or he might keep it till
it suited the interest of the owner to sell ; for

after being dried, it would not require turning
from six to nine months, though five or six feet
thick .

:
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I have before observed , that where a ventila
tor exceeds twelve feet square, I would make it
upon a plan different from that which I have
already described .
Suppose a great farmer or corn miller should
require a ventilator twenty -four feet square ;
instead of wood beams, I would recommend çast

iron plates, half an inch thick, in two lengths,
screwed together in the middle, and have five

inches of hold in the wall at each end ; and the
depth should be seven inches, with a flange half
an inch broad on each side the bottom edge, and
the distance between them not more then four

feet.

On each side the plate there should be cast

brackets, made dovetail for the ends of the cast

joints, which should fill them very tightly, to
prevent the beams from moving sideway ; and the
depth of the joists should be full two inches and
a half thick, with a flange on each side the top

edge, three-eighths of an inch broad , which
would make the top edge inch and quarter broad,
and should stand level with the top edge of the
plates or beams ; the distance between them
should be near two inches and a half. # A short

cast iron pillar, from twelve to fifteen inches

long, should be fixed to the floor, for thejoints
of the plates to rest upon ; and it would be ad

yiseable to have a similar pillar, but rather
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lighter, to support the middle of each plate,
which would divide the length into four equal

parts, each six feet long: 0

Should the joists be found to spring, but I do
not suppose they will , as there will always be
two to support the foot when treading upon them
length way, but three when stepping across ;
seven short pillars may be screwed to the floor,
and have a mortise at the top half an inch wide,

and one and a half deep, and have eight castings
half an inch thick , two and a half deep, and
one, edge should fill the mortise, and the other

go against the under edge of the joists, which
would make them strong and firm (as the bear
ings would only be three feet) and more than

sufficient to carry three tiines the weight proposed
to be put upon them .

1

At one end of the room there should be half a

deal plank fixed to fasten the hair cloth to, and
at the other end there should be a cast iron

rollerC (which will not require turning ) two in
ches diameter , made in three lengths, and so

jointed , that any one part may be worked while
the other are standing

for isuch a roller will

probably be found necessary, as some part of the
hair cloth may stretch more than another. The

ह*ाँ

toller will want a 'rack wheel, from five to six
inches diameter, and a catch also,
o 10
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There should be three pipes to discharge the
grain from the hair cloth , which may be fixed
either in the middle of the room or on one side

of it, as may be most convenient ; but they
should have mouth pieces or covers that fit very

tightly, to prevent the cold air from entering,
or the hot air from escaping .

Estimate for a Cast Iron Floor for a .
Venti
lator .

Cwt. qr. Ib.

£. 8. the

Six cast plates for beams, each 24 feet
10 inches long, 7 inches deep , but in
cluding the flanges, are equal to 8
inches ,

...

15

Twenty -four cast joists, 24 feet long,
2 inches and a Broad , including the
Hanges,
Six pillars for the joints of the plates,
each weighing 241b ,..

21

024
4

1

1

1

2 24

0

5 15

Twelve pillars for the middle of the

plates, each weigbing 161b, ......
Eight pillars for the joists, each weigh
mg 12lb, ...

Eight bearing plates for the joists, each
weigbing 141b ,...

0
41

Making the joint plates, fixing up the
pillars, aud laying down the castings ...

0 at

3 14 165 33 10

0

4 14° 0
38

4

0

This estimate is near 12s per yard, and is
something more than a wood floor would cost,
still I think in the end, it would be by much the
cheapest, as it would be three times as durable ;

wood in a drying house, in a few years, be

l
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comes extremely brittle, and the room would be
heated with less fuel than if the floor was made

of wood, for the hot air would have much more

room to expandin.

And upon more mature con

sideration, I would recommend all ventilators to
be made of cast iron.

Near twenty years ago, some of the great far
mers in Somersetshire, urged me very much to

employ my thoughts upon something that would
enable the farmer to dry his grain that might have
been housed soft ; and stated, in the strongest

language, the great advantage the farmer and
the public would derive from it.
I then saw the necessity and utility of such a

plan ; but my engagements at that time were
such as would not permit me to attend to it ; for
my ideas of a ventilator were then nearly what

they are now ; but the principal thing that dis
couraged me was the want of understanding in the
farmers with respect to the use of machinery ; for

at that time there were no thrashing machines
established ; though something had been attempt
ed , which entirely failed ; and I found it was the

general opinion among the farmers, that they
could not be made to answer. Fortunately for
themselves and the public , they were agreeably
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mistakep, and by the introduction of them , the
way is made plain and easy for erecting and using
ventilators. old him

in tou

2011 hour in
olm

For whatever farmer has a thrashing machine,
he will only require a nut to work in hislarger spur
or face wheel fixed upon the end of a small shaft,
and a moderate sized drum on theother end of it,

and from thence a strap to turn the pulley upon
the end of the axis of the fan, which should run

at near double the speed as that for a corn mill;

and this is the whole
of the machinery he will
seji jinsiy

in
re .
have to prepa

: 1

The alarming stateofthe grain thatis thrashed
out, and of the meal and flour, calls for the seri

ous consideration and assistance of the great
land owners, to introduce something that will,

in future, prevent à return ofa similar calamity
and, if possible, to adopt some plan that will
deliver the farmer from that inevitable ruin with

which he is threatened , ' yiso !!! "
:
, ! 122141 :1
!! it'to

The great advantage the farmer, the corn
miller, and the public will receive from the in

troduction of ventilators, will, I hope, not be
confined to the drying ofwheat only ; for I think
there'is the greatest probability, that in a little
time, all our malt and oats will be dried with

1
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them upon hair cloth

; for I can assure my readers,
it means nothing how wet and soft the grain is
when put upon the hair cloth, it will soon dry it
without in the least injuring it, or affecting either

its flavour or colour any more than if dried by
the sun .

It is well known, that a considerable part of

the malt that is made in this kingdom is spoiled
in the drying, by its being so much parched and
baked by excessive and unnatural heat ; that all

that rich nutriment, flavour, and colour it origi
nally possessed is destroyed , and most of the in
sipid liquor distilled from it is as red almost as
poppy, and destitute of that rich flavour and

animating quality which it ought to possess.
I hope a total change in the drying and grind
ing of our grain will soon take place. The heat
for drying wheat should not be more than about

eighty degrees, and that for malt from eighty
five to eighty -six degrees.
I have dwelt long upon this most important
and interesting subject ; but the many and mo
mentous objects it embraces will, I hope, be

deemed a sufficient apology for trespassing so
much upon the patience of my readers.
OBSERVATIONS
2 X
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Observations
UPON PUBLIC DRAINS:
11

That drains have been of great public utility
no one can deny, and it would have been well if

many more of them had been made ; though the
principle, like that of canals, has as yet been
very imperfectly understood . I have seen many
of them in various parts of the kingdom ; and it

1

appears to me, that there is a great want of

LE

judgment both in the designing and executing of
them , particularly in two respects ;-Ist. want of
sufficient width and slope for the sides where the

ground is very wet and swampy ;-2nd . making
the gates or cloughs too narrow to admit of the

drain being cleared of its water before the tide

returns, especially in spring tides, by which a
great deal of their utility is lost.
In many

instances that I have met with , it

would have required from an hour and a half to
near two hours more to have cleared the drain of

its water . This large quantity of water remain

ing undischarged is not all owing to the con
traction of the gates ; for part of it is occasioned
by the gates not being shut in time, owing to
their being so imperfectly hung, that the tide
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must rise to a considerable height before it hay

acquired power to shut them .
So long as this plan of making, hanging, and
shutting gates is continued , no drain can ever

be of that utility which the public have a right
to expect from it.

Nearly all the gates I have yet seen for public
drains, are at least one - third too narrow, and

some one-half; but making them this extraordin

nary width would avail nothing, unless provision
was made to shut them as soon as the drain is

cleared of water ; for if wide gates are useful for

discharging the water quickly from the drain,

they are also capable of admitting an extra quan
tity of salt water, during the time tiiat they remain
unshut after the tide returns.

There are only two ways of preventing this
evil, and that is by appointing a person to shut
them in proper time, which would be attended
with great expense ; or constructing a float to
shut them, which would never fail of doing it,

if properly made, when the tide has risen to that
beightwhich the engineer has 'fixed upon for
closing them.

Whenever a public drain is cut through flut
swampy ground, supposing it to be of sufficient
capacity in those parts where the ground is firm
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and sound, it should be made from one-third to
full one-half wider ; and after the width has been

thus extended , in twelve or fourteen years time ,
it is more than probable, at those very places and

in the middle, but particularly at and near the
bottom, it will be by much the narrowest part
of the drain .

Of this there are many instances, and two
causes may be assigned for the contraction . Ist.
As the stagnant water is drained from those
swamps, the surface of the ground keeps gradu
ally sinking , until sometimes the surface of the
ground is below that of the water, and requires
embanking to keep it within the cut.
And in all such situations, engineers have erred

as much in digging the depth as in the width of
the drain ; for it almost invariably happens, that
in proportion as the surface of the ground sinks
at and near the sides of the drain, the bottom

will rise, though perhaps not quite in equal pro
portion. 2nd. The drain is frequently much
contracted in many of these marshy places, by
having the materials which have been dug from
it laid too near the edge, which has a tendency

of not only contracting the sides, but of raising
the bottom also, and in many instances the lat
ter injury is the greater.
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If the slope at those places had been nearly
double, and the materials removed to a proper
distance, the contraction of the sides, and the

raising of the bottom would, in a great measure ,
have been prevented .

When I examined Sedgmore drain, which takes
the water off from forty -five thousand acres the

principal commissioner shewed me many places
that were nothing but swamps and bogs before
the drain was made, which were then in a high

state of cultivation, being chiefly water meadows
let at £5 5s per acre. I gave full credit to what
he said respecting how much the ground had sunk

at those places, as the drain was there extremely
narrow , and the bottom appeared to have been

much raised. The drain was laid out by the late
Mr. Jessop, and the gates much too narrow , for
when the tide returned, there was always a large
portion of water undischarged, as I had frequent
opportunities of observing.
From the information the commissioner gave

me, the drain discharged its water tolerably well
at first, but he complained of the contraction of

the sides and the raising of the bottom, which
he imputed more to the materials having been
laid too near the sides than the sinking of the

surface, and pointed out many errors that had
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been committed, in not making it. of sufficient
width , and not having more collateral drains;
which would have made many parts of the inclo;
gure much more valuable.

When these contractions take place in a drain ,
and the bottom is much raised, it is not possible
that it can be effectually cleared of its water, for
the raising of the bottom alone would prevent it,
no matter what width it was ; but when both

these misfortunes are combined, and the gates

are too narrow , its utility is greatly diminished ;
and I think there are but few modern drains
which are not in this situation .

In all such swampy situations, there is nothing
will answer well, but allowing an extra width

and slope to the drain. Drains in general are
dug much too deep.
When Mr. Jessop laid out the said drain , and

some others nearly twenty -five years ago, I do
not wonder at some of these errors being com

mitted, as he might not have seen the effect of a
drain made in a swampy situation ten years after
it was finished , or probably at those places his

drains would have been differently designed ; but
for engineers to commit the like errors now, when .
they have such ample means of profiting by the
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mistakes of others, no excuse can be made ; and

yet, from an impartial examination of our modern

drains, I believe they will be found to have been
designed and executed much in the same manner
as they were twenty -five or thirty years ago. In
nearly all those swampy places, there is a great
want of collateral branches to drain the adjoin
ing lands .

If a large portion of water remains in the drain
when the tide returns, probably one half of it is
salt water ; and as the drain fills while the tide

is in, a portion of it gets pent back into the fresh
water dikes, from which the cattle are supplied,
and it is found very injurious to them ; for in

many parts, the farmer is under the necessity of
having from fifteen to eighteen inches in depth
of water in his dikes all the summer months; as

it is as requisite to supply them with fresh water
in dry seasons, as to relieve them from it in
wet ones .

The gates for a drain may be made to shut
themselves by a certain mode of hanging, but
they are then liable to be shut too soon ; there is
nothing therefore so safe and certain as a float to
shut them, which will not act until the water is

at such a height as may be considered the most
proper for them to be closed.

/
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I do not recollect seeing any modern drains on

the Lancashire coast, or on the opposite side at
or near Hull, or in any other part of the kingdom,

but what I think are greatly wanting in capacity,
and in collateral branches also .

If a stranger, unacquainted with agriculture,
were to yiew the vast number of channels in a

water meadow , he would naturally conclude,
that a large portion of it was wasted to little or

no purpose ; but especially so, were he informed
that the ground was let for £5 5s per acre per
annum ; and yet this supposed waste is the most
certain way of increasing the value of the whole,
and this will equally apply to making a principal

drain and its collateral branches. Making the
main drain capacious, and the collateral branches
numerous, is not wasting land , but the most
effectual way of increasing the value of all the
lands so drained.

Could the land owner have the water entirely
taken off from a large drain that has been made
from sixteen to twenty years, he would be asto
nished to find how much the sides were con
tracted and the bottom raised ; and when this

has taken place, it is no matter of surprise that
the water should be so much obstructed , and

prevented from running freely off; and moreover ,
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these swells in the bottom of the drain never fail

of being productive of many weeds, which are
extremely injurious to the drain by impeding the
velocity of the water, and causing it to stand
much deeper than it ought to do, by which

means the general drainage is greatly affected.
In many

such situations, I have seen the surface

of a drain , that at a small distance appeared like

a grass meadow ready for cutting.
When conversing with a commissioner re
specting the size of various drains in the western

part of the kingdom , experience, said he, has
proved, that public drains in general are made
one-third too narrow ; and added, the loss of

land and waste of money occasioned by it cannot
be estimated .

Perhaps, however, it would be adviseable to
finish a mile or two at the bottom, and allow
sufficient time for the water to drain off from the

remainder of the cut. The grounds wo’ld then,
for that distance, be ready for cultivating when
the execution of the remainder of the drain was

resumed ; and cutting and cultivating might after
wards go hand in hand.

I think there is no doubt but public drains may
? Y
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be executed with much less expense than they
hitherto have been , and may be made to drain the

lands much more effectually than they generally
do. The trunks and valves that are employed for
conveying the water in different directions are

strangely designed, and frequently defeat the
end they were intended to accomplish .
In general, the water stands too deep in great

drains, which prevents the ground from being

well cleared of it ; for if possible, thesurface, in
moderate seasons, should be from two feet to two

feet six inches below the surface of the ground,
for the less depth of water there is in the drain ,
and the more effectually would the grounds be
cleared of water .

If a situation for making a reservoir , of from
three to four acres, could be met with near the
gates, or within a mile of them, that would re

quire little more than the head raising, which
should communicate with the drain , and have

gates to discharge the water at the same time it
was let out of the drain ; or if a reservoir could

be made from two to three miles from the gates ,
but near the drain, which would require a cut
making to and from it to the drain, and from

thence to the gates, either measure would make
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the drainage of the lands much more complete ,
by reducing the depth of water in the drain pro
bably one-third or one -fourth . The cut, in the
latter plan, should be made considerably wider, as
a much greater quantity of water would pass

through it in a given time, than in any part of
the main drain.

The collateral branches for a large drain re

quire much more judgment, care, and attention

in laying them out than that of the trunk ; and
in many situations, the best line for them cannot

be found without boring, and the instrument
for which should be of large diameter.
The water in many public drains is much ob

structed by the bridges being too narrow , for
when it is nearly upon a level, few men are com
petent to judge of the great injury they do ; for

all the bridges should be of greater capacity than
1

the main width of the drain .

To give the water in a drain every possible
facility for clearing it, the sheet should be as
thin as possible, and all obstructions removed,

and the gates made one-third wider than the main
width of the drain .

Suppose a drain to have eighteen feet water
surface and twelve feet bottom, the mean of these
is fifteen feat; and for such a drain I would have
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three gates, each six feet wide, and of equal
depth ; for the larger the quantity of water that
passes through them at once , and the less sand
and mud will rest on the out side of them .

A

capacious drain, with as little depth of water in
it as circumstances will admit of, with wide

gates quickly shut, will be found the most effec
tual for draining a flat swampy country ; and all

quick curves and windings in the cut should be
carefully avoided.
But as I have just hinted , making a small
drain in the line of the large one would be at
tended with the most beneficial effects.

A small cut or drain is frequently made in a

line of canal where the ground is wet and spongy ,
and froin six to nine months allowed for the

water to drain off, and much good has always
attended such cautious proceeding ; for those
parts, after the water was drained off, have

probably not cost one half the sum they would
have done, suppose the execution to have been
effected before those parts were drained. For
want of draining some parts of the line of a canal,
vast sums of money, loss of time, and much dis
appointment have never failed attending where

this prudent foresight has been wanting ; and
few more striking instances of this have occurred
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than on the line of the Kennet and Avon canal,

near Bath, that of the Leeds and Liverpool canal,
near Blackburn and also on the Bolton and Bury
canal, as I have before observed .

Now if much money and time have been saved ,
and the works made much more permanent, by
making small drains in a line of canal, and allow

ing sufficient time for the water to subside, is
not such a plan much more applicable to a large
drain , where the ground for many miles may be
extremely wet and boggy, than for a line of canal,

where the extent of the swampy ground may not
be more than from six hundred to eight hundred

yards ? Was such a plan as this adopted for large
drains, and from twelve to fifteen months allowed

for the water to drain off, it is probable that from
fifteen to twenty per cent might be saved in the
cutting, and a great part of the heavy expense

that attends taking out the slips, turning off, and
penning up the water in so many places would be
+

avoided .
And were a few of these small drains cut in the

line of the collateral branches, the water would
be so much drained off in the before mentioned
time, as to enable the commissioners to form a

correct judgment, whether the lines adopted were

the most proper, and if not, they might be
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changed for others more suitable with little ex

pense. A great saving in the interest on the
capital would be the happy consequence of adopt
ing this plan, in as much as the lands would, in
general, be so much drained as to admit of the

plough being immediately applied, after a mile
or two of thegreat drain was finished ; and it
would prevent the loss of time that is now una

voidable in waiting for the groundsbeing cleared
of the stagnant water after the drain is finished .

Greater gain may be obtained by making
drains upon the most improved plan from a cer
tain capital sunk, than in general can be made

from an equal capital employed in making a
canal, as there is no risque of loss from compe
tition. This is a loss arising from a cause the
canal subscribers never once thought of; but its
effects will not, on that account, be the less fatal.

When large fens and bogs, that are useless to
the public, nay, much worse, for they are often
very injurious to the health of the inhabitants,

are made fit for agriculture, I consider the capi
tal sunk in them the most permanent wealth in
the kingdom ; and all such improvements are by
far the most meritorious.

By a trifling expense, all the public drains

might have been made navigable for vessels of
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from one to two tons burthen, without in the

least affecting the utility of the drain ; and it has

often surprised me that nothing of this kind has
been attempted, as it would be of the utmost

consequence to the country, but particularly so ,
as the roads are generally bad in a flat swampy
country ; for with a few one horse engines ( for
no towing path would be required) the whole
produce of the country might be carried upon
them with one- fifth of the expense that now at
tends it ; and collateral branches might be made

to communicate with the towns and villages.
Here is a capacious field big with immense im
provement, which may be acquired at an easy
expense .

APPENDIX .

7
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APPENDIX
By mistake the sheet that contained instrue .

tion for balancing lock gates got misplaced
and was left unprinted ; and as I conceive

this as essentially necessary for their preservation,
I shall now describe how it should be done.

The top bar of the gate and the lever should
never be in one piece of timber, as it is attended
with unnecessary expense ; but the bar should
project twelve or fifteen inches over the heel post,
and the lever should be screwed to it, which may

be made of an inferior piece of timber, and will
not require to be so long as levers in general are
by three or four feet. And for three feet at the
end of it, there should be two pieces of timber

pinned to it, one on each side, with wooden pins,
three feet long, and from three to four inches
thick, and the same depth as the lever.

A number of weights should then be placed
near the end of the lever, to see what weight will
balance the gate ; but the weight should do ra
ther more than balance it, as it will be the

means of keeping the heel post in the hollow
quoin ; and when the weight required is found ,
it. will determine the size of the stone, which
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should be well dressed, and have two holes,
three quarters of an inch diameter, drilled

through it, by which it may be screwed to the
top or rather on the under side of the lever.

There should then be an iron pin, inch and a
half diameter, and twenty inches long ; four
inches at the thicker ends should be flattened ,

and have two holes in, by which it may be screw
ed to the lever ; and with the assistance of this

pin, a boy of from ten to twelve years old would
open and shut the gates with the greatest ease.
And although the upper gates are much lighter
than the lower ones, yet, nevertheless, I would
balance them ; for the more light and easy they
are made to work, and the longer they will last,
and also the masonry connected with them .

By the present plan of hanging, opening, and
shutting lock gates they are soon knocked and
shook in pieces ; for the longer the lever is, and

the greater the injury is that is done to them in
opening and shutting.

$

1
7

#

As lock gates are now hung, for want of being

balanced , great power is required to put them in
motion, and an equal power is required to stop
them ; and if this is not exerted when the gate is
nearly opened, it will strike with great force
22

1

11
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against the lock side ; and the saine power is rec
quired to restrain the motion whep shutting, or
it will strike with great force against the çill when shut ; and as opening and shutting are
generally performed in great haste, no attention

is paid to breaking the velocity of the gate in

either of these operations. But when lock gates
are hung light, well balanced, and move easy ,
little power is required to put them in motion,
and as little to stop them ; for if the gates are

moved in the least by the agitation of the water
when it enters the lock, they will continue to
move easily, and be gently shut.
But if the water was carried thirty -feet down
the lock side as I have recommended, before it
enters the chamber, and it had three or four open

ings , five feet from each other, and the bottom
end of them turned towards the breast, making

an angle of forty- five degrees, the gates could
scarcely be moved with any agitation there would
be in the lock chamber ; for this way of deliver
ing the water would not produce any that would
affect the movement of the gates.

Another thing, by mistake, has been omitted,
and that is, conducting the surplus water at the
head of the upper gates in an open channel, and
at a sufficient distance from the puddle, so that

it may not be affected by it.
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I appeal to any who may have paid the least
attention to the delivering of water into a lock
chamber, whether a much worse plan can be de
vised than that which is now used for filling a
lock with water.

Every thing that tends to lessen the great agi
tation in the water while the lock is filling

will increase the durability of the gates, and
preserve the vessel from injury ; for whoever
will examine the inside of Inck gates that have

been in use for seven or eight years may see how
the planks are battered and shattered from six to
eight feet from the bottom , by the vibration of
the vessels, and they must be convinced, that a
better plan for delivering water into a lock cham

ber is highly necessary; for no change in the make,
shape, or hanging of the gates will remove this
evil, it can only be affected by a different
delivery of the water into the lock ; and I think
nothing will be so efficacious as discharging it
all at one side of the lock, and at different

openings.

Some persons may perhaps object to the cross
bar over the round hole in the plate for the circu
lar valve ; but the valve will work as well without

it as with it, by fixing á guider for the valve rod

to work in, nine or tên inches above the plate.
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I cannot conclude my observations on canals
without further remarking, that the Rochdale

canal company have great merit in executing such
a vast expensive line of canal in the manner they
have done ; and had it not been for the princely
fortunes many of the gentlemen and merchants in
and near thattown possess, my opinion is, it never
would have been finished.
1

Their numerous and extensive reservoirs serve

as so many storehouses to retain the watery car
goes that are deposited upon the adjacent hills,
which are treasured with great expense , as a se

curity for and preservation of the mill property ;
but the happy etfects of them are not confined to

the mills on the line only, for all those below ,
where the canal communicates with the Calder

and Hebble navigation to the tide-way, as well
as those on the Lancashire şide, are greatly be
nefited by them. Nor do their beneficial effects
terminate here, for this canal may fitly be com

pared to a high elevated light-house, erected at

a vast expense, to shew the canal speculator and
canal committees the way to walk in, so far as

respects supplying a canal with downfal water
from reservoirs,

From these reservoirs, and the grounds that
are drained to fill them , various conclusions may

1
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now be drawn with the utmost certainty ; for

the great quantity of water required to supply a
canal with water this way is now by them fully
established ; but before the execution of it, the

engineers for canals were as much in the dark as
any other men ;

witness the erroneous estimates

the engineers made for it.

There is no canal in the kingdom that affords
the canal subscriber, the mill-owner, the acting

committee of a canal, the canal engineer, and
the public, that useful information which the
Rochdale canal does, whether it respects the

motey required to execute it, or the quantity of
water to supply it.

When this canal was first proposed, the mill
owners were greatly alarmed, lest their property

should be injured ; but so far from that being
the case , when taken collectively, it has been
much improved ; nor can it be otherwise, so long as

its supply is taken by gauges, and at those times
when the surplus water would be injurious to the
mills ; but more especially, as there are between
three and four hundred acres of reservoirs ; and

also the canal itself may be considered as a reser
voir, equal to one hundred and sixty acres,
making in all nearly five hundred acres of reser
voirs ; and these may be taken as so many secu

gities for the mill -owners' property.
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Although gauges are fixed upon many brooks
and feeders, and the quantity of water collected

for the supply of this canal is without a parallel,
it is pleasing to reflect, that yet there are no
gauges placed or fixed upon some of the most
powerful brooks, from which the company have
a right to take water ; for these are reserved until
an increase of tonnage require their assistance.
When the water has been thus treasured up,

and millions of tons drawn off in summer , and
at a time when the mills are much in want of it ;

wa

the leakage and soakage water which they re
ceive from the canal is great, nor can the com
pany , or their agents, prevent it, were they
desirous of so doing .

No body of mill owners need fear of being id

jured by the making of a canal, if their property
is as well protected by clauses in the act, as the

mill owners' property is on the line of this canal,
and the reservoirs as well exeeuted ; and as I

have had two appointments under the act ever

since it was obtained , for the protection of the

mills on the line in both counties, I may be al
lowed to know a little what effect it has had up

on them ; and taking the agregate, I do aver, they
are much benefited by the making of this éanal,
as I have before observed ; and I wention this

F
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circumstance only to prevent any unnecessary
alarm being given to mill owners, by any line of
canal that may hereafter be projected.
To remove some complaints which two or three
of the mill owners have lately made, the com

pany have voluntarily agreed for them to chuse
their engineer to remove the grievances com
plained of, and they would not only pay him,

but all other expenses that might be incurred in
making any alterations in the conducting of the

water to their mills that might be judged neces
sary ; a thing which I think few canal committees
would have done, and especially so, as these al
terations would be so beneficial to these mill
owners .

In page 46, I have recommended a powerful

magnifying glass being necessary to inspect the
drawing, and the state of the carding before it
goes to the drawing frames.
Those observations should have gone a little
farther ; for in order that the master spinner may

know the real state of his carding engines, draw
ing frames, and every thing that relates to the
working of cotton, he should be provided with
ą glass , (and it would be well if the overlooker

and the carder had each one) ; for without it, he
cannot know the real state of the cards, and how
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they are ground ; but particularly in winter à
glass is then absolutely necessary, for the naked

eye cannot judge with certainty.
The ends of the teeth should be ground, as the

carders term it with a diamond point, that is

shaped like the point of a tool for cutting or
turning iron ; or in other words, it should be an
inclined plane, of easy declivity. But in con
sequence of the tooth being thus shaped, it is
next to impossible to finish it with a fine smooth
sharp point ; for it will be rather rough and
bearded, as it is called, when finished with the

hand emery, let the wire be ever so hard ; for
grinding it to the greatest perfection with emery ,
is as impossible as to give a razor a fine smooth
edge with a grinding stone, If the point of the

tooth is not ground both sharp and smooth, card
ing cannot be performed in the best manner.

After the hand emery has done all it can, there
should be two fine Turkey stones got, and
have the

ends ground square where they

join in the middle, to be equally as long as the
fillet is broad, and let into a piece of deal three
inches broad , inch and a half thick, and the

fillet should be gently ground with these for two
or three minutes, and the swift cylinder also .
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But to know the effect this produces, the state
of the teeth should be examined before and after

the Turkey stones are applied , and if these do
not make the teeth as sharp and smooth as could

be wished, for working the best Georgia or Bour
bon cotton, I would recommend two of the best
barber whet-stones that can be met with , and fix

them in the same manner as the Turkey stones, and
finish with them ; for the point ofthetooth should
be as smooth as that ofa needle, if possible. If the

wire is soft, it is next to impossible to make the
teeth smooth and sharp ; but if this could be

done, it would not continuein that state a single
hour.

Whoever will examine the finest cotton fibre

with a glass, will find it enclosed in a coat, as
compactly as the stubborn oak is enclosed within
its bark ; and if that coat is broken into, it will

produce a roughness along the fibre, and its
strength will be greatly diminished.
Any one who reflects upon the carding of
cotton must see the necessity of as much as
possible keeping the coat of the fibre entire ;
but this cannot be done by the present mode of
grinding the cards ; and the naked eye cannot
perceive whether it is effected or not,
3A
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I have in vain asked many fine spinners and
manufacturers of muslins, what is the reason the
East India muslins increase in their smoothness

and beauty by wearing and washing , while our
muslins are the very reverse of all this ; but as yet
I have met with no one that could give me a
rational reason .

I make no doubt, but the rougbness that is
invariably interwoven with our fine muslips, is

principally occasioned by our improper carding ;
and till the coat of the fibre is kept perfectly free

from being injured in the carding, in vain may
we look for our fine muslins improving by wear

ing and washing
Some persons say they have better cotton in
the East Indies than any that comes here, and
that enables them to make better goods ; but this

is a great mistake, for are not the finest cottons
grown in those provinces the company occupy ,
and if they have to bring fine cotton twelve thou
sand miles for the supply of our manufacturers,
will not their own interest compel them to bring

the best, especially as neither the people in the
East Indies, or those on the European continent,

can afford to give so high 'a price for it as the
spinners in this country can ?
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Others say, the water in the East Indies is
much finer, and better for bleaching than any in
England ; but this is a most gross mistake, for
our water in general is much superior to theirs.

Others again say, they bleach with India corn,
which greatly improves their goods ; and are we

precluded from using it in bleaching, for there
is no doubt but we should use it, if it possessed
any such qualities as some persons pretend it
does.

And many persons will have it, they use much

milk in bleaching, which improves the colour
and the texture ; I really wonder they have not
added a little cream also.

But another cause is assigned by some of our
fine manufacturers, and that is, that they work
only one thread in a reed , but we work two, and

the roughness of the texture in our muslins, say
they, is produced by the threads in the reed being
so much chaffed against each other in the weav
ing ; and cannot we work one thread in a reed

as well as they, if that will remove the imperfec
tion complained of ?

An ingenious cotton spinner I travelled with in
the packet to Worsley, pretended to untie the
Gordian knot at once, by saying, that the
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smoothness of the East India muslins was pro

duced by the single thread spinner constantly
wetting her fingers with her tongue while the
thread passed through them , which laid all the
fibres close down ; but query, will they not rise

again with bleaching and washing ?
But all such childish suppositions and conjec
tures, and the erroneous inferences, drawn from

them , are too weak to excite laughter.
That some particular cause or causes produce
a beauty, symmetry, and richness, and which
time greatly improves, in the East India Muslins,

that we at present are unacquainted with, is a
fact that cannot be denied, and probably it is
occasioned by our improper treatment of the
cotton in the carding ; or the great advantage
their muslins have over ours, may arise from
their cotton not being carded, which I appre
hend to be the case.

I can see no advantage that can be obtained
by carding for the single thread spinner, for yarn
spun from it would be good for nothing ; and

moreover, if carded, it would require sufficient

doubling and drawing by machinery, to reduce
it to a proper thickness, of the yarn would be
weak and uneven ; and we know this is not the

way cotton yarn is spun in the East Indies.
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The cotton must be exceedingly well batted ,
picked, and made as light as possible, and after
wards, it may easily be shaped into a sliver, and
lapped round the distaff, and spun similar to the
flax yarn in Russia, which no doubt is the case.

From these observations, I think it is suffici

ently explained, why the East India muslins are
so much superior to ours ; and it is equally plain ,

they will maintain it so long as the spinning of
cotton in the two empires is prosecuted upon the
present plan, as the fibres of the cotton for the

one are preserved whole and entire, while those of
the other are cut into a million of fractions.

It is stated by the importers of East India
cotton, that three - fourths of all that comes here

is in ballast, as the inferior kind would not pay
for bringing any other way ; and this is not to
be wondered at, seeing the distance is so very
great.

But does not this prove a great want of under

standing in the cotton dealers, the spinners, and
manufacturers, who blamed government so much

for not encouraging the East India company to
multiply cotton plantations, and supply all the
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demands of this country with it when the war
commenced with America .

Suppose this had been done, what then would
have been the situation of the cotton spinners
and manufacturers here, admitting them to have

been bound to use that cotton ; and if they had

of

not taken it, what must the company have done

with it, and who was to make good their loss ;
would they not have been entirely driven out of
the foreign market ?
France and the European continent, after the
peace, would have got their cotton from Ame:
rica , perhaps 8d per pound cheaper than we
could get it from the East ; as the distance in
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going to and returning from thence, exceeds

lo

that to and from America nearly eighteen thou
C

sand miles. And how could we meet the goods
manufactured in America, as their cotton is close

at the door, while our raw material would have
to be carried twelve thousand miles, and the

goods manufactured from it three thousand miles
more before they would arrive in America. Does
not prudence direct that government should, if

possible, procure large cotton plantations nearer
home, than either the East or West Indies, or

even America ; and what country so likely as

the vast continent of Africa ; for, when compared
with the East Indies, it is nearly at home.
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There is no doubt but that immense continent

would produce any article we import from the
East, but particularly cotton.
In

page 1 , I recommend the swift cylinder to

make twenty-six revolutions for the doffing cylin

der one ; but from subsequent experiments, I
find that if the swift cylinder makes thirty revo
lutions for the doffer one, it will be much better
for working fine cotton ; and the doffer should
make four revolutions for the feeding roller one ;

but the speed of the swift cylinder should not be
altered.

Perhaps the master spinner would wish to know
from what part of the machine I measure, when
I state what the distance should be from the cen

tre of one roller to that of another, I would say,
from the centre of one stand to that of another.

In page 11 , I say the cotton beater makes
much less fly than the blowing machine, still it
makes twice too much ; for what does the fly

principally consist of but broken fibres of the
cotton ; and if this be the fact, it is an alarming
consideration for the spinner ; for whatever
weight of broken fibres there may be made from
a given weight of cotton, there is little doubt
but five times as much more is greatly injured .
The cotton beater 'has two bars of iron , with
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rather a sharp edge, and these give the cotton
from two thousand two hundred, to two thousand

four hundred severe blows per minute. The fibres
of the cotton are too delicate to bear such blows

as these , without suffering much injury ; for one
of them would break a man's arm. If these two
bars had four holes drilled in every inch, and

some nice shaped steel teeth , made with shoul

ders, ' rivitted in, from three quartersto one inch
long on the outside the bar ; they would open
the cotton equally as well, and take the motes
and dust out much better, and that without

0

injuring it.
A friend of mine, 'a member of a canal com

mittee of no small magnitude, informs me, that

an ingenious gentleman of Birmingham , (but
with his name I am not favoured ) has got a pa
tent for making an hydrostatic lock, which will
require but a very small quantity of water to pass
from a lower to a higher level ; but at the same

time acknowledges he does not understand the
plan ; and states the patentee's estimate for build
ing a lock of seven feet rise at £ 2,000.

My friend requested me to favor him with

a comparative , estimate of the expense for
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supplying a canal of a given length and mode
rate rise with water from reservoirs; and also

for supplying one upon the patentee's plan,
that the canal subscriber máy judge whether
it would be more for his interest to subscribe to

a canal made with locks upon this new plan,
rather than for one made with common locks.

As I wish to give my friend, and all other
canal subscribers, the best information I can , I

readily comply with bis request, and shall confine
my observations to the expense of executing
only, without meddling with the principle of the
said lock, having seen no description of it.

I will suppose a broad canal made thirty miles
in length , with six feet water, and take the rise
and fall at only five hundred feet.
In page 108 I have shewn that four and three

quarters acres of reservoirs, average depth fifteen
feet, will amply supply one mile on a canal that has
a tonnage equal to three hundred and fifty tons per

day for forty weeks in the year, and when taken
collectively are equal to one hundred and thirty
statute acres. Suppose one half of these reservoirs

are made on common or waste ground, and take

them at £ 10 per acre, which is very high  ;وthe
amount of sixty-five acres, at this valuation, will
3B
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be £ 650 ; and the other sixty-five acres I suppose
to be inclosed and cultivated ground, which I esti

mate at £ 65 per acre , and probably would not be
land ofgreatervalue ; for where there is an oppor .
tunity of making a reservoir in cultivated land ,
and supplying it with surplus water from a brook
or stream , it is generally low and swampy ; and as
this reservoir would require fencing off, I will al

low £5 per acre more, and call it £ 70 per acre ,
the amount will be £ 4,550 , making in all for the

land £ 5,205 ; but no fence will be required for
a reservoir made on the common ,

I estimate making the reservoirs much higher
than for any

I ever did before ; and is a great

deal higher than some of the large reservoirs for
the Rochdale eanal.

I allow £ 200 per statute acre for making the
reservoirs, which includes finishing them in every
part, and is equal to £ 36,000, which makes the

sum totalof expense for land and executing equal
to £ 41,205 .

If the eanal subscriber in estimating the ex

pense for executing a canal makes this estimate
a rule, should he err , it will be on the safe side;

but large reservoirs will generally be made for

much less per acre than small ones.
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Building eighty-three locks, each full six feet
rise, upon the principle I have recommended for
five hundred feet rise and fall, at £ 120 per foot,

equal to £ 60,000. Sum total of expense for
purchasing land , making reservoirs, and building
the locks £ 101,205.

It is possible the water may be to lift from
forty to fifty feet into the summit level, from the
reservoir that may be made in the inclosed ground,
from two to three months in summer, for which

I allow £ 20,000 , which includes erecting the

engine, wear and tear, and makes the whole
expense of building the locks, and supplying the
canal with water equal to £ 126.205.

I will now suppose hydrostatic locks made for
this canal, and calculate upon their rise being
seven feet, which would require seventy-one, and
a small fraction will remain .

If I am not mistaken, the patentee's estimate
for one of his locks is £ 2,000, but I think it will

cost £ 3,000 at least ; and I form myopinion from
the great sum Colonel Congreve's balance lock
has cost ; but notwithstanding this I will take
it at his own estimate, which is 42,000, this

multiplied by seventy -one, the supposed numbet
of locks, the product will be £ 142,000, and each
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of these lockswill require a man of good mecha
nical abilities to take care of it, and will estimate

bis wages at 31s 6d per week, equal to £81 18s
per annum, and if multiplied by seventy-one, will
give the annual expense of all their wages equal
to £5,814 18s, and is the same as sinking a
capital of £ 119,000 .

As the expense of building one of these hydroge
tatic locks will be more than three times what

one of those locks I propose building would cost,

the wear and tear will be fully in proportion to
it ; and I conceive will, at least be £ 2,000 per
annum more than that of common locks, but I

will only call it £ 1,500, which is equal to sinking
a capital of £ 30,000 , and the loss to the trade
on the.canal while these repairs are making may
be equal to the expense of the repairs ; and then
there is the expense of procuring water to add

for these hydrostatic locks, which I will suppose
to be one- fourth of what I have calculated upon

for locks of six feet rise, which is € 10,301 58,

(and if they save three -fourths of the lockage

water, it is a great deal) making the whole
expense of building the locks, supplying them
with water, the annual expense of wages, wear

and tear, ( without including any thing to

the patentee for his ingenuity). equal to sink
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ing a capital of £ 291,000, and exceeds, the

sum required for making the proposed reservoirs
and locks full £ 164,795 .

From this statement, I think it is clear that

there is little or no chance for Colonel Congreve's

balance lock, or that lately designed by the inge

nious gentlemen at Birmingham ever being gene
rally used ; for with respect to the expense ofexe
cuting, annual wear and tear, and attendance,
I consider them nearly similar. I have entered
more fully into the investigation of this plan, to
guard the canal subscriber from being misled by
such locks and estimates for them as these ; for

I repeat it again, that where water can be obtain
ed from reservoirs, or from brooks and streams,

there never will be any thing designed to equal
a canal lock for passing from one level to ano

ther, nos for its simplicity, utility, and durability.
If these ingenious gentlemen, who thus rack
their brain, and torture their minds with such

fine spun theories, would but calmly sit down
and calculate the extra wages that are inseparably
connected with nine-tenths of them, they would
see that all such multiplied, complicated and
intricate designs as these are ill calculated for
the use of boat and barge men, who take much

more pleasure in destroying canal works, than
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in preserving them ; and they would save this gen
tleman the trouble of sinking his Avocater, ( the
name he gives to the vessel) for they would soon
sink it to rise no more ; and moreover, whatever in

genuity there may be in the design for such locks,
the great annual expense in wear, tear, and taking
care ofthem, would prevent them from being of
public utility ; and if they are not beneficial to the

community, they will not be profitable to the
designer.
If an accurate account was taken of all the pa

tents that have been got within the last twenty
years, and also how many of them have been

useful to the public, I much doubt whether one
in a hundred would be found to have been so.

What infinite mischief has many of these pre

tended improvements done to society, by in
flaming and misleading the public, and many
individuals into irretrievable ruin .

Exactly similar to the annual expense of these
hydrostatic locks were Mr. Rennie's plan for
saving one half the lockage water for the Roch

dale canal, which if done, must have been by
gide basins, ( for that was the plan, as Mr. Jessop
informed one of the committee of the Calder and

Hebble navigation ) and one for each lock would
have cost $ 300 if well executed , including the
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land to be purchased for it, but some canal
engineers have estimated the expense at more .
The number of locks on that canal are ninety

two, but through mistake have been called
ninety -four; at $ 300 for the basins, the amount
will be € 27,600 ,, and each would require a man
to take care of it and the basins; and if the

wages of the men are taken on the average at
208 per week per man , the annual expense in
wages will be 4,784 , and equal to sinking a

capital of £ 95,680, and if added to the expense
of making the basins, the sum total will be
$ 123,280, and is full £ 60,000 more than all

the reservoirs for that canal have cost ( for the
commons on which they are made, cost only

about 108 per acre) and is a plain proof, that
when the engineer proposed to save one half of
the lockage water for that canal by side basins,
he knew but little what he was about, for saving

one half of it would have been nothing like one
sixth part of the whole consumption. I have

made no allowance for the expense of lock -keep
ers for the supposed canal, with fivehundred feet
rise and fall, for it is probable none would have

been required ifthe toeks were judiciously placed.
Perhaps some men may think I have some

thing personal against canal engineers, but this
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I deny ; for was that the case, I might havemen

tioned a variety of circumstances respecting many
of them that would have surprised the public ;

for I have been sparing in may observations upon
their conduct, But so far from having any thing

personal against canal engineers, that I think
there are numbers of them that would be an or

nament to any profession, and in whose company
I shall always feel myself happy, and for their
friendship I shall ever have the highest esteem .
I have just received information from un

questionable authority,

that although the

Kennet and Avon canal will cost near, if not.

more, than a million sterling, when all the works
are finished, including loss of interest ; yet goods
are now carried cheaper coast-wise between the
cities of London and Bristol, than by that canal.
What thinks Mr. R. and his friends now of the

recommendation so strongly urged, for making
that canal narrow before the spade was, put in ;
for doubtless £ 250,000 would have been saved

by it, as before stated, and goods carried as cheap ,
and in one- fourth less time between Bristol and

Newbury. And is not this another awful proof,
of the necessity there is of a reformation in
surveying, estimating, designing, and executing
canals,
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I have before stated the supposed saving to

the baker, by making his bread of flour made
from grain dried by a ventilator, at from 2s to
2s 6d per pack, than if made of common flour,

according to the information I have received .
But from consulting different persons, I had
various estimates given of this saving, some of

whom might probably have a particular interest
to serve ; and finding them so much at vari

ence with each other, and next to impossible to

obtain information I could rely upon, and con
sidering an accurate account of the utmost con

sequence to the public, I determined to judge for
myself, by procuring a quantity of wheat, and
by drying, grinding, and dressing it in the fol
lowing manner.

I got some wheat, which I carefully weighed
before it was dried, and preserved an equal quan
tity of the same bulk undried , and by drying, I

found it lost full one-sixteenth part in weight,
but it was rather too hard dried ; yet notwith
standing this, I knew that it would regain its
natural weight, were it permitted to lye from

twelve to sixteen days before it was ground.

I dried the grain in two dripping pans before
the fire, and turned it twice in the hour for

about fourteen hours, and left it before the
30
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fire all night, and in the morning removed it ;
I waited three days before it was ground, but
more time would have been better ; and the same
time was allowed before it was dressed after it.

was ground.

The undried wheat was ground and dressed at
the same time the dried wheat was ; and then I

weighed four pounds of each flour with the
greatest exactness, and got good barm to raise
them ; and each of the four pounds were made
into two separate loaves, and baked in the most
cautious manner ; and I allowed a quarter of an
hour more time for the loaf to bake in that was

made from the dried grain than the other, as it
had taken much more water to knead it.

After the loaves were properly cooled, which

required twenty-four hours, I weighed them
with the greatest exactness, and found that the
loaf made from the dried flour weighed nearly six
dunces more than that from the undried flour.

From this experiment, it appeared that full one

eighteenth part more weight was obtained by the
flour made from the dried grain, than from that

which was not dried ; and it nearly corresponds
with what a public baker stated it to be nearly
twenty years ago
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But the flour I tried these experiments with

was not of the first quality ; for the better the
flour and the more weight will be had ; and there
fore the mean average of the whole saving should

not be taken at more than one- eighteenth part
for the consumer, seeing there is such a great
difference in the quality of grain .
But if to the above be added what the miller

will gain by the grain grinding more freely, and

separating so much better from the bran, they
may fairly be taken at nearly one-sixteenth
part of the whole. But if no saving was

obtained by drying the grain when soft,
except that of enabling the miller to grind
it in the best manner, and that of the far

mer when his grain is not fit for keeping, these
are savings, the intrinsic value of which is not
to be estimated .

But I will take the whole

saving of the miller and the consumer at only one
eighteenth part, which is much lower than I have

heard any miller or baker state it, yet this will
produce an amazing sum .
I have before estimated the whole annual cons '

sumption of wheaten grain, in the three united
kingdoms at fifteen millions of quarters ; but
according to a particular account given lately in

the public papers, of all the grain grown in Eng
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land and Scotland, my estimate appears to be at

least two millions of quarters too low ; for the
estimate of the growth much exceeds mine of

consumption, and yet we are annually pur
chasing large quantities of grain ; nevertheless,
I will take it at fifteen millions of quarters,

as before stated ; and I suppose two-thirds of
it to be made into bread, and the remaining third
part to be used in pastry, &c.
I calculate the whole yalue of these ten mil

lions quarters of grain at £4 per quarter, equal

to £ 40,000,000 sterling, and one -eighteenth part
of it will be £ 2,222,222 4s 54d, equal to the

supposed saving , if all the wheaten grain was
dried with rarified air ; and if the saving by
a proper use of the balance rine be taken at 1s6d

per quarter, as before stated, and the saving to
the farmer, by drying and dressing his grain, be
only estimated at 2s per quarter, though it before
has been calculated at 3s, and no doubt it will

be that or more, they will be equal to £ 2,725,000
per annum, which added to £ 2,222,222 As 54d ,
before stated, will make the whole annual saving
to the public equal to £ 4,967,222 4s 5d.
Should the average price of grain for the year be

less than I have stated , it will make the saving
less in proportion ; but should it be higher, it will

make the saving greater in the same proportion.

L
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According to the price of grain at present,
the saying by drying it would not be equal to
£ 1,649,074 18 1d , but the saving of £ 2,725,000
would not be affected by it.

From the many experiments I have made
in drying wheaten grain, I am fully satisfied,
that however cautiously it may be performed, if
it is not dried by rarified air, the colour will be

affected and the quality injured, which proves
the necessity of the millers having ventilators ;
for so long as the practice is continued of stow ,

ing grain so thick in commission warehouses,
(particularly in winter), and so little attention

paid to the turning of it, the miller will be
under the necessity of drying a considerable part

of it, or he cannot grind it without much loss.
All these warehouses should be put under the

excise law, or an inspector appointed for that
purpose, and make the owner answerable for all

the grain that is damaged therein ; and this
would be the means of having ventilators in
all of them.

The immense quantity of grain that is damaged
in these warehouses is become a great national
evil, and will require the aid of government to

remove it ; and I hope it will undergo an inves
tigation the ensuing parliament.
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I maintain that full one- eighteenth part

of the weight of bread may be saved, if made
from grain that has been dried by a ventilator ;
and it is most gratifying to reflect, that the prin

cipal part of this saving will be shared among
the labouring class.
But it may be

necessary to remark, that grain

may be dried too hard by a ventilator, and thereby

injured, but there must be great negligence in
deed when this the case ; and it may also be.

injured by being dried too slow ; when this
is the case, the bran will be dried before the

heat has reached the heart of the grain ; and if
the slow fire is continued until the grain is dried
to the heart, the bran or coat of the corn will

be dried too much, and break in pieces before
it will cut.

The heat, as I have before observed, should
be of an equal temparature, or some parts of the

grain may be injured. If a temparature of heat,
of from seventy-five to eighty degrees be con

stantly maintained, the grain will not be injured ;
and it is sure to grind well.
Here is an amazing field for improvement laid

open, in the drying, dressing, and grinding of
grain ; and no class of men in this kingdom, I
think, are so much interested in it as the Lon
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don bread bakers ; and I hope they will parđon
me for the freedom I may take, in pointing out
the plan which I think is their interest to pursue, if
they should commence grinding their own flour .
The London bakers are now delivered from

that oppressive and impolitic system , of having
the price of their bread fixed by the Lord Mayor,
which prevented a fair competition, and entailed
an extra price of perhaps from five to seven and
a half per cent upon the consumer ; but though
the public will receive the said advantage, yet
the baker, upon the new system , may have a
better profit than heretofore.

It does appear to me, but it is possible I may
be mistaken , that it would be greatly for the
interest of the London bakers to grind their own

grain ; and two or three of them might join at a
water mill, or a steam engine.

If they grind by water, it may in the first
instance be cheaper than steam, as coal is dear

in London ; but there are many circumstances in
favour of steam, which a water mill cannot pos

sess, such as going constantly when trade requires
it ; but the greatest perhaps is that of drying the
grain with the heat of the boiler, without any
additional expense in fuel, and little or no ex

pense in building ; as the boiler house will serve
to make a ventilator in, as I shall shew.
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I will suppose a thirty horse engine erected to
work six pair of French stones, four feet eight
inches diameter, and to make the revolutions I
have recommended ; five pair of them may be

supposed to be constantly working and one
pair dressing
The boiler house I would make thirty -six feet
long and thirty-one wide, which would contain

two boilers, each twenty- four feet long and nine
wide, and the room should be parted from the
bottom with a brick and a half wall, which

would allow a room for each boiler, thirty feet
six inches long, and eighteen feet wide. The
pipe for discharging the surplus steam should be
carried under the floor and through the side wall ;
and care must be taken to have every part of the
boiler steam -tight.
There should be three cast beams over each

boiler, each of which may be cast in one length,

thirteen inches deep in the middle, and ten inches
at each end, inch and half, or from that to inch
and three quarters thick, which would make four

openings for the joists, seven feet six inches long,
and the distance between them two feet ; and

the cast plates should be the same length, eigh
teen inches broad. The joists should be half an
inch thick , four inches deep, and have flanges
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on each side the top edge half an inch broad for
the plates to rest upon, which will make the
whole breadth on the top side inch and half.

A friend of mine is making a ventilator with

cast beams, joists and plates, to be heated by
rarified air, which I hopewillanswer ; and should

they not injure the grain, they will have greatly
the advantage over hair cloth with respect to
durability.
All corn mills that are worked by steam may

dry the grain by the heat of the boiler, and it
will not require a close under floor ; for if one
was made it would answer no purpose, as I think
a fan would be found necessary ; for most pro

bably a sufficiency of air could not be procured ,
without one to dry grain for six pair of wheat
stones ; and a pipe six inches diameter may con
vey

the air from the fan , made full of holes on

the top side, but the end should be made up and
go under the iron plates, from one foot to eigh
teen inches below ; and the heat of the boiler, ' I

make no doubt, will rarify it so much as to make

it pass freely through the grain, if the boiler
house is made air-tight, and have an inner door
which should always be shut before the outer one
is opened. But I would fix an air flue in the
outer wall, and the under side should be six feet
3D
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six inches above the flags, round the boiler, and
it should project six feet into the room. The

width of the opening for the air should be two
feet, depth on the outside three inches, but only
two where the air is delivered ; and this may per

haps make a fan unnecessary .
Ventilators made for farmers, and water corn
mills must have counter floors ; and from more

mature consideration, I am confident that the
fire and air that supplies one would serve two,
one over the other ; for heat would ascend from

the first to the second as it does in drying-houses
for wool and cloth .

When the hot air has pas .

sed through the grain it must go somewhere, and

its natural tendency is to ascend ; and should two
ventilators be required for a large corn mill, or
a commission grain warehouse, or for govern

ment to dry grain for the army and navy,
one fire may be made to serve both ;

for any

steam that may arise from the grain in the first

room would ascend throughthe second in pipes,
withoutdoing any injury to the grain in it ; for
this plan I adopted more than twenty years
ago .

Had government made large and numerous
ventilators in the late war , many hundred thou

sand poundswould have been saved, by prevent
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ing such a vast quantity of grain from being lost,
owing to the bad state it was in, from a variety

of circumstances that might be unavoidable.
But to return .

The following observations I would recom
mend to the bread bakers in London, and those
in other cities and towns I think are interested

in them, though perhaps not quite so much as
those in London ; for they are now at liberty to
procure grain or flour in any way that may be
most convenient for them .

I have before observed how few corn -millers
grind well, still I think fewer know how to dress

the grain in a proper manner before it is ground.
For making flour of the finest quality grinding
well is necessary , and dressing the grain in the
best manner before it is ground is equally neces
sary ; for if both are not combined, flour of the

first quality cannot be made ; for an imperfection
in the dressing of it will be fatal, as it will always
injure the colour of the flour ; and after all, pro
per

wire and good brushes must be used by the

dressing machine for the flour, or its quality
will be injured .

INSTRUCTIONS
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INSTRUCTIONS
FOR

MAKING
DRESSING

AND
GRAIN

SPEEDING

MACHINERY

FOR

BEFORE IT IS GROUND .

In the attic story a good corn screen should
be placed over a box fan, from two feet nine, to
two feet ten inches long, with an iron axle, and
four wings or webs, each twelve inches deep ; and

it should make from two hundred and eighty, to
three hundred revolutions per minute ; and the
screen should be so fine as not to admit of any

thing passing through, and injuring the face of
the stones .

When the grain first comes into the mill, it
should be taken up by the elevators to the said

screen, and pass through it into the fan box, in
a thin sheet, nearly as broad as the fan is wide,
and it will blow the light grain, the sand, and
dust also, into a bin prepared for them . The
grain should then be boisted up again by the

elevaters, and pass through a machine made for
dressing it, with a cylinder six feet long, twenty
one inches diameter, and should make three

hundred and twenty revolutions per minute.
This cylinder should work in a wood box,
five feet deep, two feet six inches wide, and
should have a wood or tin hopper at the lower
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end of it, twelve inches wide, the top of which
should stand even with the bottom of the box ;

and a pipe should go from the bottom end, five
inches square, to the mill floor, and a sack may
be hung to the end of it ; and all the trucks,
sand, and dust, may be removed without making
any dust in the mill .

The cylinder should have a great declivity, to
make the grain pass freely through it ; and four
feet in length at the bottom end should be co
vered with wire, pine lines in the inch, and the

remaining two feet at the top end should be co
vered with a sheet of tin made like a grater, and

the rough side should be in the inside of the cy
linder ; but perhaps it may not be improper to
rub the holes over in the inside with a fine smooth

stone, and take off a little of the sharp points,
lest they should injure the bran when first set to
work .

There should be ten brushes fixed in the inside

of the cylinder, in the same manner as those are
for dressing flour ; and five of them should be
made of stout bristles, and the other five of

The cane brushes are for flattening and
bursting the trucks, that they may be the more
cane .

easily driven through the wire into the box and
the grater at the top is to rub loose and shake off
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the sand and dust that adheres to the grain ; and
the brushes are to sweep it away. This cylinder

will more effectually cleanse the grain at one
operation, than passing one hundred times
through any screen .
After the grain has passed the cylinder, it
must be hoisted up again, and pass through the
fan to blow off any dust or sand that may have
escaped the brushes ; and then it descends to the

grinding stones, or into a large hopper, from
which they may all be fed ,

The lightest corn that is blown from the grain
at first, should be removed to the shelling fan ,
or one made for that purpose , when eight or ten
quarters are collected into the bin ; for was it
to be dressed in the mill chamber, it would fill

it with dust ; and the lightest of the grain is fit

for nothing but poultry ; and the better should
have a little good grain mixed with it, and
ground into seconds.
Many millers I know mix their light grain

with the good, and by so doing spoil the whole ;
and they palm it upon the consumer for a first rate
article ; but this can never be, for when thus

mixed, it is not possible to make flour of the
first quality from it, for it will only make good
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seconds, as the light grain always spoils the
colour of the whole ; and moreover , the flour

will be poor and insipid , and destitute of all
that fine colour it ought to possess. This light
grain may fitly be compared to shambles meat,
or poultry that are ill fattened, the flesh being
ill coloured, and still worse flavoured ; and more
over , contains little nutriment.

When grain has been dressed as before de
scribed, no one would believe how much it is im

proved, unless he saw it, for it is made to look
finer than the best of Dantzic wheat; and if it

has been gently dried by a ventilator, it will slip

in the hand like so many glass beads.
This is the way I would have every farmer of
any consequence to dress his grain , who has a

thrashing machine, before it comes to the mar
ket ; and if it is in the least soft, blow the cold

air freely through it with the fan for a few hours ;

but should the atmosphere be damp, light up
the fire for the ventilator.

I will mention a circumstance that has lately

taken place, which proves how grain may be
improved by drying and dressing.
A certain miller, a friend of mine, purchased

lately a considerable quantity' of wheat in the
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market, and he dried and dressed it, but not so
well as I have recommended ; and the next

market day he took a sample and shewed it to
many farmers, who had previously seen the grain,
and he represented it as sent for his inspection, and
requested their opinion, how much more per
quarter it was worth than the grain they had
seen before ; and there was not one but what
valued it at 58.

If the London bakers should grind their grain,
as recommended , and attend to the instructions
for the dressing of it, they may serve the public
with bread and flour, such as I think they have

not done before ; and the poor will have it con
stantly sweet and sound .

But a great deal of flour is spoiled by being
dressed too soon after grinding ; and it is the
miller's loss as well as the consumers ; for

while it lies a few days undressed, it is getting
weight.
If the best of grain was dried upon a ventila
tor, and ground and dressed soon after, and then
immediately packed in barrels as the American

four is, it would turn sour and be greatly injured .
I have before observed the great loss that at
tends American flour, and I suppose there never
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was any year in which the loss by it was so great
as the

year 1815 ; for, the quantity that is nei

ther fit for starch, paste, or size, is really aston

ishing ; and probably a great part of it may have
been occasioned by the flour being dressed and

packed before it was sufficiently cooled : Is it
then any matter of surprise that so much of it
should have been spoiled, if thus treated ?

In the American provinces, where the heat is
great in summer, an upper chamber is the most

improper place that can be, to put the meal in to
cool, ( though the most proper here) ; it should
be laid upon a ground - floor made of wood, and

then it might be sufficiently cooled,
I shall now mention another great improve
ment that may be made in grain, for want of
which , immense loss is frequently sustained, and
that is, by wheat becoming fusty, and unfit for

use ; yet it may be made sound and sweet again
by the simplest of all means, and with the least

possible trouble and expense. Take a few quar
ters of fusty grain, and lay it a moderate thick
ness upon a common drying kiln, either made
with cast plates or tile, and let the kiln be

pretty well heated when it- is put upon it, and
have a couple of large watering cans ready, and
from ten to twelve gallons of fine soft spring
3 E
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water and sprinkle it well, then turn and mix it
until it is equally wet ; a quarter of grain will
take from six to eight quarts. After this, keep a

brisk fire, and turn it frequently to keep it
from burning, and in two hours, or from that to
two hours and a half, if will be ready for taking
off. The steam raised from it will be great, and

will require four or five large tubes, or openings
in the roof to discharge it, for the smell is most
offensive while drying, which requires the kiln to
have all the air that can be given it.
It is by being thus heated and put into a state
of fermentation, that the steam draws frorn ' and
carries off, by evaporation, all that corruptible
and offensive matter which the grain has im
bibed. How simple the process that restores.
the grain to its natural state again !

When the grain has been sufficiently cooled ,
which will require four or five days, let a quarter
of it be sent to the market without being dressed,
along with a quarter from the same bulk, in its
fusty state, and I will maintain it will sell for
from 10s to 158 per quarter more than the other

grain ; bnt if dressed , as before described, it is
not easy to say how much it would be improved.

Still the grain may be purified much more
conveniently and not liable to injury, with one
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third the trouble by a ventilator ; and it may be

steeped in a tub a few minutes only for that pur
pose, if judged necessary, and then it will be
equally wet. The tub should have a wire screen
in the bottom, and a large cock under it, by

which the water may be quietly discharged and

the grain instantly put upon the ventilator.
If the grain thus steeped is dried upon a ven

tilator, the heat should be from eighty -five to
ninety degrees ; for it must be great, or it will

not raise a sufficient quantity of steam to

purify it ; the greater the quantity of steam that
is raised and the sweeter the grain will be. But
the grain may be put dry upon the ventilator,
and sprinkled with water, but it is rather a par
tial way of doing it.

A great deal of fusty grain has been bought
within the last eighteen months, on and near the
eastern coast of the county of York, by millers,
and frequently for a trifle, which they have puri
fied ; and the flour made from it has been war

ranted good. If the previous treatment of this
grain was known, probably it would be proved

that the injury it had received was by lying in a
commission warehouse too long without turning,

and the farmer at last is compelled to take such
a price for it as the commissioner can get, or that
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he may purchase it himself at perhaps little more
than half its original value.

Now if such foul grain can be purified, and
made fit for use , the farmer, who is the great
sufferer, should do it himself.

From the experiments I have lately made in

drying grain, and consulting with various mil
lers respecting the great saving there is of power

in the grinding when dried, they are of opinion,
that in summer more than one-sixth part of the
power will be saved, but in winter, when the

weather is soft and wet, and the grain tough,

one-fourth of the power will be saved, yet I have
stated it at one -tenth ; and this estimate of the

saving in power, I am inclined to think, is not
much over rated . The power for working a pair
of French stones, is well worth from £75 to

£80 per annum . Surely this great saving in
power, is sufficient to induce the miller to have

a ventilator , independent of every other consi
deration .

When I consider that there is annually near ,
if not more than one hundred millions sterling

of the farmers' capital, in grain, in the three
united kingdoms, exposed to all the vicissitudes of
such a changeable climate, where the raging
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winds and excessive rains frequently destroy a

great part of it ; I stand amazed that nothing

1

has been done to lessen the calamity.

It appears singular, that a ventilator has been
so imperfectly understood, and that nothing has
been done to reduce it to a regular system ; for
as yet it is little more than conjecture.
I have before recommended a caravan stove for

heating air for a small ventilator , and it may

answer ; but then it would require a fan, or
some substitute, to supply it with air ; but since
I printed the instructions for setting it, I have
thought upon different plans, and have tried
many experiments, and I think a better and a
more simple one may be contrived for a small
ventilator ; but the scantlings I shall now give
are for a large one, yet they may be reduced
to suit the size of any room ; and for a small
ventilator,

I am confident no fan will be

required if made with an air vault. I am de
sirous, if possible , to make a ventilator for the

former, that will not require a fan, as the power
of a horse is expensive ; but as for the miller it
is of small moment, as he can work a fan by his
water wheel .

INSTRUCTIONS

.
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INSTRUCTIONS
FOR

MAKING

A

HOT

AIR

VAULT

FOR

DRYING

GRAIN WITH RARIFIED AIR .

There should be two bricks in length walls,
raised two feet nine inches high, as if intended
to contain ashes for the boiler of a steam engine,
the distance between them three feet ; and these
should be continued across the room to the out

wall of the building ; and if circumstances will
admit, it would be much better if the ground
was dug out for the foundation , from two feet
six inches, to three feet deep; and have the grate

bars nearly level with the ground floor, as it
would lengthen the draft so much between the

air vault and the ventilator, by which much
more cold air would be got. Sinking the air
vault thus is only necessary where the ventilator

is made upon the first chamber floor, for was it
made upon the second, there would be no occa
sion for it ; and if the ground floor will not admit

of being thus sunk, it may be made without it.
When the said walls are got two feet nine in
ches high, the grate bars should be laid upon
them , and seven inches above them there should

be a cast plate put on, five feet four inches broad,
six feet long, inch and a half to inch and three
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quarters thick in the middle, but only inch and
a quarter at the sides, and be made three inches
concave ; and have four stout lugs on the back
side in the middle, with holes in to admit of

three quarters screw pins, with a parallel joint
at one end to be fixed to them, and on the other

end there should be a strong thread cut, and it

should go through the arch, and have a strong
nut and large washer tightly screwed on the top
side of it, to keep the plate from sinking in the
middle when hot.

And on the under side of the plate, there
should be two side plates or cheeks, cast the
şame length nine inches deep, full inch thick,
and the distance between them three feet four in

ches, which must be placed upon the brick walls
when raised seven inches above the grate bars,

and each of these plates should stand two inches
from the face of the said wall, and on the back
side of each of them there should be an air flue

eight inches wide, and the same depth as the side
plates ; the walls should be raised to the plate,
and the edge of it should go four inches upon
the walls on each side the flue, and the distance

between the under side the plate and the grate
bars will then be sixteen inches.
At the end of the side flues there should be an

opening left in the brick work , near the end of
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the plate, as wide as they are, to let the hot air
pass into the air vault. The plate should have
eight lugs on the back side of it, and four on

each side, near the edge, and they should stand
across it and have holes in, like those for the

middle of the plate to admit of the like screw
pins, nuts, and washers, but the washers should

be eight inches diameter, and curved to suit the
arch, and should be firmly screwed to prevent it
and the brick walls from being opened by the heat

or expansion of the plate.
When the plate is put on there should be a
space of an inch and a half left, between the

brick work and the edge of it, to allow room for
the expansion, or it will force the brick work out,

notwithstanding the eight screw-pins, and there
should go an inch bar across the front of the

brick work, with a stout thread nut and large

washer tightly screwed, to keep the walls from
opening

When the side walls are got even with the top
side of the plate, there should be two courses of
fire brick walled down each side of it, three feet
two inches wide, and an arch of fire brick should

be made as air-tight as possible, a brick in length,
and from the plate to the under side the crown
it will be nearly two feet.
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In the front of the brick work there must be

two openings left in the wall, at the end of the
flues, the same width, for to allow of two cir

cular valves being fixed to admit of cold air ; and
the wall on each side should be carried up square
six inches above the crown of the arch, and the

space should be filled up with sand and covered
with a strong coat of mortar, to keep in the heat.
But if at the end of the plate there was another
laid, from three to near four feet broad, and five

feet four inches long, and the side flues extend
to the end of it, more heat would be got with
the same fuel ; and, but for the expense, it would
be the best if those plates and flues were extend
ed within four feet of the end of the arch .

Should one plate be laid after the large one, it
will not require to be more than three quarters
of an inch thick, and the remainder would

do half an inch thick by thus extending the

length of the plates and flues ; for more heat and
more cold air would be obtained, but the plates
would not be one- third as hot. But where the

plate or plates end, there the flue for the smoke

should commence, and should be from eighteen
to twenty inches high, fifteen wide, and covered

with cast plates three-eighths of an inch thick,
and the length may be from two feet six inches
to three feet.
3 F
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The frame for the doors should have a flange
in the inside, two inches broad, and be even with

the top edge ; and there should be a plate on
the back side, five and a half inches broad, inch

thick, with a bracket onthe under side to keep it
from sinking ; and upon this plate and frame a
brick and half wall should be raised , to fill up
the end of the arch or air vault ; and when

it is got within four inches of the under
side the arch , there should be a cast fun

nel, two feet in breadth , and twenty -two in.

ches long, and the width of the opening on the
out side three inches, but the inside should not
be more than two inches, and it should be cast as

light as possible, and have a slide before it of
rolled plate to admit of more or less air, as cir

cuinstances may require.
Near the end of the air-vault there should be

a stout tin pipe, twelve inches diameter at the

bottom where it will go through the arch
and tạper to eight inches in four feet length,
and be continued this width till it gets through

the floor, and then be made twelve inches wide,
for one foot in length, and made up at the end,
and have four nossels each six inches wide

and three long, to admit of ten pipes being put
upon them , to convey the air and distribute it

equally along the space under the ventilator, by
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the pipes being full of holes on the top side. The
upright pipe may be made of tin, at one-fourth

the expense of cast ones, and will answer every
purpose .

By adopting this plan I have no doubt but a
sufficient quantity of rarefied air may be had for
a moderate sized ventilator without the aid of a

fan ; but as this is intended for a large one I
would prepare a hole in the arch, within four in
ches of the plate to admit of a pipe six inches
diameter, in case one should be wanted .

A caravan stove will only contain about six
feet of rarefied air ; ' and if a large stove is made
in the shape of a boiler from six to seven feetdia
meter, such a stove would cost thrice the expense
of such an air vault as I have described ; if only
made with one large plate it would not contain
one -half the quantity of rarefied air that the said
vault will.

I have had great fear that cast plates would

injure the grain, though they might be heated
with rarefied air ; but within these few days I
have seen a common pot tile kiln covered withi

hair-cloth, and grain spread moderate thick up
on it, yet I could not perceive that it suffered the
-

least injury, for the hair-cloth prevented it,
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I am now fully satisfied, that the farmer
may have a ventilator from five to six yards
square, well heated with rarefied air, without
the assistance of a fan ; and both he and the corn

miller may make use of cast plates with safety ;

for should they have any fear of injury, they may
cover them with hair cloth, and then no damage
can be done to the grain ; and should they want

to dry oats, they may take it off, and only use it
for drying wheat and malt ; but it will always be

prudent for the miller to have a fan for drying
the grain with cold air that does not require
heat, as I have observed before.

There will be no money lost by carrying the
arch nearly across the room, for by raising a few
heads upon it, it will assist in supporting

the first floor, supposing a new building to
be erected .

But if the arch is not continued across the
room , it may end about two feet beyond the six

feet plate, and should be walled up with a brick
and a balf wall, and the upright tin pipe for con

veying the hot air must be placed near the end
of it, and it will deliver the air near the middle
of the ventilator ; but the flue for the smoke

must be carried to the wall, and rise up there.
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By cutting the arch thus short, a considerable
quantity of heat will be lost, and the draft for
the cold air much diminished , as I have before
observed ; for here the flue for the smoke cannot

be returned with advantage, as in drying houses,
and therefore it will be the most beneficial to
continue the arch across the room, no matter
what size the ventilator may be .

As soon as the said ventilator that is making
with cast plates, and a forged stove, nearly in the
shape of a seven feet boiler, is got fairly to work,
I intend to inform the public how it answers,
and of any additional improvement that can
be made in it ; for it is too much to suppose that
it will not admit of any , nor am I so sanguine as
to expect it.

Time, experience, and mature consideration

are required to reduce a chaos, that contains the
seeds of immense improvement to a regular sys
tem ; and experience, in many instances, has
shewn how slow the progress of great improve
ments have been, and perhaps this may be consi

dered one of the greatest in inagnitude of any that
has yet been brought forward in this kingdom ;

and its importance is greatly increased, and the
necessity of it becomes more urgent by the perpe

tual change in our climate.
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From the description and instructions given,
I make no doubt but any intelligent bricklayer,
or mason, may erect such a ventilator.

Although I have said much upon the bene
ficial effects of drying grain by rarefied air, yet
the application of it is not confined'to grain only ;
for it is capable of being made very useful in
many different ways.
The time I think is not remote, when it will

be generally used for warming churches, public
rooms, vineries, drying houses for wool and

cloth , and for all kinds of cotton goods. And
hot air will be of singular use to public breweries,
for warming the room where the liquor is work
ed, and especially in frosty weather, as it may
be kept of an uniform temparature most conve
nient for it. For want of having the room pro
perly warmed where the liquoris worked in frosty
weather, large quantities of it are often much

injured ; and by the said room being too hot in
summer , much liquor is often spoiled. Now
there will be no more difficulty in having this
room in a proper temparature both in summer ,
and winter ; and in hot weather, it is of no
small consequence to the brewer to have the

said room sufficiently cool, which may be
done by making a communication with the
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air vault, or by blowing the air with a fan ;

but the great advantage of drying the malt by
rarefied air will far exceed both these ; and all

these improvements may be combined in a com :
mon ventilator.

The heat that is given to dryinghouses by brick
flues is often most injurious to both wool and cloth,

being from fifteen to twenty degrees too hot,
by which the fibres of the wool is much weakened,
but especially when dyed either brown or black ;
and the cloth made from it. handles extremely
harsh and unkind ; and no subsequent treat
ment whatever can restore the fibres of the

wool to their natural strength ; and moreover, it
will require nearly one half more oil to work it
than if dried with sun and air. By the cloth

being thus heated, it becomes loose and slabby,
and there is no firmness in it ; it will never turn

rain afterwards as it ought to do, nor admit
of a kind soft face being given to it.

Cool

ing it out of doors will not restore that fineness
it once possessed ; nor will steaming it, and
afterwards cold pressing, restore the stamina it
has lost by excessive heat.
In winter, when the weather is wet or damp,
I think one half of the dyed wool and cloth manu

factured in the west riding of the county of York,
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are much injured by drying, as before mentioned ;
and yet, both wool and cloth might be dried by

hot air without being in the least injured, and
much cheaper than by brick flues, or even steam.
There is too much humidity in steam to dry

any thing perfectly, the metal being so exceed
ingly porous, and subject to much extension and
contraction, by which the joints are frequently
broke, and much steam will then enter the room .

The heat in a drying house for drying wool
or cloth, should never exceed that of summer,

but ifany thing, it should be rather less ; as there
is not that quantity of air to assist in drying as
out of doors.

OBSERVATIONS
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OBSERVATIONS
ON IRELAND .

It is probable that my observations upon the

immense sums of money that have been impru
dently expended upon canals'in Great Britain
will excite considerable surprise in the minds of
my readers ; but how much more will it be in

creased, when I submit my observations to the

public upon the designing and executing of
canals, river navigations, harbours, docks, &c ;
and also on the various lines of canals that have

lately been surveyed, and approved of by, the

directors general of inland navigation in Ireland,
upon which I intend to publish a treatise in two
or three months .

Nothing but surveying the canals and naviga
tions in Ireland could have made me believe,
that such immense sums of money had been

80 foolishly squandered, and its many local
advantages so much neglected. It is a country
capable of inmense , improvement, and the
peasantry are brave, bold, and generous ; and,
though a high spirited people, are capable
of being moulded to any form , if properly
treated .

But one thing greatly surprised me

that nearly all the grain that is grown in that
kingdom, and used for bread, has to be kiln
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dried before it can be ground, however fine the

harvest may be, and though the coal for drying it

.

is exceedingly dear ; for there is only one kind
in the kingdom , as I was informed , that is fit
for the purpose, which is got in the county of -

Kilkenny . On this account, ventilators would
be of singular advantage, as they might be heated
with turf, or inferior,coal, or with turf and coal

mixed together ; for though the smell from them
is very unpleasant, yet it could not, in the least,
th

affect the grain ; and it is probable it might be
dried with one half the expense it now costs .

On the Bridgewater Canal.
Since the estimate was printed commencing
in page 145 of this work , I have learned with
surprise, that the communication is now intended
to be made with the Leeds and Liverpool canal
at Wigan ; which will deprive the towns of

Liverpool and Manchester of a short and easy
water conveyance ; for the public had a right to
expect that the union would be made at a differ

ent place, as the distance between the two towns,

by that line, will be from fifty -four to nearly
fifty -six miles. I am informed that a junction
may

be made between the two canals where they

are upon a level, or within a few inches.

Was the communication so made, that the
distance between the said towns should not

exceed from forty -two to forty -four miles , (and
I can see little difficulty in doing that) it would
• be of the utmost consequence to the Leeds and

Liverpool canal ; as the principal part of the trade
between the towns of Liverpool and Manchester,

pass upon it, and which I apprehend, will
not be secured by the proposed line ofconveyance .

would

If the junction was made with the said canal

twenty miles from Liverpool, that part would,
I think, produce ten times the revenue it will
ever raise, suppose the junction to be made at

Wigan , by carrying goods to and from Liver
pool to Manchester.

It is not to be expected thatthe roble Marquis
will make the communication , as he cannot

increase his dues, how far soever 'he might ex
tend his line, being restrained by his acts ; and
should the Leeds and Liverpool canal company
refuse to execute it, I have no doubt the public
would be glad to make it, though the distance
might be from 'twelve to fifteen miles.
Should the presentplan be executed , it is pro
bable that a new line of canal will be projected
between the two towns, which may not require
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a lock ; and I think it may be made nearly ten
miles shorter than by Wigan,

But it by no means follows, that Leigh is the
most proper place to form the junction ; if the

new line is to be made convenient for the public '
this would depend upon circumstances ; it might
be found most advisable to leave the Duke's canal

two or three miles from thence. I by no means
intimate, that the two parties should be pre

cluded from making a junction, for this may be
done, and still another line made for the accom

modation of the public ; but it should not be
made so circuitous, as to exclude the trade of
the two said towns, which will be the case, if the

junction is made at or near Wigan .
If the line, that is proposed to unite these two
canals, was twenty miles long, the noble mar

quis would not be injured ; for by his acts, he is
empowered to take the whole of his dues, though
the goods do not pass one mile upon his canal.

And it would be greatly to the advantage of the
Leeds and Liverpool company, if the canal was
from ten to twelve miles shorter than by Wigan , as

there will be a saving in expense of lock building,
and much less lockage water will be required ;
but if the junction is made near Wigan, in com
ing from Liverpool a lock full of water will be
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consumed, and another in descending into thre

Bridgewater canal.
Should there be an extensive trade on the pro

posed line (but that is not probable) I think it
is very doubtful, whether the company can supply
it with water by any natural means ; would it
not then be most advisable to make the junction
where the least water will be consumed, and the

greatest revenue procured ? For a vessel, in
passing from Wigan to Leigh, a distance of six
miles, will consume as much lockage water as

in passing from the summit to Liverpool, the
distance of eighty -six miles.
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